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Welcome to the third annual UK & Irish Packers Draft Preview. 

For many football fans, outside of the season itself, the NFL Draft is the most 
exciting time of the year. A time where fans, regardless of where their 
allegiance lies, can have a boost of optimism about the future of their team. 
And a time where we can all play Armchair General Manager.  

After the great feedback that we received regarding last year’s Draft Preview, 
we resolved to try and make this 2021 edition even better. We like to think that 
we have achieved that – but only you, the reader, will be judge of that! We 
have made some additions and changes this year which we hope will add to 
your NFL Draft experience. 

As in previous years, our intention in producing this preview is to help inform all 
of the UK & Irish Packers followers as we head into the NFL Draft – whilst in the 
process having some fun and most importantly, generating discussion. We 
know that there are many other Draft Guides and Previews out there – many 
are superb publications – so we really appreciate your time in reading our 
efforts. 

COVID-19 has had a huge impact on the production of this guide – particularly 
its date of release – we hope that it coming out just a few days later than we 
may have hoped does not spoil your enjoyment. The cancellation of the usual 
NFL Draft Combine (normally held in Indianapolis in February) led to an 
expanded, and perhaps more important, Pro Day schedule than usual. This 
schedule ran well into April. Also all college football players had the option of 
claiming an extra year of eligibility and returning for the 2021 season – it 
therefore too some extra time to filter through which players were entering this 
draft and which were returning to school for 2021. 

The views and opinions expressed in this Preview are simply just that – opinions. 
We know that not everybody will agree with our views and conclusions, but 
that’s ok! If they generate good constructive discussions, then we will be 
happy. 

We look forward to hearing your feedback. In the meantime we hope that our 
efforts will go a little way toward enriching your enjoyment of the 2021 NFL 
Draft.  

INTRODUCTION 
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PACKER PICKS IN 2021 DRAFT 
1. 1st Round, Pick 29 (#29 overall) 
 
2. 2nd Round, Pick 30 (#62 overall) 
 
3. 3rd Round, Pick 29 (#92 overall) 
 
4. 4th Round, Pick 30 (#135 overall) 
 
5. 4th Round, Pick 37 (#142 overall) - Comp Pick (Blake Martinez)  
     
6. 5th Round, Pick 29 (#173 overall) 
 
7. 5th Round, Pick 34 (#178 overall) - Comp Pick (Bryan Bulaga)  
 
8. 6th Round, Pick 30 (#214 overall) 
     
9. 6th Round, Pick 36 (#220 overall) - Comp Pick (Kyler Fackrell) 
 
10. 7th Round, Pick 29 (#256 overall) 
 

2021 DRAFT SCHEDULE 
• Day 1 - Thursday 29th April at 8pm EST / 1am (30th April) UK Time 

 Round 1 – Selections 1-32 
 

• Day 2 - Friday 30th April at 7pm EST / Midnight UK Time 
 Round 2 – Selections 33-64 
 Round 3 – Selections 65-105 

 
• Day 3 - Saturday 1st May April at Noon EST / 5pm UK Time 

 Round 4 – Selections 106-144 
 Round 5 – Selections 145-184 
 Round 6 – Selections 185-228 
 Round 7 – Selections 229-259 

DRAFT PICKS & 
SCHEDULE 
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GET LEADERS WITH HIGH CHARACTER 
The Packers place a high level of importance on selecting high character individuals 
– players who will be great locker room guys, who play with confidence, who raise the 
level of those around them and take responsibility for their play and actions on and 
off the field – Jaire Alexander is a recent draftee who personifies these traits. 

The off the field character should not be underestimated. The willingness to be part of 
the Green Bay community has long since been important to the Packers front office. 
 

PATIENCE IS A VIRTUE… 
Everyone is keen to do things on draft day – make a move...trade up! But sometimes 
waiting to see how the draft progresses pick by pick is the appropriate thing to do 
and may provide optimum value, as other teams become more desperate to make 
moves and may give more away. Let the draft board come to you.  
 

…BUT IF YOU KNOW YOUR GUY, GO GET HIM 
We’ve seen Gutekunst be prepared to make moves in the first round of the NFL draft: 

• 2018 - Trading down and then back up in 2018 for Jaire Alexander 
(gaining an extra first round pick along the way)  

• 2019 - Trading up to select Darnell Savage  
• 2020 - Trading up to select Jordan Love 

That’s four first round trades in three drafts. 

Therefore, do not be surprised to see more moves in or out of the first round this year. 
 

BE AGILE 
Be agile, open minded and flexible through the 3 days of the draft e.g. considering 
trade possibilities that may arise quickly, out of the blue. 

THE PACKERS 
DRAFT PHILOSOPHY 

Here we take a look at how Brian Gutekunst has drafted in 
the last three years and how that three-year history may 
give indicators as to how the packers may draft in 2021. 
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BEST PLAYER AVAILABLE? 
The best player available will always come under extreme scrutiny with regard to him 
being the next Packers draft pick. That certainly was the approach followed by 
Gutekunst’s immediate predecessors and there’s no reason to believe that things are 
any different now – particularly considering his tutelage came from them. That said, 
even the best player available approach is in itself subject to some provisos: 

• Who the best player available is, is always in the eye of the beholder (or in the 
case, the GM) 

• There may be “equal bests”, so determining positional need is important 
• The best player available may be at a position where the team is already set.  

Rather than reaching for a player, this may be the time to consider a trade. 
• There may not be a player available who is considered value at the pick – 

again, this looks like trade time. 
 

ATHLETICISM IS KING 
In the Packers 3 drafts under Gutekunst they have selected 28 players and 
demonstrated that they put a premium on players with a high level of athleticism.   

If we take out punter J.K. Scott and the 3 players who were injured (Kamal Martin, 
Simon Stepaniak and Vernon Scott) and not able to post a RAS, we are left with 24 
guys. Of those 24 players, 21 of them (all but Cole Madison, Jace Sternberger and 
Jake Hanson) had a Relative Athletic Score (RAS) of 8.17 or higher – that’s 87.5%. 

The pattern has been set – Gutekunst likes players who have high level athletic ability.  
 

LOOK TO THE FUTURE 
Draft not just for immediate need, but the future – staying a year or two ahead of the 
game is ideal. Consider the impact of free agency, injuries, and potential retirements. 
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Those always saying the Packers “never sign anyone in free agency” sure look past 
some key signings and retentions made year on year. Sure, the Packers aren’t a 
flashy, cash splashing free agency team and they do allow some great players walk 
but by and large, they managed to do the seemingly impossible this past season and 
offseason to keep some key components to their NFC Championship Game 
participating squad. 

It must also be noted here that the justification for bleeding talent to other teams is 
sometimes warranted when we see fantastic but out-of-our-price-range players like 
All-Pro Corey Linsley become the top paid players at their position on their new 
teams. Undoubtedly though the Packers have seemingly signalled their faith in the 
team of last year by largely bringing back the same stars for what seems like, by 
Green Bay standards, an attempt to ‘go all in’.  

We noted last year that the keys to success and the likely casualties will be big names 
like David Bakhtiari, Kenny Clark, and Aaron Jones. Brian Gutekunst and Co. have 
managed to retain their services on new contracts, which in Jones’ case in particular, 
was both as surprising as it was team friendly. 

As mentioned, we have lost talent, some that may be more difficult to replace than 
others, and we have brought back players, like Kevin King, who tested the market 
and landed back in Green Bay to try and tell his redemption story in 2021. In both 
cases, the Packers will surely look to bolster these positions in the Draft.  

Some may be in with a real chance of making an impact whereas others will be 
drafted with the expectation of never seeing meaningful playing time at least until 
the starter ahead of them on the depth chart moves on next year after their one year 
prove it deal. In most cases, proving they would be valuable to another team.  

Of course, there will inevitably be those who suit up due to injury. That is not always 
the optimum situation but in the case of Aaron Jones, who saw premature playing 
time when both Ty Montgomery and Jamaal Williams went down, it can work out and 
work out spectacularly. 
 

  

THE PACKERS & 
FREE AGENCY 2022  

Like all teams in this “free agency era”, the Packers will be 
accounting for the contract status of their key players as 
they go into the 2021 draft. Teams are always looking 
ahead and mapping out what they may need to do for the 
next few years. 
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Unlike last year, the intrigue with the 2022 free agent crop is not so much rooted in the 
anxiety of losing cornerstones at key positions, but centred more around one or two 
big names with the rest of the players really securing their value, be it in the credit or 
debit column, this year on the field. Following, we take a look at some of the more 
interesting names to appear on the list and what the likely outcome or strategy may 
be for them in Green Bay. 
  
BIG TAE DAY  
All Packer fans are well aware of the many adjectives we could use for Davante 
Adams despite some still not being able to spell his name correctly. (One of the many 
mysteries in life that confound me daily). Adams reached even dizzier heights in 2020 
putting in a record breaking performance in an efficient 14 games.  
 
Adams was mentioned in the same sentence as Don Hutson throughout 2020 and as 
such, will go down as one of the best receivers to ever wear the jersey. The singular 
issue with Adams is the fact that 2021 is the final year on his current contract. Paying 
players at the very height of their craft is expensive. Davante is going to get paid. 

  
We won’t delve too deeply into the 
intricacies and psychology of whether 
the Packers will strike a deal with 
Davante sooner rather than later but 
there are a number of few factors that 
could make the decision more complex 
than it would seem.   
 
The fact that Adams is the focal point of 
the offense, aside from Aaron Jones, is a 
strong factor, along with the fact that all 
of the other receivers currently on the 
roster have not stepped up and 
convincingly claimed the no.2 role even 
when given ample opportunity (Lazard 
made a strong push before injury last 
year).  
 
Pointing to scheme, to injury or to 

chance, there are many reasons why the Green Bay Packers find themselves in this 
scenario but we will pin our colours to the mast on this one and say that, if the Packers 
can perform cap magic, Davante Adams should be lacing up his cleats in the 
Lambeau Field locker room for many, many, years to come. 

 
JA ISLAND  
Jaire Alexander is truly one of the best corners in the NFL. For a corner many wrote off 
due to his size, he has played with a deftness that has rendered receivers empty 
handed and quarterback’s passer ratings low. He collected many accolades 
including a Pro Bowl selection in 2020 and although 2021 is the final year of his 4 year 
rookie deal, expect the Packers to exercise the 5th year option without a moment’s 
hesitation. 
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PASS CATCHER PREDICAMENT 

One area of intrigue is the depth behind Davante Adams. MVS, ESB, Funchess and 
Tonyan (TE) are all on their final year in Green Bay before renewal or release.  

Tonyan was truly outstanding last year catching a league high and Packers’ single 
season record equalling 11 TDs. The only things he didn’t catch were more public 
recognition and a Pro Bowl berth. The Packers placed a RFA second round tender on 
Tonyan in the offseason instead of securing his services for a longer term timeframe. 
With the unanswered questions surrounding Jace Sternberger, the sophomore season 
of Josiah Deguara upcoming and the intrigue of Dominique Dafney, Tonyan will be 
expected to replicate his 2020 performance in some fashion to force the Packers to 
pay a premium for his services. Will the Packers lock him up after next season? 

We saw the Packers ‘reach’ for AJ Dillon in last year’s draft in anticipation of losing 
one of Aaron Jones or Jamaal Williams at the end of 2020. In somewhat of a shock 
move, Jones returns whilst Williams will be waltzing on the Lions’ sideline in 2021.  

With the draft being deep again at the wideout position, and the contracts of MVS, 
ESB and Funchess expiring after the season, will we see Gutekunst opt to strengthen 
the position with more talent, even with some late round experimental picks? The 
group-think about last year’s lack of draft day action for WRs, was that the Packers 
trusted the depth chart and didn’t see the late rounders as much of an upgrade for 
the young guys already under contract. The question of succession planning is now a 
pertinent one and the Packers will need to address the position is some fashion. 

 
 
CORNER CONUNDRUM 
There is an air of unknown surrounding the Packers CB room. Under the tutelage of 
Jerry Gray, Jaire Alexander took another big step in solidifying his shutdown 
reputation and the rest of the players are equally expected to play at an elevated 
level. The contracts of Chandon Sullivan and Josh Jackson are up at the end of 2021 
and where Sullivan has been a reliable presence on game day, he will need to show 
progression this year to secure additional playing time in Green Bay past 2021.  

Jackson, a 2018 2nd round pick, could be in real danger of leaving Green Bay 
prematurely as he has not lived up to expectations. Alarm bells rang in his rookie year 
and he has done nothing to drown out the dismay, tumbling down the depth chart 
whilst getting plenty of chances to prove his prowess on game day.  

Kevin King tested the waters and ended back on the banks of the Fox River for 
another year. Full 16 game participation along with outstanding coverage may not 
be enough to extend King’s tenure in Green Bay past this year but he will surely suit up 
with a point to prove, be it to the doubters in the stands, or to the executives suited 
and booted in the other 31 NFL facilities.  

With the defensive system the Packers like to run being one that needs a lot of bodies 
at DB, the Packers will look to give Gray and Co. plenty of options and depth in this 
area so expect signings before the season commences. 
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Any time the biggest errors in draft history, particularly Packers draft history, are 
discussed, you can be certain that the one of the first names – probably the very first 
name – to come up, will be that of Tony Mandarich. 

When Packers Director Football Operations, Tom Braatz, decided to select Mandarich 
with the 2nd overall pick in the 1989 draft there wasn’t a draft expert, analyst, or fan 
around that thought that Green Bay was getting anything other than a future multiple 
All-Pro and possible Pro Football Hall of Famer. Make no mistake, he was regarded as 
the one of top two players available in 1989 (Troy Aikman being the other), and most 
importantly, probably the majority of NFL teams who had that 2nd overall pick would 
have selected Mandarich – and that in itself, provides a little vindication for the 
Packers front office at that time, and the choice that they made.  

But there’s no getting past it, the 
choice of Mandarich turned out to 
be a terrible one for Green Bay. 
Firstly, he took part in a lengthy hold 
out which saw him arrive very late in 
camp heading into the 1989 season. 
Then upon arrival, Mandarich turned 
out not to have the all strength and 
power that had previously appeared 
to be the case – amid rumours of his 
body being bulked up on steroids 
whilst he was in college at Michigan 
State. Thirdly, he wasn’t as a good a 
pass blocker that NFL teams needed 
and thought he was – although given 
that he came from a run heavy 
Michigan State offense, everybody 
should probably have known better. 

When the 1989 season came around, Mandarich was unsurprisingly unable to beat 
out either of the existing tackles – Alan Veingrad at right tackle and Ken Ruettgers at 
left tackle. He spent the entire season as a back-up and playing some on special 
teams. Eventually, in 1990, Mandarich became the starter and held the role for two 
seasons, but never came anywhere close to being the player that the Packers had 
thought they were getting back in April 1989.  

 TONY MANDARICH – 
THE 1989 DRAFT 

Here we take a quick break from the 2021 NFL draft and  
look at the story of the drafting of Tony Mandarich in 1989.  
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After three years with Green Bay, Mandarich was released having started in just 31 
games, and he drifted out of the league. Mandarich would, in 1996, be picked up by 
the Indianapolis Colts where he would play for three solid years at both tackle and 
guard. 

But make no bones about it, Mandarich was a bust as a Packers draft choice - going 
from the no.2 overall pick to out of the league in three years, with nothing to write 
home about in between. When looking back at the choice, what makes it look even 
worse is when you look at the top five selections from the 1989 draft: 

 

1. Dallas - Troy Aikman, QB 
2. Green Bay - Tony Mandarich, OT 
3. Detroit - Barry Sanders, RB 
4. Kansas City - Derrick Thomas, OLB 
5. Atlanta - Deion Sanders, CB 

 

Four of the top five players from that draft ended up being Hall of Fame players. 
Unfortunately, the Packers choice was the odd man out. Look at the above list, 
numbers 3-5, and imagine how good any of them might have looked in a Green Bay 
Packers uniform.  

There are a couple of extra items to add to this story that only make the feeling 
around this pick even worse: 

Firstly, Mandarich had played his entire college career at right tackle, but the Packers 
projected him to play on the all-important left side in the pros, protecting the 
quarterback’s blind side. But not only had he not played at left tackle, nor was he a 
distinguished pass protector (as we mentioned earlier), but also the Packers already 
had a long established excellent left tackle in Ken Ruettgers. In fact, Ruettgers was so 
good that he was easily in the top 5 players on the Packers roster at that time. IN 
terms of team need, the pick just looks stranger and stranger. 

Secondly, the 1988 Green Bay Packers were a very bad football team. So bad that 
the they lost their first 5 games of the season. They then won their next two before 
losing 7 consecutive games – after 14 games, Green Bay stood at 2-12. Most 
importantly, they owned the overall no.1 pick in the forthcoming draft. But the 1980s 
Packers being the 1980s Packers, they couldn’t even hold on to that. Somehow, a 
Packers team that had been falling apart for 7 weeks, played like a group of 
imposters and won their final two games – lifting their record to 4-12 and losing the 
top pick in the draft to the 3-13 Dallas Cowboys. The Cowboys of course would pick 
Troy Aikman and the rest of history. One wonders how different history may have 
been if the Packers hadn’t won those last two games of the 1988 season. 

If the selection of Tony Mandarich can teach teams, analysts, and fans anything 
about the NFL draft, it’s that however highly rated a player may be, no player is 
without flaws and no player is an absolutely certainty to be the next great NFL star. 
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The following pages contain our list of the Top 300 players available (up from a Top 
200 last year and from 150 in 2019). 

Our Top 300 isn’t necessarily the order in which we think players will be picked - teams 
will have reasons for (e.g. positional need) to select players in a different order to how 
we see it – but it does reflect our view of the relative strength of the players available 
in this draft regardless of position.  

A great example of the above point is Mac Jones (QB, Alabama) who we have 
ranked outside our Top 20 but we actually expect to get selected perhaps as high as 
the no.3 overall pick. 

To create our Top 300 players (and our Position-by-Position Rankings further on in this 
Preview), we ranked players on the following basis:  

• Tape that we watched since the conclusion of the college football season, 
zeroing in on players on our draft watch list. This is probably the most important 
element.  

• Our previous rankings, knowledge and notes of players based on previous 
tape, including game film from previous seasons, that we have watched.  

• The combine / pro days - these tend not to change too much what our view 
already is but may reinforce what we already know or indeed encourage us to 
go and re-visit tape.  

• Confirmed injury reports and/or off-the-field concerns reports from reputable 
sources.  

• We look at players from a general view and a Packers perspective  

 
Note: Rankings by other draft analysts don’t in themselves change our rankings or our 
view of players – we prefer what we see on tape. However, they may encourage us 
to go and re-visit tape where appropriate.  
 
 
Packers Watchlist 
We’ve included our Packers Watchlist again this year, Players whose name is 
highlighted in bright green in their profile description are part of our 40 Player 
Watchlist.  

These are players who may have a special interest for the Packers. These are players 
who generally meet three criteria: 

o There’s a decent chance they’ll be available when the Packers pick.  
o They meet some/all of the criteria the Packers are likely to use e.g. 

outstanding athletic ability 
o We like them either because they are just good players or perhaps 

because they bring something that the Packers don’t already have. 

INTRODUCING OUR 
BIG BOARD   
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 Name        Pos College Round* 
1. Trevor Lawrence QB  Clemson 1 
2. Ja’Marr Chase WR LSU 1 
3. Penei Sewell OT Oregon 1 
4. Kyle Pitts TE Florida 1 
5. Zach Wilson QB BYU 1 
6. Justin Fields QB Ohio State 1 
7. Micah Parsons LB Penn State 1 
8. Jaylen Waddle WR Alabama 1 
9. Patrick Surtain II CB Alabama 1 

10. Rashawn Slater OG/OT Northwestern 1 
11. DeVonta Smith WR Alabama 1 
12. Trey Lance QB North Dakota State 1 
13. Kwity Paye Edge Michigan 1 
14. Caleb Farley CB Virginia Tech 1 
15. Jaycee Horn CB South Carolina 1 
16. Christian Darrisaw OT Virginia Tech 1 
17. Alijah Vera-Tucker OG/OT USC 1 
18. Jeremiah Owusu-Koramoah LB/S Notre Dame 1 
19. Jaelan Phillips Edge Miami (Fla) 1 
20. Trevon Moehrig S TCU 1 
21. Zaven Collins LB Tulsa 1 
22. Azeez Ojulari Edge Georgia 1 
23. Gregory Rousseau Edge Miami (Fla) 1 
24. Najee Harris RB Alabama 1 
25. Mac Jones QB Alabama 1 
26. Travis Etienne RB Clemson 1-2 
27. Christian Barmore DL Alabama 1-2 
28. Teven Jenkins OT Oklahoma State 1-2 
29. Greg Newsome II CB Northwestern 1-2 
30. Jayson Oweh Edge Penn State 1-2 
31. Kadarius Toney WR Florida 1-2 
32. Rashod Bateman WR Minnesota 1-2 
33. Javonte Williams RB North Carolina 1-2 
34. Nick Bolton LB Missouri 1-2 
35. Terrace Marshall Jr. WR LSU 1-2 
36. Pat Freiermuth TE Penn State 1-2 
37. Levi Onwuzurike DL Washington 1-2 
38. Carlos “Boogie” Basham Edge Wake Forest 1-2 
39. Jamin Davis LB Kentucky 1-2 
40. Rondale Moore WR Purdue 1-2 

List continues on the next page 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 

THE TOP 300   
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 Name        Pos College Round* 
41. Elijah Moore WR Mississippi 1-2 
42. Alex Leatherwood OG/OT Alabama 2 
43. Samuel Cosmi OT Texas 2 
44. Jalen Mayfield OT Michigan 2 
45. Asante Samuel Jr. CB Florida State 2 
46. Tyson Campbell CB Georgia 2 
47. Dillon Radunz OT North Dakota State 2 
48. Creed Humphrey OC/OG Oklahoma 2 
49. Joseph Ossai Edge Texas 2 
50. Wyatt Davis OG Ohio State 2 
51. Eric Stokes CB Georgia 2 
52. Jevon Holland S Oregon 2 
53. Landon Dickerson OC Alabama 2 
54. Elijah Molden CB Washington 2 
55. Liam Eichenberg OT Notre Dame 2 
56. Ronnie Perkins Edge Oklahoma 2 
57. Aaron Robinson CB UCF 2-3 
58. Jabril Cox LB LSU 2-3 
59. Joe Tryon Edge Washington 2-3 
60. Richie Grant S UCF 2-3 
61. Kelvin Joseph CB Kentucky 2-3 
62. Jackson Carman OT Clemson 2-3 
63. Daviyon Nixon DL Iowa 2-3 
64. Ifeatu Melifonwu CB Syracuse 2-3 
65. Tylan Wallace WR Oklahoma State 2-3 
66. Michael Carter RB North Carolina 2-3 
67. Walker Little OT Stanford 2-3 
68. Trey Smith OG/OT Tennessee 2-3 
69. Quinn Meinerz OG/OC Wisconsin-Whitewater 2-3 
70. Andre Cisco S Syracuse 2-3 
71. Baron Browning LB Ohio State 2-3 
72. Kyle Trask QB Florida 2-3 
73. Jamar Johnson S Indiana 2-3 
74. Alim McNeill NT North Carolina St 2-3 
75. Dyami Brown WR North Carolina 2-3 
76. Amon-Ra St. Brown WR USC 3 
77. Brevin Jordan TE Miami (Fla) 3 
78. Chazz Surratt LB North Carolina 3 
79. Kenneth Gainwell RB Memphis 3 
80. Milton Williams DL Louisiana Tech 3 
81. Paulson Adebo CB Stanford 3 
82. Hunter Long TE Boson College 3 
83. Dylan Moses LB Alabama 3 
84. James Hudson III OT Cincinnati 3 

List continues on the next page 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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 Name        Pos College Round* 
85. Jay Tufele NT USC 3 
86. Davis Mills QB Stanford 3 
87. Pete Werner LB Ohio State 3 
88. Tommy Tremble TE Notre Dame 3 
89. Rashad Weaver Edge Pittsburgh 3 
90. Josh Myers OC Ohio State 3 
91. Kellen Mond QB Texas A&M 3 
92. Tyler Shelvin DL LSU 3 
93. Hamsah Nasirildeen S Florida State 3 
94. Nico Collins WR Michigan 3 
95. Osa Odighizuwa DL UCLA 3 
96. D’Wayne Eskridge WR Western Michigan 3 
97. Chatarius “Tutu” Atwell WR Louisville 3 
98. Ar’Darius Washington S TCU 3 
99. Marvin Wilson III DL Florida State 3 

100. Trey Sermon RB Ohio State 3-4 
101. Payton Turner DL Houston 3-4 
102. Aaron Banks OG/OT Notre Dame 4-5 
103. Brady Christensen OT BYU 3-4 
104. Dayo Odeyingbo Edge Vanderbilt 3-4 
105. Amari Rodgers WR Clemson 3-4 
106. Tommy Togiai DL Ohio State 3-4 
107. Shaun Wade CB Ohio State 3-4 
108. Patrick Jones II Edge Pittsburgh 3-4 
109. Benjamin St.-Juste CB Minnesota 3-4 
110. Cameron McGrone LB Michigan 3-4 
111. Spencer Brown OT Northern Iowa 3-4 
112. Tamorrion Terry WR Florida State 4-5 
113. Marquez Stevenson WR Houston 4-5 
114 Demetric Felton WR UCLA 4-5 
115. Khalil Herbert RB Virginia Tech 4-5 
116. Kendrick Green OG/OC Illinois 4-5 
117. Jordan Smith Edge UAB 4-5 
118. Ambry Thomas CB Michigan 4-5 
119. Cameron Sample DL Tulane 4-5 
120. Chuba Hubbard RB Oklahoma State 4-5 
121. Rodarius Williams CB Oklahoma State 4-5 
122. Israel Mukuamu CB South Carolina 4-5 
123. Darren Hall CB/S San Diego State 4-5 
124. Trill Williams CB/S Syracuse 4-5 
125. Ben Cleveland OG/OT Georgia 4-5 
126. Monty Rice LB Georgia 4-5 
127. Deonte Brown OG Alabama 4-5 
128. Jamie Newman QB Georgia 4-5 

List continues on the next page 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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 Name        Pos College Round* 
129. Seth Williams WR Auburn 4-5 
130. Quincy Roche Edge Miami (Fla) 4-5 
131. Marlon Tuipulotu DL USC 4-5 
132. Rhamondre Stevenson RB Oklahoma 4-5 
133. Chris Rumph II Edge Duke 4-5 
134. Shakur Brown CB/S Michigan State 4-5 
135. Sage Surratt WR Wake Forest 4-5 
136. Josh Palmer WR Tennessee 4-5 
137. Kary Vincent Jr. CB/S LSU 4-5 
138. Jamien Sherwood S Auburn 4-5 
139. Talanoa Hufanga S USC 4-5 
140. Kylin Hill RB Mississippi State 4-5 
141. D’Ante Smith OT East Carolina 4-5 
142. Ihmir Smith-Marsette WR Iowa 4-5 
143. Thomas Graham Jr. CB Oregon 4-5 
144. Caden Sterns S Texas 4-5 
145. Olaijah Griffin CB USC 4-5 
146. Tre Brown CB Oklahoma 4-5 
147. Jaelon Darden WR North Texas 4-5 
148. Jaylen Twyman DL Pittsburgh 4-5 
149. Hamilcar Rashed Jr. Edge Oregon State 4-5 
150. Patrick Johnson Edge Tulane 4-5 
151. Simi Fehoko WR Stanford 4-5 
152. Anthony Schwartz WR Auburn 4-5 
153. Dazz Newsome WR North Carolina 4-5 
154. Dax Milne WR BYU 4-5 
155. Cade Johnson WR South Dakota St 4-5 
156. Tyree Gillespie S Missouri 4-5 
157. Divine Deablo S Virginia Tech 4-5 
158. Camryn Bynum CB California 4-5 
159. Cornell Powell WR Clemson 4-5 
160. Shi Smith WR South Carolina 4-5 
161. Robert Rochell CB Central Arkansas 4-5 
162. Charles Snowden Edge Virginia 4-5 
163. Chris Evans RB Michigan 4-5 
164. Robert Hainsey OT Notre Dame 4-5 
165. Austin Watkins Jr. WR UAB 4-5 
166. Janarius Robinson Edge Florida State 4-5 
167. Bobby Brown III DL Texas A&M 4-5 
168. Brenden Jaimes OT Nebraska 4-5 
169. Malcolm Koonce Edge Buffalo 4-5 
170. Christian Uphoff S Illinois State 4-5 
171. Adetokunbo Ogundeji Edge Notre Dame 4-5 
172. Frank Darby WR Arizona State 4-5 

List continues on the next page 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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 Name        Pos College Round* 
173. James Wiggins S Cincinnati 4-5 
174. Elerson Smith Edge Northern Iowa 4-5 
175. Richard LeCounte III S Georgia 4-5 
176. Jermar Jefferson RB Oregon State 4-5 
177. Stone Forsythe OT Florida 4-5 
178. D.J. Daniel CB Georgia 4-5 
179. Tre’ McKitty TE Georgia 4-5 
180. Paris Ford S Pittsburgh 4-5 
181. Chauncey Golston Edge Iowa  4-5 
182. Trey Hill OC/OG Georgia 4-5 
183. David Moore OG/OC Grambling State 4-5 
184. Jaret Patterson RB Buffalo 4-5 
185. Damar Hamlin S Pittsburgh 6-7 
186. Garret Wallow LB TCU 6-7 
187. Tay Gowan CB Central Florida 6-7 
188. Dan Moore Jr. OT Texas A&M 6-7 
189. Alaric Jackson OT Iowa 6-7 
190. Josh Ball OT Marshall 6-7 
191. Larry Rountree III RB Missouri 6-7 
192. Deommodore Lenoir CB Oregon 6-7 
193. Tre Norwood CB/S Oklahoma 6-7 
194. Marco Wilson CB Florida 6-7 
195. Daelin Hayes Edge Notre Dame 6-7 
196. Shaka Toney Edge Penn State 6-7 
197. Jonathan Cooper Edge Ohio State 6-7 
198. Victor Dimukeje Edge Duke 6-7 
199. Ta’Quan Graham DL Texas 6-7 
200. Tedarrell Slaton NT Florida 6-7 
201. Jerome Johnson DL Indiana 6-7 
202. Khyiris Tonga NT BYU 6-7 
203. Javian Hawkins RB Louisville 6-7 
204. Tarron Jackson Edge Coastal Carolina 6-7 
205. Joshuah Bledsoe S Missouri 6-7 
206. Drew Dalman OC/OG Stanford 6-7 
207. Joshua Kaindoh Edge Florida State 6-7 
208. Michal Menet OC Penn State 6-7 
209. Kenny Yeboah TE Mississippi 6-7 
210. Jaylon Moore OT Western Michigan 6-7 
211. Justin Hilliard LB Ohio State 6-7 
212. Keith Taylor CB Washington 6-7 
213. Drake Jackson OC Kentucky 6-7 
214. Royce Newman OT Mississippi 6-7 
215. Pooka Williams RB Kansas 6-7 
216. Rakeem Boyd RB Arkansas 6-7 

List continues on the next page 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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 Name        Pos College Round* 
217. Elijah Mitchell RB Louisiana-Lafayette 6-7 
218. Jack Anderson OG Texas Tech 6-7 
219. Kylen Granson TE SMU 6-7 
220. Tony Fields II LB West Virginia 6-7 
221. Tommy Kraemer OG Notre Dame 6-7 
222. Amen Ogbongbemiga LB Oklahoma State 6-7 
223. Paddy Fisher LB Northwestern 6-7 
224. Grant Stuard LB Houston 6-7 
225. Dorian Etheridge LB Louisville 6-7 
226. K.J. Britt LB Auburn 6-7 
227. Trevon Grimes WR Florida 6-7 
228. Jonathan Marshall DL Arkansas 6-7 
229. Ernest Jones LB South Carolina 6-7 
230. Mark Webb CB/S Georgia 6-7 
231. Bryce Thompson CB Tennessee 6-7 
232. JaCoby Stevens S LSU 6-7 
233. Whop Philyor WR Indiana 6-7 
234. Jonathan Adams Jr. WR Arkansas State 6-7 
235. Derrick Barnes LB Purdue 6-7 
236. Darius Stills DL West Virginia 6-7 
237. William Bradley-King Edge Arkansas State 6-7 
238. Shawn Davis S Florida 6-7 
239. Robert Jones OG Middle Tennessee St 6-7 
240. Tariq Thompson S San Diego State 6-7 
241. Tommy Doyle OT Miami (Ohio) 6-7 
242. Sadarius Hutcherson OG/OT South Carolina 6-7 
243. Malik Herring Edge Georgia 6-7 
244. Tony Poljan TE Virginia 6-7 
245. Isaiah McDuffie OLB/S Boston College 6-7 
246. Marlon Williams WR UCF 6-7 
247. John Bates TE Boise State 6-7 
248. Nick Eubanks TE Michigan 6-7 
249. Feleipe Franks QB Arkansas 6-7 
250. Kayode Awosika OG/OT Buffalo 6-7 
251. Tyler Vaughns WR USC 6-7 
252. Wyatt Hubert Edge Kansas State 6-7 
253. Zech McPhearson CB Texas Tech 6-7 
254. Adrian Ealy OT Oklahoma 6-7 
255. Brandon Smith WR Iowa 6-7 
256. Larry Borom OT Missouri 6-7 
257. Noah Gray TE Duke 7-UDFA 
258. Trey Ragas RB Louisiana-Lafayette 7-UDFA 
259. Bryan Mills CB N. Carolina Central 7-UDFA 
260. Rachad Wildgoose Jr. CB Wisconsin 7-UDFA 

List continues on the next page 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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 Name        Pos College Round* 
261. Jimmy Morrissey OC Pittsburgh 7-UDFA 
262. Carson Green OT Texas A&M 7-UDFA 
263. Darrick Forrest S Cincinnati 7-UDFA 
264. Dez Fitzpatrick WR Louisville 7-UDFA 
265. Shane Buechele QB SMU 7-UDFA 
266. Tuf Borland LB Ohio State 7-UDFA 
267. Tre Nixon WR UCF 7-UDFA 
268. Buddy Johnson LB Texas A&M 7-UDFA 
269. Sam Ehlinger QB Texas 7-UDFA 
270. Quintin Morris TE Bowling Green 7-UDFA 
271. Naquan Jones NT Michigan State 7-UDFA 
272. Earnest Brown IV Edge Northwestern 7-UDFA 
273. Damonte Coxie WR Memphis 7-UDFA 
274. Landon Young OT Kentucky 7-UDFA 
275. Jhamon Ausbon WR Texas A&M 7-UDFA 
276. Isaiah McKoy WR Kent State 7-UDFA 
277. William Sherman OG Colorado 7-UDFA 
278. Brady Breeze S Oregon 7-UDFA 
279. Evan McPherson K  Florida 7-UDFA 
280. Shemar Jean-Charles CB Appalachian State 7-UDFA 
281. Ian Book QB Notre Dame 7-UDFA 
282. Max Duffy P Kentucky 7-UDFA 
283. Cole Van Lanen OT Wisconsin 7-UDFA 
284. Quinton Bohanna NT Kentucky 7-UDFA 
285. Josh Imatorbhebe WR Illinois 7-UDFA 
286. Riley Cole LB South Alabama 7-UDFA 
287. Javon McKinley WR Notre Dame 7-UDFA 
288. Racey McMath WR LSU 7-UDFA 
289. James Smith P Cincinnati 7-UDFA 
290. Lorenzo Burns CB Arizona 7-UDFA 
291. Michael Carter II CB Duke 7-UDFA 
292. Jared Hocker OG Texas A&M 7-UDFA 
293. Brandin Echols CB Kentucky 7-UDFA 
294. Drew Himmelman OT Illinois State 7-UDFA 
295. Tre Walker WR San Jose State 7-UDFA 
296. Erroll Thompson LB Mississippi State 7-UDFA 
297. Mustafa Johnson DL Colorado 7-UDFA 
298. Bryce Hargrove OG Pittsburgh 7-UDFA 
299. Harry Crider OC/OG Indiana 7-UDFA 
300. Ben Skowronek WR Notre Dame 7-UDFA 
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2021 General Draft Outlook: This quarterback class is ranked as our fourth best 
positional group, but this is because of it’s top heavy nature – it’s a group that gets 
weak quickly after the top 5 or 6 players. It seems a certainty that 5 quarterbacks will 
go in the first round (Lawrence, Wilson, Jones, Fields, and Lance) and not beyond the 
realms of possibility that all 5 are selected within the first 10 selections overall.  

We expect Kyle Trask to be off the board next (probably in round 2), but after that the 
drop off begins.  

By the way, Alabama quarterback Mac Jones isn’t ranked in our top 20 overall 
players, but we think he’ll be off the board much earlier than he should be.  
 

 

 

Packers Outlook: The drafting of Jordan Love in the first 
round of last year’s draft remains surprising and a mystery to 
many, but not to us – as we wrote in last year’s Draft 
Preview it was a pick that was always on the cards. 

But the selection of Love does rule out the Packers making 
such a move this year. The team is set with Aaron Rodgers 
and Love 2021’s number 1 and 2 guys. 

The question for the team is whether they carry 3 
quarterbacks into the 2021 season and if so, who will that 
third guy be? We can bet that they’ll add extra arms for 
camp and the pre-season and there’s an outside chance 
that one of those arms could come late in this draft. Who 
that might be is anybody’s guess – so how about Feleipe 
Franks of Arkansas because of his very strong arm? 
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The Packers have 
selected just 3 
quarterbacks in the 
last 12 drafts – Jordan 
Love (2020), Brett 
Hundley (2015) and 
B.J. Coleman (2012) 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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TOP QUARTERBACKS 
 Name      Pos College Round* 

1. Trevor Lawrence QB  Clemson 1 
2. Zach Wilson QB BYU 1 
3. Justin Fields QB Ohio State 1 
4. Trey Lance QB North Dakota State 1 
5. Mac Jones QB Alabama 1 
6. Kyle Trask QB Florida 2-3 
7. Davis Mills QB Stanford 3 
8. Kellen Mond QB Texas A&M 3 
9. Jamie Newman QB Georgia 4-5 

10. Feleipe Franks QB Arkansas 6-7 
11. Shane Buechele QB SMU 7-UDFA 
12. Sam Ehlinger QB Texas 7-UDFA 
13, Ian Book QB Notre Dame 7-UDFA 
14. K.J. Costello QB Mississippi State UDFA 
15. Peyton Ramsey QB Northwestern UDFA 
16. Zach Smith QB Tulsa UDFA 
17. Zac Thomas QB Appalachian State UDFA 
18. Brady White QB Memphis UDFA 
19. Brady Davis QB Illinois State UDFA 
20. Collin Hill QB South Carolina UDFA 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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Trevor Lawrence (Clemson) 

QB1 
Size: 6-6, 200   40: 4.77e 

Class: Junior 

It seems like Trevor Lawrence has been the pre-ordained first overall pick for the 
2021 NFL draft for years. Even before college, he had been a star in high school, 
breaking a number of Georgia high school records that had previously been set 
by DeShaun Watson.  

Three-year starter having started and led Clemson to a National Championship as 
a true freshman coming out of high school. Lawrence is a leader who exudes 
confidence and lifts those around him – which is not surprising given the 
outstanding performances he has put in. He has a great arm, quick release, can 
make all the throws and has very good accuracy (more than 66% completion rate 
across his college career). He has excellent size and mobility to go with it – and 
knows when to escape the pocket and either use his legs to make yardage on the 
ground or to  improvise and make a pass on the move.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Ended his career at Clemson with 10,098 passing yards 
and 90 touchdown passes as opposed to just 17 interceptions. Had three 
consecutive 3,000 yard passing seasons. Also rushed for 18 touchdowns. 

Injury Notes: Had surgery in February to repair a torn labrum in his left (non-
throwing) shoulder. There doesn’t appear to be any reason to be concerned.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 ACC Player of the Year & Offensive Player of the Year. 
FWAA 1st Team All-American. Two-time 1st Team All-ACC (2019 & 2020). Finalist for 
the Walter Camp, Unitas, Maxwell, Lombardi & O’Brien Awards & was 2nd in 
Heisman Trophy. 2019 7th in Heisman Trophy. 2018 ACC Rookie of the Year. 2018 
Archie Griffin Award winner. 2nd Team All-ACC. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Lawrence was so good in 2018 and 2019, that he may 
even have beaten out Joe Burrow to the be the number 1 overall pick if he’d 
been eligible for the 2020 draft.  

So it was no surprise to anybody when he declared for the 2021 draft – he had 
absolutely nothing to gain by not doing so. Like all players coming out of 
college, there are some  things that Lawrence needs to work on – for example, 
not staring down the first receiver and going through his progressions, but these 
are minor things to work on compared to his strengths.  

On the basis of what he has produced against mostly high calibre opposition, 
coupled with his physical and mental skills - with the potential for even more to 
come - Lawrence is the best quarterback to come out of college since Andrew 
Luck was drafted by the Indianapolis Colts in 2012. 
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Zach Wilson (BYU) 

QB2 
Size: 6-3, 210   40: 4.66e 

Class: Junior 

In 2020, Wilson helped rekindle the BYU quarterback dynasty - a dynasty that 
includes the likes of Marc Wilson, Steve Young, Jim McMahon, Robbie Bosco, and 
Ty Detmer.  

Wilson is a three-year starter and is regarded as being a team-leader type. He is 
mentally tough and has the self confidence that all great quarterbacks have (not 
saying he’s great yet – but he that confidence trait). Wilson has a big, strong arm 
and really quick release. Has the size and strength to shake off would be pass 
rushers and can escape the rush to make things happen.  

Wilson also has the ability to make the big play with his feet – as demonstrated by 
his 10 rushing touchdowns in 2020. Will use that mobility to improvise and turn 
negative plays into positive ones. His 2020 season had a large number of 
exceptional, exciting highlight type plays which seemed to light up almost every 
game in which he played.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at BYU having passed for 7,652 yards 
and 56 touchdowns, with just 15 interceptions. Completed 68% of his passes. Also 
ran for 642 career yards and 15 touchdowns on the ground. 

Had 9 career 300 yard passing games, including 6 such games in 2020, which 
included a 400 yard game against Houston and 425 yards and 3 touchdowns in 
the Boca Raton Bowl against UCF. 

Injury Notes: Underwent surgery (labrum repair) on his throwing arm shoulder in 
January 2019 – a lingering injury from his high school days that finally needed 
repairing. Also had surgery on his throwing had later the same year. The good 
news is that he’s played very well since the surgeries and has shown no signs of 
any ongoing issues. 

Honours & Awards: Offensive MVP of 2020 Boca Raton Bowl. MVP of 2019 Hawaii 
Bowl. MVP of 2018 Famous Idaho Potato Bowl. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Wilson, after two solid seasons (2018 and 2019), had an 
exceptional 2020 which has catapulted him way up draft boards. Scouts will 
love his arm and release and his ability to move and make plays. 

There may be some concerns about the level of competition Wilson played 
against, nonetheless he is likely to be the second or third quarterback off the 
board in this draft – very early in the first round. 
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Justin Fields (Ohio State) 

QB3 
Size: 6-3, 228   40: 4.45 

Class: Junior 

Fields is a native of Kennesaw, Georgia and was a star quarterback in high school 
in that state, a la Trevor Lawrence. Started his college career at Georgia, playing 
behind 2020 draftee Jake Fromm. With his opportunities limited due to the 
presence of Fromm, Fields transferred to Ohio State for the 2019 seasons. 

Fields has two full years of starting experience, playing many big games. But 
playing at Ohio State is a double edged sword – gets all of the big game exposure 
that any quarterback could want, but also comes from a school whose pro 
prospects at quarterback over the last few years have not delivered in the NFL.  

However, Fields should be judged on his own merits. He is tough and has 
demonstrated his ability to fight through pain and stay on the field. Fields is a 
highly accurate passer (68.4% completion rate) who makes good decisions and 
has a good arm and release. Can make all the throws. Has good size. Is a fine 
athlete who is extremely mobile – can throw accurately on the move and will also 
make plays and gain yards with his feet. Will stand in the pocket waiting for plays 
to progress, rather than taking off at the first sign of danger – is prepared to take 
the hit to make the play.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his college career (OSU and Georgia 
combined) with 5,701 passing yards and 67 touchdown passes, with 9 
interceptions. Also had 1, 133 yards rushing with 19 touchdowns on the ground. 

Injury Notes: Has suffered the occasional injury during his career, without any of 
them being serious e.g. broke a finger in high school and had a rib injury in the 
Bowl game at the end of 2020 but fought through it to finish the game. 

Honours & Awards: Two-time Big-10 Offensive Player of the Year  and QB of the 
Year (2019 & 2020). Two-time 1st Team All-Big 10 (2019 & 2020). 2020 Unitas Award 
finalist. MVP of the Sugar Bowl. 2019 2nd Team All-American. Davey O’Brien Award 
finalist. 3rd place in Heisman Trophy voting. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Fields is not without flaws and there will be some things 
in his drop back and release technique that teams will want to work on. He 
also sometimes appears to throw a risky pass over the middle, but these can 
be fixed with good coaching at the NFL level.  

Fields has some great skills - arm, mobility and leadership are eye catching 
and although he may need a little time to develop before stepping in as a 
starter in the NFL, we should see him off the board in this draft in the top 10 and 
as either the second or third quarterback selected.  
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Trey Lance (North Dakota State) 

QB4 
Size: 6-4, 226   40: 4.55e 

Class: Redshirt-Sophomore 

Coming out of high school, the really big FBS schools recruited Lance as either a 
receiver or defensive back – none of them saw him as a QB prospect. Some of the 
“lesser” FBS schools did make him offers to play QB, but he chose to go to the FCS 
level and North Dakota State. NDSU has recently produced an impressive list of 
very fine QBs - Brock Jensen, Carson Wentz, and Easton Stick – and Lance has 
become the latest addition to that group. 

Lance was a starter for just 1 year in college (2019), as NDSU only played 1 game 
in their COVID-19 impacted 2020 fall schedule. In that one year, Lance led the 
Bison to the FCS National Championship (rushing for 166 yards in the game) 
demonstrating his leadership skills. Has prototypical size for the quarterback 
position. Lance has a good, strong arm and is a very mobile, athletic threat. Can 
throw short passes accurately on the move and throws a really nice looking pass. 
Is a safe thrower of the football who doesn’t put the ball up for grabs. With his 
mobility, Lance Is a threat to rush for good yardage either on designed runs and 
every time he drops back – he makes tacklers miss with his agility and speed.  

Rather than then play in the Bison’s revised spring schedule, Lance opted to sit out 
and enter the 2021 draft. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Passed for 2,947 tards and 30 touchdowns, with 1 
interception. Also rushed for 1,325 yards and 18 touchdowns. 

Injury Notes: In early 2020, Lance underwent minor surgery for an undisclosed injury 
dating back to his high school days.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 MVP of the NCAA Division I Championship Game (played 
after the 2019 season). 2019 Winner of Walter Payton (FCS top offensive player) 
and Jerry Rice Awards (FCS top freshman). STATS FCS 1st Team All-American. 1st 
Team All-MVFC. MVFC Offensive Player of the Year.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Needs some work on his deep passes and his lack of 
experience against top college teams may deter some potential NFL suitors 
but he has a huge upside and a real shot at being a quality NFL starter in a 
couple of years.  

Had two years of college eligibility remaining but given that he’s already likely 
to be a high first round pick, the risk of going back to school (for example 
suffering a serious injury) as compared to coming out now was probably too 
great. Pro teams will love his arm, mobility, and huge upside.  

Will likely be selected in the top 10 picks overall. 
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Mac Jones (Alabama) 

QB5 
Size: 6-2, 217   40: 4.72 

Class: Junior 

Full name is Michael McCorkle Jones. Is the latest in a line 
of Crimson Tide QBs headed for the NFL – a line that 
includes Bart Starr, Joe Namath, Kenny Stabler and most 
recently Tua Tagovailoa. 

Has had a decent amount of playing time – starting for the last 1½ seasons in a 
tough conference. Has played, and played well, in multiple big games. Makes 
good decisions and has great touch and accuracy. Has pocket presence and 
demonstrates leadership. Good, but not great, size. Perhaps isn’t quite as mobile 
as some of the other QBs on this list. Had an incredible 2020 as he led Alabama to 
the National Championship and had PFF award him the highest grade (95.3) for a 
quarterback since they have been covering college football. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his Alabama career having passed for 6,126 
yards and 56 touchdowns with just 7 interceptions. 

In 2020, Jones led all of college football in passing yards (4,500), completion 
percentage (77.4%), yards per attempt (11.2) and passing efficiency (an 
exceptional 203.1). 

Threw a 94 yard touchdown pass to potential fellow 2021 draftee Jaylen Waddle 
in 2018. 

Injury Notes: Suffered a minor injury to his left ankle during the Senior Bowl practice 
week – he missed the game, but the ankle shouldn’t be a problem going forward. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 Won the Unitas, Manning and Davey O’Brien Awards 
(college football’s best QB). Consensus 1st Team All-American. 1st Team All-SEC. 3rd 
in Heisman Trophy. Finalist for Maxwell & Walter Camp Awards. 

The Packers have 
drafted 3 QBs from the 
University of Alabama 
– Bart Starr (1956), 
Scott Hunter (1971) 
and Jay Barker (1995) 

DID YOU KNOW? 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Good arm strength and super accurate – doesn’t throw 
many bad balls and is safe with the football. throws his receivers open, which is 
a great trait for a potential pro quarterback. As is his leadership ability. Doesn’t 
have the greatest mobility but moves well enough to avoid the pass rush. A 
strong, multi-award winning 2020 followed by an equally strong showing at 
practices in the Senior Bowl have lifted Jones up draft boards. 

In other years, with a “lesser” quarterback class, Jones may expect to be 
selected in top 10 overall – and that may yet happen – but it seems more likely 
that he’ll be selected somewhere closer to the middle of the first round. 
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Kyle Trask (Florida) 

QB6 
Size: 6-5, 240   40: 5.10 

Class: Senior 

Trask was unusual in that he earned himself a scholarship to a big FBS school to 
play QB, without being a starter at the position since his freshman year in high 
school. However, he got plenty of opportunities to play in high school and made 
the most of them, although the offensive system was better suited to a dual 
purpose QB rather than a pocket passer like Trask. 

Doesn’t have the greatest experience going all the way back to high school - 
took over as the starter at Florida in 2019 when fellow potential 2021 draftee Felipe 
Franks was injured in 2019. Great size. Super accurate thrower as demonstrated by 
his 67.9% career completion rate and has really good ball placement. Doesn’t 
take many chances with the football. Has a good, but not great arm, and decent 
release. Isn’t the most mobile of passers – is not going to beat teams with his legs – 
but can throw accurately on the move.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at Florida with 7,386 passing yards with 
69 touchdown passes and just 15 interceptions. His career numbers included an 
outstanding 2020 when he led all of college football with 43 passing touchdowns, 
while throwing just 8 interceptions. That 43 touchdowns mark was a new record for 
the University of Florida and included 4 touchdown passes in 5 consecutive 
games. Trask was also second in passing yards 2020 in the country with 4,283. 
Across his career he also rushed for 8 touchdowns.  

In 2020, Trask had 9 300 yard passing games, which included 5 400 yard games.  

Injury Notes: Missed the 2017 season with a broken right foot. Then in 2018 he 
broke his left foot, being limited to just 3 games. Missed the Senior Bowl after the 
2020 season due to an ankle injury. This is not believed to be serious and shouldn’t 
impact his draft status. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 CBS 1st Team All-American. 2nd Team All-SEC. 4th in 
Heisman Trophy. Finalist for the 2020 Unitas, Walter Camp and O’Brien Awards.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: History of foot/ankle injuries is unlikely to deter teams – 
there is no reason to believe that these are anything other than bad luck. Super 
accurate passer with touch but doesn’t have the great arm that pro scouts love. 
Trask is solid without being exciting. Will best suited to a team that favours  
quick rhythm, timing passing game.  

Probably have to sit a while and develop in the NFL (lacks the ideal level of 
experience) before getting the opportunity to contribute. Is likely a day 2 pick 
(2nd or 3rd round) 
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Davis Mills (Stanford) 

QB7 
Size: 6-4, 212   40: 4.58 

Class: Junior 

Davis is a team leader type. Is Short of ideal volume of experience at the college 
level.  Has good size. Intelligent pocket passer who makes good, quick decisions 
and has a really good release. Has a better than advertised arm. Accurate in the 
short to intermediate range. Lacks great mobility but does enough to avoid the 
pass rush. He will hang on and go through his receiver progressions rather than 
take off. Is tough.  

Originally became the starter at Stanford (in 2019) when fellow potential 2021 
draftee K.J. Costello was injured. Played so well, that Costello eventually 
transferred to Mississippi State. However, Mills didn’t appear to make huge strides 
from 2019 to 2020. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 14 games. Passed for 3,468 yards and 18 
touchdowns, with 8 interceptions. Had 3 career 300 yard passing games. In his 
college career Mills also rushed for 86 yards and 3 touchdowns.  

Set a new school record by throwing for 504 yards in a single game against 
Washington State in 2019.  

Injury Notes: Suffered a minor knee injury, which required surgery, during his senior 
year in high school (2016). Returned to play after missing just 3 games. No ongoing 
issues. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 Honorable Mention All-Pac 12. 2020 Was the Stanford 
team MVP (Irving S. Zeimer Award). 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Good fundamentals. Needs seasoning, not having the 
ideal level of experience (played just 14 games in college). His release and 
arm strength give him a chance at the pro level. Teams will also love the fact 
that he works through his progressions and is comfortable in the pocket.  

Coming from a school (Stanford) that is used to developing pro-type 
quarterbacks has clearly been of an advantage to Mills. However he’s not 
ready to play in the NFL right now – willy ideally be draft by a team that has a 
couple of veteran quarterbacks in front of him. 

Has a good chance to make an NFL roster and perhaps one day become a 
starter. It remains to be seen how he will progress with pro development – 
assuming he gets picked by a team with the right system. 

Likely a day 2 selection. 
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Kellen Mond (Texas A&M) 

QB8 
Size: 6-2 ½, 205   40: 4.57 

Class: Senior 

Highly experienced QB at the college level, playing in 46 games. Decent, but not 
outstanding, size.  Super confident team leader. Mond has a really good arm. Is 
inconsistent throwing the deep pass – sometimes forcing a pass that isn’t there. 
Throws a nice football and can pass with touch. Mond has good mobility – can 
pass on the move and make yards with his legs. Sometimes though his mobility 
works against him as he will bail on some plays too early. Can sometimes flash 
brilliance, whilst at other times looks slightly disappointing. Also needs to work on 
his accuracy, but this has improved throughout his career.  

Probably had his best season in 2020, leading Texas A&M to a no.4 spot in the AP 
poll. 

Career Stats & Highlights: For his career he passed for 9,661 yards and 71 
touchdowns, with 27 interceptions. The passing yards and touchdown marks are 
all-time school records. He also owns the school records for completions (801) and 
attempts (1,358) in a career. Also ran for 1,609 yards and 22 touchdowns. 

Had 7 career 300 yard passing games, including a 430 yard passing game against 
Clemson in 2018. Also in 2018, Mond threw 6 touchdowns in a game against LSU 
which went to 7 overtimes and was won A&M 74-72. 

Injury Notes: No serious injuries suffered during career.  

Honours & Awards: MVP of 2021 Senior Bowl. 2020 2nd Team All-SEC. MVP of 2019 
Outdoors Texas Bowl.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Mond is a work in progress but has improved year on 
year. Was good at the Senior Bowl game, following an excellent week of 
practice where he put aside some of the doubts that pro scouts may have had. 
Needs to work on his consistency and passing accuracy (59.0% career 
completion rate) – however, very importantly his accuracy has increased year 
on year. 

Looked much better in 2020 than he had in any of his previous years which will 
pique the interest of the pro scouts – it indicates that there may be a lot more to 
come. How far can that potential and upside take him? NFL coaching should 
help him continue his development. Has the arm that will excite pro scouts.  

Is rapidly rising up draft boards and is probably a late day 2 selection but could 
drop into early day 3.  
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Jamie Newman (Georgia)  

QB9 
Size: 6-2 7/8, 235   40: 4.76 

Class: Senior 

Newman played 3 seasons at Wake Forest before transferring to Georgia for  his 
senior season. However, he opted out of the 2020 season under the COVID 
protocol and therefore never played for the Bulldogs. 

Newman has decent size and a good arm. Can throw all the passes and throws 
the deep ball extremely well. But unfortunately is not always the most accurate of 
throwers on shorter passes (completing around 60% of his passes across his career) 
and requires some work in this regard – tends to stare down his primary receiver 
and thus tip off defenders. Has the mobility to avoid the pass rush and make the 
throw on the move. Can also pick up yards with his legs.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Completed 60.5% of passes in his college career, passing 
for 3,959 yards and 35 touchdowns, with 16 interceptions. Rushed for 826 yards 
and 10 touchdowns.  

2019 season included 3 300 yard passing games, which included a 401 yard 
passing game (with 3 touchdowns) in the opener against Jordan Love’s Utah State 
(by the way, Love threw for 416 yards in the same game). 

Lit up the Birmingham Bowl at the end of the 2017 season by passing for 328 yards 
and a touchdown, whilst rushing for 3 more scores.  

Injury Notes: Has suffered some minor injuries during his career. Missed the first 3 
games of the 2018 season with an undisclosed injury. Missed 1 game with a minor 
shoulder injury in 2019. Suffered a foot sprain in practices during the summer of 
2020. None of the injuries would appear to be of future concern. 

Honours & Awards: 2019 Honorable Mention All-ACC. MVP of 2018 Birmingham 
Bowl 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Missing the 2020 season doesn’t help his chances of 
standing out of the pack. Took part in the all-star Senior Bowl but his 
performance there was patchy – looked great at times but extremely 
disappointing at others. In a way, this inconsistency sums up Newman. 
However, his arm coupled with his mobility mean that he some of the key traits 
which pro scouts look for. Will need to work on his accuracy, however.  

Certainly has some potential and upside and with more work and pro practice 
time will develop. How high is his ceiling though? Has a shot at making an NFL 
roster in 2021 but looks like a back-up at best, at least initially. Likely a day 3 
draft choice.  
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Feleipe Franks (Arkansas) 

QB10 
Size: 6-6 3/8, 234   40: 4.61 

Class:  

Franks played for three years at Florida before transferring to Arkansas for the 2020 
season (after suffering an ankle injury in 2019). Moving to Arkansas would give 
Franks a better opportunity to play and show what he could do rather than be the 
probable back-up to Kyle Trask at Florida.  

Franks is a tough, team leader type with great size and super arm strength. He has 
a fast release, when he decides to throw, but is often indecisive – zeroing in on his 
primary receiver and not going through his progressions. Throws a nice ball, but he 
isn’t always that accurate. Has decent pocket presence and will move around 
and buy time for his receivers. Franks is not overly mobile and will succumb to the 
pass rush. however he can add some key yards on the ground, without being a 
huge threat to take off and run.  

In 2020, Franks demonstrated an improvement in accuracy (68.5%) while throwing 
for 17 touchdowns and 4 interceptions. Earned an invitation to the Senior Bowl. 

As an aside, Franks was selected by the Boston Red Sox in the 31st round of the 
2019 MLB draft. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his four year career (Florida and Arkansas combined), 
Franks threw for 6,700 yards and 55 touchdowns, with 21 interceptions. He also 
rushed for 642 yards and 9 touchdowns. 

Had two career 300-yard passing games, both of which came during the 2020 
season. Threw for 5 touchdowns in the game against Charleston Southern in 2018. 

Injury Notes: Suffered a bad injury in the third game of the 2019 season against 
Kentucky, breaking and dislocating his ankle on the same play. Came back to 
play the 2020 season, seemingly with no lasting effects. 

Honours & Awards: None. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Franks has the size and huge arm that scouts love. His 
struggles during the Senior Bowl week practices, in front of pro scouts, didn’t 
help his draft chances. Needs work on being more decisive as a decision 
maker – needs to get the ball out quicker. He also needs to work on his passing 
accuracy. On the plus side, he was generally better in 2020 than in previous 
years, which bodes well for the future.  

Franks has some physical tools that can’t be coached. However, there are 
flaws in multiple areas which will require work.  

Likely a late day 3 selection. 
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Shane Buechele (SMU) 

QB11 
Size: 6-1, 205   40: 4.79 

Class: Senior  

Son of former MLB 3rd baseman Steve Buechele.  

Spent two years as the starting quarterback at the University of Texas, before losing 
the starting job in 2018 to fellow potential 2021 draftee Sam Ehlinger. Buechele 
then transferred to SMU between the 2018 and 2019 seasons. 

Buechele is a team leader type who is tough but lacks the ideal size for a pro 
quarterback.  Is super experienced (with 42 career starts). Doesn’t have the 
greatest arm or release but can throw the ball down the field because he has 
excellent ball placement. Is a very accurate passer. Makes quick decisions. 
Doesn’t have super athletic ability but will move enough to avoid the rush and 
throw on the move. Will also pick up useful yards with his legs. Has good pocket 
presence.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career (at Texas and SMU combined) having 
thrown for 9,276 yards and 69 touchdowns, with 28 interceptions. Also rushed for 7 
touchdowns in his college career. 

Had a 474 yard passing day against Memphis in 2020.  

In 2019, Buechele set new school records for passing yards (3,929) and 
touchdowns (34). Also set a school record by throwing 6 touchdown passes 
against Temple.  

Injury Notes: Missed a little playing time in 2017 with some minor injuries (shoulder 
ankle and groin).  

Honours & Awards: 2020 Senior CLASS Award 2nd Team All-American. 2019 1st 
Team All-AAC. 2017 Academic 2nd Team All-Big 12. 2016 ESPN All-Big 12 
Underclassman Team. 2016 Honorable Mention Big 12 Offensive Freshman of the 
Year. 2016 Academic All-Big 12 Rookie Team.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Pocket presence and accuracy will endear him to pro 
scouts. However his lack of a great arm and speed of release will be of 
concern. Some of that is made up for by his excellent accuracy, intelligence 
and decision making – but only some of it.  

It’s difficult to work out how much potential and upside there is with Buechele 
and how his skills translate to the NFL is questionable, but Buechele may have 
a shot. 

Likely a late day 3 selection or an undrafted free agent.   
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Sam Ehlinger (Texas) 

QB12 
Size: 6-1½, 222   40: 4.84 

Class: Senior 

Dual threat quarterback in high school. Ehlinger won the starting job at UT from 
fellow potential 2021 draftee Shane Buechele during the 2017 season. Ehlinger is a 
super experienced (46 games, 43 starts) team leader type with the air of 
confidence that team-mates love. Doesn’t have the greatest arm or release in the 
world but he can move and is an accurate passer (both in the pocket and on the 
move) who leads his receivers well. He has decent size and excellent mobility and 
is a huge threat with his legs, either on designed runs or when he scrambles. 
Sometimes appears to hang onto the football too long. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at UT with 11,436 passing yards, 94 
touchdown passes and just 27 interceptions (which included school records of 280 
consecutive passes without throwing an interception and 32 touchdown passes in 
2018). 

Also had 1,907 career rushing yards and 33 career rushing touchdowns – including 
a school record 16 touchdowns for a quarterback in 2018.  

Had 426 passing yards and 5 touchdowns against UTEP in 2020 and 401 yards 
against LSU in 2019. 

Injury Notes: Missed a number of games in his senior year in high school due to an 
undisclosed injury. Missed time in 2018 with a first degree shoulder sprain. Was 
knocked out of the 2020 Alamo Bowl with a shoulder injury. There doesn’t appear 
to be any reason to be concerned about these injuries.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-Big 12. Finalist for William V. Campbell Award. 
Bobby Bowden Trophy finalist. Wuerffel Trophy finalist. Semi-finalist for the Davey 
O’Brien Award & Maxwell Awards. MVP of the Alamo Bowl. MVP of the Sugar Bowl 
(played after 2018 season).  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Ehlinger doesn’t have a big arm or quick release. 
Seemed to get better each successive year in his time at UT, which indicates 
that he may yet have some untapped potential. However, he didn’t help his pro 
chances when he struggled at the Senior Bowl. His mental attributes are a plus 
as is his work ethic, but still needs to learn when to give up on a play and just 
throw the football away, rather than trying to make things happen in an 
impossible situation.  

Ehlinger could become one of those career back-ups who sticks around the 
league for a long time. Looks like a late day 3 draft pick or undrafted free 
agent. 
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Ian Book (Notre Dame) 

QB13 
Size: 6-0, 210   40: 4.65 

Class: Senior 

Book is undersized. Doesn’t have the greatest arm strength or release and 
therefore struggles on long downfield passes. Does a solid job but doesn’t excite. 
But does throw a nice looking pass on short and intermediate routes and has 
above average accuracy in this range. He’s also careful with the football – as 
demonstrated by his 15-3 touchdown to interception ratio in 2020.  

Book is a decent, but not great, athlete – but is mobile enough to avoid the rush 
and make the play, in fact some of his best plays have come this way – may 
actually be better when outside the pocket than when in it. Will also take off 
running and make yards with his feet.  

Book is a tough team-leader type who will play through pain and knows how win – 
has 30 career wins as the starting quarterback for the Fighting Irish, which is the 
most in school history. 

Career Stats & Highlights: 2nd on Notre Dame’s all-time passing list in passing yards 
(8,948) and passing touchdowns (72). Threw just 20 career interceptions. Had 8 
300-yard passing games in his career. Had 1,517 career rushing yards with 17 
touchdowns. 

Had an outstanding game against New Mexico in 2019 - 360 passing yards with  
touchdowns passing in 2019. Had 139 rushing yards against Duke also in 2019. 

Injury Notes: Missed a game in 2018 with a minor rib injury. Suffered an injury in the 
2021 Rose Bowl that forced him to leave the game. There are no known ongoing 
issues. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 3rd Team All-ACC. 2020 Unitas Award finalist. 2020 
Manning Award finalist. 2020 Maxwell Award semi-finalist. 2020 Davey O’Brien 
Award semi-finalist. 2019 Unitas Award finalist.  

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Book lacks size and great athleticism, which are not 
overly compensated for with skills. Simply doesn’t have good enough arm 
strength or release to excite pro scouts. Doesn’t have great pocket presence. 
Makes up for some of his lack of skills by utilising his mobility and being able 
to make plays on the move. 

Experienced on the field leader who knows how to win – he looks like the 
type of quarterback that NFL teams like as their second or third string. 

Book is likely a late day 3 selection or an undrafted free agent.  
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K.J. Costello (Mississippi State) 

QB14 
Size: 6-5, 223 

Class: Senior 

Costello played three seasons at Stanford before transferring to Mississippi State 
between the 2019 and 2020 seasons – was in danger of losing his starting role at 
Stanford to fellow potential 2021 draftee Davis Mills.  

Costello has prototypical size for a pro quarterback. He has a really big arm and 
quick release. Is capable of making big plays and will make plays out of nothing. 
However, he is a streaky passer and will also make terrible looking throws. Has 
good pocket presence and footwork and just looks like a pro quarterback when 
you watch him, but he is hugely inconsistent and doesn’t always make the best 
decisions. Can move but doesn’t have the greatest mobility and  won’t hurt teams 
with his legs. 

After a fast start in 2020, he didn’t have a particularly good final year in college.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career (Stanford and Mississippi State 
combined) with 7,434 yards passing and 55 touchdowns, with 29 interceptions. 
Had 10 career 300 yard passing games.  

Costello’s 2020 season included passing for an SEC single-game record 623 yards 
against LSU (he also threw 5 touchdown passes in the same game) on 60 attempts 
(most ever by an MSU quarterback). He also tied the school record for touchdown 
passes in a game (5). All of this coming in his very first start for Mississippi State.  

Injury Notes: 2019 season was curtailed to just 5 games due to an ankle injury. 
Suffered a concussion in 2020. 

Honours & Awards: 2018 2nd Team All-Pac 12. 2018 Honorable Mention All-
Academic Pac 12. 2017 Honorable Mention All-Academic Pac 12. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Costello has the size, arm strength and release that pro 
scouts love. Was excellent in 2018, but his draft stock fell in 2019, however was 
still highly rated headed into 2020. Opted to return to college for the 2020 
season in order to raise his stock further, but the decision seems to have 
backfired somewhat as he had a poor year in 2020. Inconsistency and bad 
decision making really hurts him – needs work in these areas.  

His arm strength and release, coupled with his size, are so good that despite his 
other development needs, he may have an outside chance of making a pro 
roster – teams like working with passers with those type of skills.  

After his 2020 season, it’s likely that Costello may have dropped out of the 
draft’s 7 rounds altogether and will wind up as an undrafted free agent. 
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Peyton Ramsey (Northwestern) 

QB15 
Size: 6-2, 220   40: 4.77 

Class: Senior 

Reportedly named after Peyton Manning. Multi-sport athlete in high school. Played 
three years at Indiana, before transferring from Indiana to Northwestern for his 
senior season (2020).  

Team leader type with toughness. Very experienced. Decent, but not outstanding, 
size for a quarterback. Has decent arm strength, but not much more than that. 
Good release and throws a nice pass. Is accurate on short passes but struggles 
with ball placement on medium to longer routes. Good athlete with the mobility 
and the agility to take off and gain extra yardage on the ground. Not afraid to 
take a hit in pursuit of yards.  

Struggled at times in his career, so much so that he lost the starting job at Indiana 
for a while in 2019 – getting the job back when the new starter (Michael Penix Jr.) 
was injured.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his 4 year college career (Northwestern and Indiana 
combined), Ramsey passed for 8,314 yards and 54 touchdowns, with 31 
interceptions. Had 6 career 300 yard passing games. Also rushed for 1,079 yards 
and 17 touchdowns. 

Ended his Indiana career, prior to transferring to Northwestern, with 6,581 yards 
and 42 touchdowns. Had a completion rate of 66.5% (best in Indiana history).  

In 2019, Ramsey threw for a career high 371 yards against Penn State. 

 Injury Notes: No major injuries reported. 

Honours & Awards: MVP of 2021 Citrus Bowl. 2020 3rd Team All-Big 10. 2019 
Honorable Mention All-Big 10. 2017 Big-10 All-Freshman Team. Academic All-Big 10.  

  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Doesn’t have the out and out size that you’d like in a 
potential NFL quarterback, but he’s not small by means. Also lacks the great 
arm and release that pro scouts love. Teams will like his intelligence and film 
study traits – is a hard worker.  

His athletic ability and toughness are plusses. But those plusses typically 
wouldn’t be enough to make up for the seeming lack of skills throwing the 
football. At the very best he looks like a career back-up quarterback in the 
NFL. 

Likely to be an undrafted free agent. 
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Zach Smith (Tulsa) 

QB16 
Size: 6-3, 222   40: 5.23        

Class: Senior 

Very experienced four year starter. Transferred from Baylor to Tulsa. Passed for 
8,223 yards and 53 touchdowns in his college career. Smith has pretty good size for 
a pro quarterback prospect. Works well inside the pocket, throwing with decent 
(but not great) accuracy, however that accuracy drops off dramatically when he 
has to work outside the pocket – missing too many passes that he ought to make. 
He throws an inconsistent ball – sometimes a very pretty tight spiral, whereas at 
other times it can look ugly. 

Smith can move a little bit, but you wouldn’t call him mobile by any stretch of the 
imagination. Isn’t much of a threat to take off and run. 

Smith is a confident, team leader type who is best suited to a short passing game 
and one where he can get the ball out quickly. His mechanics are smooth, but he 
doesn’t have the greatest arm or release in the world.  

Likely to be an undrafted free agent. 

 

Zac Thomas (Appalachian State) 

QB17 
Size: 6-0, 205   40: 4.59 

Class: Senior 

Lacks ideal quarterback size. Thomas is a really good athlete and will use his legs 
to make plays on the move and can run – had 19 rushing touchdowns in his 
career at Appalachian State. Had excellent years in 2018 and 2019 but wasn’t as 
good in 2020 as in previous years. He struggled with accuracy this past year - 
throwing 11 interceptions in 12 games in 2020. For his college career Thomas threw 
for nearly 7,000 yards with 69 touchdowns and 23 interceptions.  

Thomas has nice mechanics, particularly his release which is very smooth and has 
some quickness. His arm strength is decent but probably below the level that pro 
scouts would ideally like. 

Likely to be an undrafted free agent. 
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Brady White (Memphis) 

QB18 
Size: 6-1, 215   40: 4.84 

Class: Senior 

Transferred from Arizona State to Memphis for the 2018 
season, where he became the immediate starter. White 
has average size but good mobility – able to avoid the 
pass rush with his feet and throw with some accuracy on 
the move. Doesn’t have a great arm. 

Suffered a serious injury to his right foot in 2016 – an injury 
that cost him most of that season and the whole of the 
2017 season.  

2020 William V. Campbell Trophy winner (academic 
Heisman). 2019 2nd Team All-AAC. 

Best suited to play in a quick rhythm passing system. 
Looks like an undrafted free agent type who will enter 
an NFL camp as outsider to win a roster spot. 

Likely to be an undrafted free agent. 

 

 

Brady Davis (Illinois State) 

QB19 
Size: 6-2, 210   40: 4.65             

Class: Senior 

High level of experience. Davis has a really good arm and is able to make most of 
the passes. However, he’s very inconsistent, looking really good one week and 
then less than average the next. Much better when he can sit in the pocket and 
make plays, than when he has to avoid the rush or is flushed out. Generally isn’t 
the type of passer who does his best work outside the pocket. Has suffered a 
number of injuries during his college career – including two torn ACLs – this 
medical history in itself may be enough to drop Davis out of the seven round draft 
reckoning. 

Likely to be an undrafted free agent. 

Before transferring to 
Memphis, Brady White 
backed up Manny 
Wilkins at Arizona State. 
Wilkins was in camp with 
the Packers competing 
for a quarternack job in 
2019. 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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2021 General Draft Outlook: Overall, this group of running backs looks about par for 
the course as running back groups go. 

The running back position has suffered more than any other at draft time in recent 
years. “You don’t take a running back in the first round” has become a familiar 
mantra. It would be surprising, but it’s not impossible, if no running backs were 
selected in the first 32 picks this time around. 

Expect to see Najee Harris and possibly Travis Etienne taken in round 1. With a second 
group of Javonte Williams, Michael Cater and Kenneth Gainwell all likely to be off the 
board by the end of day 2.  

As is often the case with running back groups in the draft these days, the real strength 
of this group comes around round 4, when as many as 7 backs are in contention to 
be selected. 
 

 

 

Packers Outlook: With the surprising, but pleasing, off-season 
re-signing of Aaron Jones, any needs that the Packers may 
have had to look for a new no.1 back went away. With A.J. 
Dillon secure as the no.2 (with Jamaal Williams moving on), 
the competition is on for the third RB spot.  

Currently on the roster are Dexter Williams, Patrick Taylor Jr. 
and Mike Weber, but it seems probable that the Packers will 
look to pick up a running back at some point on day 3.  

A personal favourite is Jermar Jefferson (Oregon State). 
Others who may be a possibility include Javian Hawkins 
(Louisville) and Pooka Williams (Kansas). 
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It’s 31 years since the 
Packers selected a 
running back in the 
first round of the draft 
– Darrell Thompson 
(1990). 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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TOP RUNNING BACKS 
 Name    Pos College Round* 

1. Najee Harris RB Alabama 1 
2. Travis Etienne RB Clemson 1-2 
3. Javonte Williams RB North Carolina 1-2 
4. Michael Carter RB North Carolina 2-3 
5. Kenneth Gainwell RB Memphis 3 
6. Trey Sermon RB Ohio State 3-4 
7. Khalil Herbert RB Virginia Tech 4-5 
8. Chuba Hubbard RB Oklahoma State 4-5 
9. Rhamondre Stevenson RB Oklahoma 4-5 

10. Kylin Hill RB Mississippi State 4-5 
11. Chris Evans RB Michigan 4-5 
12. Jermar Jefferson RB Oregon State 4-5 
13, Jaret Patterson RB Buffalo 4-5 
14. Larry Rountree III RB Missouri 6-7 
15. Javian Hawkins RB Louisville 6-7 
16. Pooka Williams RB Kansas 6-7 
17. Rakeem Boyd RB Arkansas 6-7 
18. Elijah Mitchell RB Louisiana-Lafayette 6-7 
19. Trey Ragas RB Louisiana-Lafayette 7-UDFA 
20. Deon Jackson RB Duke UDFA 
21. Brenden Knox RB Marshall UDFA 
22. C.J. Marable RB Coastal Carolina UDFA 
23. Spencer Brown RB UAB UDFA 
24. Stevie Scott III RB Indiana UDFA 
25. Gerrid Doaks RB Cincinnati UDFA 
26. JaQuan Hardy RB Tiffin UDFA 
27. Gary Brightwell RB Arizona UDFA 
28. Kene Nwangwu RB Iowa State UDFA 
29. Jah-Maine Martin RB North Carolina A&T UDFA 
30. Josh Johnson RB Louisiana-Monroe UDFA 
31. Vavae Malepai RB USC UDFA 
32. Stephen Carr RB USC UDFA 
33. Jake Funk RB Maryland UDFA 
34. Caleb Huntley RB Ball State UDFA 
35. Mulbah Car RB Houston UDFA 
36. Asim Rose RB Kentucky UDFA 
37. Mekhi Sargent RB Iowa UDFA 
38. Otis Anderson RB UCF UDFA 
39. Justin Henderson RB Louisiana Tech UDFA 
40. Garrett Groshek RB Wisconsin UDFA 

List continues on the next page. 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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 Name    Pos College Round* 
41. C.J. Verdell RB Oregon UDFA 
42. Mason Stokke RB Wisconsin UDFA 
43. Greg McCrae RB UCF UDFA 
44. Nate McCrary RB Saginaw Valley State UDFA 
45. B.J. Emmons RB Florida Atlantic UDFA 
46. Israel Tucker RB Louisiana Tech UDFA 
47. L.D. Brown RB Oklahoma State UDFA 
48. Tre Harbison RB Charlotte UDFA 
49. Dedrick Mills RB Nebraska UDFA 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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Najee Harris (Alabama) 

RB1 
Size: 6-1 7/8, 230   40: 4.45 

Class: Senior 

Harris is an experienced back with so many positive traits. He is powerful and 
strong, runs with vision and patience but also with decisiveness – will hit the hole 
quickly once he sees it. Harris has athletic ability, quickness, and agility (will hurdle 
would-be tacklers) making him such a difficult back to defend. He is more of a 
compiler of yards then he is a breakaway threat, but makes the most he can on 
every play, using his physicality to break tackles, punish defenders and create 
extra yardage. Is effective running between the tackles and also has sufficient 
speed to get to the outside. 

Harris has improved as a receiver year on year to the point now where he can be 
considered an excellent pass-catcher coming out of the backfield. His hands are 
very good, he has learned how to run precise routes and uses discipline to get 
open. Is also an effective blocker in the passing game and picks up the blitz well.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at Alabama with 3,843 rushing yards 
at an impressive 6.0 yards per carry, with 46 rushing touchdowns. Also had 80 
catches for 781 yards and 11 touchdowns. 

Led the SEC in rushing in 2020 with 1,466 yards at a 5.8 average. Also led the 
nation in both 26 rushing touchdowns (26) and total yards from scrimmage (425).  

Broke out in 2019 with 1,224 rushing yards.  

Injury Notes: Missed the 2021 Senior Bowl due to an ankle injury suffered in the 
National Championship Game. The injury is apparently minor and shouldn’t be an 
issue going forward.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 Doak Walker Award winner (College football’s best 
running back). Unanimous 1st Team All-American. 1st Team All-SEC. Walter Camp 
Award finalist. SEC Championship Game MVP. 2019 2nd Team All-SEC. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Harris is good to very good in nearly every area and 
has very few, if any, weaknesses. With his running and pass receiving ability, 
he is pro ready right now and looks like a starting back from day one in the 
NFL. Has the potential to be a 1,000 rusher and 400 yard receiver year-in and 
year-out.  

Harris will be the first or second running back off the board in this draft – vying 
with Travis Etienne for that honour. He should be selected at some point in the 
second half of the first round, although there is an outside possibility that he 
drops to round 2 (if that happens, a team will be getting a bargain). 
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Travis Etienne (Clemson)   

RB2 
Size: 5-10, 215    40: 4.40 

Class: Senior 

Lots of experience at a high level of college football. Excellent runner with great 
vision, speed, and acceleration through the hole. Has the athletic prowess to 
breakaway for long touchdown runs. Also uses his strength and physicality to 
break tackles – has a superb stiff arm. Has improved as a receiver coming out of 
the backfield every year, to the point where he is one of premier pass receiving 
backs in the draft.  

Etienne is an all-round Mr. Yardage – just get the ball in his hands and he will make 
yards, play in, and play out. 

Was expected to declare for the 2020 draft, but somewhat surprisingly opted to 
stay in school for his senior season. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Ended his career as the ACC’s all-time leader in a 
number of categories – rushing yards (4,952 yards), rushing touchdowns (70), yards 
per rushing attempt (7.2), total touchdowns (78), points scored (468), scrimmage 
yards (6,107). Is also the NCAA’s all-time leader in games with a touchdown (46). 

Etienne also set Clemson pass receiving records for a running back in 2020, with 48 
receptions for 588 yards (the yardage mark also being the most in 2020 by a 
running back in the whole of college football). 

Injury Notes:No reported major injuries.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 Consensus All-American. Hornung Award finalist. 2-time 
ACC Player of the Year & Offensive Player of the Year (2018 and 2019). 3-time 1st 
Team All-ACC selection (2018, 2019 and 2020). 2-time Doak Walker Award finalist 
(2018 & 2020). Twice in top 10 in Heisman Trophy (2018 & 2019). 2-time Maxwell 
Award semi-finalist (2018 & 2020). 2018 1st Team All-American (ESPN.com, TSN). 
ACC Championship Game MVP. 2017 3rd Team All-ACC. All-ACC Academic 
selection. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Etienne staying in school for the 2020 season was a 
surprise, but it probably didn’t change his draft stock one way or the other, He 
has had one of the most honoured and renowned college football careers in 
recent years. Etienne is an excellent all-round back – running inside and outside 
and has developed into one of the best receiving backs in this draft. 

Barring injury, Etienne will be a reliable NFL starter for years to come. He should 
be one of the first two running backs (see Najee Harris) taken in this draft, which 
ought to be in round 1. If he drops to round 2, then a team will get great value. 
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Javonte Williams (N.Carolina)  

RB3 
Size: 5-10, 220   40: 4.55 

Class: Junior 

At North Carolina, Williams split time with fellow potential 2021 draftee Michael 
Carter – if he hadn’t, it’s possible that his already impressive statistics would have 
been much larger than they already are. Although not a fulltime starter, he had 
an outstanding level of college experience, having played in 35 games.  

Williams has a stout body build and physique and is a very physical and powerful 
runner. He appears to love to use his strength to pound defenders, enabling him to 
break a lot of tackles. Is a patient runner who loves to run between the tackles. 
Has good speed, explosiveness, and quickness. Physically beats teams up. 
Probably the only thing he lacks as a runner is true breakaway speed. So how 
good is Williams? in 2020, PFF gave him a 95.9 rushing grade for the season – the 
highest rushing grade since PFF has been covering college football. 

Is a better than average receiver coming out of the backfield – is improving and 
developing in this area. Has reliable hands and is learning how to find the open 
space and make himself available to the quarterback. 

Opted out of North Carolina’s 2020 Bowl Game (Orange Bowl) to avoid potential 
injury and to prepare for the draft.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at North Carolina with 2,297 yards and 
29 touchdowns – a fine performance considering that he had to share backfield 
time. Also had 50 catches for 539 yards and 4 touchdowns.  

Williams’ 2020 season included an incredible day in which he rushed for 236 yards 
and 3 touchdowns against Miami (his teammate Michael Carter rushed for 308 
yards in the same game). 

 Injury Notes: No known major injuries.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 AP 2nd Team All-American. 2020 PFF ACC Player of the 
Year. 2020 2nd Team All-ACC. 2020 Maxwell Award semi-finalist.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: It was no surprise when Williams declared for this draft 
after his junior season – he is one of fastest risers amongst all of the 2021 draft 
prospects, regardless of position. He has so many physical tools and a huge 
upside. And pro teams will love that he is a non-stop, big effort guy who will 
keep coming at you - a runner who will get more and more effective as games 
go on. And he’s an improving pass receiver which really helps his pro case.  

Should be the third running back selected in this draft and be off the board early 
in the second round.  
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Michael Carter (North Carolina) 

RB4 
Size: 5-7 7/8, 202   40: 4.50 

Class: Senior 

Carter shared time in the North Carolina backfield with fellow potential 2021 
draftee Javonte Williams. We can only image what Carter’s career statistics would 
have looked like had he not done so, although in fairness, splitting the load may 
have made Carter more effective (quality over quantity). Although not a fulltime 
starter, he had an outstanding level of college experience, having played in 44 
games.  

A very small (one of the shortest players in this draft) and stocky runner, Carter has 
quick feet, is able to change direction at speed and will create big plays out of 
nothing. Carter’s athletic traits mean that he often makes tacklers miss. He Is the 
epitome of the word dynamic as a running back, particularly when running on the 
inside. Carter has improved year on year as a receiver coming out of the 
backfield, demonstrating the ability to get open and decent hands. 

Opted out of the Orange Bowl to prepare for the draft. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Having spent most of this career at UNC sharing playing 
time in the backfield, Carter still finished his career at UNC with 3,404 yards and 22 
touchdowns on 514 carries at 6.6 yards per carry average. Had 82 receptions for 
656 yards and 6 touchdowns. 

Carter’s 2020 season included an incredible day in which he rushed for 308 yards 
against Miami (Williams rushed for 236 yards in the same game).  

Injury Notes: Suffered a knee injury in his junior year in high school (2015), which 
limited his season to just 3 games. Missed 1 game due to an undisclosed injury in 
2017. Broke his wrist in August 2018, missing the start of the season. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 AP 3rd Team All-American. 2020 1st Team All-ACC. 2020 
Paul Hornung Award finalist. 2019 3rd Team All-ACC.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Carter was a highly productive runner in college 
without having to fully carry the load. He is also improving as a receiver, which 
will encourage pro teams. Carter was particularly impressive at the Senior Bowl, 
easily outdoing all other running backs that were present. Due to his lack of 
size, which will see some teams put question marks against him, it’s possible 
that Carter sees his first action in the NFL as a change of pace or 3rd down scat 
back, utilising his speed and improving receiving ability.  

Should be selected at some point in day 2 of the draft. 
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Kenneth Gainwell (Memphis)  

RB5 
Size: 5-11, 191   40: 4.42 

Class: Redshirt-Sophomore 

Gainwell was a dual-threat passing-running quarterback in 
High School before switching to running back at Memphis.  

Lacks experience (just 18 games at the college level). 
Gainwell has good quickness, a burst and accelerates 
through the hole. Can run both inside and outside with 
good enough speed to easily get to the edge. Has agility 
and cutting ability which makes tacklers miss. Also runs 
with surprising physicality and strength, meaning that he 
has some ability to break tackles.  

Versatile player who is an excellent receiver both out of 
the backfield and can be lined up in the slot. Is also a 
decent pass blocker considering his average size. 

Opted out of the 2020 season under the COVID-19 protocol. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his abbreviated career at Memphis, Gainwell rushed 
for 1,550 yards at a 6.6 yard per carry average. Also had 14 rushing touchdowns. 
Catching passes, he had 57 receptions for 662 yards and 3 touchdowns.  

In 2019, had 6 consecutive 100-yard rushing games including a 209 yard rushing 
day against Louisiana-Monroe 

Broke off a 72 yard touchdown run against Georgia State in 2018. 

Injury Notes: No reported serious injuries. 

Honours & Awards: 2019 Sporting News and AFCA 2nd Team All-American. 2019 1st 
Team All-AAC. 2019 AAC Rookie of the Year. 2019 FWAA Freshman All-American. 
2019 Doak Walker Award semi-finalist. AAC All-Academic Team.  

Gainwell first became 
a starter at Memphis 
when Patrick Taylor Jr., 
who is now with the 
Packers, was injured. 

DID YOU KNOW? 

NFL Projection/Outlook: After opting out of the 2020 season, Gainwell has only 
one  real year of experience at the college level – and even that was not at the 
highest level (AAC). His speed and athletic skills are outstanding and his 
versatility and ability to be a productive pass receiver just adds to his draft 
stock. Can line up all over, including the slot which will excite pro offensive co-
ordinators. 

Played alongside Antonio Gibson (now at Washington) at Memphis in 2019 and 
Gainwell could wind up being a very similar type player to Gibson in the NFL. 

Should be off the board in day 2. 
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Trey Sermon (Ohio State) 

RB6 
Size: 6-0 1/4, 213   40: 4.57 

Class: Senior 

Marietta, Georgia native. After playing three years at Oklahoma (rushing for 2,076 
yards and 22 touchdowns), Sermon opted to transfer to Ohio State prior to the 
2020 season.   

Sermon has a good level of experience (36 games). He has close to prototypical 
size and strength that translates into him being an extremely powerful runner. 
Doesn’t have quick moves but he will break tackles - very noticeably defenders 
often struggle to get a direct big him on him – his movement and agility enables 
him to avoid those hits.  

Sermon had vision, decent speed and quickness which enables him to accelerate 
through the hole, although he lacks the breakaway long speed that some other 
runner have. He won’t beat teams running east-west to the outside but is very 
effective running between the tackles where he loves to work. Sermon has a 
reputation for hanging onto the football – more than 500 career touches in 
college without fumbling. As a receiver coming out of the backfield, Sermon 
wasn’t overly used, but when he was he demonstrated good hands. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his college career with 2,946 rushing yards at a 
6.5 yard average, with 26 touchdowns. Wasn’t used that mush as a receiver – 48 
catches for 486 yards and 3 touchdowns. 

Had a career game in the 2020 Big 10 Championship Game against Northwestern 
when he rushed for 331 yards and 2 touchdowns. Followed that up with 193 yards 
on the ground the next week against Clemson. Earned an invitation to the Senior 
Bowl.  

Injury Notes: Had a number of niggling injuries in his college career. Missed time at 
the end of 2019 with a left knee injury. Unfortunately injured his left collarbone on 
the first play of the 2020 National Championship Game and saw no further action 
in the game. 

Honours & Awards: MVP of the 2020 Big 10 Championship Game. 2018 Honorable 
Mention All-Big 12. 2017 Big 12 Offensive Freshman of the Year.  
NFL Projection/Outlook: Has some versatility with skills as runner, pass receiver 
and as a pass blocker. Best suited to a team that has an inside power running 
game. Reportedly has a great character and was loved by his teammates – so 
pro teams will like this.  

Likely to be selected either late in day 2 or early in day 3. 
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Khalil Herbert (Virginia Tech) 
RB7 
Size: 5-8 7/8, 204   40: 4.46 

Class: Senior 

Nicknamed “Juice”. Herbert played for three seasons at the University of Kansas 
with limited success before transferring to Virginia Tech for the 2020 season.  

Super experienced - Herbert played in 46 games at the college level. He is a small, 
stoutly built running back who runs with vision and patience. Has a little 
acceleration through the hole to make yards quickly. Doesn’t have the greatest of 
moves e.g. doesn’t have huge cutting ability but has enough slipperiness to often 
make defenders miss. Unfortunately though Herbert isn’t physically strong and 
won’t shake off too many tacklers.  

Herbert is a fine receiver coming out of the backfield, with really nice hands and 
the ability to make some difficult catches. His lack of size means that he struggles 
in pass protection. 

Herbert has sneaky speed in the open field, whether as a runner or receiver, and 
once in the open field he is extremely difficult to catch from behind.  

2020, Herbert’s only season at Virginia Tech, was truly a break-out season, as he 
broke the 1,000 yard rushing mark for the only time in his college career. Earned an 
invitation to the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his four year college career (at Virginia Tech and 
Kansas combined), Herbert had 2,918 rushing yards (6.1 average) along with 22 
rushing touchdowns. As a receiver he had 34 catches for 297 yards and a 
touchdown. Also returned 18 kick-offs at a 24.8 average.  

Had 6 100-yard rushing games in 2020, including an outstanding game against 
Duke when he had 208 yards on the ground with 2 touchdowns (one of them 
being a 60-yarder). He also 150 yards on just 3 kick-off returns in the same game.  

Injury Notes: Suffered a minor hamstring injury in 2020. There are no known 
ongoing issues. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-ACC 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Herbert’s draft stock rose considerably with his excellent 
2020 season. Because of his lack of size and his strength deficiency it’s likely 
that Herbert’s niche in the NFL would be as a rotational back rather than as a 
full-time starter – because of his excellent receiving skills, it’s easy to see Herbert 
as a third down back who also occasionally spells the starter. May also be used 
in the return game.  

Likely a day 3 selection.  
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Chuba Hubbard (Oklahoma State)  

RB8 
Size: 6-0, 207   40: 4.36 

Class: Junior  

Canadian born (Edmonton, Alberta) who played his high school football in 
Canada 

Hubbard is a good athlete with excellent agility. Is a smooth, fluid mover who has 
patience and vision and will explode through the hole. Once in the open field he 
had breakaway speed. Isn’t overly powerful but in traffic, Hubbard has the 
physicality to break tackles. Has some problems with fumbling. Is a decent 
receiver coming out of the backfield.  

Nearly opted to enter the 2020 Draft but instead decided to stay in school for one 
more year. He then played 7 games in 2020 before opting out towards the end of 
the year.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his three year career at OSU having rushed for 
3,459 yards and 33 touchdowns. Also caught 53 passes for 479 yards and 3 
touchdowns.  

Hubbard rushed for 2,094 rushing yards in 2019, which led the nation and was the 
second highest in school history (behind only Barry Sanders).  

During the 2020 season, he rushed for 100+ yards in 12 games, including a 221 yard 
rushing game against Oregon State.  

Injury Notes: Suffered a right leg injury in 2020 (details undisclosed) from which he 
did not return (choosing to opt out).  

Honours & Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-Big 12. 2019 Unanimous All-American. Big 12 
Offensive Player of the Year, 1st Team All-Big 12. Weeden Award winner (college 
football’s most spectacular player). Jon Cornish Trophy winner (college football’s 
top Canadian student-athlete). Doak Walker Award finalist.  8th in Heisman Trophy. 
2018 Jon Cornish Trophy runner-up. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Staying in school for the 2020 season may turn out to be 
a mistake for Hubbard – at least in terms of his draft stock, as it’s likely that he’ll 
be taken lower than he would have been last year. Teams will love his all-round 
running ability, especially his explosiveness through the hole – can turn a small 
amount of space into a huge gain. Has to fix his fumbling problems or else 
teams will lose patience with him. Needs a little work as a receiver. Recovery 
from his 2020 leg injury may determine where teams perceive him being taken.  

Likely a day 3 selection. 
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Rhamondre Stevenson (Oklahoma) 

RB9 
Size: 5-11 5/8, 227   40: 4.64 

Class: Senior 

Played two years at Oklahoma after starting his college career at the Junior 
College level (Cerritos Junior College, California). Stevenson has a thick set, solid 
body. Intelligent, disciplined and patient straight ahead runner who will 
accelerate through the hole – he has a little burst, albeit not explosive. Is a 
powerful between the tackles runner who is capable of making the first tackler 
miss or breaking that first tackle thanks to his physicality and strength.  

Stevenson doesn’t run much to the outside – isn’t suited to it due to stiff hips which 
makes it difficult to get moving up the field after running East-West. Stevenson 
doesn’t have much experience in the passing game as either a pass receiver (28 
catches for the Sooners) or as a pass blocker.  

Perhaps has some discipline and character questions after being suspended from 
the 2019 Peach Bowl and 5 further games in 2020, due to a reported drug test 
failure. Nevertheless, after performing at a really high level for the six 2020 games 
that he did play in, Stevenson earned himself an invitation to the Senior Bowl. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at Oklahoma with 1,180 rushing yards 
(7.2  yards per carry) and 13 touchdowns on the ground. Caught 18 passes for 298 
yards. Had five career 100 yard rushing games.  

Rushed for 186 yards and a touchdown in the 2020 Cotton Bowl Classic.  

Injury Notes: Suffered a broken foot in his senior year in high school (2015), but 
there have been no reports of major injuries since. 

Honours & Awards: Outstanding Offensive Player of the 2020 Cotton Bowl Classic.  

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Is probably best described as a reliable back who will 
take great advantage of the holes created for him, rather than one who will 
make something out of nothing. Stevenson will need to play for a pro team that 
runs a system that can make the best use of his skills – an inside, power rushing 
team would be ideal. Will also need to develop as a receiver so that he can 
provide some threat in this regard.  

Pro teams will surely have concerns about his character (grades in high school, 
suspension in college) - they will want to be happy that there are no ongoing 
reasons to be concerned.  

Likely a day 3 selection.  
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Kylin Hill (Mississippi State)  

RB10 
Size: 5-10 3/8, 214   40: 4.51 

Class: Junior 

Hill has a good level of experience (40 games played in the SEC). Has average 
height but otherwise good size. He has power and some speed – without being a 
breakaway threat. Is shifty and athletic – can be seen on film hurdling over would 
be tacklers. Can run inside and outside. Hill can be inconsistent - sometimes seems 
to run with aggression and physicality, although at other times he appears to get 
tackled too easily.  

Is a fine receiver coming out of the backfield, with excellent hands and the 
sneakiness to escape into the open both in the flat and over the middle. As a 
receiver, Hill is a huge threat in the open field and will make extra yards after the 
catch. 

Hill originally declared for the 2020 draft, before changing his mind and returning 
to school for another season. However, he was suspended for the fourth game of 
the 2020 season (reasons not disclosed). At that point, Hill decided to opt out of 
the remainder of the season and prepare for the draft.   

Career Stats & Highlights: In his MSU career, Hill played in 40 games, rushing for 
2,535 yards (5.6 average) and 16 touchdowns. Also had 67 receptions for 631 
yards and 6 touchdowns. 

Had 11 carer 100 yard rushing games, including two 200 yard games (a 234 yard, 3 
touchdown game, against Arkansas in 2019 and a 211 yard game against Kansas 
State in 2018). Also had one 100 yard receiving game (158 yards against LSU in 
2020). 

Injury Notes: Missed 2 games in 2018 due to a hamstring injury that bothered him 
for much of the season. Suffered an undisclosed injury in game 2 of the 2020 
season.  

Honours & Awards: 2019 1st Team All-SEC. 2019 won the Conerly Trophy (top 
college player in Mississippi). 2019 SEC Fall Academic Honor Roll.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Looks like a really solid all-round back who could play 
in most offensive systems. Brings a lot of excitement and dynamism when he 
gets in the open field as a receiver in the passing game. Teams will want to be 
satisfied that there are no ongoing discipline issues (related to his 2020 
suspension). 

Likely day 3 selection.  
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Chris Evans (Michigan) 

RB11 
Size: 5-10 7/8, 219   40: 4.44 

Class: Senior 

Multi-sport athlete in high school who excelled in both football and track and field.  
On the football field, he played multiple positions including receiver and 
cornerback. Settled at the running back position when recruited by Michigan.  

Unfortunately, Evans’ college career took somewhat of a nosedive over the past 
two years – after rushing for a combined 1,200+ yards in his first two seasons (2017 
& 2018), with the Wolverines, Evans missed the 2019 season due to suspension 
(described as being due to an “academic mistake”) and then hardly contributed 
in 2020, carrying the ball just 16 times. 

Evans has a fine all-round body shape for a running back. He has athleticism and 
foot speed to run with quickness and burst through the hole. Has strength and 
physicality and will shake off would be tacklers. Also has enough moves to make 
would be tacklers miss and enough acceleration to breakaway once he gets into 
the open field. Evans is a stronger than advertised runner between the tackles.  

Although he wasn’t overused as a receiver (49 receptions in his Michigan career), 
Evans has some really good pass catching skills. He has soft hands and knows how 
to get open, running good routes and sometimes lining up in the slot. He has 
enough speed and savviness to get open deep – using his high school receiving 
experience. Has also shown some skill as a pass blocker.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his college career, Evans had 1,795 yards rushing (5.6 
average) along with 15 touchdowns. Also had 49 receptions for 479 yards and 2 
touchdowns.  

Injury Notes: Evans has had niggling injuries during his college career but no 
reported serious problems. 

Honours & Awards: 2017 Honorable Mention All-Big 10. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Can Evans get back to his 2017 and 2018 self? If so, then 
he has a chance of having a good NFL career. Despite the last two seasons, 
Evans has some potential and a good week at the Senior Bowl really helped his 
draft stock. Is a good all-round back, running and receiving, and has versatility 
being skilled at lining up as slot receiver.  

Evans could easily be overlooks by analysts because there is little to show on 
offense in 2019 and 2020 however his upside still makes him of interest to NFL 
teams. So does his willingness to play on special teams to contribute. The flipside 
of not playing much recently is that Evans has a healthy body with not many 
miles on the clock. Is a likely day 3 selection in this draft.  
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Jermar Jefferson (Oregon State) 

RB12 
Size: 5-10, 206   40: 4.57 

Class: Junior 

Is a good athlete. Has really good vision and subsequently makes good decisions 
as a runner. Very impressively will wait for holes to develop and then uses his burst 
to accelerate through a hole and agility to make the first tackler miss. Can make 
big plays both up the middle and on the outside. 

Some reports have doubted his long speed, but I don’t see that as an issue. Has 
demonstrated enough long speed across his career to enable to him to 
breakaway for the long run. I would agree that he’s not an out and out sprinter, 
but his speed is good enough for me. Also has enough physicality and strength to 
break tackles. 

Jefferson wasn’t overly used as a pass receiver but did a fine job when called 
upon Scouts will be keen look into this part of his game closely. 

2020 Season was reduced to just 6 games because of the shortened Pac-12 
schedule (due to the COVID-19 pandemic).  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his OSU career with 2,923 yards rushing at a 5.7 
yard average with 27 touchdowns. Also caught 43 passes for 299 yards and 2 
touchdowns. 

Had an incredible start to his career at Oregon State as a freshman in 2018, when 
he burst onto the scene by rushing for 238 yards in just his second game and 
following that up two games later by rushing 254 yards. 

Injury Notes: Slowed in 2019 with a nagging ankle issue. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 1st Team All-Pac 12. 2020 Pac 12 Co-Offensive Player of 
the Year. 2018 Freshman All-American. 2018 Pac-12 Offensive Freshman of the 
Year. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Decided to declare for the draft after his junior season – 
it looks like a 50-50 call as to whether this was the right call. Jefferson looks like 
a  great fit for an outside zone running team. Question marks over how much of 
a load he carry in the pros (is he a 20 carry a game back?) and his lack of 
receiving experience will push him down some boards. But if he is used wisely, 
he will be a super effective player in the NFL. 

Jefferson will likely drop into day 3, but make no mistake, he will be excellent 
value for a team that takes him anywhere from round 4 onwards. And if he drops 
much further than that, then somebody will be getting a steal. Looks like a real 
possibility for a team like the Packers. 
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Jaret Patterson (Buffalo)  

RB13 
Size: 5-9, 195   40: 4.52 

Class: Junior 

Was a multi-purpose player in high school – rushing, receiving, returning kick-offs, 
and playing defense. Became a full-time running back when recruited by Buffalo. 

Patterson is very small but has the ability to smoothly slide to avoid tacklers. He has 
athleticism and decent speed, although he’s not a breakaway threat. He also isn’t 
going to destroy defenses with cuts and “stop on a dime” runs but he had good 
vision and runs with patience - will wait for the hole to open, and then hit it. More 
effective running north to south than to the outside. Patterson runs with strength 
and toughness and doesn’t go down very easily. Doesn’t give up the football. 

Wasn’t used very much as a receiver, so it’s difficult to provide an objective very 
on his skills in this area. Unknown is the best way to describe them.  

Has been a super productive player throughout most of his college career but 
seemed to be even better in 2020.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at Buffalo with 3,884 rushing yards, at 
a 6.1 yard average, with 52 rushing touchdowns.  

Patterson had an incredible game in 2020 against Kent State, rushing for 409 yards 
and 8 touchdowns which equalled the FBS single-game record. This was off the 
back of 301 yard rushing performance the previous week against Bowling Green.  

Injury Notes: Missed the 2020 Camellia Bowl game with a knee injury that he 
suffered the week before in the MAC Championship game. The knee didn’t 
appear to cause him any problems at his pro day. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 AP 2nd Team All-American. MAC Offensive Player of the 
Year. Two-time 1st Team All-MAC Team (2019 & 2020). 2019 MVP of Bahamas Bowl. 
2018 2nd Team All-MAC. MAC Freshman of the Year.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Patterson is a dynamic and exciting football player, who 
lacks size. Whilst he played college football at the FBS level, it wasn’t against top 
notch opposition so that raises a question about his ability to produce at the 
very highest level. Nonetheless, he’s an underrated player who is on the rise, 
which indicates that he may have a big upside.  

Not having much experience as a receiver (20 career receptions) doesn’t help 
his draft stock and this areas will remain a question mark until such time as he 
proves it isn’t.  

Has shown enough to be an interesting pick for a team later in the draft. Likely a 
day 3 selection. 
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Larry Rountree III (Missouri)  

RB14 
Size: 5-10 3/4, 216   40: 4.62 

Class: Senior 

Rountree has good experience (47 games) playing in the 
nation’s toughest college conference (SEC). Has average 
height but a stout and sturdy body. Is a nice athlete with 
agility and quick feet who can accelerate through the 
hole. Will often couple those physical running abilities with 
patience, vison, and decisiveness - waiting for the hole to 
appear and then hitting it quickly. At times however, 
Rountree can be a little inconsistent, not picking up all the 
yards that may be there. 

Rountree is a tough and physical runner who will put a  hit 
on would be tacklers carry the load – he regularly had 
more than 20 carries in games for Missouri and once had 
as many as 37. Not used much as a pass receiver (just 47 
receptions across 4 seasons). Reportedly is a super smart player and hard worker.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his Missouri career as the school’s all-time 
leading rusher amongst running backs. Had 3,720 career rushing yards (5.0 
average) and 40 touchdowns. Also had 47 receptions for 289 yards and 25 kick-off 
returns at a 21.5 average. 

Rountree recorded 14 career 100 yard rushing games, a total that included one 
200 yard game (204 yards against Oklahoma State in 2018). 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-SEC. 2018 SEC Academic Honor Roll. 2017 
SEC All-Freshman Team. 2017 First-Year SEC Academic Honor Roll. 

Early in his Missouri 
career, Rountree 
played behind 
sometime Packers RB 
Damarea Crockett at 
Missouri 

DID YOU KNOW? 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Teams will like Rountree’s athleticism and ability to pick 
up the tough yards inside – will be seen as a back who can wear out defenses. 
Needs to develop his receiving skills, although he did show some promise in this 
regard at the Senior Bowl practices – where he reportedly had a really good 
week. Teams will really like his work ethic.  

Rountree will probably start his pro career on special teams and perhaps as a 
kick returner, whilst waiting for his chance to contribute on offense. Really needs 
full game opportunities to make that contribution as he gets stronger the more 
carries he has.  

Likely to be off the board at some point during day 3.  
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Javian Hawkins (Louisville) 

RB15 
Size: 5-9, 183   40: 4.46 

Class: Redshirt-Sophomore 

Nicknamed “PlayStation” because he has a running style – movement, shiftiness, 
cutting ability – like a joystick controlled animated sports figure. Hawkins lack some 
experience at the college level (just 23 games played and is short in stature but 
has a decent body build for that height.  

As a runner, Hawkins is patient but excellent speed and quick feet, with a burst 
and acceleration through the hole once it’s there – demonstrating good vision 
and decision making, which was ideal for the zone running game that Louisville 
ran. He will make some tacklers miss but doesn’t shake or break many tackles – his 
lack of size (and strength) hurts him some in this regard. 

Hawkins wasn’t used much in the passing game in college – either as a receiver or 
as a pass blocker.  

Opted out of the 2020 season after the eighth game, in order to prepare for the 
draft – declaring for this draft while still having two years of college eligibility 
remaining. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 23 games at Louisville. Finished his career with 
the Cardinals having rushed for 2,355 yards (5.9 average) and 16 touchdowns. 
Also caught 21 passes for 189 yards and 1 touchdown. 

Set the Louisville record for rushing yards with 1,525 yards in 2019. The season 
included 233 rushing yards against Syracuse plus 7 other 100-yard rushing days.  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries.  

Honours & Awards: 2019 2nd Team All-ACC  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Hawkins is an undersized back who lacks some 
physicality and strength, but he brings an exciting running style which will 
intrigue pro scouts. Initial looks may it appear that he is suited to be a third down 
back in the NFL, however, his lack of experience as a receiver will be of 
concern and this is an area that will need to be worked on and developed – as 
will his ability to pass block. 

Having played just two years at the college level, it was a little bit of a surprise 
when he declared for this draft – he may have been able to improve his draft 
stock by returning to school for at least one more year. 

Hawkins’ ability to run the outside zone successfully, plus his exciting running 
style, may make him of interest to the Packers in the late rounds – he’s likely to 
be selected at some point on day 3. 
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Pooka Williams Jr. (Kansas)  

RB16 
Size: 5-10, 170   40: 4.38 

Class: Junior 

Williams is a little small at around 170 pounds, but he is a very dynamic runner with 
great speed, athleticism, and shifty moves. Williams will make some tacklers miss 
and isn’t easy to bring down even when a solid hit is put on him. Is a patient runner 
with some vision and the acceleration needed to run in a zone blocking schemes 
– which is where most of his experience has come.  

Williams is a super versatile threat. From the backfield he will catch swing passes 
and screens and slip open over the middle. Will line up in the slot providing huge 
mismatch problems for defenses because of his excellent speed All in all, he is an 
excellent receiver.  

Is an outstanding kick-off returner.  

Had a misdemeanour domestic violence charge against him in 2019, which led to 
a 1 game suspension. Opted out of the 2020 season after playing in 4 games, due 
to a family illness. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at Kansas with 2,382 yards rushing, at 
a 5.7 average, with 12 touchdowns. Also had 66 receptions for 534 yards and 4 
touchdowns. Returned 18 kick-offs at a 24.6 average, including a 92 yard return for 
a touchdown in 2020.  

Rushed for 1,125 yards as a freshman in 2018. 

Injury Notes: Had some niggling injuries in 2020 prior to opting out but has no 
known ongoing issues. 

Honours & Awards: 2019 1st Team All-Big 12. 2018 1st Team All-Big 12. 2018 Big 12 
Offensive Freshman of the Year.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Williams’ experience returning kick-offs may be 
something that helps him as he challenges for an NFL roster spot. But as much as 
anything, teams will want to be sure that any off field character concerns are 
behind him.  

He won’t be an every down back, but he can become a dynamic, change of 
pace or third down back in the NFL. 

With all of the versatility that Williams has, plus his experience running the 
football in zone blocking offense, he could well be of interest to pro teams who 
run such a scheme – The Green Bay Packers?  

Likely a day 3 selection. 
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Rakeem Boyd (Arkansas) 

RB17 
Size: 6-0, 215   40: 4.70 

Class: Senior 

Boyd is the latest in a line of (potential) NFL players to come from Stratford High 
School in Houston, a lineage that includes Andrew Luck. 

Started his college career at Texas A&M, but academic issues meant that he 
transferred to junior college (Independence Community College, Kansas) after 
one year. After one year in junior college, Boyd then transferred again to 
Arkansas. 

Boyd is a good, strong, upright runner who uses his physicality well in the running 
game. Has a decent combination of size and athleticism. Is a fluid mover with 
agility to avoid tackles – doesn’t get tackled easily. Always seems to fall forwards 
picking up extra yards. Has acceleration through the hole. Has some running 
versatility, being able to get to the outside as well as running between the tackles. 
In summary, Boyd is a solid runner who doesn’t really excite but can accumulate 
yards. 

Wasn’t used much in the passing game in college – very little experience as a 
receiver and hasn’t shown much as a pass blocker. 

Considered declaring for the 2020 draft, but instead opted to return for his senior 
season. Opted out of the last 2 games of the 2020 season to prepare for the draft. 

As an aside, If you watch the excellent Netflix documentary Last Chance U, you 
may recognise Boyd’s name – as he took part in Series 3.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In 3 years at Arkansas, Boyd rushed for 2,176 yards (5.6 
average) and 13 touchdowns. He also caught 52 passes for 358 yards and 0 
touchdowns. 

Prior to his time at Arkansas, in his one year in junior college, Boyd rushed for 1,211 
yards and 14 touchdowns. Across his junior college career, Boyd rushed for an 
incredible 313 yards and 215 yards in his last two games.  

Injury Notes: Suffered from a minor (undisclosed) injury in 2020. 

Honours & Awards: 2017 Offensive MVP of the Midwest Classic Bowl (JUCO) 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Boyd is a physical and athletic runner who can be a 
solid runner in the NFL. However he won’t excite and there are question marks 
over his abilities in the passing game – both as a receiver and as a pass 
protector. Looks like a RB3 and special teams guy in the pros.  

Likely a late day 3 draft pick or an undrafted free agent. 
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Elijah Mitchell  
(Louisiana-Lafayette)  
RB18 
Size: 5-10, 201   40: 4.38 

Class: Senior 

Mitchell was one-half of a really productive duo at Louisiana-Lafayette (Trey 
Ragas was the other half – see below). Mitchell was a churner out of yardage who 
loves to run on the outside. He has fast straight line speed and he’s tough. Will run 
over defenders which may eventually be his downfall, as he’s not the biggest of 
backs – let’s hope that he’s managed well on an NFL roster. 

If Mitchell gets the opportunity to get substantial playing time in the pros it’s 
important that he ends up with a team that uses his skills appropriately. He’s not 
great running to the outside, because he lacks some athleticism and agility. Has 
some receiving ability. 

Mitchell can pick up the tough yards inside and is really good at the goal line. He  
finished his very productive career at Louisiana with 3,267 rushing yards (6.2 
average) and 41 touchdowns. Also had 49 receptions for 597 yards and 5 scores.   

His skills make him a likely day 3 selection. 

 

Trey Ragas (Louisiana-Lafayette)  

RB19 
Size: 5-10, 214   40: 4.60 

Class: Senior 

Ragas picks up most of his yardage as a punishing runner on the inside. He won’t 
make many tacklers miss but his strength and physicality means that he will shrug 
them off and make extra yards after the hit. Ragas won’t beat teams with his 
athleticism and speed but Is one of those runners that finds the holes and makes 
the most of what is there. 

Ragas rushed for 3,572 yards (6.0 average) and 38 touchdowns. Also had 49 
receptions for 427 yards and 5 touchdowns. 

Likely a late day 3 selection or perhaps an undrafted free agent. 
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Deon Jackson (Duke)  
RB20 
Size: 6-0, 220   40: 4.41 

Class: Senior 

Good size for a running back. Has been a solid and consistent runner in each of 
the past three seasons (more than 600 yards rushing in each year). Doesn’t have 
the greatest speed but his quickness can be deceiving. Is tough and durable, 
although he has had the odd problem with fumbles in college.  

Jackson is a solid receiver coming out of the backfield and earlier in his career he 
also returned kick-offs. If it weren’t for the fumbling issues, Jackson would be quite 
reminiscent of recent Packer running back Jamaal Williams.  

Jackson finished his career at Duke with 2,267 yards rushing (4.3 average) and 18 
touchdowns. He also had 61 receptions for 534 yards and 4 touchdowns.  

Likely to be an undrafted free agent.  

 

Brenden Knox (Marshall) 

RB21 
Size: 5-10, 215   40: 4.67 

Class: Junior 

Knox has a decent level of college experience having played in 29 games at 
Marshall. Lacks just a little bit of height but has a well-built body. Is a pounding 
inside runner who is more likely to run over tacklers than make them miss. As you 
would expect from that description, Knox is strong and powerful but lacks speed 
and athleticism, although he runs with vision and gets to the hole as quickly as he 
can. Can be caught from behind if the gets into the open field. 

Knox is really good in short yardage and down at the goal line, being able to 
move the pile to get the necessary yardage. 

Hasn’t been used much as a receiver. 

Knox finished his Marshall career having rushed for 2,852 yards (5.2 average) and 
24 touchdowns. Caught 27 passes for 239 yards and 1 touchdown. 

The lack of speed is such an issue that it seems extremely unlikely that Knox will be 
drafted – seems certain to be an undrafted free agent.  
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C.J. Marable (Coastal Carolina) 

RB22 
Size: 5-9, 195   40: 4.59 

Class: Junior 

Marable transferred to Coastal Carolina from Presbyterian College. Notched up 
nice experience (three-year starter) albeit at a “lower” level of college football.  

Good inside runner who has vision and patience and will find the hole. Won’t blow 
teams away with his speed and athleticism but has some quickness with his feet 
and will keep going all day. Will get to the outside but some of that is as a result of 
the option system that he played in at Coastal. 

Really solid receiver coming out of the backfield, where he has really soft hands 
and finds a way to get open. Versatility will help his NFL chances. May be a 
change of pace, 3rd down back in the pros.  

Finished his career with 2,691 rushing yards (5.5 average) and 29 touchdowns. Also 
had 84 receptions for 703 yards and 7 touchdowns. 

Likely to be an undrafted free agent.  

 

Spencer Brown (UAB) 

RB23 
Size: 5-11, 226   40: 4.50 

Class: Junior 

Brown had a super productive career at UAB, rushing for 4,011 yards and 41 
touchdowns, while notching up 19 100-yard rushing games. Is UAB’s all-time 
leading rusher. 

Brown doesn’t have the greatest of speed but has a big body which he uses well 
as a north-south runner. Won’t make many tacklers miss but he is tough and 
durable and will make extra yards after being hit. Brown will keep coming at you 
all day. Not much of a factor in the passing game – not used much as a receiver 
or in pass protection, which means that he is a little one dimensional. 

Will suit a team that wants to keep the ball on the ground and grind out the 
yardage. 

Likely to be an undrafted free agent.  
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Stevie Scott (Indiana) 

RB24 
Size: 6-0, 225   40: 4.66 

Class: Junior 

Scott is a big back who runs downhill and is tough to bring down once he gets 
moving. Lacks great speed and quickness though so can take time to get going 
on each play. Is a real load with the football in his hands and has toughness and 
durability.  

Was really productive early in his career at Indiana, but that production has 
dropped a little year on year which may be a red flag to NFL teams. Finished his 
college career with 2,543 rushing yards and 30 touchdowns.  

Used a little as a receiver over his time with the Hoosiers – had 55 catches and 2 
touchdowns. Won’t really hurt teams in the passing game. 

Scott’s lack of speed and athleticism coupled with his dropping production 
numbers will probably mean that he will slip out of the seven rounds of the draft. 

Likely to be an undrafted free agent.  

 

Gerrid Doaks (Cincinnati) 

RB25 
Size: 5-11, 228   40: 4.58 

Class: Junior 

Missed the 2018 season due to injury and has suffered other niggling injuries during 
his career, but when fit and ready to go, Doaks is a load. He’s a physical runner 
who will run over and through defenders and pick up extra yardage on the inside. 

Injuries and having to share some backfield time meant that Doaks didn’t put up 
huge numbers with Cincinnati but he was productive when he was on the field 
and finished his Bearcat career with 1,712 yards (5.2 average) and 14 
touchdowns. Also had 36 receptions for 407 yards and 4 touchdowns.  

Doesn’t have great speed and won’t worry teams with his athleticism but can do 
a job for a ground and pound running team. 

Likely to be an undrafted free agent. 
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JaQuan Hardy (Tiffin) 

RB26 
Size: 5-9, 217   40: 4.61 

Class: Junior 

Consistent back who racked up more than 3,000 rushing yards in his college 
career, albeit at a small school level. Is a tough inside runner who runs hard on 
every down but probably lacks the size and speed to really compete for an NFL 
roster. May wind up on a Practice Squad. Likely to be an undrafted free agent.  

 

Gary Brightwell (Indiana) 

RB27 
Size: 5-10, 218   40: 4.62 

Class: Junior 

Lacks height but has the body of an NFL back. Isn’t a dynamic back, lacking 
speed and athleticism but does have enough to make some tacklers miss and he 
runs hard and tough. Doesn’t show much as a receiver, so this is an area that 
needs development. Likely to be an undrafted free agent.  

 

Kene Nwangwu (Iowa State) 

RB28 
Size: 6-0, 210   40: 4.29 

Class: Senior  

Nwangwu has incredible speed and really good size to go with it. Lacks 
experience, having carried the ball just 144 times for 744 yards (5.2 average)  and 
caught just 7 passes across his 4 year Iowa State. Is likely to be an undrafted free 
agent but could surprise given his athletic skills. 
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2021 General Draft Outlook: After last year’s group of wide receivers it may be difficult 
to believe that another group just as good is immediately following it. But this 2021 
wide receiver is equally as good and deep as last year’s class – in fact it might 
actually be deeper.  

The first 3 wide receivers in this year’s group (Ja’Marr Chase, Jaylon Waddle and 
DeVonta Smith) will likely be off the board in the first 10-12 picks. After these 3, there is 
a group of 5 any of whom could conceivably be selected in round 1 or round 2. With 
potentially a third group, with 6 players, that could all be off the board by the end of 
round 3. That’s a total of 14 wide receivers selected by the end of day 2.  

 

 
 

Packers Outlook: The current WR roster for the Packers features Davante Adams but 
then no clear no.2 guy. Allen Lazard or Marque Valdes-Scantling would possibly step 
up but neither of them were a consistent game in, game out, threat. Throw in the likes 
of Equanimeous St. Brown, Malik Taylor, Devin Funchess, Reggie Begelton, Juwann 
Winfree and Chris Blair and you have a group that without doubt needs bolstering. 

The Packers haven’t taken a WR in the first round of the draft for nearly two decades.  
It was widely thought that may change last year but it wasn’t to be. Is this the year? 

With some needs elsewhere, coupled with how deep this WR draft group is, it would 
be surprising if the Packers took a wideout in round 1 this time around either. But it 
would be also be a surprise if the Packers don’t select one at some point.  

Whilst smaller wide receivers who play in the slot, line up in the backfield and are 
somewhat gadget guys, haven’t been the norm for the Packers over the last few 
years, it may be time for Green Bay to take a “chance” and look towards the likes of 
a more diminutive receiver like Rondale Moore, Tutu Atwell, Demetric Felton or Jaelon 
Darden  
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TOP WIDE RECEIVERS 
 Name          Pos College Round* 

1. Ja’Marr Chase WR LSU 1 
2. Jaylen Waddle WR Alabama 1 
3. DeVonta Smith WR Alabama 1 
4. Kadarius Toney WR Florida 1-2 
5. Rashod Bateman WR Minnesota 1-2 
6. Terrace Marshall Jr. WR LSU 1-2 
7. Rondale Moore WR Purdue 1-2 
8. Elijah Moore WR Mississippi 1-2 
9. Tylan Wallace WR Oklahoma State 2-3 

10. Dyami Brown WR North Carolina 2-3 
11. Amon-Ra St. Brown WR USC 3 
12. Nico Collins WR Michigan 3 
13, D’Wayne Eskridge WR Western Michigan 3 
14. Chatarius “Tutu” Atwell WR Louisville 3 
15. Amari Rodgers WR Clemson 3-4 
16. Tamorrion Terry WR Florida State 4-5 
17. Marquez Stevenson WR Houston 4-5 
18. Demetric Felton WR UCLA 4-5 
19. Seth Williams WR Auburn 4-5 
20. Sage Surratt WR Wake Forest 4-5 
21. Josh Palmer WR Tennessee 4-5 
22. Ihmir Smith-Marsette WR Iowa 4-5 
23. Jaelon Darden WR North Texas 4-5 
24. Simi Fehoko WR Stanford 4-5 
25. Anthony Schwartz WR Auburn 4-5 
26. Dazz Newsome WR North Carolina 4-5 
27. Dax Milne WR BYU 4-5 
28. Cade Johnson WR South Dakota St 4-5 
29. Cornell Powell WR Clemson 4-5 
30. Shi Smith WR South Carolina 4-5 
31. Austin Watkins Jr. WR UAB 4-5 
32. Frank Darby WR Arizona State 4-5 
33. Trevon Grimes WR Florida 6-7 
34. Whop Philyor WR Indiana 6-7 
35. Jonathan Adams Jr. WR Arkansas State 6-7 
36. Marlon Williams WR UCF 6-7 
37. Tyler Vaughns WR USC 6-7 
38. Brandon Smith WR Iowa 6-7 
39. Dez Fitzpatrick WR Louisville 7-UDFA 
40. Tre Nixon WR UCF 7-UDFA 

List continues on the next page 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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 Name   Pos College Round* 
41. Damonte Coxie WR Memphis 7-UDFA 
42. Jhamon Ausbon WR Texas A&M 7-UDFA 
43. Isaiah McKoy WR Kent State 7-UDFA 
44. Josh Imatorbhebe WR Illinois 7-UDFA 
45. Javon McKinley WR Notre Dame 7-UDFA 
46. Racey McMath WR LSU 7-UDFA 
47. Tre Walker WR San Jose State 7-UDFA 
48. Ben Skowronek WR Notre Dame 7-UDFA 
49. Tim Jones WR Southern Mississippi UDFA 
50. Rico Bussey Jr. WR Hawaii UDFA 
51. T.J. Vasher WR Texas Tech UDFA 
52. Warren Jackson WR Colorado State UDFA 
53, Mike Strachan WR Charleston, WV UDFA 
54. Osirus Mitchell WR Mississippi State UDFA 
55. Dillon Stoner WR Oklahoma State UDFA 
56. Brennan Eagles WR Texas UDFA 
57. Antonio Nunn WR Buffalo UDFA 
58. Branden Mack WR Temple UDFA 
59. Connor Wedington WR Stanford UDFA 
60. Keylon Stokes WR Tulsa UDFA 
61. Bailey Gaither WR San Jose State UDFA 
62. Donnie Corley WR Texas Southern UDFA 
63. Adrian Hardy WR Louisiana Tech UDFA 
64. Khalil McClain WR Troy UDFA 
65. Tay Martin WR Oklahoma State UDFA 
66. Dai’Jean Dixon WR Nicholls State UDFA 
67. Blake Proehl WR East Carolina UDFA 
68. Tarik Black WR Texas UDFA 
69. K.J. Stepherson WR Jacksonville State UDFA 
70. Damon Hazelton WR Missouri UDFA 
71. Dareke Young WR Lenoir-Rhyne UDFA 
72. Jalen Camp WR Georgia Tech UDFA 
73. Eli Stove WR Auburn UDFA 
74. T.J. Simmons WR West Virginia UDFA 
75. Jared Smart WR Hawaii UDFA 
76. Myron Mitchell WR UAB UDFA 
77. Samori Toure WR Montana UDFA 
78. Trevon Bradford WR Oregon State UDFA 
79. Ramaud Chiaokhiao-Bowman WR Northwestern UDFA 
80. Austin Trammell WR Rice UDFA 
81. Jermaine Wynn WR Slippery Rock UDFA 
82. Tyshaun James WR C.Connecticut St UDFA 
83. Jacob Harris WR UCF UDFA 
84. Jequez Ezzard WR Sam Houston State UDFA 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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Ja’Marr Chase (LSU) 
WR1 
Size: 6-0, 200   40: 4.38 

Class: Junior 

Multi-sport athlete who set multiple career, season and single game receiving 
records in football in high school. 

Decent, but not exceptional, size. Lacks some experience (27 games at LSU, 20 
starts). Chase is a very fine athlete – he won the high school state long jump title – 
and has an explosive first step. Uses these skills along with strong hands and 
physicality to get separation from press coverage very quickly. Runs all the routes 
in an outstanding fashion and is quick getting in and out of his breaks. Overall, he 
is just one of those guys who has the knack for getting open. Great after the 
catch, turning short passes into big yardage, also will make big catches down the 
field. Has excellent hands and will make the contested catch.  

May have been the best receiver in the whole of college football in 2019, when he 
was excellent in tandem with last year’s overall number one pick Joe Burrow 

Opted out of the 2020 season under the COVID protocol. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Chase finished his career at LSU with 107 receptions for 
2,093 yards, at a 19.6 yard per reception average. Had 23 receiving touchdowns. 

Had an outstanding 221 yards receiving and 2 touchdowns (on 9 catches) in the 
2020 National Championship game (played after the 2019 season). Had two other 
200 yard receiving games in the season – 229 (on 10 catches, with 4 touchdowns) 
against Vanderbilt and 227 against Mississippi. In total, he had 9 100 yard receiving 
games in 2019.  

Injury Notes: Suffered a knee injury (torn PCL) in his senior year in high school, but 
the injury didn’t require surgery. No reported serious injuries since.  

Honours & Awards: 2019 Unanimous All-American, 2019 1st Team All-SEC selection, 
2019 Biletnikoff Award winner (best receiver in college football) 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Lacks some experience and out and out size, but other 
than that, Chase has everything that teams look for in an NFL receiver. And his  
ability to beat press coverage at the line of scrimmage means that teams can 
line him up as a true split end (X) receiver. Even in last year’s excellent wide 
receiver class, Chase would have been one of the first receivers selected in the 
2020 draft had he been draft eligible.  

Had little to gain from a draft perspective by going back to school and playing 
the 2020 season - is likely to be the first wide receiver selected in this draft. 
Future All-Pro. 
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Jaylen Waddle (Alabama)  

WR2  Slot/outside 
Size: 5-10, 182   40: 4.32e 

Class: Junior 

Introduction: Native of Houston, Texas. Waddle is slightly undersized but is one of 
those guys that just produces the goods. Has really good hands. He’s a playmaker 
– a huge deep threat (has 2 receiving touchdowns of 90+ yards each) with great 
speed – so you want to get the ball into his hands as much as possible. He’s both 
fast and elusive after the catch, will make defenders miss. Lines up in the slot, on 
the outside and is used on a lot of pre-snap motion. Runs all the routes.  

Is also a fine punt and kick-off returner.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his Alabama career with 106 receptions for 1,999 
yards (18.9 average) and 17 touchdowns. Also averaged an outstanding 19.3 
yards per punt return, with 2 touchdowns. Also scored 1 touchdown on a kick-off 
return. 

Injury Notes:Suffered a fractured ankle during 2020 season (missing nearly 2½ 
months of playing time) but Waddle returned to play in the National 
Championship Game without repercussion. It’s expected that there should be no 
issues with the ankle going forwards. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-SEC. 2019 1st Team All-SEC selection. 2019 SEC 
Special Teams Player of the Year. 2019 FWAA, TSN and PFF 1st Team All-American. 
2018 Freshman All-American (The Athletic). 2018 SEC Freshman of the Year. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Declared for the draft after his junior season and it’s 
probably the right decision for Waddle. He’ll go high in this year’s draft and while 
he may have gone a few slots higher had he returned to school for 2021, 
Waddle also risked getting an injury that could have severely hurt his draft 
chances. Showed his toughness and training regime discipline by battling back 
from the ankle injury to play in the National Championship game when he could 
easily have just shut it down for the year. Teams will love this.  

Simply makes big plays on a regular basis. As an added bonus Waddle has 
great versatility both as a receiver (lining up in multiple positions) and as a 
returner. Waddle is an excellent punt returner (one of the very best in this year’s 
draft) and kick returner – both of which just add further to his value, although it’s 
difficult to imagine a team risking an injury by using him as a regular return man. 

Expect him to be selected around pick 10 this year and to develop into a Pro 
Bowl wide receiver. 
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DeVonta Smith (Alabama)  

WR3 
Size: 6-0, 170   40: 4.39e 

Class: Senior 

Unusual frame - tall and thin. Smith is a great route runner 
who knows how to get separation. He has quick feet and 
the moves to enable a quick release. Smith is a super 
athlete who has the long speed which makes him a deep 
threat and has the hands to go with it – he has really soft 
hands and a great catch radius. And getting the ball into 
Smith’s hands is key because he has the ability to make 
defenders miss and add huge yardage after the catch.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In an outstanding Alabama 
career, Smith caught 235 yards for 3,965 yards and 46 
touchdowns. The receiving touchdown mark is an all-time 
SEC record. 

In 2020, Smith had one of the greatest receiving seasons in 
college football history – leading the nation with 117 
receptions for 1,856 yards and 23 touchdowns. 

Had a record setting day in the 2021 National 
Championship Game (played after the 2020 season) – 
catching 12 passes for 215 yards and 3 touchdowns.  

Injury Notes: Suffered a dislocated finger in the 2021 National Championship 
Game, which later required surgery. But there is no reason to believe that there will 
be any ongoing issue. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 Heisman Trophy, Maxwell, and Walter Camp Awards 
winner (college football’s player of the year). AP College Player of the Year. 
Sporting News College Football Player of the Year. Biletnikoff Award winner 
(college football’s best wide receiver). Paul Hornung Award winner (college 
football’s most versatile player). Unanimous 1st Team All-American. SEC Offensive 
Player of the Year. Lombardi Award finalist. Two-time 1st Team All-SEC (2019 & 
2020). 2019 2nd Team All-American.  

When he won the 
Heisman Trophy ithis 
past year, DeVonta 
Smith became the first 
wide receiver to win 
the Heisman Trophy 
since Michigan’s 
Desmond Howard in 
1991. 

DID YOU KNOW? 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Some draft analysts have been questioning Smith’s 
frame size – he is tall with a thin body, but the ability to produce all over the field 
coupled with his skills easily outweighs such concerns in our eyes. It’s quite 
possible that Smith would have been a first round pick last year had he come 
out. Should be a dominating receiver in the NFL. 

Will be selected somewhere in the top 10 overall in this draft. 
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Kadarius Toney (Florida)  

WR4   Slot    
Size: 5-11, 189   40: 4.41 

Class: Senior 

Was a highly successful dual-threat quarterback in high school, who converted to 
wide receiver at Florida in 2017.  

Toney is a Mr. Dynamic, Do-It-All. He can line up all over (slot, outside receiver, 
backfield, wildcat). Catches the football, runs with the football, can return the 
football, and pass the football. Toney is a super athlete, who has the speed, 
smarts, and shifty moves to get open. He is a playmaker. Played a lot from the slot 
at Florida (more than 86% of snaps in 2020 according to PFF). Plays with quickness 
and twitch and can be explosive.  

Missed 1 game in 2018 due to a suspension, due to a reported multiple-player, on-
campus, altercation). 

Opted out of Florida’s bowl game this past season (Cotton Bowl Classic) in order 
to prepare for the NFL draft.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In 38 games, Toney caught 120 passes for 1,590 yards 
and 12 touchdowns. He also rushed for 580 yards and 2 scores. He returned 13 
punts at an 11.3 yard average, with 1 touchdown, and 14 kick-offs at a 22.1 yard 
average. 

Had 4 career 100 yard receiving games (all of them coming in 2020). Included a 
182 yard receiving against LSU. 

Injury Notes: Missed 3 games in 2017 due to a shoulder injury. Missed 6 games in 
2019 due to a left shoulder injury.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 AP 2nd Team All-American. 2020 1st Team All-SEC. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Toney Lacks all-out experience as a receiver (one real 
year as an every down receiver) and therefore needs some work on route 
running. But he has the speed, dynamism, and athletic skills that NFL teams 
adore.  Should only get better as he develops, and his potential is huge. Earned 
an invitation to the Senior Bowl where he was excellent and really helped his 
potential draft position.  

Toney has lots of experience playing in the slot, means that he likely begins his 
NFL career in that role, but may also line up some in the backfield. Over time he 
likely will also line up on the outside.  

It’s possible that he’ll be selected late in round in 1, if not he should definitely be 
off the board at some point in round 2. 
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Rashod Bateman (Minnesota) 

WR5   Outside/Slot 
Size: 6-2, 209  40: 4.39 

Class: Junior 

Bateman has really good size and is physical and strong. Will use his strength and 
physicality to get release off the line of scrimmage and later to get separation. 
Also uses that strength to fight for the football. Bateman is a good athlete – a fluid 
mover with good hands. Good route runner who is able to turn short passes into 
big gainers thanks to his running ability. Has good hands. Doesn’t have blazing 
speed but can still be a deep threat at times.  

Is very versatile – lined up both outside and in the slot (in fact, according to PFF he 
was in the slot on 61.2% of his 2020 snaps). Is a willing and strong blocker in the 
running game. 

Initially was going to opt out of the 2020 season, but when the Big 10 reversed its 
decision to cancel, Bateman came back in and played in 5 games, before opting 
out again.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his 3 year Gopher career, Bateman had 147 
receptions for 2,395 yards (16.3 yard average) and 19 touchdowns.  

Had 10 career 100 yard receiving games (including a 203 yard game against 
Penn State in 2019). 

Injury Notes: No known major injuries.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 3rd Team All-Big 10. 2019 1st Team All-Big 10. 2019 Richter-
Howard Receiver Award winner (top receiver in Big 10).  2019 2nd Team All-
American selection (SI, USA Today). 2019 Biletnikoff Award semi-finalist.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Bateman is an all-round receiver, who is at least solid in 
every area and much better than that in most areas i.e. it’s really difficult to find 
too many weaknesses in his game. Bateman perhaps doesn’t have the out and 
out speed and dynamism of some of the receiver names earlier on this list but 
he’s a highly polished, productive and versatile player whose skills should carry 
over into the NFL.  

Because of his excellent release off the line of scrimmage, Bateman could be a 
true split end (X) receiver in the NFL – certainly seems more suited to that role 
than lining up in the slot where he played so much in 2020 but could start his NFL 
career lining up inside. 

Should be off the board in the first two rounds, most likely in round 2 but could 
possibly be selected late in the first round. 
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Terrace Marshall Jr. (LSU) 

WR6 
Size: 6-4, 200   40: 4.38 

Class: Junior 

Marshall is the nephew of the late Pro Bowl running back Joe Delaney. Delaney 
heroically but very tragically died before Marshall was born.  

Marshall had great length and an outstanding release off the line of scrimmage. 
Has really good hands, a big catch radius and these skills added to his physicality 
it means that he is excellent making the contested catch. Will make big plays 
down the field - Marshall is a playmaker. Knows how to get open in the end zone.  
Is an athlete with some speed and smooth and fluid movement. Will make yards 
after the catch – is an excellent runner in the open field with the ball in his hands 
who will make defenders miss.  

Marshall didn’t put up massive numbers in his career with LSU but there weren’t 
always that many balls to go around when he played with the likes of Justin 
Jefferson (2019 first round selection by the Vikings) and potential fellow 2021 
draftee Ja’Marr Chase. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his three year LSU career, Marshall played in 32 games, 
starting in 20 games. He recorded 106 receptions for 1,594 yards and 23 
touchdowns.  

In 2020, he had a huge game against Missouri – 11 catches for 235 yards, including 
a 75 yarder, and 3 touchdowns  

Injury Notes: In 2017, he missed nearly all of his senior season in high school due to 
a fractured fibula and dislocated ankle suffered in a single incident. The 
aftereffects of these injuries carried over a little into 2018, where he physically 
struggled slightly. Missed 3 games in 2019 season due to a broken bone in his foot.   

Honours & Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-SEC (PFF) 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Very highly rated since his high school days, we are Still 
waiting for Marshall’s really big break-out season to occur. Is an excellent 
receiver who appears to be getting better every year - he’s a super fine 
prospect and will be a big play receiver in the NFL. Needs a little work on his 
route running and route tree. There’s something of the look of a more physical 
Marquez-Valdes Scantling about Marshall. 

It’s possible that Marshall will be selected at some point in round 2, with an 
outside chance that he could be picked late in the first round. 
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Rondale Moore (Purdue)   

WR7   Slot 
Size: 5-9, 180   40: 4.29 

Class: Redshirt-Sophomore 

Lacks size and experience. But put that 
aside - Moore is one of most explosive, 
athletic, and dynamic players in this draft, 
In fact in any recent draft. Is a great 
mover and is shifty fast. His speed and 
agility mean that he is excellent after the 
catch, picking up extra yardage. These 
traits also make him a huge threat on end 
arounds and jet sweeps. Has the moves 
to get open. Fine receiver from the slot 
and the outside. Has nice experience as 
a kick & punt returner.   

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his 
career at Purdue with 178 catches for 1,915 yards and 14 touchdowns. Had 7 
career 100 yard receiving games. Also carried the ball 30 times for 248 yards and 3 
touchdowns. Returned 42 kick-offs and 17 punts. The 114 receptions that Moore 
had in 2018 is the 2nd highest mark in Big 10 history. In his very first game in that 
year, against Northwestern, Moore racked up 313 all-purpose yards - a new school 
record – including 302 yards in the first half alone.  

Injury Notes: Missed all but 4 games in 2019 due to a hamstring injury. And was 
then only able to play in 3 games in 2020 due to a lower body injury. 

Honours & Awards: 2019 Academic All-Big 10. 2018 Winner Paul Hornung Award 
winner (versatile, high-level performer). Consensus All-American. 1st Team All-Big 10 
selection. Big 10 Freshman of the Year. Richter-Howard Receiver Award winner 
(top receiver in Big 10). CBS Freshman of the Year 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Moore is one of the most dynamic, exciting, and 
versatile players in this entire draft. He has huge potential and a high celling, but 
there are huge medical and durability question marks because of him having 
played just 7 games in the last two seasons. Would likely have increased his 
draft stock by going back to school for another year.  

Likely predominantly a slot guy in the NFL, but his ability to contribute in multiple 
ways will be huge. Expect to see him used as a gadget guy, running, and 
returning the football, as well as a receiver.  

Will likely be selected on day 2 and while he doesn’t fit the mould of typical 
Packers receivers over recent years, it’s not impossible to envisage Moore being 
an exciting and dynamic player on the Packers offense. 
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Elijah Moore (Mississippi)  

WR8   Slot 
Size: 5-10 1/4, 215   40: 4.34 

Class: Junior 

Good level of experience at the college level, having played in 32 games over 3 
years. Decent body shape but lacks some length. Moore is really good athlete, 
with speed and foot quickness. Good route runner who know how to create 
separation. Has excellent hands and will make catches in traffic and will fight for 
the contested pass. Is outstanding after the catch – is a super-elusive runner, 
making defenders miss and turning short passes into big gains. If a defensive back 
can get their hands on Moore quickly, he can be tied up at the line of scrimmage. 
Lacks great blocking skills and experience. Plays primarily from the slot.  

Played in the first 8 games of the 2020 season before opting out of the remainder 
of the season (2 games) in late November to prepare for the NFL draft, choosing 
to enter the draft with a year of college eligibility still remaining. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Moore ended his Ole Miss career as one of most prolific 
receivers in school history. He had 189 receptions (3rd in school history) for 2,441 
yards (4th in school history) and 16 touchdowns (6th in school history).  

Had 3 career 200 yard receiving games (1st in school history) – all of them coming 
in 2020, a year in which he also had 10 or more receptions in 7 games. 

Had an incredible game against Vanderbilt in 2020, when he caught 14 passes for 
238 yards and 3 touchdowns. The 238 receiving yards is an Old Miss record, while 
the receptions and touchdown marks both equal the school records in those 
categories. 

Injury Notes: Missed just 1 game through injury in his career – this coming in his 
freshman season (2018). No details were disclosed. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 Consensus All-American. 2020 1st Team All-SEC. 2020 
Biletnikoff Award semi-finalist. 2020 Maxwell Award semi-finalist. 2019 3rd Team All-
SEC (Athlon). 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Moore opting to enter the draft was no surprise, even in 
a wide receiver class as deep as this one – he had little left to show or prove by 
staying in college. Slot is where he is most experienced and where he would 
likely commence his NFL career – but he’s not limited to inside, he could be a 
force lined up on the perimeter as well. Moore is a real threat once the ball is in 
his hands – is super dynamic. Needs to work on his physicality, both at the 
release from the line of scrimmage and as a blocker. 

Likely day 2 selection who could sneak into the end of round 1. 
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Tylan Wallace (Oklahoma State)  

WR9 
Size: 5-11, 193 40: 4.43 

Class: Senior 

Wallace has good experience - is a three-year starter. He lacks great size but is not 
small by any means. Is tough and competitive and will battle for the contested 
ball. Excellent route runner – although he appeared to run a limited number of 
routes on tape. Wallace has really good hands and a large catch radius – seems 
to snare any pass that is thrown near him. Is a physical receiver who is difficult to 
bring down in the open field – he will shrug off arm tacklers and make extra yards. 
Doesn’t have the explosive burst of speed or great acceleration that would make 
him a deep threat. 

Wallace opted to return for the 2020 season rather than declare for the 2020 NFL 
draft, as some had expected – but the ACL injury that he suffered (see below) 
probably forced his hand in this regard. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his OSU career, Wallace played in 38 games, catching 
205 passes for 3,436 yards and 26 touchdowns. Had 14 100 yard receiving games, 
including 2 200 yard games in 2018 (222 yards and 2 touchdowns v Texas and 220 
yards and 2 touchdowns v Oklahoma).  

Atwell clearly loved playing against Texas, as he also had a huge 11 catch, 187 
yard, 2 touchdown game against the Longhorns in 2020. 

Injury Notes: Suffered an ACL injury in practice during the 2019 season. An injury 
that required surgery and forced hm to miss the last third of the season. 

Honours & Awards: Two-time 1st Team All-Big 12 (2018 & 2020). 2019 2nd Team All-Big 
12. 2019 Won the Thurman Thomas Award – given to OSU’s Offensive Player of the 
Year. 2018 1st Team All-American. 2018 Biletnikoff Award finalist. 2018 Earl Campbell 
Tyler Rose Award semi-finalist. 2018 2nd Team Academic All-Big 12. 2018 Won the 
Bob Fenimore Award – given to OSU’s MVP.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Wallace lacks great speed but could be the ultimate 
physical possession receiver in the NFL and be the complement for a burner 
wide receiver opposite him. He is super consistent and seems to play well game 
in and game out. Teams will need to be completely happy that he has fully 
recovered from his 2019 ACL injury. They will also need to be confident that he 
can expand his route tree and that he isn’t just a system product. If teams are 
able to satisfy themselves, then Wallace he looks like he could be a perennial 
80 catch, 1,000 yard receiver.  

Will likely be a day 2 selection. 
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Dyami Brown (North Carolina) 

WR10 
Size: 6-1, 181   40: 4.46 

Class: Junior 

Good experience having played in 34 games for North Carolina. Brown is a fine 
athlete with a great combination of size and speed. Is a super dynamic deep 
threat who brings excitement on almost every play. Didn’t run every route in 
college, but rather he excelled in running the go and post routes with nuance and 
extreme skill (added of course to the obvious speed and acceleration that almost 
go without saying).  

Brown will not only run by defenders and get open deep but will also fight tor the 
football in traffic if he has to. Has had some problems with concentration at times 
which sees him occasionally drop passes that he should catch – fortunately, Brown 
has gotten better in this respect. 

Opted out of the 2021 Orange Bowl (at the end of the 2020 season), in order to 
begin his preparation for the draft – choosing to declare for the draft still have a 
year of college eligibility remaining.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his North Carolina career with 123 receptions for 
2,306 yards (18.7 average) and 21 touchdowns. Had 6 career 100-yard receiving 
games. Is the only receiver in school history to have multiple 1,000 yard receiving 
seasons (2019 & 2020).  

Had a huge game against Virginia in 2020, in which he had 11 receptions for 240 
yards along with 3 touchdowns – obviously loves playing against Virginia, as he 
previously had a 202 yard, 3 touchdown day against them in 2019.  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 AP 3rd Team All-American. 2020 1st Team All-ACC. 2019 3rd 
Team All-ACC. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: If a team is looking for a deep threat, then Brown’s will 
be one of the first names that will come to mind in this draft. Add to that his 
ability to grab the contested pass and pro scouts may be enamoured by him. 

But there is development needed. Brown will need to work on some of his route 
running – especially those that he very rarely ran in college if he is to develop 
into something other than a big play, deep threat. Could also do with getting a 
little more physical in getting off the line of scrimmage or in developing some 
first step moves, in order to stop him being tied up hands on man cover corners. 
Had some problems with the drops early in his college career, but this seems to 
have been improving – this is an improvement that needs to continue. 

Likely a day selection. 
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Amon-Ra St. Brown (USC)  

WR11   Slot/outside 
Size: 5-11, 197   40: 4.51 

Class: Junior 

Full name is Amon-Ra Julian Heru J. St. Brown. His father John was a two-time Mr. 
Universe.  

Amon-Ra has a really good level of experience. Decent 
size – looks tall and a little thin – although at his pro day he 
measured 2 inches shorter than his career long listed 
height.  

Good athlete, with explosion. One of the very best route 
runners in this draft – gets in and out of his breaks really 
cleanly. Knows how to separate from defensive backs and 
is just really smart finding the open space between zones. 
Has superb hands – will catch the really difficult ball and 
will fight for the contested ball – although sometimes he 
seems to lose concentration and drop the odd ball he should catch. Is super 
tough.  

Played a lot lined up in the slot and has some experience returning punts. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his three year playing career at USC with 178 
receptions for 2,270 yards and 16 touchdowns. Also scored 1 rushing touchdown. 
Retuned 19 punts in his career at a 19.8 average. 

Had 7 career 100-yard receiving games (including a 167 yard day against Texas in 
2018).  

In 2020, St. Brown had a 4 receiving touchdown game against Washington State 
and 10 catch game against rival UCLA. 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 1st Team All-Pac 12. 2019 Honorable Mention All-Pac 12. 
2018 Honorable Mention Pac 12 Offensive Freshman of the Year.  

Amon-Ra  is the 
brother of Green Bay 
Packers receiver 
Equanimeous.  

DID YOU KNOW? 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Has so many positives that NFL teams will love such as 
athleticism and superb routes – has the potential to quickly develop into a 
dominant pro receiver. Needs to learn to fight through tight, physical coverage 
and to become more consistent with the catch. Should contribute immediately, 
probably as a slot receiver, and may even play some as a punt returner early in 
his career.  

Will be selected at some point on Day 2.  
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Nico Collins (Michigan) 

WR12 
Size: 6-4, 218   40: 4.43 

Class: Senior 

Collins has decent college experience (29 games, 22 starts). For a receiver he has 
a large body type with outstanding length and demonstrates great body control 
and high catch point ability. Is strong and physical and uses those traits to make 
the contested catch. For a guy of his size, he also has pretty good agility and the 
ability to change direction quickly. However, he sometimes can get caught up 
with press corners at the line of scrimmage.  

Collins is excellent down near the goal-line. Good speed in a straight-line and has 
deceptive acceleration – surprising a lot of defensive backs. Perhaps, hasn’t been 
quite as productive as his skills and ability would suggest he should have been – 
some of that is down to the occasional loss of concentration and dropped passes 
- although much of it  could be put down to play at the quarterback position.  

Opted out of the 2020 season when the Big-10 initially cancelled their season. 
Eventually, the Big-10 came back, but Collins did not – choosing to sit out the 
whole year and prepare for the 2021 draft.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his 3 (playing) years at Michigan, Collins had 78 
receptions for 1,388 yards and 13 touchdowns. 

In the game against Indiana in 2019, Collins had 146 yards receiving and 3 
touchdowns. 

Injury Notes: Suffered a torn groin during spring practices in 2018. Missed 1 game in 
2019 due to a minor (undisclosed) injury.  

Honours & Awards: 2019 Honorable Mention All-Big 10. 2018 Honorable Mention All-
Big 10. 2018 Won Michigan’s Most Improved Offensive Player Award. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Collins hasn’t shown himself to be a game dominating 
receiver yet, but that may happen if and when he becomes a bigger part of an 
NFL offense. Unfortunately, he probably hurt his draft chances a little bit when he 
opted not to play in 2020. However, he was helped when he gave a very 
positive account of himself at the Senior Bowl. 

Collins would appear to have untapped potential and could develop at the pro 
level. Needs some work on his route running. Looks like the type of long legged, 
long striding receiver that the Packers have liked over recent years – not 
dissimilar to MVS and Allen Lazard.  

Should be a day 2 pick. 
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D’Wayne Eskridge (W.Michigan)  

WR13   Slot  

Size: 5-9 1/8, 188   40: 4.38 

Class: Senior 

Nicknamed “Dee”. Eskridge is a multi-sport athlete in high school, excelling in track 
and field as well as football. In track he was an outstanding sprinter (speed that he 
still brings to the football field) and he played much of his football as a running 
back. Became a wide receiver at WMU. 

Eskridge is one of the smallest but fastest players in this draft. He has great speed 
and athleticism and is hugely versatile – has lined up on the outside, in the slot and 
can return kick-offs and punts. The Broncos have, on occasion, also lined him up in 
the backfield and has even played a little corner.  

Eskridge uses his great speed to stretch defenses deep but also gives defenders fits 
on short passes – making the first guy miss and adding huge yardage after the 
catch. Didn’t run a multitude of routes and had some problems with dropped 
passes at times at WMU. 

Earned an invitation to the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his college career with 121 receptions for 2,244 
yards (18.5 average) and 15 touchdowns. Carried the ball 12 games for 116 yards 
(9.7 average). Also returned 17 kick-offs at a 27.5 average, with 1 touchdown. 

Excellent all-round 2020 season, where he led the whole of college football in total 
(all-purpose) yards per game – 213. 

Injury Notes: Suffered a broken collarbone four games into the 2019 season which 
forced him out for the remainder of the year. Came back without apparent issue 
in 2020. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 PFWA 2nd Team All-American (all-purpose player). 2020 
1st Team All-MAC Team. 2020 MAC Special Teams Player of the Year. 2020 Paul 
Hornung Award finalist.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: There is so much that NFL teams will love about Eskridge. 
His athleticism and speed are exceptional and the ability to line him up in 
multiple spots as a gadget type player is a huge plus. Reportedly looked really 
good at the Senior Bowl. 

Lack of size and physicality may mean that pro teams will see his role as limited 
(playing time wise) in order to maintain his health. May also need to develop 
the number of routes that he can run and work on his play in, play out, 
concentration. 

Likely a day 2 selection. 
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Chatarius “Tutu” Atwell (Louisville) 

WR14   Slot 
Size: 5-9, 165   40: 4.33 

Class: Junior 

Is the son of Tutu Atwell Sr., who was a star receiver for the University of Minnesota 
in the 1990s. Tutu Jr. started his football career as a run-pass dual threat 
quarterback in high school and only made the switch from quarterback to wide 
receiver once he arrived at Louisville (2018). So he started his college career with 
no wideout experience – however, he has built up that experience (34 games) 
through hard work in practice and playing games. Plays primarily from the slot but 
is also used in a number of different ways including in pre-snap motion, on jet 
sweeps and wide receiver screens. 

Atwell is very undersized but is super athletic and has great speed and quickness – 
literally explodes off the lune of scrimmage – one of the fastest players in this entire 
draft. Playing from the slot, Atwell is a really good route runner and can run go 
routes to stretch defenses down the seam utilising his speed and acceleration. Is 
excellent with the ball in his hands – making things happen and adding yards after 
the catch is his forte. Has good hands but sometimes has the odd spell of 
inconsistency with his catching. Will struggle against physical defensive backs. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his Louisville career, Atwell had 140 receptions for 2,307 
yards (16.5 average) and 21 touchdowns. Had 10 100 yard receiving games.  

Set a new school record with 1,276 yards receiving in 2019 – a number which also 
led the ACC. The season total included a 90 yard touchdown reception against 
Syracuse. 

Injury Notes:Atwell was injured late in the 2020 season – missing the last few 
games. The nature of the injury was not disclosed but is not believed to be serious. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-ACC. 2019 1st Team All-ACC.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Opted to enter this draft with still a year of college 
eligibility remaining. Looks like an ideal slot receiver in the NFL. But, and it’s a big 
but, there is small and that there is Tutu Atwell small – his lack of size will surely 
be of concern to NFL teams. Needs to work on overcoming his lack of 
physicality and  his inconsistent spells. Nonetheless, Atwell will be an exciting, 
spectacular talent when he enters the NFL.  

Should be off the board at some point in the second round. Like Rondale Moore 
(see elsewhere on this list), doesn’t fit the typical recent mould of a Packers 
receiver, but could he be the missing piece in the Packers offense? 

Possible day 2 selection. 
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Amari Rodgers (Clemson)  

WR15   Slot/PR 
Size: 5-9 1/2, 211   40: 4.44 

Class: Senior 

Rodgers is the son of college National Championship winning quarterback Tee 
Martin (who is now the wide receivers coach for the Baltimore Ravens). Amari 
played both wide receiver and cornerback in high school, before becoming a full-
time wideout at Clemson. 

Rodgers has lots of experience playing at a high level – 55 games played, with 37 
starts. Is very small but has a really solid and compact looking frame. Rodgers is a 
shifty mover and finds ways to get open from the slot. Has quick feet, good speed, 
and acceleration. Makes lots of yards after the catch – because he both breaks 
lots of tackles and makes tacklers miss. Has outstanding strength. Rodgers has 
excellent hands and a decent catch radius for a man of his size.  

Rodgers is a really sound punt returner. Is safe with the football and uses his moves, 
speed, and strength to pick up all of the available yardage. Is a threat once in the 
open field.    

It was thought that he may declare for the 2020 draft but opted to return to 
college – having an excellent 2020 season with over 1,000 yards receiving. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his Clemson career with 181 receptions for 2,144 
yards and 15 touchdowns. Had 5 career 100-yard receiving games. Also returned 
68 punts for a 7.8 average, with 1 touchdown. 

Had 10 catches in 2020 game against Pittsburgh.  

Injury Notes: Suffered a torn ACL in spring of 2019. Returned to play in the 2019 
season (from game 2 onwards) and the play very well in 2020, so all appears to be 
ok. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 1st Team All-ACC. 2020 Biletnikoff Award semi-finalist. 2019 
Honorable Mention All-ACC. 2019 Winner of Clemson’s Brandon Streeter Award. 
2018 Honorable Mention All-ACC. 2018 Academic All-ACC selection. 2018 ACC 
Honor Roll selection.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Rodgers looks like a solid slot receiver in the NFL who 
will also do a job returning punts. Teams will want to be absolutely certain that 
there are no residual issues from his 2019 ACL injury, before they spend a draft 
choice on him. Choosing to return to school for the 2020 season was probably a 
wise idea.  

Assuming that there are no issues identified with regard to his medical status, we 
should assume Rodgers to be off the board at some point either late on day 2 or 
early on day 3. 
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Tamorrion Terry (Florida State)  

WR16 
Size: 6-4, 210   40: 4.44 

Class: Junior 

Good level of college experience (30 games played). Terry has great size and 
length, coupled with outstanding speed. Uses his speed and acceleration to 
create separation down the field, enabling him to be a huge big play threat – he 
had 7 touchdown receptions of 70+ yards (and 9 of 50+ yards) in his career at FSU. 
Also makes big explosive plays thanks to his ability to add lots of extra yardage 
after the catch – is an excellent runner with the football in the open field. 

Terry uses his physicality in multiple ways – can release from the line of scrimmage, 
beating press coverage through both speed and strength. He will fight for the 
football in the air, utilising his strength to go after the contested catch. Will also 
block in the running game.  

Terry isn’t the greatest route runner in the world, although in fairness for the 
majority of the time he was asked to run a limited number of routes. Is an 
inconsistent catcher of the football – can make the brilliant diving grab or the 
fantastic over the shoulder catch but will then drop the occasional easier pass 
that he should snare.  

Improved greatly from 2018 and 2019 (his break-out season) and then opted to 
remain in school after the 2019 season, when many expected him to declare for 
the 2020 NFL draft. 

Played in 6 games in the 2020 season but wasn’t as good as he had been in 
previous years. Finally did decide to opt out of the remainder of the season and 
prepare for the draft. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his 3 years at Florida State, Terry caught 118 passes for 
2,221 yards and 18 touchdowns. 

Injury Notes: Had knee surgery in the off-season between the 2019 and 2020 
seasons. Then underwent a further knee surgery during the 2020 season.  

Honours & Awards: 2019 2nd Team All-ACC. 2018 Honorable Mention All-ACC. 2018 
Florida State Offensive Player of the Year.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Terry has great potential and a huge upside but is 
hugely inconsistent. Has the athletic ability and speed which can’t be taught. 
Needs to fix his problems with the drops. Also needs work on developing his 
route running. He’s another guy who on tape reminds me somewhat of the 
Packers’ Marquez Valdes-Scantling. 

Will probably be an early selection on day 3 of the draft. 
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Marquez Stevenson (Houston)  

WR17 
Size: 5-10, 182   40: 4.40 

Class: Senior 

Stevenson had decent college experience (27 games). He is a little bit smaller 
than the prototypical NFL wide receiver. Is an outstanding athlete who is a smooth 
and fluid mover, with outstanding speed, along with the moves and the ability to 
get open – particularly as a deep threat. Explodes off the line of scrimmage – 
Stevenson really scares defenses. Is also great after the catch – will add lots of 
additional yards with the ball in his hands. The Cougars didn’t ask him to run lots of 
different routes, so lacks some experience in this regard.  

Is very versatile – used on jet sweeps and end arounds on offense and is a fine kick 
returner.  

Earned an invitation to the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career with the Cougars with 147 receptions 
for 2,269 receiving yards at an average of 15.4 yards, with 22 receiving 
touchdowns. Added 2 further scores on running plays and another 3 on kick-off 
returns. 

Had 10 career 100-yard receiving games, including one 200 yard game – 211 
against SMU in 2019, a game in which he also caught a 96 yard touchdown pass. 

Injury Notes: Missed most of 2016 due to a broken collarbone, then suffered a torn 
ACL in practice 2017, forcing him to miss the whole season. Although he came 
back well from that injury, he later had a niggling leg injury throughout 2020 which 
saw him miss a couple of games.  

Honours & Awards: Two-time 1st Team All-AAC (2018 & 2019). 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Stevenson is a versatile (receiving, rushing, returning) 
all-round threat with great speed – NFL teams will love what he can give them, 
particularly as a deep threat, once they can get past any concerns about his 
injury history - which is a question-mark. Slightly smaller than the pros would like 
in an ideal world. Needs work on learning to run the complete route tree.  

Has shown improvement throughout his college career, despite it being a bit 
stop-start at times. Had a pretty good Senior Bowl week according to reports, 
which helps his draft stock.  

Stevenson doesn’t look like a day one starter in the NFL but will add an 
immediate vertical threat to the team that drafts him while he develops in a pro 
system. His athletic skills and football traits are so good though that we should 
expect to see him off the board early on day 3. 
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Demetric Felton (UCLA) 

WR18   RB/RB 
Size: 5-8 5/8, 189   40: 4.55 

Class: senior 

Felton is a RB-WR hybrid in the mould of Antonio Gibson from last year’s draft. He is 
small but shifty, has quick feet and speed which enables him to get to the outside. 
For a small guy he can carry the load in the running game. In the passing game 
he can line up wide, in the slot or excel out of the backfield. Earned 2nd Team All-
Pac 12 honours in 2020 on the way to an appearance at the Senior Bowl, where 
he looked really good at the Senior Bowl, lining up some at slot receiver – helping 
his draft cause.  

Do it all players like Felton are coming more and more into vogue in the NFL, and 
it’s not impossible that the Packers could see him fitting into the role that Tyler Ervin 
and Tavon Austin have played with the team over the last couple of seasons. 

Likely early day 3 selection. 

 

Seth Williams (Auburn)  

WR19 
Size: 6-3, 224   40: 4.50 

Class: Junior 

Good level of college experience earned in the SEC. For a receiver of his size, 
Williams is a good athlete who is an excellent route runner. He knows how to get 
open and separate from defensive backs. Going back to his size, which is surely 
Williams’ biggest asset, he has the physicality and strength to beat press coverage 
at the line of scrimmage (making him an X receiver candidate). Uses that 
physicality well in order to battle for the football and make the contest catch. Isn’t 
the greatest athlete, so won’t normally worry teams as a speed threat. Perhaps 
wasn’t as good in 2020 as he was in previous years, which will be of concern to pro 
teams.  

Finished his career with 132 catches for 2,214 yards (16.1 average) and 17 
touchdowns.  

Likely early day 3 selection. 
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Sage Surratt (Wake Forest)  

WR20 
Size: 6-2 5/8, 188   40: 4.66 

Class: Junior 

Brother of linebacker prospect Chazz Surratt, who is also available in the this draft. 
Decent size with good length and is a physical presence. Has good hands. Will 
make the tough catch and snags the contested pass really well. Lacks the top 
level speed that the higher ranked receivers have.  

Suffered a season ending shoulder injury in 2019, cutting his season short to 9 
games, but even then he still had over 1,000 yards receiving (with 11 touchdowns) 
– earning 1st Team All-ACC honours and was a Biletnikoff Award Semi-finalist. 

Opted to return for the 2020 college season rather than enter the 2020 draft, but 
then chose to sit out the year due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Earned a late invite 
to the Senior Bowl.  

Likely early day 3 selection. 

 

Josh Palmer (Tennessee)  

WR21 
Size: 6-1 1/4, 210   40: 4.51 

Class: Senior 

Palmer was born in Ontario, Canada, where he was a multi-sport athlete (football, 
soccer, basketball). Has very nice size for a receiver and brings some physicality 
and strength to bear both in running routes and in making the difficult, contested 
catch. Palmer also has very soft hands and a large catch radius.  

Palmer’s route running could do with some work – ran a limited number of routes 
for the Volunteers. He wasn’t quite as productive as some other receivers in this 
draft and that moves him down the board a little – although some of that lack of 
production is more a reflection of the offenses he played. 

Finished his college career with 99 catches for 1,514 yards (15.3 average) and 7 
touchdowns. 

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Ihmir Smith-Marsette (Iowa) 

WR22   WR/KR 
Size: 6-0, 181   40: 4.43 

Class: Senior 

Smith-Marsette has good college experience, having played in 44 games. When 
you start describing his skills as a wide receiver, the place to start has to be with his 
ability run deep routes and consistently get open. He has outstanding straight line 
speed and the skill to ramp up his acceleration which enables him to separate 
from all but the best corners. Doesn’t have great experience running all the routes 
– so there is some work to do here. 

His previously described speed is also put to great use on kick-off returns where 
Smith-Marsette is one of the very best, if not the best, coming out of college this 
year. Can also be used on gadget plays such as jet sweeps. 

Finished his college career with 110 receptions for 1,615 yards (14.7 average) and 
14 touchdowns. Also returned kick-offs at a 28.7 yard average (second all-time in 
the history of the Big 10). 

Missed a game in 2020 due to a speeding and driving under the influence arrest. 
Them missed the last few games of the season with an ankle injury.  

Likely day 3 selection. 

 

Jaelon Darden (North Texas)  

WR23   Slot 
Size: 5-7, 174   40: 4.47 

Class: Senior 

Very small but is a super exciting and dynamic playmaker from the slot. Has a 
quick first step helping him get open short and then create a big play from almost 
nothing. Had an incredible 2020 season, catching 74 passes for 1,190 yards (16.1 
average) and 19 touchdowns. His fantastic performance saw him earn All-
American and All-Conference recognition. 

Has demonstrated improvement and increased production year on year. This 
indicates that Darden may have an even bigger upside and potential.  He’s likely 
to get selected at some point on day 3, but the later that is, the more of a bargain 
an NFL team may well get. 
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Simi Fehoko (Stanford) 

WR24 
Size: 6-4, 227   40: 4.37 

Class: Redshirt-Sophomore 

Inexperienced. Great combination of speed and size. For a guy of his size he gets 
off the line of scrimmage quickly and has second phase acceleration which helps 
him separate from covering defensive backs. is a huge physical specimen for a 
wide receiver.  

Has the size that makes him look like a Packers receiver in the mould of an MVS, 
EQ or Allen Lazard. Coming out of college with still two years of eligibility remaining 
seems like a mistake – could have done with gaining more experience and having 
more opportunities before heading to the NFL. 

Finished his career with 62 catches at an 18.9 yards per catch average – including  
a career day against UCLA in 2020 – in which he caught 16 passes for 230 yards. 
Was named 1st Team All-Pac 12 in 2020. 

Likely day 3 selection. 

 

Anthony Schwartz (Auburn) 

WR25 
Size: 6-0, 186   40: 4.26 

Class: Junior 

At 4.26 in the 40, Schwartz is quite possibly the fastest player in this draft – if he isn’t, 
then the guy above him must be a world class sprinter. Schwartz ran a 10.07 for 
the 100m in his time at Auburn in 2019. As you would expect with speed like that, if 
you allow Schwartz to get off the line of scrimmage he has the capability to 
stretch and destroy defenses deep.  

Didn’t put up the greatest of numbers will at Auburn, but a lot of that was down to 
the offense and quarterback play – he would often get open deep, but that ball 
wasn’t delivered. Therefore he was bizarrely more productive on shorter passes. 

Schwartz hasn’t shown much in terms of polished route running or great catching 
ability, but his speed will intrigue NFL offensive minds – and scare defensive ones. 

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Dazz Newsome (North Carolina) 

WR26   Slot/PR 
Size: 5-11, 190   40: 4.59 

Class: Senior 

Good experience – 4 year player. Newsome has decent size – big enough to line 
up on the outside, but it’s worth noting that he spent most of his career at North 
Carolina playing out of the slot and going in motion. He is quick and in sharp in 
and out of breaks – enabling him to get open and make yards after the catch. Is 
perhaps not as physical as you would like…something to work on. Has also been 
used on end arounds throughout his career. 

Newsome has many strings to his bow, and these certainly help his case to get 
drafted. Newsome is an excellent punt returner and these skills alone will be 
sought after by NFL teams. 

Finished his career with 48 punt returns at an 11.1 yard average, including 1 
touchdown. Also had 20 carries at an 8.9 yards average with 2 touchdowns. 
Earned 2nd Team All-ACC honours in 2019 (when had more than 1,000 yards 
receiving). 

Likely day 3 selection. 

 

Dax Milne (BYU)  

WR27   Slot 
Size: 6-1, 190   40: 4.54 

Class: Junior 

Milne had a true breakout season in 2020, catching 70 passes for 1,188 yards (17.0 
average) and 8 touchdowns – in the process, becoming a favourite target for 
potential fellow 2021 draftee Zach Wilson.  

Milne pretty much came from nowhere to appear on draft boards. Doesn’t have 
the greatest speed or athleticism, but he is very shifty, cuts well and is an excellent 
route runner. Knows how to get separation from defenders and get open. Milne 
won’t beat teams deep but has the potential to be really productive in the short 
to intermediate zones. 

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Cade Johnson (South Dakota St) 

WR28   Slot/KR 
Size: 5-10 3/8, 186   40: 4.51 

Class: Senior 

Played at a small school, so lacks top level experience. But on the plus side, 
Johnson is a really fine athlete with nice speed and some explosiveness who can 
give defenses fits with his ability to beat them deep and short. 

Had consecutive 1,000 yard receiving seasons in 2018 and 2019, also notching up 
25 receiving touchdowns and catching his passes at an 18.4 average. 

Didn’t play in 2020 when his school’s schedule was cancelled due to the COVID-
19 pandemic. However, he still received an invitation to the Senior Bowl, where he 
reportedly had an excellent week – really helping his draft stock. 

Spent a lot of time in college lining up in the slot and has the potential to compete 
for a position there at the pro level and is an outstanding kick returner (averaging 
26.7 on 56 returns at SDSU) which is another string to his bow, 

Likely day 3 selection. 

 

Cornell Powell (Clemson) 

WR29 
Size: 6-0 1/8, 205   40: 4.47 

Class: Senior 

Spent much of his time at Clemson as back-up, but when you see the list of 
receivers at that school over the last few years that’s not totally surprising. When 
given the opportunity in 2020, Powell had far and away his best year – we could 
call it a breakout year. Teams will be hoping that 2020 is an indication of a player 
who is on the rise with some upside still to come. 

Finished his Clemson career with 93 receptions for 1,211 yards (13.0 average) and 
10 touchdowns. 

Powell has good size for a receiver, and he has some speed and athleticism - is a 
nice athlete with smooth and fluid movement. Is an effective runner with the ball 
making extra yards after the catch.  

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Shi Smith (South Carolina)  

WR30   Slot 
Size: 5-10, 186   40: 4.43 

Class: Senior 

Four year player who has been a solid performer throughout his college career, 
without ever having a completely dominating year. 

Smith has very nice speed and has athleticism and agility – his shiftiness and the 
ability to cut and make defenders miss with the ball in his hands can make him an 
exciting player to watch. Is a good route runner mainly from the slot and has soft 
hands. 

Finished his very productive college career with 174 receptions for 2,204 yards 
(12.7 average) and 13 touchdowns 

Earned an invitation to the Senior Bowl, where he reportedly had a really good 
week. 

Likely day 3 selection. 

 
Austin Watkins Jr. (UAB) 

WR31 
Size: 6-1 1/2, 207   40: 4.52    

Class: Senior 

Is the cousin of veteran NFL wide receiver Sammy Watkins. Austin started his 
college career at the JUCO level before transferring to UAB. 

He has a nice combination of size and some athleticism, and while he isn’t the 
fastest receiver in this draft by any means, he has deceptive speed – one of those 
guys who looks faster in actual games than his 40 time would indicate.  

Watkins isn’t a real shifty receiver once he has the ball in his hands and doesn’t 
have the cutting ability that some others in this draft have. Is a strong and physical 
receiver who will challenge defensive backs down the field and will compete for 
the 50-50 ball – a quarterback’s friend. 

Finished his 3 year career at UAB with 98 receptions for 1,642 yards (16.89 average) 
and 9 touchdowns. 

Likely day 3 selection. 
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2021 General Draft Outlook: This is not a very deep group of tight ends at all, although 
it is slightly better at the top end than last year’s group and it does feature one of the 
best prospects to come out of college in a number of years, in Kyle Pitts.  

On average around 1 tight end is selected in the first round of each draft and this 
year looks no different, with Florida’s star man Pitts projected to be selected in the top 
5 or so picks overall. 

Penn State’s Pat Freiermuth should be the next tight end off the board  - probably 
early in round 2.  

We can expect probably just 3 more tight ends (Jordan, Long and Tremble) to be 
picked by the end of day 2. 

Then there is a drop off in quality. In total, we expect around 12 tight ends to be taken 
in total across the 7 rounds of this draft – this is close to the average number of the last 
few drafts. 

 

 
 

Packers Outlook: The Packers head into the 2021 draft with 5 
tight ends who already have a great shot at making the 2021 
roster - Robert Tonyan, Marcedes Lewis,, Jace Sternberger, 
Josiah Deguara and Dominique Dafney. They also have 
Isaac Nauta and Bronson Kaufusi on the roster.  

Barring any unforeseen circumstances it would appear that 
the Packers are already set (perhaps more than set) at this 
position for the this upcoming draft. On that basis, it would 
be somewhat surprising if the Packers selected a tight end in 
the entire draft this time around.  
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In the last 20 drafts 
(2001-2020), the 
Packers have selected 
a total of just 10 tight 
ends.  

DID YOU KNOW? 
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TOP TIGHT ENDS 
 Name     Pos College Round* 

1. Kyle Pitts TE Florida 1 
2. Pat Freiermuth TE Penn State 1-2 
3. Brevin Jordan TE Miami (Fla) 3 
4. Hunter Long TE Boson College 3 
5. Tommy Tremble TE Notre Dame 3 
6. Tre’ McKitty TE Georgia 4-5 
7. Kenny Yeboah TE Mississippi 6-7 
8. Kylen Granson TE SMU 6-7 
9. Tony Poljan TE Virginia 6-7 

10. John Bates TE Boise State 6-7 
11. Nick Eubanks TE Michigan 6-7 
12. Noah Gray TE Duke 7-UDFA 
13, Quintin Morris TE Bowling Green 7-UDFA 
14. Dylan Soehner TE Iowa State UDFA 
15. Miller Forristall TE Alabama UDFA 
16. Pro Wells TE TCU UDFA 
17. Cary Angeline TE North Carolina State UDFA 
18. Luke Farrell TE Ohio State UDFA 
19. Zach Davidson TE Central Missouri UDFA 
20. Matt Bushman TE BYU UDFA 
21. Briley Moore TE Kansas State UDFA 
22. Ben Mason TE Michigan UDFA 
23. Jack Stoll TE Nebraska UDFA 
24. Shaun Beyer TE Iowa UDFA 
25. Tory Carter TE LSU UDFA 
26. Erik Krommenhoek TE USC UDFA 
27. Hunter Kampmoyer TE Oregon UDFA 
28. Artayvious Lynn TE TCU UDFA 
29. Zac Lefebvre TE Buffalo UDFA 
30. John Raine TE Northwestern UDFA 
31. De’Andre Washington TE Arkansas-Monticello UDFA 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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Kyle Pitts (Florida)   

TE1 
Size: 6-6, 239   40: 4.44 

Class: Junior 

Played on both sides of the ball in high school and then settled in at the tight end 
spot at Florida. Good experience (32 games). Tall, with the frame to add some 
weight. Fluid athlete with really good hands who seems to be able to stretch out 
and catch balls that he shouldn’t. Runs really good routes enabling him to get 
open, even in congested areas, Will also stretch defenses down the seam with his 
speed. Has lined up in the slot and out wide with good affect for Florida, so expect 
pro teams to do the same with him. Is also excellent with the ball in his hands, 
breaking tackles and adding yards after the catch. Not yet a great blocker but 
was better in that respect in 2020 than in previous years, so that bodes well.  

Opted out of Florida’s 2020 Bowl game in order to declare and prepare for the 
draft.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his 3 year Gator career, Pitts had 100 receptions for 
1,492 yards (at a 14.9 yard average), with 18 touchdowns. 

Had a big game against Alabama in the 2020 SEC Championship – catching 7 
passes for 129 yards and 1 touchdown. Also had a huge game earlier in the 
season against Mississippi – catching 8 passes for 170 yards (including a 71-yarder) 
and 4 scores.  

Injury Notes: Missed two games in 2020 with a concussion and a nose injury which 
required surgery. Came back strongly so there appears to be no ongoing issues.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 John Mackey Award winner (college football’s best tight 
end). 2020 Unanimous 1st Team All-American. Two-time 1st Team All-SEC (2019 & 
2020). 2020 Biletnikoff Award finalist. Two-time Walter Camp Award semi-finalist 
(2019 & 2020). 2020 semi-finalist for the Maxwell Award. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Declared for the draft after his junior season and this 
looks like a good decision. Had nothing to prove by going back to school in 
2021. Highly productive receiver who can be lined up in any position and will 
create match-up mismatches, with his combination of height and speed. Needs 
to add a little bulk – but has the frame to do so. With the ability to catch passes 
that he really shouldn’t thanks to a huge catch radius, Pitts can make average 
quarterbacks look good and good quarterbacks look great. Needs to continue 
his ongoing improvement as an in-line blocker.  

Pitts is the best tight end available in this draft by a distance and one of the very 
best to come out of college in recent years. He will be selected high in the first 
round – possibly in the top 6 or 7 overall.  
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Pat Freiermuth (Penn State) 

TE2 
Size: 6-5, 256   40: 4.71e 

Class: Junior 

Multi-sport athlete in high school, who on the football field played both offense 
(tight end) and defense (linebacker).   

Became a full-time tight end when he arrived at Penn State. Good level of college 
experience (30 games). Team leader type and is hugely consistent. Great size – is 
a big, physical target. Very athletic for a man of his size - he has some speed and 
quickness which enables him to stretch defenses down the seam. Has excellent 
hands and has a large catch radius making bad passes look good. Has the 
strength and physicality to take hits and break tackles. Is a good in-line blocker 
and will find defenders to block in the open field.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his Penn State career, Freiermuth played in 30 games, 
starting in 26. He had 92 receptions for 1,185 yards (12.9 average) and 16 
touchdowns. The touchdown mark being a new school record.  

Had 113 receiving yards in the 2020 game against Nebraska, including a career 
longest 74 yard reception. Also Had 101 yards in the 2019 game against 
Minnesota.  

Injury Notes: Suffered a shoulder injury that required surgery and limited his 2020 
season to just 4 games.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 1st Team All-Big 10. 2020 Kwalick-Clark Award winner (Big 
10 tight end of the year). 2019 AFCA & The Athletic 2nd Team All-American. 2019 
2nd Team All-Big 10. 2019 Won the Penn State Most Valuable Offensive Player of 
the Year Award. 2018 Honorable Mention All-Big 10. 2018 Freshman All-American. 
2018 Sports Illustrated All-Bowl team.  

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Would almost certainly have been the top TE chosen 
had he opted to enter the draft a year ago (2020), but now has dropped a little 
(thanks to emergence of Kyle Pitts) and because he played in only 4 games in 
2020. Needs a little work on being able to get open in the shorter to intermediate 
ranges. Despite all of this, Freiermuth is a fine football player who is super 
productive and consistent and can be an immediate starter in the NFL. This 
assumes that there are no ongoing problems relating to the 2020 shoulder injury 
– teams will want to ensure that all is well in this respect.  

Will be the second tight end off the board and is likely to be an early day 2 
selection in the draft, with the outside possibility that he could go higher.  
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Brevin Jordan (Miami, Fla)  

TE3 
Size: 6-2 ½, 245   40: 4.69 

Class: Junior 

Jordan’s father was Darrell Jordan who was a 9th round 
draft choice of the Falcons in 1990.  

Brevin has good experience but is undersized for an ideal 
pro tight end but is athletic and has excellent hands. Can 
be used all over – lined up tight, in the slot, wide and in 
motion prior to the snap. He doesn’t have top notch 
speed but is an improving route runner and knows how to 
get open and will make huge yards after the catch. Is so 
difficult to bring down both over the middle and in the 
open field.  

Is a better in-line blocker than advertised but is more 
finesse than power.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Had a super productive career 
with the Hurricanes – playing in 30 games, starting in 29. 
Caught 105 passes for more than 1,358 yards (12.9 average), with 13 touchdowns.   

Had 2 100 yard receiving games in 2020 – 140 against North Carolina and 120 
against Louisville. In 2019  had 136 receiving yards against Virginia Tech.  

Injury Notes: Had a number of niggling injuries over his college career: 

• 2018 (Miami) – Missed 2 games due to an ankle injury. 
• 2019 (Miami) – Missed 3 games due to a foot injury. 
• 2020 (Miami) – Missed some time in Spring practice due to the foot 

injury he suffered in 2019.  
• 2020 (Miami) – Missed 2 games during the season due to a shoulder 

injury. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 Mackey Award semi-finalist. 2019 1st Team All-ACC.  Two-
time 2nd Team All-ACC (2018 & 2020). 2019 Mackey Award finalist.  

Jordan is the latest in a 
line of excellent tight 
ends that attended 
the University of Miami. 
This lineage includes 
ex-Packer Bubba 
Franks, Kellen Winslow 
Jr., Greg Olsen and 
Jeremy Shockey  

DID YOU KNOW? 

NFL Projection/Outlook: His positional versatility is a huge plus, which will be 
utilised in the NFL – expect to see him lined up in multiple spots. Is an excellent 
receiver who is highly productive, and the expectation is that will carry over to 
the NFL. Was noticeably better all-round in 2020 than in previous years. This 
usually indicates a player on the rise with some potential. As a blocker, he 
needs to get stronger at the point of attack and show finishing ability.  

Likely to be selected at some point on day 2. 
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Hunter Long (Boston College) 

TE4 
Size: 6-5 1/8, 254   40: 4.65 

Class: Junior 

Played on both sides of the ball in high school.  

Long is a decent athlete with good speed for a man of his 
size. Can stretch a defense and make yards after the 
catch – he’s physical enough to break tackles. But that 
physicality hasn’t yet transferred itself to his blocking. Has 
decent hands and a good catch radius. Doesn’t wow you 
with his route running and struggles to get separation, so 
often needs to use his strength against defenders in order 
to make the catch. Is however a big target that 
quarterbacks love.  

Long had his best season in 2020 (57 receptions for 685 
yards and 5 touchdowns) when Boston College installed a 
new offense and he became a primary receiving target. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his Boston College career with 89 receptions for 
1,297 yards (14.6 average) and 9 touchdowns.  

2020 season included a 9 catch outing against North Carolina and an 8 catch, 
109 yard day against Virginia.  

In 2019, Long had a 72 yard touchdown reception against Louisville.  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 AP 2nd Team All-American. 2020 1st Team All-ACC. 2019 3rd 
Team All-ACC.  

Long was part of the 
Boston College 
offense who blocked 
with great success for 
now-Packers running 
back A.J. Dillon.  

DID YOU KNOW? 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Declared for the draft after his junior season – may have 
been better staying in school for another year. Overall, Long looks solid, 
consistent, and reliable rather than exciting - what you see is what you get with 
Long. However, his 2020 season could possibly indicate that he yet has some 
untapped potential. Pro quarterbacks will certainly like his size in the passing 
game, especially his ability to pick up those key yards and first downs. Could do 
with improving the blocking part of his game where he needs to get more 
physical and more aggressive.  

Looks like a day 2 draft choice who will be a no.2 tight end in the NFL with a 
chance to become a starter. 
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Tommy Tremble (Notre Dame)  

TE5 
Size: 6-4, 248   40: 4.59 

Class: Junior 

Son of former NFL safety Greg Tremble, who played for both the Cowboys and 
Eagles safety. Tommy played both sides of the ball in high school – tight end on 
offense and both defensive end and linebacker on defense. 

Tommy lacks some experience but has decent size, and a frame that could add a 
few pounds. Was used at Notre Dame much more as a blocker than as a pass 
receiver. He is an excellent, aggressive and, at times, dominating blocker – both 
in-line and from the fullback spot.  

Tremble is a decent athlete who has some speed to stretch defenses – can be 
seen, on occasion, giving safeties match-up difficulties on seam routes. But 
Tremble has not yet been a prolific receiver – having played second fiddle at tight 
end to the likes of Cole Kmet and Michael Mayer at Notre Dame, which has 
limited his pass receiving opportunities. Is reported to be a very high character guy 
who is renowned for his film study. 

Perhaps surprisingly, Tremble declared for the 2021 draft with a year’s college 
eligibility still remaining.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Has never been the featured tight end for the Fighting 
Irish but did play in 25 games and started in 17. Recorded 35 receptions for 401 
yards, with 4 touchdowns in his career at Notre Dame. He also rushed 1 time for 4 
yards. 

Injury Notes: Played just 2 games in his senior season (2017) in high school, missing 
the remainder of the season due to an undisclosed injury. There are no known 
ongoing issues.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 All-ACC Honorable Mention. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Undersized but has the skills which could see him play 
as a hybrid H-Back, fullback and tight end in the pros – a similar type of player 
to the Packers’ Josiah Deguara.  

Tremble is very young (20) and lacks experience, particularly as a pass 
receiver, so it was a surprise when he declared for the draft after his junior 
season – perhaps another year in college would have helped his draft stock. On 
the plus side, NFL teams will love his outstanding blocking ability, high work ethic 
and the potential that he may develop into a more than useful receiver. 

Likely a day 2 selection. 
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Tre’ McKitty (Georgia)  

TE6 
Size: 6-4 1/8, 247   40: 4.74e 

Class: Senior 

McKitty played three years at Florida State before opting to transfer to Georgia 
between the 2019 and 2020 seasons following the firing of FSU head coach Willie 
Taggart.  

Has good college experience (42 games) and as pretty good size. Wasn’t 
particularly productive as a pass receiver even though he has decent  hands and 
will make the difficult catch over the middle at times. And is capable of making 
extra yards after the catch. Is a better athlete, with some speed, than is generally 
thought. Also has a level of versatility - can line up in different positions. Is a better 
receiver than blocker but is still a decent all-round blocker, however, he could be 
better – has a need to get more physical and add some aggression. Is an all-out 
effort guy.  

Wasn’t particularly productive (6 catches) in his one year at Georgia. Opted out 
of Georgia’s Bowl Game to prepare for the draft. Earned himself an invite to the 
Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his college career (Georgia and FSU combined), 
McKitty played in 42 games, with 26 starts. He caught 56 passes for 628 yards and 3 
touchdowns.  

Injury Notes: Suffered a knee injury in a 2020 off-season practice that required 
arthroscopic surgery and kept him out until mid-October – limiting his season to just 
7 games. The knee continued to slightly hinder him for the remainder of the 
season.  

Honours & Awards: 2018 ACC All-Academic selection.  

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: McKitty can be described as solid and reliable rather 
than exciting or dynamic. There’s nothing in his college work that will blow 
teams away and he won’t scare too many defenses. Needs work on his 
blocking and could do with adding some bulk to improve his strength – his 
frame should be able to handle it. Also needs to develop his route running skills 
further. However, McKitty has some athletic ability, skills and versatility which will 
enable him to do a job as a no.2 or no.3 tight end in the NFL. Should also be 
able to contribute on special teams.  

McKitty is a probable day 3 selection, with an outside chance of being selected 
on day 2. 
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Kenny Yeboah (Mississippi)  
TE7 
Size: 6-3 7/8, 247   40: 4.71e 

Class: Senior 

Was a fine basketball player as well as football player in high school, where he 
played on both sides of the ball – and particularly excelled as a wide receiver. 

Made the switch from wide receiver to tight end at Temple in 2016. Played four 
years (including a redshirt year) at Temple before transferring to Ole Miss for the 
2020 season.  

At 6-4, 240 Yeboah is slightly undersized for the ideal tight end, although he has the 
frame to which a little bulk can be added. Is not a great blocker at this stage of his 
career. As a receiver, Yeboah makes big plays and has good enough speed to 
stretch defenses down the seam. Will Is a real threat in the end zone. Has good 
hands but is not as consistent as you would like – will sometimes drop the easy ball. 
Is a really fine athlete with good agility, which enables him to make defenders miss 
and pick up extra yards after the catch, 

Having had four decent seasons, Yeboah’s career took a huge leap upwards in 
2020, notching up an incredible 19.4 average on 27 catches, for 524 yards and 6 
touchdowns. Yeboah opted out of the remainder of the season in late November, 
with two game remaining, in order to prepare for the NFL draft. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his combined (Mississippi and Temple) college 
career with 74 reception for 1,062 yards and 12 touchdowns. 

In 2020, Yeboah had a career game against Alabama, catching 7 passes for 181 
yards (an Ole Miss single-game record for a tight end).  

Injury Notes: Played most of 2020 with a finger injury.  

Honours & Awards: None 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Yeboah is a solid receiver but needs to improve his 
concentration and become more consistent. But Yeboah is undersized and 
needs a lot of work as a blocker, hasn’t shown enough in this area yet. Could be 
more an H-Back than true tight end in the NFL. Had a decent level of production 
in college without ever blowing anybody away – however the yards per catch 
average in 2020 was hugely impressive.  

The good news about Yeboah is that he’s improved each year, which means 
that he may have untapped potential, and this will be of huge encouragement 
to pro scouts.  

Is a likely late day 3 selection.  
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Kylen Granson (SMU) 

TE8 
Size: : 6-2 1/8, 242   40: 4.61 

Class: Senior 

Played two years at Rice (2016 & 2017) mainly as a wide receiver before 
transferring to SMU for the 2019 and 2020 seasons – had to sit out 2018 as part of 
the transfer protocol. Upon his arrival at SMU, Granson was used a tight end who 
would go in motion.  

Has really good college experience (41 games played). Is a bit undersized. 
Granson has really good hands and is able to make the difficult catch. Is a decent 
athlete with good speed and will use this to make extra yards with the ball in his 
hands. Runs outstanding routes and gets separation from defenders, particularly in 
short and intermediate areas – one of those guys that just seems to find a way to 
get open. Will also use his speed to stretch the field down the seam – giving 
defenses match-up problems. Granson is also really versatile - will line up in 
multiple positions – in the slot, outside, the backfield and sometimes in tight. Was 
also used on occasion to carry the ball from the fullback spot. 

Lacks all-out strength and physicality as a blocker, although he is a willing trier who 
gets the job done – is better than advertised in this area. Works hard and never 
gives up on a play. Reportedly is super smart.  

After a solid two years at Rice, Granson’s career took a huge leap upwards after 
his transfer to SMU. Eventually this turned into invites to the Senior Bowl and East-
West Shrine Game after the 2020 season. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his 4-year career (SMU & Rice combined), Granson 
caught 121 passes for 1,879 yards and 16 touchdowns. Also rushed 13 times for 103 
yards (7.9 average). Had 149 yards receiving in the game against Temple in 2020. 

Injury Notes: Missed 7 games in his high school senior year due to an ankle/leg 
injury. No known ongoing issues. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 1st Team All-AAC. 2019 2nd Team All-AAC. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Granson looks like a player who has some upside. He 
lacks the ideal size to be a full-time tight end in the pros - looks like he probably 
projects to an h-back type in the NFL. Teams will love his work ethic and 
versatility – the ability to line him up all over is a huge plus. Helped his chances 
by having a really good Senior Bowl week. 

His pass catching skills should be enough to earn Granson an NFL roster spot. 
Should have a productive NFL career, assuming that he lands on a team that will 
make the best use of his skills.  

Likely a late day 3 selection in this draft. 
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Tony Poljan (Virginia) 

TE9 
Size: 6-7, 265   40: 4.89e 

Class: Senior 

Multi-sport athlete in high school, who excelled as a passing and running dual-
threat quarterback.  

Lacks some experience at tight end having started his college career at Central 
Michigan playing quarterback before switching to tight end in 2018. Then 
Transferred from Central Michigan to Virginia in between the 2019 and 2020 
seasons.  

Is a huge guy with a massive wingspan. Is a solid athlete with decent speed for a 
guy of his size. Is physical, has some strength and is a decent in-line blocker – 
better than expected considering his limited experience. As a receiver, Poljan 
won’t beat you with his speed and he has inconsistent hands, but he has been 
productive in his relatively short time at tight end - he is a big, tough physical 
presence over the middle, has a large catch radius and will compete for the 
contested ball.  

After a solid season in his only year playing tight end at Virginia (38 catches for , 
Poljan earned an invitation to the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his career (Virginia and Central Michigan combined), 
Poljan played in 46 games, with 25 starts, and caught 83 passes for 1,129 yards 
and 12 touchdowns.  

Prior to playing tight end, Poljan played quarterback and passed for 703 yards 
with 2 touchdowns and 5 interceptions. He also rushed for 248 yards and 2 
touchdowns. 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2019 2nd Team All-MAC.  

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Poljan’s blocking ability and potential in that area will 
interest teams. As will his relative athletic ability and possibilities as a pass 
receiver – although he still has some way to go in that regard. Due to his lack of 
experience at the tight end spot, Poljan looks like a real project, but for a team 
that is prepared to give him time to develop he could reap dividends.  

Is already a big guy but has the frame to get even bigger. Would be a match-up 
nightmare for NFL safeties and linebackers.  

Will probably be a very intriguing late day 3 selection. 
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John Bates (Boise State)  

TE10 
Size: 6-5 5/8, 259   40: 4.80 

Class: Senior 

Multi-sport athlete in high school – playing football, basketball and taking part in 
track and field, where he excelled in a number of events including the 110m 
hurdles and javelin, events at which he won the Oregon State High School 
Championships. In football, Bates played wide receiver, defensive back, and 
punter, winning multiple awards and honours.  

Switched to tight end at Boise State. Good level of experience – being a three-
year starter - albeit that experience has been earned in the Mountain West 
Conference. Has prototypical pro tight end size and physicality, which he uses well 
as an in-line blocker. Explodes at the snap to move defenders off the ball and 
continues his blocks to the whistle. Has some good athletic skills, but these weren’t 
often enough on display on film. Also has some speed but again we didn’t get to 
see much of it.  

Wasn’t overly productive in college as a receiver – never catching more than 22 
passes in a season. Hiss most effective area as a receiver is in the short to 
intermediate range – he’s not likely to stretch defenses down the field. Not the 
greatest of route runners but uses his great strength to create enough separation. 
Although he wasn’t overly used as a receiver, Bates has good hands and will 
make the contested catch. 

Earned an invite to the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his college career with 47 pass receptions for 
579 yards and 2 touchdowns.  

Injury Notes: Missed a couple of games early in 2020 due to a hamstring injury and 
then later missed more time due to an undisclosed injury. 

Honours & Awards: 2019 All-Mountain West Honorable Mention.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Consistent if not exciting player in college. Pro scouts 
will love his size, blocking skills and all-out non-stop motor. His ability as a pass 
receiver lowers his draft projection right now – this is an area that needs 
development. Was solid at the Senior Bowl. Will contribute on special teams. Has 
some upside.  

Looks like a likely no.3 tight end in the NFL who will contribute on running downs 
but needs time to develop before he even has a chance to be a productive 
receiver.  

Likely a late day 3 selection. 
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Nick Eubanks (Michigan)  

TE11 
Size: 6-5, 256   40: 4.59 

Class: Senior 

Eubanks has good experience at the college level (36 games, 27 starts). Has 
prototypical tight end size. Decent, but not great, speed and has some explosion 
off the line of scrimmage. Is a solid tight end but appears to lack an outstanding 
trait in any area. Started his college career as more of a receiving tight end than a 
blocker and has developed his blocking skills a little over the years, whilst staying 
stagnant (at best) as a receiver. Which is disappointing as Eubanks has fine hands 
and long arms which enable him to make some difficult catches. In some fairness 
to Eubanks, he has played with multiple quarterbacks in his time with the 
Wolverines which hasn’t helped the Michigan offense at all. 

Eubanks has some athletic ability but hasn’t been much of a threat to defenses. 
Will catch passes in the short to intermediate areas, and has unused speed to 
stretch the field, but in all honesty has appeared to be an afterthought in the 
Michigan offense.  

Reportedly is a hard working guy who has a great work ethic and studies hard. 
Contributes on special teams.  

Eubanks earned the starting job in 2019 and had his best year as a receiver (25 
receptions), but then seemed to take a step backwards in 2020 – having only 10 
receptions. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 36 games, with 27 starts, in his four year career 
at Michigan, recording 45 receptions for 578 yards (12.8 average) and 6 
touchdowns. 

Injury Notes: Eubanks broke his arm early in the 2017 season – cutting his season to 
just four games. Had a niggling injury (the nature of which was undisclosed) early 
in the 2020 season which slowed him somewhat and forced him to miss time early 
in the year. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 Academic All-Big 10. 2019 Honorable Mention All-Big 10. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Eubanks never really hit the heights at Michigan that he 
was expected to reach, which is unfortunate because he has some potential 
based on his size (which is excellent for a pro tight end) and his speed and 
athletic ability. Better receiver than blocker but at this stage is not really 
outstanding in either area.  

Eubanks has lots to work on and multiple areas in which to improve and 
develop if he is to have a long pro career. Looks like a late day 3 pick.  
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Noah Gray (Duke) 
TE12 
Size: 6-3 5/8, 240   40: 4.55 

Class: Senior 

Played quarterback, free safety. and wide receiver in his early years in high school 
before settling in at wide receiver for his senior year. 

Converted from wide receiver to tight end at Duke in 2017. Then had four years 
(47 games played) playing and learning the position. Is just a little smaller than the 
ideal size for a tight end. Is a decent athlete but lacks great speed and doesn’t 
stretch defenses. Good hands. Will catch passes in the short to intermediate zone 
and is excellent in the Red Zone – knows how to get open in key situations. Doesn’t 
add many yards after the catch. 

Often lined up in the slot and in the  backfield – being a receiving and threat and 
blocking force from that spot. Reportedly is a team leader type, who is very smart 
and plays and practices hard all the time. Decent in-line blocker for his size. 

Had a solid in 2020, which earned him an invitation to the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his career at Duke, Gray played in 48 games with 21 
starts. Recorded 105 receptions for 948 yards (9.0 yard per catch average) and 8 
touchdowns. The 105 receptions is the most by a tight end in Duke’s history.  

Led all ACC tight ends with 51 receptions in 2019. 

Had 7 catches for 76 yards in a game against Wake Forest in 2019. 

In 2019, he also completed his only pass in college – using his high school 
quarterback skills to throw for a first down on a fake punt against Georgia Tech.  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries.  

Honours & Awards: 2019 Walter Camp Foundation 2nd Team All-American. 2019 2nd 
Team All-ACC. Two-time Academic All-ACC selection (2019 & 2020).  

  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Highly experienced but his lack of prototypical NFL tight 
end size will be of concern to pro teams. As will his lack of outstanding speed. 
Has good hands though, learned from his high school years playing wide 
receiver, and demonstrated hie skills in this regard at the Senior Bowl practices. 
Work ethic will endear him to NFL scouts.  

Is very versatile - experience lining up in the slot and in the backfield and 
blocking and catching passes from that position, means that he could be a 
hybrid H-Back / fullback type in the NFL.  

Late day 3 selection or undrafted free agent. 
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Quintin Morris (Bowling Green)  

TE13 
Size: 6-2 1/4, 251   40: 4.58 

Class: Senior 

Played both basketball and football in high school. Was a talented wide receiver 
and played a little at that spot at Bowling Green before switching to the tight end 
position.  

Experienced three-year starter in college who played in 40 games, with 28 starts. 
Morris has lined up in a multitude of positions – in-line as a traditional tight end, in 
the slot, on the outside and in the backfield. Lacks a little bit of height but has 
really nice speed. 

Morris knows how to separate from defenders and get open. Can also stretch the 
field down the seam with outstanding speed. Unfortunately, he drops some passes 
that he really ought to catch. 

Isn’t used anywhere near as much as a blocker as he is a receiver. Has some 
blocking ability, but could do with working on adding strength, physicality and 
technique is needed here.  

Was as effective in 2020 as perhaps he had been in previous years, however some 
of that will be down to the anaemic offense that he played in. Morris’ season was 
also impacted by the fact that the COVID-19 pandemic limited Bowling Green’s 
schedule to just 5 games.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his Bowling Green career, Morris caught 125 passes for 
1,529 yards and 13 touchdowns.  

Against Notre Dame in 2019, Morris had 10 catches for 92 yards. 

Against Eastern Kentucky in 2018, Morris had 8 catches for 93 yards and 2 
touchdowns. 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries 

Honours & Awards: 2020 1st Team All-MAC. 2019 2nd Team All-MAC. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Morris needs work on his hands, concentration and 
blocking skills – becoming a more accomplished receiver is likely crucial to his 
chances of success in the NFL. However, on the plus side, his versatility is 
excellent and will allow teams to try and create coverage mis-matches. 
Perhaps may be more of an H-Back than traditional tight end in the pros.  

There appears to be some potential with Morris, but he hasn’t yet played up to 
that level. He is a likely day 3 selection or undrafted free agent. 
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Dylan Soehner (Iowa State) 

TE14 
Size: 6-7, 272   40: 4.78 

Class: Senior 

Multi-sport athlete in high school, competing in track and field and playing 
basketball and baseball as well as football. 

Soehner is highly experienced at the college level, having played in 49 games, 
with 15 starts. He is a massive man, who is a fine athlete for a man of his size – and 
has the frame to get even bigger. He may well be the best blocking tight end in 
this entire draft – will absolutely blow defensive linemen and linebackers away in 
the running game. 

Soehner hasn’t been used much in the passing game, although he has improved 
as a pass receiver each year, running decent routes, and learning how to get 
open. Uses his physical abilities well in order to shield himself from covering 
defenders and make himself a target for his quarterbacks. Has nice soft hands and 
a large catch radius (as you would expect for a player of his size). Hasn’t 
demonstrated much in terms of stretching the field as yet. 

Reportedly is very intelligent and a very hard worker. Excellent special teams 
player. 

2020 was Soehner’s best season and he earned an invitation to the East-West 
Shrine Bowl (although the game wasn’t played due to COVID-19). 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career Iowa State with 26 receptions for 312 
yards and 1 touchdown. 

Injury Notes: Missed one game in 2020 due to a sprained ankle but has suffered 
reported major injuries.  

Honours & Awards: Two-time Honorable Mention All-Big 12 (2019 & 2020). Three-
time 1st Team Academic All-Big 12 (2018, 2019 & 2020). 2018 Jim Doran Award 
winner (outstanding Special Teams Player). 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Teams looking for a big blocking tight end will love 
Soehner. He has a huge frame and uses his physicality and strength really well – 
most importantly, he’s a guy that loves to block.  

Although he wasn’t used much as a receiver by the Cyclones, Soehner’s  
improvement year on year in the passing game will be of encouragement to pro 
scouts, although he still has some way to go to be a game in, game out, threat 
in this area. 

Likely an undrafted free agent. 
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Miller Forristall (Alabama) 

TE15 
Size: 6-5, 241   40: 4.80 

Class: Senior 

Forristall is super experienced, with 54 games played at Alabama. Has good size 
and decent athleticism. Also has strength and toughness.  

Lines up in a variety of spots – in-line, in the slot, out wide and in the backfield. 
Wasn’t overly used as a receiver but has nice soft hands and a decent catch 
radius. Catches most of his passes in the short to intermediate ranges, where he 
runs sound routes. Also has enough speed to stretch defenses down the seam on 
occasion.  

Wasn’t much of a blocker when he first arrived at Alabama but has gotten better 
each year and is now good all-round in this area – from blocking in-line through to 
blocking on the move and from the backfield. 

Became the starter at tight end in 2019. Had his best season for the Crimson Tide in 
2020, more than doubling his career total of receptions.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his four year Alabama career, Forristall caught 44 
passes for 505 yards and 5 touchdowns. 

Injury Notes: Has suffered a number of injuries in his Alabama career, although 
none of them appear to be causing any ongoing issues: 

• 2016 - Had a dislocated sternum. 
• 2017 – Suffered a torn ACL, which ended his season 
• 2018 – Played 4 games with a broken ankle. 
• 2020 – Suffered a hyoid bone and larynx injury 
• 2020 - Suffered a sprained ankle, which forced him to miss 1 game. 
• 2020 - Had a minor shoulder injury (nature undisclosed)    

Honours and Awards: None. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Forristall is a tight end with good size and a frame that 
could easily add another 10-15 pounds. Really good versatility having lined up 
in multiple positions during his time at Alabama. Is a developing player both as 
a blocker and as a receiver but has some way to go. Has some pro potential. 

Forristall has an extensive list of injuries which caused him to miss playing time. 
Whilst he appears to be ok now, teams are going to want to carefully assess his 
medical situation.  

Looks like a possible TE3 and a special teams contributor, at least in his early pro 
years, assuming he makes an NFL roster. Likely an undrafted free agent. 
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Pro Wells (TCU)  

TE16 
Size: 6-3 3/8, 249   40: 4.83 

Class: Junior 

Really good at both basketball and football in high school. Opted for playing 
football at the junior college level with Northwest Mississippi Community College 
where he played for one year before transferring to TCU.  

Wells has decent experience at the college level, having played in 26 games and 
started in 15. Has nice size and good athleticism for the tight end spot. Like a 
number of tight ends in this draft he’s lined up all over – sometimes even split out 
wide as a wide receiver.  

Used much more as a receiver than as a blocker – although he wasn’t overly 
productive as a receiver either. Gets open at the goal line and is a nice end zone 
threat. Has really nice soft hands and can make the difficult catch. With the ball in 
his hands he makes defenders miss and picks up extra yards. With his athleticism 
and speed, it’s possible that Wells has the tools to stretch defenses but there was 
little evidence of this on film. 

Throughout his college career, Wells wasn’t used too much as a blocker – either in 
the pass game or as a run blocker. Was adequate when he did block, but there 
was nothing in film that blew us away. Could do with getting more physical and 
aggressive.  

Opted out of TCU’s Bowl game at the end of the 2020 season in order to begin his 
preparation for the draft – declaring for the draft with a year of college eligibility 
remaining. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his three-year career at TCU, Wells caught 32 passes 
for 403 yards (12.6 average) and 8 touchdowns.  

Injury Notes: Had a niggling hamstring injury early in 2020. 

Honours & Awards: 2019 2nd Team All-Big 12.  

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Wells is versatile and can be used as a receiver on the 
outside, as a move h-back and as a more traditional tight end. Needs more 
experience in all aspects of his game, particularly as a blocker. Interesting 
decision to declare for the draft now, when he probably would have been better 
off, in terms of his draft stock, by returning to school for another year. The real 
bottom line with Wells is that he has potential but didn’t see enough of usage for 
a complete assessment to be done.  

Likely an undrafted free agent. 
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Cary Angeline (N.Carolina State) 
TE17 
Size: 6-7, 250   40: 4.84 

Class: Senior 

Angeline played both basketball and football in high school, with some success. 
Started his college career at USC, before transferring to North Carolina State 
between the 2017 and 2018 seasons.  

Solid, but not great, level of college experience - played in 26 games for NC State. 
Has great size and wingspan, coupled with decent athleticism and agility. Doesn’t 
have the greatest speed in the world, but other than that he has all of the physical 
tools that any tight end could need. Lines up in multiple spots – in-line, in the slot 
and in the backfield. 

Angeline is a solid receiver who uses his big, wide body and physicality, really well 
especially in the red zone and down near the goal line. Not having outstanding 
speed means that he can struggle to get open and therefore his physical tools 
become even more important. Has really nice hands and, as you would expect 
for a man of his size, a massive catch radius. Will fight for the contested pass in 
traffic. Angeline looked smoother and more accomplished as a receiver in 2020 
than in previous years.  

Angeline is a decent blocker, but currently not much more than that – which is a 
little disappointing considering his size and physical advantages. Needs to use his 
strength more and be more aggressive. Like his receiving though, he was a better 
blocker in 2020 than previously. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In this three-year career at NC State, Angeline played in 
26 games and caught 61 passes for 960 yards (15.7 average) and 12 touchdowns. 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries.  

Honours & Awards: 2019 Honorable Mention All-ACC. 2019 Gary Rowe Award 
winner (North Carolina State’s top receiver). 2016 USC’s Service Team Player of the 
Year Award winner. 

  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Angeline is a huge man who could easily add 10-15 
pounds to his vast frame. Is already a great end zone target for quarterbacks. 
Has improved all aspects of his game throughout his college career – and this 
will encourage pro scouts that there is more yet to come. Has versatility – can 
line up in multiple spots. 

Will compete for the third tight end spot for whichever team drafts him – if a 
team drafts him. Is a likely a late day 3 selection or an undrafted free agent. 
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Luke Farrell (Ohio State)  
TE18 
Size: 6-6, 258   40: 4.79 

Class: Senior 

Farrell is highly experienced having played in 43 games at Ohio State. He is 
reportedly is very intelligent and is a hard-working, high character guy. Has 
outstanding size and a frame which could maybe add even a few more pounds. 
Farrell converts his size into power and strength which he uses well as a blocker, 
where he can be a dominating presence.  

With his outstanding blocking skills, Farrell wasn’t used a great deal as a receiver at 
OSU. He finished his college career with 34 receptions for 380 yards (11.2 average) 
and 4 touchdowns. 

Likely an undrafted free agent. 

 

Zach Davidson (Central Missouri) 

TE19 
Size: 6-7, 245   40: 4.62 

Class: Senior 

Small school prospect who has a huge frame but still has room to bulk up. He’s a 
really good athlete for such a big and on the run he’s a long strider (think of a 
bigger but slower MVS) who will fool defenders with deceptive speed – averaging 
an exceptional 22.4 yards per reception in 2019.  Davidson has really good hands 
and seems to be able to catch anything thrown in his general direction. Knows 
how to find the end zone as demonstrated by his 15 touchdown receptions in 
2019. Didn’t play in 2020 due to the COVID situation. 

Like many of the modern tight ends he’s a guy that you can split out wide and 
create huge physical match-up difficulties for defenses. He doesn’t look like a 
dominating blocker right now, so there’s room to improve in that area.  

And oh yes, just as an aside, Davidson is a former punter who was good enough to 
lead the MIAA in punting average in 2018, having set a new team record for  

Likely an undrafted free agent. 
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Matt Bushman (BYU) 
TE20 
Size: 6-5, 240   40: 4.70e 

Class: Senior 

Bushman is a really good pass catcher with really excellent hands. Isn’t the 
greatest blocking tight end in the world, although he works hard and sustains his 
blocks for as long as he can. Bushman has some speed and athleticism but isn’t 
elite in these areas. Has good height and decent overall size although he ideally 
needs to add 10-15 pounds for the pros.  

Unfortunately, Bushman suffered an achilles injury in 2020 which forced him to miss 
the season which will raise a lot of questions amongst NFL teams as will his age - 
being 25 years old will work against him a little.  

Likely an undrafted free agent. 

 

Briley Moore (Kansas State)  
TE21 
Size: 6-4, 240   40: 4.66 

Class: Senior 

Full-name Briley Moore-McKinney. Transferred from Northern Iowa to Kansas State 
for the 2020 season – earning All-Big 12 honours, despite suffering from a niggling 
lower back injury during 2020. Fortunately, there appears to be no ongoing 
problems related to this.  

Isn’t the greatest blocker and ideally Moore needs to add some more bulk and 
power – preferably around 10-15 pounds to hopefully help him in this area and in 
turn help his pro case. 

Moore is a nice athlete who moves well and has agility. Runs good tight routes 
and knows how to separate from defenders and get open. Also has soft hands 
and will make the difficult, contested, catch. Isn’t slow, but doesn’t have the 
greatest speed in the world and doesn’t stretch defenses down the seam. 

In his college career, Moore caught 65 passes for 900 yards (13.8 average) and 7 
touchdowns.  

Likely an undrafted free agent. 
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Ben Mason (Michigan)  

TE22   FB/TE 
Size: 6-2 3/4, 256   40: 4.73 

Class: Senior 

Initially a linebacker at Michigan (the position he played in high school), then 
switched to the defensive line. Eventually was switched to the offensive side of the 
ball in his freshman season. Mason has developed into an excellent blocker from 
the fullback position – capable of completely destroying linebackers and 
defensive backs, putting them on their backside. Reportedly is a high character 
guy. Is also a very good special teams player. 

In his sophomore season (2018), he was used with some success as a runner at the 
goal-line – scoring 7 rushing touchdowns. 

Blocking ability will be of interest to pro teams as will his special teams prowess. 
Impressed scouts at the Senior Bowl with his hard work and all-out physical 
showing. Interestingly, he also lined up some at tight end during the Senior Bowl 
practice week. Therefore may project to be a multi-purpose FB/TE type in the NFL. 

Likely an undrafted free agent. 

 

Jack Stoll (Nebraska)  
TE23 
Size: 6-3, 247   40: 4.60 

Class: Senior 

Very experienced college tight end, having played in 43 games (26 starts) for 
Nebraska. Doesn’t have prototypical size for a pro tight end, but on the plus side 
he has above average speed. Is a solid pass receiver with decent hands, but he 
isn’t a consistent threat to get open and won’t dominate. Struggled with a 
niggling knee injury in 2020. Stoll has a little strength and power which coupled 
with good technique he uses well as an in-line blocker.  

Finished his college career with 61 receptions for 657 yards and 6 touchdowns. 

Good special teams player. It could be that this ability, added to his pure tight 
end skills, is the one that helps him challenge for a roster spot. But it’s still a long 
shot. 

Likely an undrafted free agent. 
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Shaun Beyer (Iowa)  

TE24 
Size: 6-4, 250   40: 4.78 

Class: Senior 

Beyer is a former wide receiver who switched to tight end while at Iowa. Is known 
to be a super intelligent guy – including being a four times All-Big 10 Academic 
Team selection.  

Suffered an undisclosed injury late in the 2018 season which forced him you miss 5 
games – returned to play every game in both 2019 and 2020, so there appears to 
be no ongoing issue.  

Is probably a better in-line blocker than he is a receiver – he certainly wasn’t used 
much as a receiver throughout his college career at Iowa – ending his time there 
with 18 just receptions for 275 yards and 1 touchdown. 

His lack of productivity in the passing game is too much for Beyer to overcome to 
be selected in this draft – will likely sign with a team after the draft as an undrafted 
free agent. 

 

Tory Carter (LSU)  

TE25   FB/TE 
Size: 6-0, 244   40: 4.86 

Class: Senior 

Carter is a hybrid full-back/tight end type who can line-up as a lead blocker in the 
backfield and sometime as move tight end. This versatility will be of interest to pro 
teams as this type of player has become more in vogue in recent years. Is also an 
excellent special teams player. 

Carter has nice experience, having played in 42 games at LSU, although he 
started in only 6. Not used much in that career as a pass receiver (16 catches for 
157 yards and 2 touchdowns) or carrying the football (2 rushing attempts). 

Good size for the full-back position but lacks the height and speed to be a 
traditional tight end.  

Likely an undrafted free agent. 
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2021 General Draft Outlook: This group of interior offensive linemen (centers and 
guards) sits near the middle of the pack amongst the positional groups. On average, 
around 2 interior offensive linemen get selected in the first round and that may well 
be the case here, with Rashawn Slater (a tackle in college, but we see him as a 
potential guard in the pros) and Alijah Vera-Tucker being the most likely first round 
selections.  

By the end of day 2 (round 3), 7 more interior offensive linemen could be off the 
board, with a couple of players of real interest – Wyatt Davis and Wisconsin-
Whitewater’s Quinn Meinerz. 

 

 
 

Packers Outlook: The Packers roster at this group consists of 
the starting guards Elgton Jenkins and Lucas Patrick and a 
back-up roster which includes Simon Stepaniak, Jon Runyan, 
Ben Braden and Jake Hanson. This is clearly a group that 
needs some help – not least in finding a starting center.  

It’s not beyond the realms of possibility that either Jenkins or 
Patrick moves to center, but then leaves a gap at guard. 

Look for the Packers to make at least one, and maybe more, 
selections here. It’s not beyond the realms of possibility that 
the Packers will pick a center early – perhaps Creed 
Humphrey or Landon Dickerson. Or they may go for one of 
the two popular selections in Wyatt Davis or Quinn Meinerz.  

Further down, a Josh Myers or Kendrick Green could be the pick.    
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The Packers haven’t 
selected an interior 
offensive lineman in 
the first round of the 
draft since 1994 – 
Guard Aaron Taylor 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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TOP INTERIOR OFFENSIVE LINEMEN 
 Name     Pos College Round* 

1. Rashawn Slater OG/OT Northwestern 1 
2. Alijah Vera-Tucker OG/OT USC 1 
3. Alex Leatherwood OG/OT Alabama 2 
4. Creed Humphrey OC/OG Oklahoma 2 
5. Wyatt Davis OG Ohio State 2 
6. Landon Dickerson OC Alabama 2 
7. Trey Smith OG/OT Tennessee 2-3 
8. Quinn Meinerz OG/OC Wisconsin-Whitewater 2-3 
9. Josh Myers OC Ohio State 3 

10. Aaron Banks OG/OT Notre Dame 4-5 
11. Kendrick Green OG/OC Illinois 4-5 
12. Ben Cleveland OG/OT Georgia 4-5 
13, Deonte Brown OG Alabama 4-5 
14. Trey Hill OC/OG Georgia 4-5 
15. David Moore OG/OC Grambling State 4-5 
16. Drew Dalman OC/OG Stanford 6-7 
17. Michal Menet OC Penn State 6-7 
18. Drake Jackson OC Kentucky 6-7 
19. Jack Anderson OG Texas Tech 6-7 
20. Tommy Kraemer OG Notre Dame 6-7 
21. Robert Jones OG Middle Tennessee St 6-7 
22. Sadarius Hutcherson OG/OT South Carolina 6-7 
23. Kayode Awosika OG/OT Buffalo 6-7 
24. Jimmy Morrissey OC Pittsburgh 7-UDFA 
25. William Sherman OG Colorado 7-UDFA 
26. Jared Hocker OG Texas A&M 7-UDFA 
27. Bryce Hargrove OG Pittsburgh 7-UDFA 
28. Harry Crider OC/OG Indiana 7-UDFA 
29. Will Fries OG/OT Penn State UDFA 
30. Tristen Hoge OG/OT BYU UDFA 
31. Ryan McCollum OC Texas A&M UDFA 
32. Joshua Fedd-Jackson OG North Carolina State UDFA 
33. Kion Smith OG/OT Fayetteville UDFA 
34. Matt Farniok OG/OT Nebraska UDFA 
35. Chase Behrndt OC/OG West Virginia UDFA 
36. Devery Hamilton OG/OT Duke UDFA 
37. Brett Heggie OC/OG Florida UDFA 
38. Erik Swenson OG/OT Oklahoma UDFA 
39. Parker Ferguson OG/OT Air Force UDFA 
40. Jaelin Fisher OC Charlotte UDFA 

List continues on the next page 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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 Name     Pos College Round* 
41. Matt Brayton OG UNLV UDFA 
42. Teton Saltes OG New Mexico UDFA 
43. Rakavius Chambers OG Duke UDFA 
44. Ray Thomas-Ishman OG Buffalo UDFA 
45. Braylon Jones OG Houston UDFA 
46. Nolan Laufenberg OG Air Force UDFA 
47. Taaga Tuulima OC Hawaii UDFA 
48. Jordan Reid OG Michigan State UDFA 
49. Brett Kitrell OG Ohio UDFA 
50. Donavaughn Campbell OG/OT LSU UDFA 
51. Dareuan Parker OG Mississippi State UDFA 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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Rashawn Slater (Northwestern) 

IOL1   OG/OT 
Size: 6-4, 304    40: 4.88 

Class: Senior 

Native of Sugar Land (Houston area), Texas and son of former 8-year NBA player 
Reggie Slater. Rashawn opted out of the 2020 season under the COVID protocol 
when the Big 10 cancelled their season. Even when the Big 10 did finally return, 
Slater chose not to come back. 

Slater has lots of experience. Started 37 games at tackle for Northwestern – 26 
games at right tackle and 11 games at left tackle. Switched from the right to left 
side with no drop off in his play – that bodes well. Reportedly is a really high 
character, team leader type. Is strong and powerful. Good athlete with great 
agility and fluid movement for a man his size. 

Excellent run blocker who can destroy the guy in front of him and also get to the 
second level. Very good in pass protection - shifted to left tackle for the 2019 
season and was super effective dealing with pass rushers allowing no sacks, just 1 
quarterback hurry and 5 quarterback hits in 11 games. 

Career Stats & Highlights: 37 starts at tackle in 3 seasons.  

Injury Notes: Missed just one game due to injury in his career – in 2019. No details of 
the injury were readily available, but he played well afterwards so there appeared 
to be no lasting aftereffects.  

Honours & Awards: 2019 Honorable Mention All-Big 10. 2018 3rd Team All-Big 10. 
2018 Academic All-Big 10. 2017 Big Ten Network Freshman All-Big 10 Team. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Versatile - Slater could be a tackle or a guard in the NFL 
(and has played both tackle spots in college). His performances at tackle 
against last year’s first round pick (no.2 overall), Chase Young (now with 
Washington Football Team), saw Slater come to the forefront amongst this year’s 
potential draftees. If Slater does end up at tackle, then there’s a chance that he 
may end up on the right side than the left in the NFL. It’s his arm length that 
creates concerns about him playing left tackle. Regardless, reports suggest that 
teams are still considering him as a tackle. However that eventually works out, 
Slater’s versatility will be greatly valued.  

Despite the amount of time Slater has spent playing tackle, he looks like he has 
the ideal physique to play guard at the next level. For me, his run blocking skills 
and athletic ability coupled with the aforementioned physique, mean that Slater 
looks like the best guard prospect in this draft. 

Should be selected in the top half of the first round of this draft. 
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Alijah Vera-Tucker (USC)  

IOL2   OG/OT 
Size: 6-4, 315   40: 5.10 

Class: Junior 

Having played on both sides of the ball in high school, Vera-Tucker settled in on 
the offensive line at USC. Really only has 1½ years as a starter, starting at left guard 
in 2019 and switching to  left tackle in 2020 - replacing 2020 1st round draft choice 
Austin Jackson (Miami Dolphins). Vera-Tucker is a high character, team leader 
type.  

Explodes off the line of scrimmage. Vera-Tucker can move and has really quick 
feet, which not only helps him in pass protection, it also enables him to get to the 
second level in the running game. Is strong, powerful, and aggressive and will 
punish defenders. As a pass protector he has good feet, sets a solid base, and 
uses his hands well. Struggled a little bit with true speed rushers on the outside at 
tackle.  

Nearly declared for the 2020 draft before choosing to return for his junior season. 
Then opted out of the 2020 season when the Pac 12 schedule was cancelled, but 
then chose to opt back in when a limited season was re-installed. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 31 games for USC, starting in 19, with 13 starts 
at left guard and 6 starts at left tackle.  

Injury Notes: Had a minor hamstring injury in the 2020 Pac 12 Championship 
Game. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 Morris Trophy winner (Pac 12’s Outstanding Offensive 
Lineman). 2020 1st Team All-Pac 12. 2019 2nd Team All-Pac 12. 2019 Won USC’s 
Offensive Lineman of the Year Award. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Looks like he made the right decision in coming back 
for the shortened 2020 season – this helped him gain experience and have more 
opportunities to show what he can do. Vera-Tucker’s versatility really helps his 
cause – looks like he has the ideal size to play guard but his experience at left 
tackle is a huge plus, although he would be slightly short for a pro left tackle. 
Was good for most of the year (2020) in which he played tackle - according to 
PFF, Vera-Tucker gave up just 8 pressures on 305 pass blocking snaps in 2020. 
His 2020 proved that he’s just an out and out very fine football player.  

Looks more like a guard than a tackle in the pros because of his 
aforementioned size and his ability to physically dominate in the running game. 
However, that doesn’t mean that there isn’t more than one NFL team that may 
see him on the outside. Vera-Tucker Is rapidly moving up draft boards and will 
be selected at some point in the first round.  
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Alex Leatherwood (Alabama)  

IOL3   OG/OT 
Size: 6-5, 312   40: 4.96   Arm: 34 3/4 

Class: Senior 

Leatherwood is super experienced – is a three-year starter in the toughest 
conference in college football (the SEC). Really good size – and could yet add 
some more bulk, which would help add some power and strength. Has athleticism 
and agility with decent body movement and fluidity for his size. Is versatile, having 
spent time starting at both guard and at tackle. Generally good all-round blocker 
with the odd flaw (mainly against speed rushers), he allowed just 2 sacks and 3 
quarterback hurries all season in 2019 (according to Sports Illustrated). 

Appears to be super smart – is able to pick up stunts and blitzes, seemingly with 
ease. Has a history of playing well in the big games. On the downside, he does 
give up a number of penalties.  

Reportedly considered declaring for the 2020 NFL draft, but instead opted to 
return to the Crimson Tide for his senior season.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 48 games for Alabama, starting in 41 (26 at left 
tackle and 15 right guard). 

Injury Notes:  No reported major issues.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 Outland Trophy winner (college football’s best interior 
lineman). 2020 Unanimous 1st Team All-American. Two-time 1st Team All-SEC (2019 
& 2020). 2019 joint Jacobs Blocking Award winner (SEC’s Top Offensive Lineman). 
2018 2nd Team All-SEC 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Would likely have been a high selection - first or 
second round - if he had come out for the draft a year ago (2020). Instead he 
opted to stay in school for another year, which probably hasn’t impacted his 
draft stock too much, one way or the other. Has a frame that will allow him to 
add a few pounds. With that he would have a prototypical look.  

Versatility will be a big plus for his NFL career – having played both tackle and 
guard for the Crimson Tide. Continues to progress, which will encourage scouts. 
Will need to improve against speed rushers off the edge if he is to play tackle 
(particularly left tackle) in the NFL – although he has the arm length to play on 
the outside.  

His best projection appears to be to guard in the pros at least initially – teams 
may take him at guard with a view to also trying him at tackle (or moving him 
to tackle later). Will require some time to develop should team want to use him 
at tackle. Should be off the board at some point in Round 2. 
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Creed Humphrey (Oklahoma)  

IOL4   OC/OG 
Size: 6-4 5/8, 312   40: 5.11   Arm: 31 3/4 

Class: Junior 

Wrestled in his younger days, coming from a family of wrestlers. Played on both 
sides of the line in high school, before making the permanent switch to the 
offensive line when he arrived at Oklahoma. Has a high level of starting 
experience (37 career starts at center). Big man to play on the inside – certainly 
taller than you would normally expect to see at center.  

For a man of his size, Humphrey is quick and physical. He is strong against the run 
and gets his hands up quickly with power. Can maul and scrap if he needs to. Is 
also excellent in pass protection – didn’t allow a single sack in either 2019 (14 
games) or 2020 (11 games). Doesn’t often need help as a blocker and can win 
most one on one matchups. Just as an aside, Humphrey is left handed – which is 
unusual for a center.  

It was thought that he may enter the 2020 draft but chose to return for his junior 
season at Oklahoma. This year, Humphrey decided on the other option and 
declared for the 2021 draft, while having a year of college eligibility remaining. 
Later received an invitation to the Senior Bowl. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 39 games for the Sooners, starting in 37 games 
at center. 

Injury Notes: Had a minor undisclosed injury in the Spring of 2019. No known issues 
going forward. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 AP 3rd Team All-American. Two-time 1st Team All-Big 12 
(2019 & 2020). Two-time Big 12 Offensive Lineman of the Year (2019 & 2020). 2019 
2nd Team All-American. 2019 Academic 2nd Team All-Big 12. 2018 2nd Team All-Big 
12. 2018 Freshman All-American (FWAA, The Athletic). 2018 Academic 1st Team All- 
Big 12.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Scouts will be concerned about his reportedly short 
arms but nonetheless it is likely Creed would have been a high draft pick had 
he come out as a sophomore for the 2020 draft – probably a day 2 pick – and 
there’s no reason to think that won’t be the case again this year. Could enter 
the league and be a starter in his first year. 

Should be selected in the second round of this draft, although it’s not out of the 
question that he gets picked earlier by a team looking for a player who is a 
specialist center who can contribute immediately.  

Having lost Corey Linsley, is it possible that he could be garnering some 
attention from the Packers? 
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Wyatt Davis (Ohio State)   

IOL5   OG 
Size: 6-4, 313   40: 5.00e 

Class: Junior 

Has been seen as a potential high draft choice ever since 
his days in high school when he was a dominant force. 

Excellent size for a guard. Davis is physical and highly 
aggressive. Plays every down to the whistle, looking for 
defenders to block. Davis continues to show himself as a 
really fine pass blocker – as good as any guard in this draft. 
Didn’t allow a single sack or QB hit during the 2019 season – 
which was his first full year as starter and was the year in 
which really lived up to his long indicated potential. 

Originally opted out of the 2020 season but then opted 
back in when the Big 10 re-instated its season.  

Chose to  declare for the draft after the 2020 season (his junior year) rather than 
return to Ohio State for his senior season. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 36 games for Ohio State, starting in 24.  

Injury Notes: Had a nagging left knee injury throughout the 2020 season. Finally left 
the National Championship Game when the injury re-occurred.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 AP 1st Team All-American. 2020 Big 10 Offensive Lineman 
of the Year. 2020 Outland Trophy finalist. 2019 Consensus All-American. Two-time 1st 
Team All-Big 10 (2019 & 2020). Named to the Big 10 Network’s All-Decade Team for 
the 2010s (2nd Team).  

Wyatt Davis is the 
grandson of Packers 
Hall of Fame defensive 
end Willie Davis and 
the son of actor Duane 
Davis. 

DID YOU KNOW? 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Davis might well have been a first round draft pick had 
he declared for the 2020 draft. However, he opted to return to school and 
perhaps he unfortunately wasn’t quite as effective in 2020 as he was in 2019 – 
particularly in the running game. In fairness this may have been due to the 
niggling knee injury that he had for most of the year.  

Teams will love his aggressiveness and meanness on the field. Is as good as any 
guard in this draft in pass protection – having learned from playing at left tackle 
in high school. His ongoing left knee injury will be of concern and may see him 
drop a little in this draft.  

Despite concerns about his knee, and assuming there is no ongoing structural 
issue, Davis should still be off the board sometime on Day 2 and he should 
become a decade long starter in the NFL. 
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Landon Dickerson (Alabama)  

IOL6   OC 
Size: 6-6, 326   40: 5.20e   Arm: 32 1/2 

Class: Senior 

Switched from offensive tackle (where he played in high school) to guard at 
Florida State in 2016. Played 3 years at FSU before transferring to Alabama. 

Dickerson is highly experienced at a very high level but unfortunately, has also had 
an injury hit career. Has versatility - playing center and guard (and was a tackle in 
high school). Is a huge guy for a center which enables him to use his immense 
physicality to overpower nose tackles – puts defenders on the floor. Is tough and 
aggressive and will block to the whistle. Despite the injuries, Dickerson still has 
decent foot speed and the ability to move. Is slightly better as a run blocker than 
in pass protection but won’t let a team down when being asked to pass block. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 38 career games (at center and at right guard) 
at Alabama and FSU combined. 

Injury Notes: Unfortunately, Dickerson has a long injury history: 

• 2015 (high school) - Broke multiple toes in the same game 
• 2016 (FSU) - Suffered a torn ACL in game 7, which kept him out for 

the remainder of the season.  
• 2017 (FSU) – Suffered an ankle injury in game 4, which kept him out 

for the remainder of the season. 
• 2018 (FSU) – Suffered an ankle injury in game 1 – returned but then 

went out for the season in game 2 with an undisclosed injury. 
• 2020 (Ala) – Suffered an ACL tear in the SEC Championship. Came 

back to make the final “knee down” snap in the National 
Championship Game. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 Rimington Award winner (College football’s best Center).  
Unanimous 1st Team All-American. 1st Team All-SEC. Joint Jacobs Blocking Trophy 
winner (SEC’s Top Offensive Lineman). Outland Trophy finalist. 2019 2nd Team All-
SEC.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Highly decorated, experienced, strong, and tough 
center who is immediately ready to play in the NFL. Also has some versatility –  
but his lack of arm length means that he’s definitely more suited to play on the 
inside. The long injury history is bound to be of real concern to teams and will 
almost certainly determine where he gets selected in this draft.  

Without the injuries, Dickerson would undoubtedly be a first round pick in this 
draft. But it only takes one interested team to determine that he is ok for him 
be selected that high, therefore our best guess is that he is off the board in 
round 2 but with a good possibility he goes even higher. 
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Trey Smith (Tennessee)   

IOL7   OG/OT 
Size: 6-5 , 321   40: 5.11   Arm: 33 3/4 

Class: Senior 

Although he has suffered some serious medical issues in his career, he still has a 
good level of college experience earned playing in the SEC – it doesn’t come 
much better than that it college football.  

Great size (especially for somebody that played some at guard). Smith is really 
strong in the running game and is a very powerful, aggressive, straight ahead drive 
blocker. For a man of his size, Smith is very athletic and has quick feet, enabling 
him to move well laterally. Has developed as a pass blocker – allowing no sacks 
(13 games) in 2019 and just a single sack in 10 games in 2020. Is extremely versatile, 
having started at left tackle, left guard, right guard and played some at right 
tackle in his time with the Volunteers. 

Smith had been expected to declare for the 2020 draft, but perhaps because of 
his medical issues (see Injury Notes below), he instead opted to return to 
Tennessee for his senior season. Earned an invitation to the Senior Bowl at year’s 
end. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his Volunteers’ career Smith played in 42 games, 
having started in 41. His starts came at left tackle (11), left guard (22) and right 
guard (8). 

Injury Notes: Suffered from blood clots in his lungs in the Spring of 2018. After 
treatment he returned to play in the 2018 season, but after 7 games he suffered 
what was believed to have been a re-occurrence of the blood clots (although 
some reports indicated that he scarring). He was treated again and successfully 
returned for the 2019 season.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-American (AFCA, FWAA, Phil Steele). Two-
time 1st Team All-SEC (2019 & 2020). 2019 SEC Fall Academic Honor Roll. 2017 2nd 
Team All-SEC. 2017 Freshman All-American. 2017 Freshman All-SEC. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Smith seems more likely to project to guard rather than 
tackle in the NFL. He is not as consistent as you would like which is why he has 
dopped down the board a little – had he come out in 2019 he quite possibly 
would  have been selected higher. Was reportedly not very good in pass 
protection drills at the Senior Bowl. Watching him when he is at his best provides 
a belief that he may yet be a very good guard in the NFL. His great versatility will 
be a plus in the NFL, but teams will be concerned about his medical history. 

Looks like a day 2 selection. 
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Quinn Meinerz (Wis.-Whitewater) 
IOL8   OG/OC 
Size: 6-3 1/4, 320   40: 4.96  Arm: 33”    

Class: Senior 

Hartford, Wisconsin native. Meinerz was a multi-sport athlete at Hartford Union High 
School – wrestling and doing track and field as well as excelling at football. 
Decent college experience (2 year starter) albeit at the Division III level.  

Meinerz is a team leader type, with great character. Really good athlete for a guy 
of his size. Can move and has nimble feet that he can adjust quickly. He is an 
excellent all-round run blocker being particularly impressive as a drive blocker, 
utilising his physicality, strength, and size to blow defenders off the ball. Also uses 
his movement and agility to get out to the second level – and he will pancake 
those linebackers and safeties. Is also a really good pass blocker, uses his hands 
well and is smart enough to pick up blitzers and deal with pass rushers one on one. 
Very competitive and reportedly is very smart.  

Meinerz had to sit out the 2020 season due to his school not having a football 
schedule due to COVID-19. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 31 games.  

Injury Notes: Broke a hand at the end of the Senior Bowl week (missing the game 
as precautionary measure) but there should no ongoing problems. 

Honours and Awards: 2019 Division III All-American. Two-time All-WIAC (2018 & 
2019). D3football.com 1st Team All-West Region. 2018 D3football.com 2nd  Team All-
West Region. 2017 WIAC Scholastic Honor Roll. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: UWW is probably the best, most consistent programme 
at Division III level, but it was still important that Meinerz would both receive an 
invite to the Senior Bowl and would excel when he go there. And boy did he!  

Meinerz had a great week in the Senior Bowl practices. And It’s worth noting that 
he also spent a little bit of time there lining up at center as well as guard. 
Followed up his Senior Bowl excellence, with an equally impressive Pro Day in 
front of NFL scouts (running under 5 seconds for the 40, on four occasions). His 
level of competition will still bother scouts, but he’s done all he can in the limited 
opportunities to allay some of those concerns. 

It’s super-difficult to find weaknesses when looking at Meinerz’s film. He is rapidly 
rising up team’s draft boards and if he has added a little bit of versatility to his 
game - with a potential to at least be a back-up at center in addition to being a 
starting guard - then that only helps his case even more.  

Looks like a day 2 selection. 
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Josh Myers (Ohio State)  

IOL9   OC 
Size: 6-5, 312   40: 5.13e 

Class: Junior 

Made the switch from guard to center in 2017 and became the starter in 2019. In 
making the switch, Myers not only had to learn a new position but also had to 
develop his pass blocking skills – did limited pass blocking in high school.  

Team leader type. Decent experience (28 games). Two year starter at center for 
OSU, having played a little at guard previously. Another really tall guy (6-5) and 
has really great size to play at center. Has snapped in the shotgun formation for 
the majority of his career.  

Myers is competitive, tough, physical, and aggressive – will fight and scrap with 
defensive linemen. Uses his strength and power well to make up for not being 
overly athletic – although he has hustle and will get to the second level in the run 
game. Blocks to the whistle on every down. Is a little bit stiff, doesn’t have great 
athletic ability or lateral movement but is ok in this area. Is a decent pass protector 
when he’s able to face up man to man with a nose tackle but can struggle a little 
when he has to deal with defensive linemen that can really move.  

Is solid, rather than outstanding and is technically very sound, giving up no 
penalties in 2019 – the same year in which he blocked for 2,000 yard rusher J.K. 
Dobbins. Is reportedly very smart. 

Opted to declare for the draft rather than return for his another year (his senior 
season) at Ohio State. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 30 games at Ohio State. 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 1st Team All-Big 10. 2020 Rimington Award finalist. 2019 2nd 
Team All-Big 10.  

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Impressive size for an interior lineman. Potentially 
versatile - having previous experience at guard as well as more recently 
playing at center helps his pro cause. Will do a job for whichever team selects 
him – probably initially as a back-up but should develop into a solid starter in 
the NFL. Will be best playing in a system which features a straight ahead, power 
running game. Probably needs a little time learning to snap with a quarterback 
under center (as opposed to in the shotgun formation).  

Likely a day 3 selection. 
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Aaron Banks (Notre Dame)  

IOL10   OG/OT 
Size: 6-5 3/8, 338   40: 5.32   Arm: 33 1/8 

Class: Junior 

Banks became a full-time guard at Notre Dame and is the next man up with 
regard to offensive linemen from the Fighting Irish who have been/will be drafted – 
took over from future all-pro Quenton Nelson in 2018.  Banks has a great frame 
and outstanding size. Very experienced at the college level - has been a starter 
for 2½ seasons.  

Is huge in the running game, gets his hands up quickly and will move defensive 
linemen off the line of scrimmage. Plays with strength and power – is a great 
straight ahead drive blocker. Will also get out to the second level. Isn’t the 
greatest athlete amongst this year’s offensive line prospects however and his 
lateral movement is only ok – therefore can struggle a little against really athletic 
defensive linemen.  

Is good in pass protection (multiple reports noted that he allowed just 2 sacks in 
2019) and will pick up the blitz. Reportedly is a high character, smart guy, who 
studies hard. 

Earned an invitation to the Senior Bowl. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 39 games for the Fighting Irish, including 
starting in 32 consecutive games.  

Injury Notes: Underwent surgery on a broken foot in the summer of 2019. That foot 
seemed to continue to bother him during the 2019 season. However it no longer 
appears to be an ongoing issue.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 AP 1st Team All-American. 2020 1st Team All-ACC. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Banks projects to guard in the NFL but perhaps has 
some versatility possibilities - has the size to project to either guard or tackle in 
the NFL and indeed has played both guard (college) and some at tackle (high 
school) in his career. Banks has shown clear improvement year on year, which 
bodes well for this upside and future pro career.  

Teams will love his work ethic and reports are that he’s very coachable – 
another big plus. His lack of lateral movement and speed means that he’s not 
likely to be selected by a team that features an offense that has pulling linemen 
or in an outside zone system. But have no doubt, Banks is a good football player 
who will be a great addition to an NFL team’s offensive line. 

Likely an early day 3 selection. 
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Kendrick Green (Illinois)  

IOL11   OG/OC 
Size: 6-1 7/8, 305   40: 4.88 

Class: Junior 

Played both sides of the football in high school – on both the offensive line and 
defensive line. First practiced at defensive tackle upon arrival at Illinois before 
quickly becoming a full-time offensive linemen at Illinois. 

Very experienced three year starter – mainly at left guard (29 starts), but also 
chipped in a number of times to start at center (4 starts). Is much smaller (height 
wise at least) than had been advertise but is extremely strong and plays with a 
tough and feisty demeanour.  

Green is an explosive, strong straight ahead drive blocker who can physically 
dominate the man in front of him – puts defensive linemen and linebackers on the 
floor. Also has some athleticism and agility, meaning that he has some lateral 
movement ability. Will also use that athleticism and movement to get out to the 
second level and blocker linebackers and safeties – and he’ll find somebody to hit 
if they are not right there.  

Has quick feet and Is decent in pass protection but is certainly far from the finished 
article. Will anchor as a pass blocker but will struggle with agile, athletic, and 
speedy pass rushers. Can also have some difficulties with his balance when 
defensive linemen get their hands on him. Doesn’t always appear to be aware of 
what is happening around him.  

Declared for the draft after his junior season. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Started in 33 consecutive games at Illinois.  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 USA Today 2nd Team All-American. 2020 1st Team All-Big 
10. 2019 PFF Honorable Mention All-American. 2019 Honorable Mention All-Big 10.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Green is versatile – can play guard or center. He lacks 
the ideal height to play in the pros but has great strength – his mixture of drive 
blocking skills along with some movement ability means that he can likely fit 
into different offensive systems. . 

Has great experience but needs a lot of development work on his pass 
blocking. Will probably be a back-up to begin his NFL career, with a view to him 
eventually becoming a starter. 

Likely an early day 3 selection. 
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Ben Cleveland (Georgia)  

IOL12   OG/OT 
Size: 6-6 3/8, 354   40: 4.85   Arm: 33 

Class: Senior 

Very experienced at the college level. Cleveland is a huge bodied guy with great 
power and super strength who is a weight room legend. That strength, coupled 
with a little athleticism, enables him to get off at the snap and literally engulf and 
destroy any lineman lined up opposite him. Will finish his blocks and put defenders 
on the ground. Is able to get out to the second level and find linebackers and 
safeties to block. Will also fight and maul with linemen if he has to. Is especially 
good as a straight ahead drive blocker as opposed to having to move laterally – 
although for a guy of his size, Cleveland has some athleticism and agility. 

Cleveland has taken time to develop as a pass blocker and still has some flaws in 
this area, but undoubtedly has improved and he works really hard – never giving 
up on a play. Has learned how to pick up blitzes and stunts. PFF graded him as 
having a good year in this area in 2020 – giving up just 6 quarterback pressures on 
283 pass blocking snaps. 

Was slower in his progression at Georgia than some expected, but by 2020 
Cleveland was a really good starting guard who plays 100% on every down. 
Contemplated declaring for the 2020 draft, but ultimately decided to return to 
Georgia for his senior season. Later opted out of the Peach Bowl at the end of the 
2020 season, in order to start his preparation for the draft  

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 45 games.  

Injury Notes: Cleveland suffered an ankle injury during the Senior Bowl week which 
slowed him down. There is no reported reason to consider this an issue going 
forwards. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 AP 3rd Team All-American. 2020 1st Team All-SEC. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Cleveland has all the size you could possibly need in 
pro guard – his slightly short arms and lack of foot quickness, mean that him 
playing tackle in the NFL is probably out of the question. But he looks like the 
ideal fit to play at right guard. Cleveland really could have done with a big 
showing at the Senior Bowl but unfortunately was slowed by an ankle injury. 
Nonetheless, he looks like a player on the rise. 

Cleveland will be a great addition to a team that features a between the tackles 
running game, where he can be a dominant blocker. Pro scouts will love his 
work ethic. 

Probably either an early day 3 draft choice. If he drops any lower than the 4th 
round, teams will get a huge bargain if his development continues. 
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Deonte Brown (Alabama)  

IOL13   OG 
Size: 6-3 1/4, 364   40: 5.45   Arm: 32 3/8 

Class: Senior 

Good experience playing in college football’s hotbed – the SEC. Brown is huge at 
around 365 pounds and he uses that size to drive any defender opposite him off 
the line. Is an excellent straight ahead drive blocker who will move out to the 
second level and flatten a linebacker or safety if the opportunity arises. And if a 
defender engages with him, Brown will maul and fight them, using his aggression 
and power to create the running lane.  

Brown can be best described as inconsistent in pass protection. Can be a decent 
pass blocker – able to retreat and set his feet relatively quickly for such a big man. 
Gets his hands up and punches hard. However, he struggles against fast and agile 
defenders. Will likely be beaten if he gets out in space. 

Brown first earned a starting role at LG during the 2018 season, before being 
suspended for the final 2 games of the season and the first 4 games of 2019 due to 
an undisclosed team rules violation. Then became the starter at RG for Alabama 
in 2019 when fellow 2021 potential draftee Landon Dickerson moved to center. 

Brown had his best year in 2020, earning himself an invite to the Senior Bowl. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 48 games for Alabama, starting in 26 (21 at 
right guard and 5 at left guard). 

Injury Notes: Suffered a minor turf toe injury in 2019 and a minor shoulder injury in 
2020 but missed little time because of these hurts. No known ongoing issues.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 1st Team All-SEC. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Brown is inconsistent – he’s a guy who looks dominating 
when he’s on top and winning, but really struggles with speed and movement in 
front of him. His relative lack of speed and athleticism will likely hurt him at the 
next level – especially in pass protection. Did not look good at all in this respect 
at the Senior Bowl. Also needs to learn to maintain his blocks through the 
complete play. Further, teams will want to be satisfied that there are no 
character issues following his 2018/2019 suspension. 

Will be a guard in the pros and has a little versatility, which helps his draft case, 
having started at both LG and RG for the Crimson Tide. Seems like he has 
enough to be a swing back-up guard in the NFL but will have to work to make it 
as a starter. Ideally, Brown needs to improve his ability to move and add a little 
relative agility to his game. Probably the only way for him to do this is to drop 
about 30 pounds – assuming he can do this without losing strength. Likely a day 
3 selection. 
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Trey Hill (Georgia)   

IOL14   OC/OG 
Size: 6-4, 330   40: 5.25e 

Class: Junior 

Was the top ranked guard in the nation coming out of high school. Very 
experienced (36 games played, 26 starts) in the toughest college conference in 
the nation . Impressively big guy to play the center position. Can handle nose 
tackles straight-up one on one. Really good run blocker who will scrap and maul – 
gets his hands on defenders pretty quickly. Is strong and physical. Is feisty and 
competitive and keeps playing and blocking until the whistle.  

Only a decent athlete, not the greatest mover, but has just enough agility to get 
the job done. Versatile – having started games at both center and guard. 
Reportedly is a very smart guy. 

Opted to declare for the 2021 draft whilst still having a year of college eligibility 
remaining.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 36 games in his Georgia career, starting in 26 
consecutive games.   

Injury Notes: Had minor arthroscopic meniscus repair surgery on both of his knees 
during the 2020 season, bringing it to an end and forcing him to miss the final 3 
games. He is expected to completely recover from these surgeries.  

Honours & Awards: 2019 2nd Team All-SEC. 2019 SEC Academic Honor Roll. 2019 
Co-winner of Georgia’s Most Improved Offensive Player of the Year Award. 2018 
Won Georgia’s Offensive Newcomer of the Year Award.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Versatile and could project to either center or guard (or 
both) in the NFL. Declared for the draft when he could have returned to the 
Bulldogs for another year – this decision was probably a 50-50 call, so we can’t 
blame Hill for deciding to come out - especially considering that he was 
probably better in 2019 than he was in 2020, which in itself is somewhat worrying 
(although it is possible that his knees were bothering him throughout 2020). Will 
need to keep an eye on his weight, which fluctuates and can be a problem. Will 
be ideal for a team who features a straight ahead drive blocking running game.  

Teams will need to ensure that there are no lasting problems after his knee 
surgeries in 2020, but assuming all is ok in this regard, we should expect Hill to 
garner a lot of interest toward the middle of the draft. He likely will not be an 
immediate starter in the NFL but should develop and be in contention to start in 
his first or second year.  

Expect him to be off the board early on day 3 (4th round)  
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David Moore (Grambling State) 

IOL15   OG/OC 
Size: 6-1 5/8, 350   40: 4.86   Arm: 32 5/8 

Class: Junior 

Moore has decent experience – 26 games played – albeit earned at the FCS level. 
Moore is a big guy who variously is reported as weighing anywhere between 320 
and 350 pounds – he weighed in at 350 pounds at the Senior Bowl. But his height is 
not ideal. Is an all-out player who keeps going and plays hard and to the whistle 
on every play.  

Moore is a better run blocker than pass protector. In the run game he can use his 
physicality and strength to blow blockers away at the point of attack. Also has 
decent foot quickness for a man of his size, enabling him to get the step on 
defensive linemen and quickly overwhelm them. Moore will also scrap and maul if 
he has to – although that wasn’t often necessary at the college level.  

Is decent in the passing game but has some problems with balance and control 
when forced to deal with shifty defensive linemen and those that have multiple 
moves. It’s this stage, he struggles some having to readjust his feet once he has 
set. 

The FCS cancelled its fall 2020 schedule and Moore decided not to take part in 
the re-arranged spring games. Instead he decided to opt and prepare for the 
draft – reportedly spending time working out with former Houston Oilers Pro 
Football Hall of Fame guard and center Bruce Matthews. Despite not playing in 
2020, Moore still earned an invitation to the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 26 games at Grambling. 

Injury Notes: Missed 2 games in 2019 with a minor, undisclosed, injury. Given how 
well he performed at the Senior Bowl, there appears to no current injury concerns. 

Honours & Awards: 2021 Senior Bowl Top Offensive Lineman Award 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Moore needs work on pass protection skills. Had an 
excellent Senior Bowl week, which lifted him up a number of draft boards – this 
was importantly because he played his college ball at the FCS level, his level of 
competition is always going to be a question mark hanging over him. 

Moore has potential to be a player in the NFL. Played a little at center in the 
Senior Bowl practices, and if he could add that versatility to his game then that 
can only his NFL chances. Will begin his pro career as a back-up. 

Given his upside generally good athletic traits, Moore will intrigue pro scouts. 
He’s a likely a day 3 selection. 
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Drew Dalman (Stanford)  

IOL16   OC/OG 
Size: 6-3, 300   40: 5.11 

Class: Junior 

Son of former NFL center and guard Chris Dalman who played for the 49ers (1993-
99) and also played his college ball at Stanford. Drew played on both the 
offensive line and defensive line in high school before becoming a full-time player 
on the offensive side of the ball as Stanford.  

Drew has a solid level of experience having played in 25 games, with 22 starts. At 
300 pounds he is, if anything, just a few pounds undersized. Reportedly is very 
smart and is recognised as a team leader with great character and attitude.  

Dalman isn’t the strongest or most powerful of linemen and can struggle with big 
nose/defensive tackles, but he gets his hands up with a punch and can win with 
leverage and technique. He has quick feet and is able to move very well laterally. 
Those quick feet also mean that he gets out to the second level with ease.  

May be better in pass protection than he is as a run blocker. He glides very 
smoothly in retreat and sets a solid base, keeping pass rushers at bay. According 
to multiple reports he was no responsible no quarterback sacks or hits in 2020, 
while giving up just 5 quarterback hurries and 1 penalty. 

Started at both center and guard in 2018 before becoming the full-time starter at 
center in 2019. Opted to declare for the 2021 draft rather than return to school for 
another year – he had one year of college eligibility remaining. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 25 games, started in 22 – 20 at center and 2 at 
right guard. 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 1st Team All-Pac 12. 2020 Tommy Vardell Award winner.  
2020 Jim Reynolds Award winner. 2019 2nd Team All-Pac 12. 2019 Pac 12 Fall 
Academic Honor Roll. 2018 Pac 12 All-Academic 1st Team.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Dalman could do with adding some bulk and in turn 
developing some more strength and power. Because he is so effective on the 
move, Dalman may be best suited to playing in an offense that features outside 
running plays and pulling linemen – perhaps a zone blocking type scheme. Has 
some versatility having started at both center and guard during his college 
career – looks like a guy who will back-up multiple spots while learning and 
developing in the NFL. Possible starting center in the pros in the future. 

Likely a late day 3 selection. 
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Michal Menet (Penn State) 
IOL17   OC    
Size: 6-4, 306   40: 5.25e 

Class: Senior 

Menet has decent size and a nice first step. Has the ability and strength to tie up 
any defensive lineman lined up immediately opposite him (in the nose tackle 
spot), off the football in the running game. Doesn’t physically destroy opposing 
linemen but rather will manoeuvre them in order to create running lanes. Will get 
out to the second level. 

Is probably better as a run blocker than in pass protection. In fairness, he is 
technically sound blocking for the pass but lacks ideal physicality and some speed 
to deal with more athletic pass rushers. 

Good experience as a starter and 2020 was his best year, which will impress pro 
scouts. Has the opportunity to make an NFL roster, initially as a back-up, and then 
challenge for a starting spot down the line. 

Is a likely late day 3 selection, however what helps Menet’s cause to be drafted 
earlier is that he is a specialist center. 

 

Drake Jackson (Kentucky)  

IOL18   OC 
Size: 6-1 7/8, 290   40: 5.24e   Arm: 31 1/8 

Class: Senior 

Jackson has great experience - four year starter (47 games, 44 starts). Is a solid 
technician who uses his hands effectively. Excellent run blocker. Is a decent pass 
blocker without being dominant. Is very mobile and has quick feet – able to move 
and pull. Team leader type who is one of those guys that could hang around the 
NFL for a decade or so. 

Lacks size – both height and weight – and his lack of height in particular will put 
some teams off. Could do with adding at least 10 pounds, as long as his relatively 
small frame can handle it.   

Played well in 2020, earning 2nd Team All-SEC honours and an invitation to the 
Senior Bowl.  

Likely a late day 3 selection. 
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Jack Anderson (Texas Tech)  

IOL19   OG   
Size: 6-4 3/4, 309   40: 5.28   Arm: 31 5/8 

Class: Junior 

Anderson is a multi-year starter who is a decent athlete. Is an all-out effort guy who 
makes the most of what he has – which is lots of power and strength. Is a decent 
blocker in both the running and passing games. Suffered a bad shoulder injury 
early in 2019 which kept him out for the remainder of the season. 

Coming back from his 2019 injury, Anderson had a really good year in 2020, 
winning 1st Team All-Big 12 honours but despite this he is still probably slightly 
underrated by some analysts. Probably needs time and reps to develop into an 
NFL starter but has a chance of making a roster.  

Declared for this draft while he still had a year of college eligibility remaining – this 
was probably a 50-50 call and it remains to be seen if this was the right decision for 
Anderson.  

Likely a late day 3 selection. 

 

Tommy Kraemer (Notre Dame) 

IOL20   OG 
Size: 6-5, 309   40: 5.26e 

Class: Senior 

Kraemer has a really good level of experience, as a four year starter for the 
Fighting Irish - a programme which sends lots of offensive linemen to the NFL. He 
has power and strength which he uses well in the straight ahead power running 
game. Doesn’t have great speed or athleticism but will pave holes for runners 
through sheer brute strength. Lack of athleticism means he has some struggles in 
pass protection with the most agile of inside rushers. 

To have a chance of being successful in the NFL, the chances are that Kraemer 
needs to in a rushing offense that minimises lateral movement and emphasises an 
inside running game and a quick tempo passing game. 

Kraemer had his best year in 2020, earning AP 3rd Team All-American and 1st Team 
All-ACC honours and giving him a shot at being selected in the draft where he is 
likely to be a late day 3 selection. 
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Robert Jones (Mid. Tennessee St) 
IOL21   OG 
Size: 6-4 1/4, 319   40: 5.36   Arm: 33 

Class: Senior 

Jones transferred after the 2018 season from Highland Community College 
(Kansas) to Middle Tennessee State, where he would go on to play in 20 games, 
with 18 starts. Played tackle in college, but vey likely projects to guard in the NFL 
for a number of reasons, including a lack of foot speed.  

Jones was a dominant player at the level at which he played. He is an all-out 
effort guy who is very strong and powerful and will control the line of scrimmage 
when faced with defensive linemen lined up in front of him – he will blow those 
guys away. Life becomes more difficult for Jones if and when he needs to move 
laterally and block and in pass protection where he may struggle to deal with the 
best rushers with speed and agility. 

Not having the experience at the top level of college football makes it difficult for 
Jones to truly show what he can do. 

Likely a late day 3 selection. 

 

Sadarius Hutcherson (S.Carolina) 

IOL22   OG/OT 
Size: 6-4, 321   40: 4.95 

Class: Senior 

Hutcherson is strong and powerful in the running game, exploding off the line of 
scrimmage. Has quick feet and is athletic – able to block well on the move. Gets 
his hands up well in pass protection. Has some problems with balance. Has 
versatility, having played in multiple offensive line positions (right guard, left guard, 
and left tackle) at South Carolina - played left guard in 2020.  

Hutcherson has nice feet and retreats and sets a solid base in pass protection. This 
enables him to deal with any power rushes particularly well, but he has some 
struggles in this area, especially with speed rushers and interior guys with 
athleticism and agility.  

Likely a late day 3 selection. 
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Kayode Awosika (Buffalo) 

IOL23   OG/OT    
Size: 6-3, 307   40: 5.19 

Class: Senior 

Great level of experience as a four-year starter, with experience playing at both 
tackle spots. Lacks the size to play tackle in the NFL and therefore we have 
projected him to move inside and compete for a guard spot. However, he will 
retain the ability to play tackle if a team gets an in injury bind, and therefore his 
tackle experience really helps his chances of making a pro roster as a back-up. 

Is probably a better run blocker than in pass protection (where he struggles with 
balance and control). In the running game he can block laterally on the move 
and will get out to the second level but can also fire straight out with a little 
explosion. Always remembering that he played against a “lower level” of FBS 
competition at Buffalo. 

Likely a late day 3 selection. 

 
Jimmy Morrissey (Pittsburgh) 

IOL24   OC 
Size: 6-3, 303   40: 5.31 

Class: Senior 

Morrissey is a high character, team leader type who has lots of experience as a 
four-year starter at Pittsburgh.  

Has decent technique in pass protection and uses his smarts and experience to 
pick up the unblocked man. 

Is probably a better run blocker on the move than he is dealing with defensive 
linemen straight ahead. Will use leverage and some quickness to get out to the 
second level if uncovered. However, he doesn’t have great power and strength 
and really struggles with physical bull rushing defensive tackles and nose tackles. 

Missed some time due to injury in 2018, but there are no know ongoing issues. Had 
a nice 2020 season in which he won the Burlsworth Award best college walk-on) 
and was named 2nd Team All-ACC. Also earned a late call up to the Senior Bowl 
game. 

Likely a late day 3 selection or undrafted free agent. 
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William Sherman (Colorado)  

IOL25   OG 
Size: 6-3, 304   40: 5.19 

Class: Junior 

Good level of starting experience at offensive tackle. 
Nice versatility having spent some time playing on both 
the right and left side.  

Sherman has athleticism and some quickness which helps 
him both in pass protection and as a run blocker.  

Doesn’t jump off the screen when you watch him and he 
doesn’t dominate in either phase of the game but does 
display all-out effort on every down and will keep going 
until the play is over. 

His body shape and size-weight combination make him look much more like a 
guard than tackle and therefore it is to the inside that we have projected 
Sherman to challenge for a roster spot in the NFL. 

Likely a late day 3 selection or undrafted free agent. 

 
Jared Hocker (Texas A&M)  

IOL26   OG 
Size: 6-6, 325   40: 5.36e 

Class: Senior 

Hocker is a tough and strong guard who excels when he can bring that power 
and his great size to bear in the running game. Getting off the ball straight ahead 
and blowing defensive linemen away is Hocker’s game. He’ll be a load for a 
power running game. Not so much suited for an attack that requires him to move 
laterally and block – he doesn’t have the foot speed or athleticism for this. Can 
also struggle when he is required to sustain blocks in the passing game.  

Hocker has some nice versatility – started at right guard in 2020, having previously 
started at left guard in 2019. May also be able to project to center as well. 
Suffered a season ending injury 8 games into the 2018 season, but there appears 
to be no ongoing issues related to this.  

Likely a late day 3 selection or undrafted free agent. 

David Bakhtiari played 
his college ball at the 
Universiry of Colorado. 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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Bryce Hargrove (Pittsburgh) 

IOL27   OG 
Size: 6-6, 310   40: 5.46 

Class: Senior 

Good level of college experience having played in 39 games, with 27 consecutive 
starts – all of them coming at the left guard position. 

Hargrove is strong, physical, and aggressive who is an all-out effort guy who keeps 
going on every play. Is solid and consistent, rather than dominating, as both a run 
blocker and in pass protection. 

Actually has the body shape and size to play tackle but lacks the foot speed (and 
experience) to play there. If he had time to develop more and work on that 
speed a little, it wouldn’t have been a surprise to see Hargrove play some at 
tackle. But it’s unlikely that he’ll now get that opportunity. 

Will challenge for roster spot in the NFL but could be a guy that starts his pro career 
on a Practice Squad. 

Likely a late day 3 selection or undrafted free agent. 

 
Harry Crider (Indiana) 

IOL28   OC/OG 
Size: 6-2, 307   40: 5.25 

Class: Senior 

Nice level of experience having played in 35 games in his college career, starting 
in 21 of them – 9 of them at center (which is where he played in 2020) and 12 of 
them at left guard. His proven ability to play in different positions really helps his 
chances of earning an NFL roster spot. 

Probably had his best year in 2020 and appears to be gradually developing, 
which may indicate there is still some upside to come.  

Crider has a reputation as being a smart guy who works hard at his game, being 
willing to learn and develop. These are all traits that will endear him to pro scouts. 

Looks like a guy who could sneak onto a roster as a multi position back-up or 
perhaps more likely will wind up on a Practice Squad. 

Likely a late day 3 selection or undrafted free agent. 
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Will Fries (Penn State) 

IOL29   OG/OT 
Size: 6-6, 309   40: 5.37 

Class: Senior 

Fries has an ultra-high level of college experience, earned at the Big 10 level – 
played in 48 games, with 42 starts for Penn State. His starts came at four different 
positions – right tackle (26), left tackle (9), right guard (6) and left guard (1). This 
level of versatility will be loved by pro scouts and surely will go a long way towards 
Fries making an NFL roster as a multi position back-up at least. 

Although the majority of Fries’ time with the Nittany Lions has been spent at the 
tackle position, he looks like he should be pre-dominantly a guard at the pro level. 
Is a better run blocker at the point of attack than he is in pass protection. Will 
control defensive linemen in the running game, partly with strength and power but 
also with his willingness and ability to maul and wrestle with them. Will create 
running lanes as a drive blocker and can get out to the second level.  

Doesn’t have the greatest of foot speed, which hurts him in pass protection. 
Retreat is not the smoothest and he can be hurt by both speedy and athletic pass 
rushers. 

Likely an undrafted free agent. 

 
Tristen Hoge (BYU) 

IOL30   OG/OT 
Size: 6-4, 306   40: 5.29e 

Class: Senior 

Hoge played a year at Notre Dame before transferring to BYU, where he played in 
26 games.  

Really good run blocker in a power running system. Has great strength and power, 
along with a quick first step for a man of his size, meaning that he is able to blow 
away defensive linemen who lined up directly opposite him. Not as good a 
blocker when he has to move laterally or at angles. Not as good a pass blocker as 
he is in the running game – works well when he get his hands on the defender and 
keep him square in front of him but struggles with agile and speedy rushers. 

Likely an undrafted free agent. 
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2021 General Draft Outlook: In terms of strength at the top and overall depth across 
the whole draft, this offensive tackle group is right up there, probably just behind the 
wide receivers. Three offensive tackles (Sewell, Darrisaw and Jenkins) plus Rashawn 
Slater (who is a tackle in college, but we project to guard in the pros) should definitely 
get selected in the first round. Sam Cosmi also has chance to make it into the back 
end of round 1.  

20 tackles were taken in total across the seven rounds of the 2020 draft and we 
expect slightly more than that will get selected this year – perhaps as many as the 26 
that were chosen in 2015. This is a good year for a team looking for offensive tackle 
help at any point in this draft and there may be one or two bargains to be had 
outside of the first round. 
 

 

 

Packers Outlook: The Packers have an All-Pro (David Bakhtiari) 
and a solid starter (Billy Turner) at the tackle position. However  
with Bakhtiari injured and just Yosh Nijman and Zach Johnson 
on the roster as back-ups there is a need for the Packers to 
bolster this position. 

It could be that the Packers will look here in the first round and 
if so, the likes of Teven Jenkins and Sam Cosmi could be the 
pick.  

If the Packers look elsewhere in round 1 and choose to come 
back to the tackle spot later then the possibilities for Green 
Bay may include Walker Little (2nd or 3rd round) who would be 
a first rounder without the injury history.  

Other possibilities may include Dillon Radunz (day 2) or  Brady 
Christensen (late day 2 or early day 3).  
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OFFENSIVE TACKLES 

The Packers have 
selected an Offensive 
Tackle once with the 
29th overall pick in the 
draft – Dalton Truax 
out of Tulane in 1957. 
He never played a 
down for Green Bay. 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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TOP OFFENSIVE TACKLES 

 Name     Pos College Round* 
1. Penei Sewell OT Oregon 1 
2. Christian Darrisaw OT Virginia Tech 1 
3. Teven Jenkins OT Oklahoma State 1-2 
4. Samuel Cosmi OT Texas 2 
5. Jalen Mayfield OT Michigan 2 
6. Dillon Radunz OT North Dakota State 2 
7. Liam Eichenberg OT Notre Dame 2 
8. Jackson Carman OT Clemson 2-3 
9. Walker Little OT Stanford 2-3 

10. James Hudson III OT Cincinnati 3 
11. Brady Christensen OT BYU 3-4 
12. Spencer Brown OT Northern Iowa 3-4 
13, D’Ante Smith OT East Carolina 4-5 
14. Robert Hainsey OT Notre Dame 4-5 
15. Brenden Jaimes OT Nebraska 4-5 
16. Stone Forsythe OT Florida 4-5 
17. Dan Moore Jr. OT Texas A&M 6-7 
18. Alaric Jackson OT Iowa 6-7 
19. Josh Ball OT Marshall 6-7 
20. Jaylon Moore OT Western Michigan 6-7 
21. Royce Newman OT Mississippi 6-7 
22. Tommy Doyle OT Miami (Ohio) 6-7 
23. Adrian Ealy OT Oklahoma 6-7 
24. Larry Borom OT Missouri 6-7 
25. Carson Green OT Texas A&M 7-UDFA 
26. Landon Young OT Kentucky 7-UDFA 
27. Cole Van Lanen OT Wisconsin 7-UDFA 
28. Drew Himmelman OT Illinois State 7-UDFA 
29. Larnel Coleman OT Massachusetts UDFA 
30. Calvin Ashley OT Florida A&M UDFA 
31. Chandon Herring OT BYU UDFA 
32. Jake Curhan OT California UDFA 
33. Foster Sarell OT Stanford UDFA 
34. Syrus Tuitele OT Fresno State UDFA 
35. Greg Eiland OT Mississippi State UDFA 
36. D’Ante Demery OT Florida International UDFA 
37. Grant Hermanns OT Purdue UDFA 
38. Keith Williams OT Colorado State UDFA 
39. Nate Brown OT Nevada UDFA 
40. Gunnar Vogel OT Northwestern UDFA 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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Penei Sewell (Oregon) 

OT1 
Size: 6-6, 330   40: 5.09 

Class: Junior 

Born in American Samoa, Sewell is the nephew of two former NFL players – former 
49ers, Eagles and Patriots nose tackle Isa’ako (Isaac) Sopoaga and former Rams, 
Chargers, Browns and Vikings linebacker Richard Brown. Family moved to Utah, so 
that Sewell and his brothers could attend high school and pursue their football 
dreams.  

Sewell lacks some experience, with just 20 games as a starter at the college level. 
But he is a man mountain, having all the size you need out of a left tackle. Lots of 
strength and power and will explode off the line of scrimmage. Very athletic, with 
fluid movement and agility. Smooth mover, with really good footwork. This enables 
him to get out in front in the running game where he will get out to the second 
level and blow away linebackers and safeties. 

That excellent footwork also helps Sewell when drops back in pass protection, 
where he is so good that he gave up just 1 sack total across the 2018 and 2019 
seasons combined. Sets his base, has great balance, and uses his hands well 
against pass rushers. Smart player who will recognise and pick up the blitz. In 2019, 
Sewell earned PFF’s highest ever grade for an offensive lineman. 

Opted out of the 2020 season under the COVID protocol when the Pac 12 
cancelled its season. Decided not to opt back in when the Pac 12 restored a 
limited schedule – instead continued his preparation for the draft. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played and started in 20 games in his Oregon career. 

Injury Notes: Missed 6 games in 2018 due to a right ankle injury. No known issues 
going forward. 

Honours & Awards: 2019 Outland Trophy winner (college football’s top interior 
lineman). 2019 Morris Trophy winner (best lineman in Pac 12), 2019 Unanimous All-
American. 2019 1st Team All-Pac 12. 2019 AP Pac 12 Co-Offensive Player of the 
Year. 2019 Polynesian College Football Player of the Year (co-winner with Tua 
Tagovailoa). 2018 Honorable Mention All-Pac 12. 2018 Freshman All-American.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Has lots of potential. Is an excellent blocker across the 
board, with all athletic skills you could want - although perhaps could get more 
physical and aggressive in the running game. May even yet grow more into his 
huge frame. Interestingly, some like him better at guard than at tackle, but he 
seems sure to be selected in the top 10 of this draft by a team looking for a 
bookend left tackle who will be a high level starter for a decade or more. 
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Christian Darrisaw (Virginia Tech) 

OT2 
Size: 6-6, 302   40: 4.89 

Class: Junior 

Played on year of football at Fork Union Military Academy in 2017, before 
transferring to Virginia Tech where he became an immediate starter. Darrisaw has 
lots of experience (34 starts). Good athlete for a guy of his size. Has quick feet and 
can really move which enables him to get out to the second level in the running 
game. Is aggressive and persistent and maintains his blocks to the whistle. Is 
extremely physical and strong – has the ability to overpower defenders in the run 
game - but isn’t always consistent and sometimes is more of an angle and 
leverage run blocker.  

In 2020, Darrisaw re-emphasised just how good he is in pass protection too. Won’t 
get overpowered by strong pass rushers, utilising his strength, power and hands 
really well and yet is agile enough to move and deal with outside speed rushers. In 
2020, Darrisaw allowed no sacks in 9 starts and PFF ranked him as the second best 
college offensive lineman in the country. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in and started in 34 games in his Virginia Tech 
career. 

Injury Notes: Reportedly underwent surgery in the spring of 2019 on an undisclosed 
leg injury (presumably the same injury that kept him out of one game in 2018). 
Underwent surgery in January 2021 to repair a core muscle injury. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 CBS 1st Team All-American. 2020 1st Team All-ACC. 2019 
2nd Team All-ACC (Athlon & Phil Steele). 2018 Freshman All-American.  

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Darrisaw has been a dominant player at the college 
level. He opted to enter the draft a year early – but this seems like a wise 
decision, as there appears that there wasn’t much advantage to him spending 
another year in college. Darrisaw doesn’t get the press that Penei Sewell 
receives but Darrisaw remains a really intriguing player because he should be 
able to come in and start immediately in the NFL at left tackle and yet there 
may be a lot more to come. Has a large upside and huge potential.  

Darrisaw needs to become more physical and consistent in the running game 
but could yet develop into the best offensive lineman in this draft – he certainly 
isn’t that far behind Sewell right now. A fine prospect indeed. 

Should be selected in the top half of the first round, possibly as high as the top 10 
overall. 
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Teven Jenkins (Oklahoma State) 

OT3 
Size: 6-6, 320   40: 4.96 

Class: Senior 

Jenkins was a multi-sport athlete in high 
school. Is a team leader type. Has a high 
level of experience being a three year 
starter, mainly at right tackle. Has also 
shown some versatility being able to step 
in and play at right guard and left tackle 
on occasion. Has outstanding size, with 
the frame to add even more bulk. 

Jenkins is an excellent run blocker who is 
strong, physical, and aggressive. Gets to the second level and will put defenders 
on the floor. Is decent in pass protection too, but because he Isn’t a consistent  
mover, he has had struggles with really speedy pass rushers (but who doesn’t?) 

Pro Football Focus had Jenkins ranked as the best returning tackle in the Big 12 
heading into the 2020 season (ahead of fellow potential 2021 draftees Sam Cosmi)  
and he proved PFF correct by having his best season so far in 2020.  

Played in 7 games, all starts (6 at RT, 1 at LT) before opting out of the remainder of 
the season in November in order to prepare for the draft.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 44 games, starting in 35 - 26 at right tackle, 7 at 
left tackle and 2 at right guard. 

Injury Notes: Suffered a minor back injury in 2020 prior to opting out of the last few 
games of the season. There should be no problem with this going forward. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 1st Team All-Big 12. Two-time Honorable Mention All-Big 12 
(2018 & 2019). 2019 Won Oklahoma State’s Outstanding Offensive Player Award 
(The Thurman Thomas Award). 2018 Won Oklahoma State’s Barry Sanders Award 
(Most Contribution with Least Recognition). 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Jenkins’ stock is on the rice – he has improved each 
and every year, which likely means that there is even more to come. Versatility 
also helps his pro case. Has the skills and experience to come in and be a 
starter at RT at some point in his rookie year. Could even play guard early and 
move out to tackle later – in fact some teams seem to like him better at guard 
than they do at tackle, because of some perceived athleticism questions. 

Should be off the board late in the Round 1 or early in Round 2. Where he gets 
selected will be determined by the position that teams see him playing – if it’s 
tackle then he’ll go in round 1, if it’s guard he could slip into round 2.  
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Sam Cosmi (Texas) 

OT4 
Size: 6-7, 302   40: 4.84   Bench: 36 reps  

Class: Junior 

Has good experience (35 games, 34 starts). Cosmi is a big man but looks slightly 
skinny for his height. Really good athlete, with quick feet, explosive snap reaction 
and sets up well (stance). His body flexibility and those quick feet give him the 
mobility that enables him to be good as both a run blocker and pass protector 
(according to PFF, Cosmi allowed just 1 combined sack and hit on the 
quarterback on 595 pass-block snaps in 2019). Good play recognition and picks 
up the blitz very well. Good all-round technique. He is super aggressive and 
physical.  

Started at left tackle in the first 8 games of the 2020 season before opting out of 
the remainder of the  season once the Longhorns were knocked out of the Big-12 
Championship race – taking the time to prepare for the draft and stay injury free. 

Some expected Cosmi to declare for the 2020 draft, but instead he opted to 
return for the 2020 college season.   

Career Stats & Highlights: Cosmi played in 35 games at Texas, starting in 34 (21 at 
left tackle, 13 at right tackle).  

Had a 12 yard rushing touchdown on a trick play against West Virginia in 2018. 

Injury Notes: Suffered a sprained ankle in 2019 but didn’t miss any playing time. No 
known ongoing issues. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 AP 3rd Team All-American. 2020 1st Team All-Big 12. 2019 
2nd Team All-Big 12. 2019 Honorable Mention for Big 12 Offensive Lineman of the 
Year. 2018 USA Today Freshman All-American.  

 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Cosmi came back for the 2020 season and this was 
probably a good decision, putting more reps on tape for pro scouts. He could 
probably do with adding a little weight and bulk to help with his strength and 
power. Reportedly is a very smart guy who is a film studier. Has the tough, nasty 
streak that NFL teams like. Cosmi probably projects to the left tackle spot in the 
NFL – that is where he has played the last two years - but does also have earlier 
experience playing at right tackle. That versatility will be of great value to NFL 
teams.  

Cosmi is likely to be selected either early in round 2 or perhaps even late in 
round 1. Could be of interest to the Packers at #29. 
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Jalen Mayfield (Michigan) 

OT5 
Size: 6-5, 319   40: 5.31 

Class: Redshirt-Sophomore 

Having played on both sides of the line in high school, Mayfield settled 
permanently on the offensive line when he arrived at the University of Michigan. 
Lacks experience – having started in just 15 games. Great athlete for a guy of his 
size. Is strong and powerful, with excellent size which he uses well in the running 
game. Is however inconsistent in pass protection – at times has demonstrated 
superb pass blocking skills up against very high calibre opposition (including likes of 
last year’s no.2 overall pick Chase Young – now with Washington), but has also 
given up a larger number of quarterback hits and pressures than you’d ideally like 
to see. 

Decided early that he would sit out the 2020 season in order to begin his 
preparation for the NFL draft, but when the Big 10 reversed their decision to 
postpone their 2020 season, Mayfield was granted permission to return and play 
for Michigan this past year. 

Played in and started in just two games in 2020 before missing the remainder of 
the season, firstly with a minor injury and then deciding to shut it down for the year 
in order to prepare for the draft. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 18 games in his Michigan career, with 15 starts 
at right tackle. 

Injury Notes: Suffered a high ankle sprain late in the 2020 season, but this shouldn’t 
be an issue going forward. 

Honours & Awards: 2019 Honorable Mention All-Big 10. 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Declared for the 2021 draft with still two years of college 
eligibility remaining – so missed out on getting a little extra experience (he 
started in only 15 games at RT, at Michigan). Some teams will see Mayfield as a 
RT, whilst others may view him as having a chance to play at LT. Even if he 
doesn’t start at tackle immediately, there’s no reason to suppose that he can’t 
move inside to guard and then move back outside to tackle at a later date.  

Has the possibility to be a day 1 starter in the NFL, particularly at right tackle or 
at guard. Could develop into a starter at left tackle as his career progresses but 
has little experience at that spot right now. Mayfield would need to convince 
teams that he can put his inconsistency as a pass blocker behind him. 

Likely a second round draft choice (may sneak into round 1). 
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Dillon Radunz (North Dakota St) 

OT6 
Size: 6-5 5/8, 304   40: 5.16   Arm: 33 1/4 

Class: Senior 

Radunz was a multi-sport athlete in high school – competing in track and field 
(shot put) and basketball as well as football. As a football player, he played on the 
line on both sides of the ball, at offensive tackle and at defensive end.  

Made the permanent move to offensive tackle when he arrived at North Dakota 
State. Good experience (albeit at the FCS level) – being a two year starter at left 
tackle. Radunz is a really strong, physical, and aggressive as a run blocker. As a 
pass protector, he probably isn’t as dominant against the really fast pass rushers 
on the edge but will scrap and fight to hold his own. And has dominated against 
the majority of defensive ends and outside linebackers that he played against at 
the FCS level. Gave up just 3 sacks in 2018 (15 games) and no sacks in 2019 (16 
games). 

Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, North Dakota State only played 
one game in 2020, obviously severely limiting Radunz’s opportunity to demonstrate 
his skills. He did play and start in that one game. Radunz opted to enter the 2021 
draft rather than return to school for the revised Spring schedule that the MVFC is 
undertaking.  

Despite playing only that one game in 2020, Radunz still earned himself an 
invitation to the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Radunz played two full seasons for the Bison and played 
in and started in 32 games at left tackle during that time. 

Injury Notes: Suffered a knee injury in the opening game of the 2017 season – an 
injury which kept him out of the remainder of the season.  

Honours & Awards: 2019 Consensus 1st Team FCS All-American. 2019 1st Team All-
MVFC. 2018 FCS Sophomore All-American. 2018 2nd Team All-MVFC. 

  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Because of previous struggles with speed off the edge, 
teams may see Radunz as a right tackle (or even guard) in the pros. Didn’t play 
the top level of college football, which is another question mark against him, 
however, his performance at the Senior Bowl week was huge and it really 
helped his draft case.  

Radunz is a player with a lot of potential who seems like he has a big upside – 
and looked even better in 2019 than in 2018. With time to develop he should 
become a long time NFL starter. Should be off the board on Day 2 of the draft. 
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Liam Eichenberg (Notre Dame) 

OT7 
Size: 6-6, 302   40: 5.12 

Class: Senior 

Eichenberg is a very tough and experienced offensive lineman with 38 career 
starts for Notre Dame (all coming at left tackle). Good size with a frame that he 
can grow even further in to. Perhaps the best way to describe Eichenberg as a 
football player, is that he’s a solid technician with a decent combination of 
athleticism and size seems to have no glaring flaws – indeed PFF ranked 
Eichenberg as both the top run blocker and top pass blocker on the Fighting Irish 
roster in 2019. 

Eichenberg uses his hands well, punching with quickness and power. Gets 
leverage on defensive linemen. Is an effective, aggressive, and explosive driver 
blocker in the running game. Isn’t as good when he needs to move laterally and 
block. Has thus far demonstrated that he is probably even better in pass 
protection, where he has a good record – giving up just 3 sacks in 38 starts. 
Reportedly is a good character guy with smarts. 

Excellent 2020 earned him an invite to the Senior Bowl. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Eichenberg played in 42 games, starting in 38 in his Notre 
Dame career. 

Injury Notes: Suffered an eye injury in 2020. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 Consensus All-American. 2020 1st Team All-ACC. 2020 
ACC Jacobs Blocking Award (best blocker). 2020 Outland Trophy finalist. 2020 Joe 
Moore Award finalist.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Has the frame to add bulk – looks like he could add 
another 20 or 25 pounds, without becoming fleshy. All-round solid technician 
who won’t get won’t let a team down and won’t get beaten often. Although he 
isn’t as strong in the running game as he is in the passing game, he can 
dominate in the run game for a team that features a straight ahead, me against 
you, running game but needs development on blocking on the move.  

Coming from a pro-style passing offense (yes, at Notre Dame!) will help 
Eichenberg. He is a good football player with the skill and ability to start as a 
rookie. The outstanding question with Eichenberg, is “is this as good as it gets?”. 
Or if he adds more bulk to his frame, will that add to his proficiency in the 
running game? The answers to these questions will determine whether he’s a 
solid starting tackle in the NFL or whether he can go on to Pro Bowl honours.  

Will likely be selected on day 2 of the draft. 
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Jackson Carman (Clemson)  

OT8 
Size: 6-5, 338   40: 5.21e 

Class: Junior 

Was already getting pro notice when in high school and that just continued into 
his college career. Gained really good experience at Clemson and that, coupled 
with his great size, is a good foundation for the next stage of his career. 

For the last two seasons, Carman has played the role of college football’s most 
visible invisible man – the guy responsible for safe-guarding Trevor Lawrence’s 
blindside. Do the job well and everybody raves about Lawrence, do the job badly 
and Carman would be everybody’s fall guy. Fortunately, in the 27 games that he 
started at left tackle for Clemson, he did the job.  

Carman is a decent, reliable pass protector, however, he’s probably a better run 
blocker. He’s an ok athlete with some decent movement ability and a little agility. 
Carman utilised his size, power, and strength to move defenders and create holes 
for the likes of Travis Etienne. Will get to the second level and pancake linebackers 
and safeties – finishes his blocks and plays to the whistle. In pass protection, was 
very good when the defensive end or outside linebacker lined up directly 
opposite him – his struggles came when he had to deal with quickness and speed 
off the edge. 

Opted to declare for the NFL draft with a year of college eligibility remaining.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his Tigers career, Carman played in 40 games, starting 
in 27 at the crucial left tackle spot. 

Injury Notes: Has had no reported major injuries during his career. Missed 
Clemson’s Pro Day in March due to a back ailment. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 CBS 2nd Team All-American. 2020 2nd Team All-ACC. 2019 
3rd Team All-ACC. 2019 ACC Honor Roll.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Because of his strength and power in the running 
game, and some struggles with speed rushers, Carman may get moved to the 
right side or even inside to guard by the team that drafts him. Development in 
pass protection is required. Would he have boosted his draft stock by staying in 
school for another year? Quite possibly, but it’s not clear cut, so his decision to 
declare for this draft is understandable. 

Nonetheless, Carman is a good football player and will, with some work, do a 
good job for the team that selects him. Over time, it seems certain that he can 
become an NFL starter at tackle or at guard.  

Should be selected at some point in Day 2. 
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Walker Little (Stanford)  

OT9 
Size: 6-6½, 315   40: 5.30 

Class: Senior 

Little comes from a football family – his grandfather Gene Little was drafted by the 
Giants in 1952, while his uncle Jack Little was drafted by the Colts in 1953.  

Little is a left tackle who has been highly regarded by NFL scouts since his high 
school days. He has good size for the position, although his frame could do with 
some more bulk – another 15 or 20 pounds would be ideal. Due to injury and then 
a COVID-19 opt out, Walker hasn’t played since game one of the 2019 season, so 
experience and current levels of physical ability and fitness have some big 
question marks.  

Prior to the injury, Little was a super athlete with really good feet and speed for an 
offensive tackle. Could really move for a guy of his size. Equally as good in pass 
protection and as a run blocker.  

Rather than declare for the 2020 draft – which some expected him to do – Walker  
decided to return to Stanford for the 2020 season (however as mentioned above, 
he then then opted out of the 2020 season under the COVID protocol). 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 22 games in his Stanford career. 

Injury Notes: Suffered season-ending knee injury in the first game of the 2019 
season. 

Honours & Awards: 2019 Pac 12 Fall Academic Honor Roll. 2018 1st Team All-Pac 12. 
2018 Pac 12 All-Academic Honor Roll. 2017 ESPN Freshman All-American. 2017 
Honorable Mention All-Pac 12. 2017 Pac 12 Co-Offensive Freshman of the Year. 
2017 Stanford Football Freshman of the Year. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Has been under consideration as a high draft choice 
ever since he first went to Stanford, but his standing has dropped, partly through 
injury. When we last saw Little on the field, in sustained playing time, he 
demonstrated good skills as both a pass protector and as a run blocker. He 
was physical with decent speed. The question now is – “how good is Walker 
Little?”.  

Should get selected on day 2. But could be a potential steal for a team that 
selects him outside of the first round – if he ever physically gets back to where 
he was when the 2019 season started and then adds some pro development, 
Little could become a multi-year starter at left tackle in the NFL. 

But everything with Little is “ifs” and “buts” – the good news is that he was 
impressive in his pro day just a few weeks ago. 
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James Hudson III (Cincinnati) 

OT10   OT/OG 
Size: 6-4 3/8, 302   40: 5.27   Arm: 33” 

Class: Junior 

Was a really successful defensive tackle in high school, before making the switch 
to the offensive line at Michigan in 2017. Transferred to Cincinnati from Michigan 
between the 2018 and 2019 seasons. As part of the transfer, Hudson had to sit out 
the 2019 regular season after a hardship waiver was denied. Played just 1 game in 
2019 (Birmingham Bowl).  

Real lack of experience. Decent, but not great, size. Good athlete who can really 
move and change direction with some ease. Has really nimble feet for a big man. 
Gets out of his stance with some speed and gets his hands on defensive linemen 
really quickly. Has some physicality but needs to work on his strength. Also shows 
some smarts, indicating that he is learning very quickly. Currently a better run 
blocker than pass protector. 

Somewhat surprisingly, Hudson opted to declare for this draft rather than return to 
school for the 2021 season. Was given an invitation to the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 11 games for Cincinnati, having played in just 3 
games for Michigan. 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 1st Team All-AAC. 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Is very raw, having been a starter at tackle for just one 
year. Hudson declared for the draft with college eligibility still remaining – given 
his lack of experience playing on the offensive line, he may have been better 
employed returning to Cincinnati for another year and continuing his 
development. Having said that he didn’t look out of place at the Senior Bowl 
where he had a good week, which helps his draft case. Clearly has some 
upside – how high is his ceiling? 

Hudson may also bring versatility to the table. It’s quite possible that he will be 
able to play guard as well as tackle – in fact, some teams may consider him 
very slightly small for a pro offensive tackle and his arm length is slightly shorter 
than pro scouts would ideally like for a tackle, so it’s quite possible that he ends 
up at guard. On the plus side, he also has the lateral movement agility and 
athleticism to play guard. 

Likely to be selection late in the third round (day 2) or sometime in the fourth 
round (early on day 3), partly depending upon what position teams see him 
playing. 
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Brady Christensen (BYU) 

OT11 
Size: 6-6, 300   40: 4.89 

Class: Junior 

Christensen came to BYU as gangly 250 pound tackle, who had to take time to 
develop his body and bulk up to round 300 pounds. And even now he still has a 
body which could do with adding some bulk. 

Christensen has super experience having started for three years at left tackle (38 
consecutive starts). Has great size and is a decent athlete without being 
exceptional. Is a good technician in all aspects of the game, which combined 
with his physical ability, makes him a good all-round football player. Is reputedly a 
hard worker, with great study habits and character. 

Christensen’s athleticism and fast feet enable him to drop smoothly into pass 
protection quickly and set a good base. Once there he’s not passive, Christensen 
gets his hands up quickly on defensive lineman and uses his physicality well. 
Having the job of protecting the blindside of fellow 2021 potential draftee Zach 
Wilson was clearly a very important job in BYU’s offense – and Christensen stepped 
up to the mark. 

In the running game Christensen isn’t a dominating blocker but uses his leverage 
to win battle with defensive linemen. Uses his speed to get out to the second level. 
Can also move well laterally. 

2020 was by far Christensen’s best year. Playing at left tackle he earned PFF’s 
highest grade for a left tackle (96.4) since they have been covering college 
football. Opted to declare for the 2021 draft. While still having a year of college 
eligibility remaining. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Started 38 consecutive games for BYU. 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 Consensus All-American. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Christensen is good in pass protection while also being 
a solid run blocker. Is tall and has the frame to add an extra 20-25 pounds of 
bulk, which he’ll probably need to do to play in the NFL. Also needs time to 
develop his skills, particularly as a run blocker – which may be an issue for some 
teams as he will be 24 by the time the NFL season starts. On the plus side though, 
his ability to move well laterally means that he could be used in a number of 
different systems, including a team that runs a zone blocking scheme. 

Christensen has the potential to probably play at either tackle spot or even at 
guard in the NFL. Will be a late day 2 or early day 3 selection. 
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Spencer Brown (Northern Iowa) 

OT12 
Size: 6-8, 310   40: 4.94   Arm: 34” 

Class: Senior 

Was a multi-sport athlete in high school, where as well as playing football he took 
part in track and field and played golf, baseball, and basketball. On the football 
field he played both as a tight end and a defensive end. Upon arrival at Northern 
Iowa his body grew substantially, and he became a full-time offensive tackle.  

Brown is a huge guy and yet he still has room to grow into his frame. He’s an 
outstanding athlete for his size – reportedly recorded the highest Relative Athletic 
Score (RAS) for any offensive linemen since such scores have been in operation. 

Brown has the strength and physicality to be able to dominate in the run game 
but doesn’t always seem to bring it to bear. Having such a long lean body is 
probably the reason that he seems to be more about position and angles than he 
is about physical domination. 

Brown is probably a better pass blocker than run blocker right now. Can retreat 
with some deftness for such a big man and gets his hands up with a punch. His 
wingspan enables him to keep pass rushers at bay. Strong bull rushers are not 
going to beat him. Speed and moves will give him some trouble but it’s all relative 
– he is technically very sound in this area.  

Brown opted out of the 2020 season and even when the FCS re-instated it’s 
schedule (for the Spring 2021), he chose to stay out and prepare for the draft. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Started 32 games at right tackle for Northern Iowa.  

Injury Notes: Suffered a torn MCL in 2017 which required surgery and saw him miss 
all but 5 games of the season. There are no reported ongoing issues.  

Honours & Awards: 2019 2nd Team All-MVFC 

NFL Projection/Outlook: NFL Projection/Outlook: For a man of his size, Brown is a 
good athlete and has the physical potential to become a dominant player in 
the NFL. And it wouldn’t be any surprise to see him put on 20-30 pounds. Could 
do with some development, particularly as a run blocker.  

He lacks the experience of playing against the bigger schools, so he looks like a 
guy who will sit and learn for a season or so rather than starting immediately. 

Given his RAS score, and how much the Packers love high-RAS guys, Brown 
could come into play for the Packers from about Round 3 onwards (assuming 
he’s still available). 

Likely a late day 2 or early day 3 selection.  
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D’Ante Smith (East Carolina) 

OT13 
Size: 6-5, 305   40: 5.29   Arm: 35 1/4 

Class: Senior 

Played football and also wrestled as a heavyweight in high school. 

Smith has good experience at the college level having played in 33 games (30 
starts). Had good height and great length, but his body looks somewhat slim. Has 
athleticism and agility.  

Smith has very long arms and uses his hands really well which helps him deal with 
defensive lineman in both pass protection and as a run blocker. Has quick feet 
and agility which enable to drop really quickly in pass protection. Has balance 
and control.  

In the running game, Smith uses strength and power to create lanes. Will also put 
his old wrestling skills to use and maul defensive linemen if he has to. Will block to 
the whistle and put defenders on the ground. Has good enough mobility to move 
as a run blocker. 

Became the full-time starter at left tackle in 2018, a role that he continued in again 
in 2019 (and for 1 game in 2020, before injury). 

Earned an invitation to the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 33 games, starting in 30 (29 at RT and 1 at RG). 

Injury Notes: Injured in game 1 of the 2016 season, forcing him to miss the 
remainder of the year. Suffered a back injury in the first game of the 2020 season 
which again led to him missing the rest of the season, although he did play in the 
Senior Bowl at end of the season which proved his fitness. 

Honours & Awards: 2019 3rd Team All-AAC (Phil Steele). 

 

  
NFL Projection/Outlook: Smith’s frame could take the addition of 15 or so pounds 
– which would help him a lot. Has versatility and may project to tackle or guard 
in the pros. Reportedly had an outstanding week at the Senior Bow where he 
practiced and took snaps at both tackle spots and at guard. Despite this, his 
medical history will be of great concern to teams. 

His ability to move well for a big man means that he could play in an offensive 
system which features the outside zone running game – could he be of interest 
to the Packers at the backend of the draft? Whichever team picks him up will 
get a player who should be able to back-up multiple positions initially while he 
has the chance to develop. 

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Robert Hainsey (Notre Dame) 

OT14   OT/OG/OC 
Size: 6-4 1/2, 302   40: 5.20   Arm: 32” 

Class: Senior 

Hainsey is a very experienced three year starter at right tackle for Notre Dame – 
starting in 34 games, having played in 46. While he has decent size, he lacks the 
ideal height for a tackle and could do with adding a little bulk on his frame. Has 
some athleticism and agility. 

Hainsey is a team leader type with a reputation of being a high character, very 
intelligent guy who works hard on his game.  

Hainsey is a decent all round run blocker. He can drive block with some success 
and will get out to the second level. Has some lateral movement ability and 
quickness meaning that he can pull with some success. 

Hainsey has some foot quickness and will retreat and set a solid base in pass 
protection. Will get his hands up quickly. However, he lacks outstanding physical 
strength and can get overpowered by strong defensive linemen on a bull rush on 
occasion. This is a concern. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 46 games, with 34 starts. 

Injury Notes: Missed the last 4 games of the 2019 season with a broken ankle – this 
shouldn’t be a problem going forward. Has had no other reported major injuries.  

Honours & Awards: 2020 Senior CLASS Award 1st Team All-American. 2020 2nd 
Team All-ACC. 2020 Senior CLASS Award finalist. 2020 Walter V. Campbell Trophy 
semi-finalist. 2020 Joe Moore Award finalist. 2020 All-ACC Academic Team. 2019 
Notre Dame Offensive Lineman of the Year. 2017 Joe Moore Award winner.  

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Hainsey was a right tackle for the Fighting Irish but may 
well project inside to guard in the NFL because of his lack of height and arm 
length. The level of versatility that Hainsey demonstrated at the Senior Bowl will  
intrigue pro scouts – where he played tackle, guard and center, reportedly 
extremely well – because of this positional versatility it’s difficult to know what 
spot he will end up in at the NFL.  

Has skills in the running game which may project to both a straight ahead power 
game and to an outside zone blocking scheme.  

Likely day 3 selection who should earn a roster spot as a swing back-up while 
he develops.  
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Brenden Jaimes (Nebraska) 

OT15 
Size: 6-5 1/2, 300   40: 5.29   Arm: 32 3/4 

Class: Senior 

Multi-sport athlete in high school, where he excelled at track and field (the discus 
in particular) as well as football.  

Great experience as a starter at Nebraska – 40 consecutive starts, including 31 at 
left tackle and 9 at right tackle. Good build for an offensive tackle, with room for 
growth, although has slightly short arms. 

Jaimes is a decent athlete and foot speed and movement skills – able to turn his 
hips fluidly and move well laterally. When drive blocking, he gets his hands up 
quickly with some punch, but needs to maintain his blocks through to the end of 
the play and not let defensive linemen slip off him – which can happen 
occasionally.  

Jaimes isn’t a dominating player in the passing game – but he gets the job done. 
His retreat in pass blocking is smooth for a big man and takes very nice, short, steps 
rather than long strides. This enables him to keep his balance and react really well 
to agile pass rushers with moves.  

Opted out of the final game of the 2020 season in order to begin his preparation 
for the draft and avoid the risk of late serious injury. But still earned an invitation to 
the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Made 40 consecutive starts for Nebraska (a school 
record for an offensive lineman). 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: Three-time Honorable Mention All-Big 10 (2018, 2019 & 2020). 
Two-time Academic All-Big 10 (2019 & 2020). 2019 Nebraska Offensive MVP. 2018 
Honorable Mention Big 10 All-Freshman Team. Multiple time Nebraska Scholar-
Athlete Honor Roll. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Already a good looking frame, could handle adding 10-
15 pounds of bulk, along with a little strength – but despite this, Jaimes has 
demonstrated great durability throughout his college career. 

Versatility, having started on both ends of the line, is great and will be valuable 
going forwards. However, his lack of arm length is of some concern and may 
mean that he will be tried at guard in the pros. 

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Stone Forsythe (Florida) 

OT16 
Size: 6-8, 307   40: 5.14 

Class: Senior 

Son of former Amsterdam Admirals’ NFL Europe player Ray Forsythe (who also 
spent a little bit of time with the Bengals in the NFL). Stone has good experience at 
the college level, earned in the SEC – having played in 40 games and started in 
28. 

Forsythe is extremely tall and has great length. For a guy just over 300 pounds, his 
body looks surprisingly lean. Is has athleticism and decent agility for a guy of his 
size. 

Forsythe is really good in pass protection where he plays to a consistently high 
level. He gets his hands up quickly and keeps pass rushers at a distance. For a big 
man Forsythe has good movement ability and agility which enables him to retreat 
and set his base quickly. Seems to make the majority of pass rushers disappear, 
including when he was matched up against some of the potential top draftees in 
this draft. 

Not as good a run blocker as he is as a pass protector. Uses a little too much 
finesse in the run game and is simply not as physical as you would like.  His feet are 
good, but he still struggles to move quickly laterally and to get really good angles 
on defensive linemen. Also needs to be a little bit more decisive when getting out 
to the second level. 

Started his Florida career at right tackle before becoming the stater at left tackle 
in 2019. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 40 games for Florida, with 28 starts (25 at left 
tackle and 3 at right tackle). 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 SEC Fall Academic Honor Roll. 2019 SEC Academic 
Honor Roll. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Could do with adding some bulk to his tall frame. He has 
a frame that looks like it easily take adding another 20-25 pounds. Needs to get 
more aggressive and physical in the running game. Has some versatility, having 
played at both left tackle and at right tackle, although until he adds the 
aforementioned bulk and improves as a run blocker he looks much more like a 
pro left tackle than right tackle. 

Because of his pass protection skills, Forsythe has the opportunity to become a 
starting NFL left tackle in the future. Likely day 3 selection. 
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Dan Moore Jr. (Texas A&M) 

OT17 
Size: 6-5 1/2, 309   40: 5.34e   Arm: 33 3/4 

Class: Senior 

Moore has a great level of college experience having played in 43 games and 
started in 36 of them – 1 at right tackle and 35 at left tackle, protecting the 
blindside of fellow potential 2021 draftee Kellen Mond. Moore lacks some strength 
and power and could really do with adding some bulk. Has decent athleticism 
and good foot speed. Moore is good technician, who plays with great 
consistency. Reportedly is a high character guy who both studies and works hard. 
He is one of those guys who makes the best out of the physical talents that he has. 

As a straight ahead run blocker, Moore uses his hands well and will sustain his 
blocks. Can struggle against the most powerful of defensive linemen, where his 
lack of some natural strength works against him. Uses his foot speed and ability to 
move well laterally. Never believes that he’s beaten and keeps going until the 
whistle, play in and play out.  

In pass protection, Moore stands up well except against the very fastest of pass 
rushers who can cause him some real issues. Has excellent balance and is able to 
adjust his feet well. Plays with smarts and will pick up stunts and blitzes.  

2020 was another year in which Moore performed well – it earned him an invite to 
the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 43 games at Texas A&M, starting in 36 games, 
35 consecutively. 

Injury Notes: Had niggling injuries throughout the 2019 season. These seem to be 
behind him and there appears to be no ongoing injury concerns. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-SEC. 2018 Texas A&M Sophomore 

Academic Award. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Moore has been a solid player for multiple years but 
doesn’t demonstrate huge upside. Played left tackle in college but may well 
project to the right side or even to guard in the NFL – his arm length is a little 
average. Looks like he could play in either a straight ahead running attack or in 
offense which features pulls and traps. 

Moore doesn’t get beaten often and while he isn’t dominating, he should be 
able to come straight into a pro roster and provide depth as a back-up at both 
tackle and guard. 

Looks like a probable late day 3 selection  
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Alaric Jackson (Iowa) 

OT18 
Size: 6-5 5/8, 318   40: 5.20   Arm: 32 1/2 

Class: Senior 

Born in Ontario, Canada. Played on both the offensive and defensive lines in high 
school. Became a full-time player on the offensive side of the ball when he arrived 
at Iowa.  

Jackson is a very experienced, four year starter – playing in and starting in 42 
games at left tackle. Has a non-stop motor and plays with smarts and discipline. 
Jackson has a combination of outstanding size, toughness, and some decent 
athleticism.  

Jackson doesn’t overwhelm as a pass protector but will generally hold his own. Is a 
good technician with some skills but these are not dominating. Will get his hands 
up and punch and can retreat and set his base reasonably quickly. Looks stiff in 
the hips but has good balance and control. Will sometimes struggle against faster 
pass rushers. 

Is solid in the running game. When drive blocking straight ahead, Jackson uses 
some power and strength at the point of attack and will get out to the second 
level – will look for a defender to block and keeps playing to the whistle. Is able to 
move his feet and can block on the move laterally. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 42 games, starting in all of them.  

Injury Notes: Missed 3 games in 2019 due to an injury to his right knee, which didn’t 
require surgery, although he probably was hindered a little during the remainder 
of the year. The good news is that there appears to be no ongoing issues with the 
injury.  

Honours and Awards: 2020 AFCA 2nd Team All-American. 2020 1st Team All-Big 10. 
2019 3rd Team All-Big 10. 2018 2nd Team All-Big 10. 2017 Academic All-Big 10. 2017 
Freshman 1st Team All-American. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Jackson is an all-round solid player who won’t let teams 
down. He is the latest in a line of Iowa offensive linemen with NFL possibilities, 
most recently 2020 first round pick Tristan Wirfs (and from a Packers perspective 
Bryan Bulaga). Looks like a player who has probably tapped all of his potential, 
so probably what you see is what you get when you look at his 2020 film. 
Jackson will likely project to guard in the NFL.  

Probable back-up in the pros if he makes a roster. Some versatility helps his draft 
case as does his all-out work ethic. 

May well get selected late on day 3. 
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Josh Ball (Marshall) 

OT19 
Size: 6-7, 308   40: 5.20 

Class: Senior 

Ball began his college career at Florida State, earning the starting right tackle job 
in his redshirt freshman season (2017). However he was suspended and then 
dismissed from the school for an alleged violence related issue. Played at Butler 
Community college at he JUCO level in 2018 before heading to Marshall where he 
would eventually become the starter at left tackle. 

Ball is a hug guy but probably isn’t as powerful as he could be. He could do with 
adding more weight to help with increasing that power – he looks like his frame 
could handle another 20-30 pounds easily. 

Having played both tackle spots he brings some versatility, although with his size, 
wingspan, and decent pass protection skills he is probably best suited to the left 
side. 

Makes good use of his hands. 

 

Jaylon Moore (Western Michigan) 

OT20 
Size: 6-4 1/8, 311   40: 5.25   Arm: 31 3/4 

Class: Senior 

Moore is a very experienced tackle who was a three year starter at Western 
Michigan. And Moore has improved in each of those three years, culminating in 
his best year in 2020 when he earned 2nd Team All-MAC honours. This year on year 
improvement will really encourage pro scouts – it indicates that there may be 
more progression to come.  

Moore has some size, but he looks more like a guard than a tackle, especially 
when you account for his lack of ideal arm length (from a pro scouting 
perspective). If he is to play tackle in the NFL it surely would be on the right side 
where he can bring his strength and power to bear in the running game. 

Likely selected late on day 3. 
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Royce Newman (Mississippi) 

OT21 
Size: 6-5 1/8, 306   40: 5.14   Arm: 32 1/4 

Class: Senior 

Newman has a nice level of college experience, earned in the SEC, having 
played in 43 games, starting in 22 of them. Has shown his great versatility by 
starting 12 of those games at left guard (2019), with the other 10 starts coming at 
right tackle (2020). Previously played as a reserve tackle in 2017 and 2018.  

Newman has a nice combination of speed and size and the frame to add even 
more bulk and hopefully in the process add even more power and strength 
(assuming he can do this without impacting his nice speed). 

Has quick feet which enable him to retreat and set an anchor in pass protection 
before defensive linemen can get heavy hands on him. However when defensive 
linemen have superior athleticism and strength they currently give Newman some 
serious problems. 

Earned an invitation to the Senior Bowl, where he reportedly put in a really good 
showing during the week of practices.  

Likely selected late on day 3. 

 

Tommy Doyle (Miami, Ohio) 

OT22 
Size: 6-8, 320   40: 5.40e 

Class: Senior 

Doyle is an absolutely huge guy who started for the three years at Miami (Ohio). 
Has played tackle on both the right and left side of the lines, but because he’s a 
better, more complete, run blocker than pass blocker, it seems more likely that he 
would project to right tackle in the pros. Uses immense strength and power to 
move defenders off the line of scrimmage and create rushing lanes. Needs 
development in pass protection against the more athletic and agile pass rushers. If 
Doyle can get his hands on the defender, he can simply swamp them, but the 
athletic rushers with speed cause him issues. 

Likely selected late on day 3. 
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Adrian Ealy (Oklahoma) 

OT23 
Size: 6-6 1/2, 326   40: 5.42   Arm: 32 5/8 

Class: Junior 

Started 23 games at Oklahoma (22 at right tackle and 1 at left tackle) and 
absolutely fits the mold as an NFL tackle on the right side. Big guy who could yet 
grow bigger into his frame. Is strong, aggressive, and powerful and uses all of that 
in the running game, where he can be a dominating blocker - may be best suited 
to a system with a straight ahead, driving blocking running game in the NFL. 

Needs work in pass protection. Doesn’t have the fastest or nimblest of feet which 
mean she can struggle in pass protection (allowed 3 sacks in 2020). 

Declared for the draft after his junior season, perhaps could have done with 
another year in school. Nonetheless, he has potential and a shot at making an NFL 
roster.  

Likely selected late on day 3. 

 
Larry Borom (Missouri) 

OT24 
Size: 6-5, 322   40: 5.12 

Class: Junior 

Borom doesn’t have the greatest level of experience, not becoming a full-time 
starter at Missouri until this past season (2020). Had previously spent time backing 
up both tackle and guard spots. This lack of experience made extra surprising that 
he would choose to enter the draft with a year of college eligibility remaining. 

In the running game, Borom is a mauler, wrestling type who will get his hands on 
defensive linemen and keep on them until the whistle. Has the strength and power 
to move defenders off the line of scrimmage. 

Doesn’t have the quickest feet and this hinders him in pass protection especially 
against the speedy rushers off the edge. It is mainly for this reason that we project 
Borom to move inside to guard in the NFL.  

His versatility will stand him in good stead as he challenges for an NFL roster spot. 

Likely selected late on day 3. 
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Carson Green (Texas A&M) 

OT25 
Size: 6-6, 319   40: 5.29   Arm: 34 

Class: Senior 

Green is a really experienced, three plus year starter at right tackle for the Aggies. 
Has really good size, length, and physical traits but while he is a solid player he 
doesn’t always seem to make the most of what he has. 

Is probably a better run blocker than pass blocker. In the running game, he brings 
his movement skills to bear and although he doesn’t have the greatest speed in 
the world, Green is a fluid, smooth mover for such a big guy. Getting angle 
leverage on guys really helps him. 

In pass protection, Green lacks the great foot speed on his retreat that the top 
tackles have, that gives him a struggle against speed rushers. Has nice arm length 
though and some good technique once he’s able to set his anchor. Could do 
with being a little more physical.  

It may be that Green is also a contender to play guard in the pros because of his 
traits. Of course, if he could play both tackle and guard, then this versatility will 
really help his pro cause. 

Likely to be selected late on day 3 or will be an undrafted free agent. 

 
Landon Young (Kentucky) 

OT26 
Size: 6-7, 321   40: 4.91 

Class: Senior 

Young is a huge guy with a massive wingspan – and a frame that could even 
stand adding a few more pounds. Has some difficulties in pass protection with 
both speed and with guys who have great technique. Is knocked off balance too 
often as a pass blocker and this is where his size, and long legs in particular, really 
work against him. 

Is a solid run blocker, where he brings his strength and physicality to bear. Works 
well both on the move and as a straight ahead blocker. 

Played tackle at Kentucky but may project inside to guard (or even center) in the 
NFL. Likely a late day 3 selection or undrafted free agent. 
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Cole Van Lanen (Wisconsin) 

OT27   OT/OG 
Size: 6-4, 305   40: 5.11 

Class: Senior 

Van Lanen is a Green Bay native (and would therefore obviously be a very fan 
popular pick for the Packers). Earned the starting role at left tackle for the Badgers 
in 2019. If Van Lanen played at guard you would say that he had prototypical size 
for that position, so despite the fact that he played at tackle for Wisconsin, it 
would not be a surprise if NFL teams tried moving Van Lanen inside.  

He has decent foot speed and athleticism but isn’t outstanding in these areas 
which again may be good reasons to consider him at guard rather than tackle. 

Has good strength and power and works well as a straight ahead blocker who will 
get out to the second level. Is also effective run blocking when working in small 
areas. His decent feet allow to him drop quickly in pass protection, but he isn’t 
always consistent setting a square anchor and needs some work here. 

Likely to be selected late on day 3 or will be an undrafted free agent. 

 

Drew Himmelman (Illinois State) 

OT28 
Size: 6-9, 323   40:  

Class: Senior 

Himmelman made the surprising decision to play in Illinois State’s revised Spring 
2021 football schedule (moved from the fall due to COVID-19) rather than spend 
time preparing for the draft, and vastly reducing the chances of suffering a late 
injury. Fortunately he came through the games successfully. 

Himmelman is one of the tallest football players that you will ever see and eve 
though he weighs more than 320 pounds his frame looks relatively wiry. Could bear 
adding another 10-15 pounds. 

Left tackle with some foot speed, athleticism, and agility. These stand him in good 
stead in general but he’s not as physically strong as you would like and this can 
lead to some balance and control problems, particularly in pass protection. Is 
decent on the move as a run blocker. 

Likely to be selected late on day 3 or will be an undrafted free agent. 
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Larnel Coleman (Massachusetts)  

OT29 
Size: 6-6, 315   40: 5.19 

Class: Senior 

Started 16 games at LT and 13 games at RT for Massachusetts. This versatility will be 
highly valued by pro scouts. Has nice size which translates into excellent strength 
and power in the running game. For a big man, he has some explosion off the line 
and will get out to the second level. Has some pass blocking skills but needs work. 
He’s likely to be an undrafted free agent. 

 

Calvin Ashley (Florida A&M) 

OT30 
Size: 6-7, 300   40: 4.54e 

Class: Junior 

Transferred schools twice before settling at Florida A&M. Ashley has the size and 
physical attributes that NFL teams look for in a tackle but his lack of playing 
experience in college, coupled with concerns about his inability to settle on a 
school, will raise big concerns for pro teams. Likely to be an undrafted free agent. 

 

Chandon Herring (BYU) 

OT31 
Size: 6-7, 307   40: 5.01 

Class: Senior 

Has great size and the frame to add bulk. Has some versatility, being able to play 
both OT and OG. Is a really strong and powerful drive blocker where he can 
dominate but struggles when he has to deal with speedy and athletic defensive 
linemen. Plays hard on every play and keeps going until the play is over. Has a lot 
of work to do if he is to make an NFL roster. Likely an undrafted free agent. 
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2021 General Draft Outlook: The defensive line positional group is one of the weakest 
in this year’s draft – both at the top and from a depth perspective.  

There are 2 players who may get selected towards the end of the first round – 
Christian Barmore and Levi Onwuzurike – but it’s also quite possible that none get 
selected at all on the first day. The average number of first round picks at this group 
around 3. 

By the completion of the draft, it’s possible that the number of defensive lineman 
selected is similar to the last year’s low of 20, when the average is closer to 28. 
 

 
 

Packers Outlook: The Packers have one really fine player on 
the defensive line in Kenny Clark. Beyond Clark the roster is 
filled in with Dean Lowry, Kingsley Keke, Tyler Lancaster, 
Anthony Rush, Willington Previlon and Delontae Scott. Make 
no mistake, this is an area of real weakness for the Packers.  

If either Christian Barmore or Levi Onwuzurike are available 
when the Packers pick in the first round then it’s quite 
conceivable that either of them could be the Packers pick.  

If that doesn’t happen then either of Daviyon Nixon or Alim 
McNeil could be their pick in round 2.  

On day 3, we can expect to see the Packers select at least 
one defensive lineman, even if they have already picked one of the names 
mentioned above. 
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TOP DEFENSIVE LINEMEN 
 Name           Pos College Round* 

1. Christian Barmore DL Alabama 1-2 
2. Levi Onwuzurike DL Washington 1-2 
3. Daviyon Nixon DL Iowa 2-3 
4. Alim McNeill NT North Carolina St 2-3 
5. Milton Williams DL Louisiana Tech 3 
6. Jay Tufele NT USC 3 
7. Tyler Shelvin DL LSU 3 
8. Osa Odighizuwa DL UCLA 3 
9. Marvin Wilson III DL Florida State 3 

10. Payton Turner DL Houston 3-4 
11. Tommy Togiai DL Ohio State 3-4 
12. Cameron Sample DL Tulane 4-5 
13, Marlon Tuipulotu DL USC 4-5 
14. Jaylen Twyman DL Pittsburgh 4-5 
15. Bobby Brown III DL Texas A&M 4-5 
16. Ta’Quan Graham DL Texas 6-7 
17. Tedarrell Slaton NT Florida 6-7 
18. Jerome Johnson DL Indiana 6-7 
19. Khyiris Tonga NT BYU 6-7 
20. Jonathan Marshall DL Arkansas 6-7 
21. Darius Stills DL West Virginia 6-7 
22. Naquan Jones NT Michigan State 7-UDFA 
23. Quinton Bohanna NT Kentucky 7-UDFA 
24. Mustafa Johnson DL Colorado 7-UDFA 
25. Jordon Scott NT Oregon UDFA 
26. Marquiss Spencer DL Mississippi State UDFA 
27. Jared Goldwire DL Louisville UDFA 
28. Lorenzo Neal DL Purdue UDFA 
29. Austin Faoliu DL Oregon UDFA 
30. Carlo Kemp DL Michigan UDFA 
31. Josiah Bronson DL Washington UDFA 
32. Forrest Merrill NT Arkansas State UDFA 
33. Kyree Campbell DL Florida UDFA 
34. Isaiahh Loudermilk DL Wisconsin UDFA 
35. Elijah Ponder DL Cincinnati UDFA 
36. Jack Heflin DL Northern Illinois UDFA 
37. Daniel Archibong DL Temple UDFA 
38. Michael Dwumfour DL Rutgers UDFA 
39. O’Bryan Goodson DL Memphis UDFA 
40. Roy Lopez DL Arizona UDFA 

List continues on the next page 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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 Name            Pos College Round* 
41. Brandon Pili DL USC UDFA 
42. Romeo McKnight DL Illinois State UDFA 
43. Mike Greene DL James Madison UDFA 
44. Zeandae Johnson DL California UDFA 
45. Kenny Randall DL Charleston, WV UDFA 
46. Xavier Kelly DL Arkansas UDFA 
47. Jarrod Hewitt DL Virginia Tech UDFA 
48. Antwuan Jackson DL Ohio State UDFA 
49. Tyrone Truesdell DL Auburn UDFA 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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Christian Barmore (Alabama)  

DL1 
Size: 6-5, 313   40: 4.93 

Class: Redshirt-Sophomore 

Barmore has played just two years in college (22 games) and was only a starter for 
one season (plus one game), but on the plus side has played in a number of big, 
high profile, games. Is athletic and has an unusual combination of great size, 
explosion, power, and strength. Will use that strength to force fumbles. Is a play 
disrupter. His foot quickness which means that he can get after the passer and he 
can on occasion plays really stout against the run. Also has hand quickness, able 
to get them offensive linemen and give himself leverage. Will use his height to bat 
down passes at the line of scrimmage. Will sometimes take himself out of running 
plays – appearing to guess where the play is directed. 

Has shown a propensity for playing big in the big games as demonstrated by his 
defensive MVP performance in the 2021 National Championship game.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his two-year career at Alabama having played 
in 23 games, with 12 starts. Recorded 10 sacks, 11 quarterback pressures, 3 forced 
fumbles, 5 passes defensed, and 63 tackles (including 15.5 tackles for a loss). 

Had a sack, 2 tackles for a loss and 5 total tackles in the 2021 National 
Championship Game (played after the 2020 season). 

Injury Notes: Suffered a minor knee injury prior to the season opener in 2020, which 
forced him to miss that game. Bounced back after that, so there should be no 
ongoing issues. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 CBS 1st Team All-American. 2020 1st Team All-SEC. 
Defensive MVP of 2021 National Championship Game. 2019 SEC All-Freshman 
Team. 

  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Barmore follows in the footsteps of recently drafted  
Alabama defensive linemen such as Quinnen Williams and Raekwon Davis. 
Projects to a 4-3 defensive tackle (or possibly a 3-4 defensive end) in the NFL. 
Declared for the draft with still two years of college eligibility remaining. Lack of 
experience will concern some, but he has jumped up the draft board, 
nonetheless.  

Barmore got better as the 2020 season went on, but still may have been an even 
higher rated prospect if he’d returned to school for another year. However, if he 
becomes more consistent and disciplined (particularly against the run) and 
continues to develop, then Barmore has future all-pro written all over him.  

Likely gets selected sometime late in the first round or early in the second. 
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Levi Onwuzurike (Washington) 

DL2 
Size: 6-2 7/8, 290   40: 4.85 

Class: Senior 

Onwuzurike has a good combination of size and speed and utilises that speed, in 
particular first step quickness, to beat offensive linemen before they can get their 
hands positioned on him. Conversely, he uses his own long arms really well to gain 
leverage against linemen. He Is very agile and athletic for a man of his size. These 
skills make him a pass rushing threat. Onwuzurike also plays the run well, utilising his 
power which can make him really tough to move. Reportedly is very smart and 
works hard on film study. 

Was expected to declare for last year’s NFL draft, but instead chose to return for 
his senior season (2020). However, having appeared on many pre-season all-star 
teams and Award watchlists, Onwuzurike then opted out of the 2020 season under 
the COVID protocol in order to prepare for the 2021 draft. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Onwuzurike ended his career with the Huskies with 7 
sacks, 2 quarterback hurries, 1 blocked punt and 95 tackles (including 16 tackles 
for a loss).  

In 2019, he had 7 tackles, including 1.5 tackles for a loss and 0.5 sacks in the game 
against Utah. Against Stanford he had 9 tackles (including 1 for a loss) in the 
game. 

In 2018, he had 8 tackles and a quarterback hurry in the game against Oregon.  

Missed the Senior Bowl due to an undisclosed minor injury (he reportedly 
took part in just one day of practice).  

Honours and Awards: 2019 1st Team All-Pac 12. 2019 Honorable Mention All-
American (Phil Steele). 2018 All-Academic 1st Team All-Pac 12. 2017 All-Academic 
2nd Team All-Pac 12. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Onwuzurike has played NT, DT and DE at times at 
Washington and while he looks very suited to a pure 4-3 DT spot in the pros, his 
potential versatility is a huge plus. Needs to work a little on his strength and in 
particular his consistency, because when he’s good, he’s really good - but can 
completely disappear from games also.  

Doesn’t get to the quarterback quite as often as you would like in someone with 
his pass rushing ability, so needs to develop in that area. However, pro teams 
will love his combination of athletic ability, smarts, and character traits.  

We should expect Onwuzurike to be off the board at some point in round 2, with 
an outside possibility that he gets selected late in the first round.  
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Daviyon Nixon (Iowa) 

DL3 
Size: 6-3, 305   40: 4.90 

Class: Junior 

Nixon is a Wisconsin native (from Kenosha) who started his college career playing 
at Iowa Western Community College (2017), after failing to qualify academically 
for Iowa (to whom he had committed). After attaining his grades, Nixon 
transferred to Iowa between the 2017 and 2018 seasons and then sat out 2018. 

Was a just a 1-year (2020) starter at Iowa, do doesn’t have the greatest level of FBS 
experience (21 games). Can rush the passer and stuff the run. He isn’t consistent 
but can be a spectacular playmaker on the defensive line when he’s “on”. Really 
good size. Nixon is explosive and gets up-field quickly – shooting the gap. Has 
good power and strength and the ability to dominate blockers in the running 
game. Will also pursue and run plays down from behind.  

In 2020, Nixon took a huge leap upwards becoming a dominating force on the 
defensive line, easily having his best year in college. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his two-year Iowa career having played in 21 
games, with 9 starts. Recorded 8.5 sacks, 6 quarterback hurries, 1 forced fumble 
and 74 tackles (including 19 tackles for a loss). Also added a touchdown on a 71 
yard interception return.  

In his 2017 season at the junior college level, at Iowa Western Community College, 
Nixon recorded 5 sacks and 44 tackles (including 9 tackles for a loss). 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 Unanimous 1st Team All-American. 2020 Big 10 
Defensive Player of the Year (Nagurski-Woodson Award). 2020 Big 10 Defensive 
Lineman of the Year (Smith-Brown Award). 2020 1st Team All-Big 10. 2020 Nagurski 
Award and Outland Trophy finalist. 2020 Bednarik Award semi-finalist. 2017 2nd 
Team All-ICCAC. 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Is inconsistent but is a player on the rise having had an 
excellent 2020 season – earning All-American honours. Has the size, quickness, 
and athleticism to play on the interior of the defensive line in the pros. Opted to 
enter the 2021 draft whilst still having eligibility remaining – may have been able 
to improve his draft cause had he remained in school for at least one more year. 
Looks like either a 4-3 defensive tackle or 3-4 defensive end in the pros.  

Is a potential as much as production pick but almost certainly will be a day 2 
selection.  
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Alim McNeill (N.Carolina State)  

DL4   NT 
Size: 6-2, 320   40: 4.90 

Class: Junior 

McNeill was a multi-sport athlete in high school who played on both sides of the 
ball in football - running back on offense and middle linebacker on defense. 

Has a good level of college experience (36 games). Bulky body shape, lacking 
ideal height (but is not short by any means). McNeill is a pure 0 technique nose 
tackle type (PFF recorded that he played 87% of snaps at nose tackle, lined up 
directly over the center, in 2020). Is a huge man who stuffs the middle – there’s no 
running up the middle when McNeill is around.  

Can destroy offensive linemen if they are left to deal with him one on one – will 
shed their blocks super effectively. Gets his hands on offensive linemen really 
quickly and with great placement. Is a very inconsistent as a pass rusher, where he 
is not that much of a threat. Has an outstanding motor and will keep going all day. 

Opted out of the season ending Gator Bowl in 2020, in order to begin his 
preparation for the draft. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 36 games, starting in 18. Recorded 10 sacks, 4 
quarterback hurries, 2 forced fumbles, 1 fumble recovery, 1 interception (which he 
returned for a touchdown) and 76 tackles (including 17.5 tackles for a loss).  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 AP 2nd Team All-American. 2020 1st Team All-ACC. 2019 
Honorable Mention All-ACC (PFF). 2018 Freshman All-American. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Nose tackle who seems certain to end up with a team 
that runs a base 3-4. McNeill opted to enter the draft with a year of eligibility 
remaining, which was a good decision – he is a player who has improved each 
year, but because of his positional situation it was unlikely that his stock would 
have risen greatly from playing another year in college.  

Divides opinion on how good he will be in the pros. It probably all depends on 
what teams are looking for in a particular player. If you’re a team looking for run 
stuffing beast, then McNeill could be your man. But if you want somebody who 
puts consistent pressure on the quarterback, then he probably isn’t – that’s not to 
say that he won’t get some sacks in the pros, because he will, just don’t expect 
him to dominate in this regard. Teams will love his out and out work ethic. 

Views vary quite significantly as to how McNeill will pan out in the NFL, but he 
looks like a probable day 2 pick. 
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Milton Williams (Louisiana Tech) 

DL5 
Size: 6-3, 284   40: 4.62 

Class: Junior 

Williams arrived at Louisiana Tech as an undersized defensive end – but he’s 
worked hard over 3 years or so to really beef up and develop his body. Is 
physically strong and tough and stands up well against the run – at the college 
level at which he has played. Really good athleticism, agility, and speed for a 
man of his size – which helps him to be a productive pass rusher.  

Is strong and powerful and is difficult to move off the ball in the running game. 
Good lateral mover and will run plays down from behind. Keeps going until the 
play is over. 

Good experience (30 games played, 17 starts), albeit outside the Power 5 FBS 
conferences.  

Good year in 2020. Opted to declare for this draft while still having a year of 
college eligibility remaining. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at Louisiana Tech with 10 sacks, 8 
quarterback hurries, 1 pass defensed, 3 fumble recoveries and 106 tackles 
(including 19 tackles for a loss).  

Against UAB in 2020, Williams had 8 tackles, including 3 tackles for a loss.  

Against Miami in 2019, Williams recorded 1.5 sacks, 1.5 tackles for a loss and 5 total 
tackles.  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries.  

Honours and Awards: 2020 PFF 3rd Team All-American. 1st Team All-C-USA. 2019 
Honorable Mention All-C-USA. 2018 C-USA Commissioner’s Honor Roll. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Williams could be a 4-3 tackle or end or perhaps a 3-4 
end in the NFL. Likely will need some work and development before he can 
make an impact in the pros – not least, he could do with adding weight as he is 
undersized to play on the defensive line in the NFL. Declared for the draft after 
his junior season, perhaps should have stayed in school for another year – 
although he really helped his pro chances with an excellent showing at his 
recent pro day. 

Is known as a quiet, team leader type – a bit like the Packers’ Kenny Clark. 
Should contribute as a rookie, even if he doesn’t start. Has the potential to 
develop into an NFL starter. 

Likely a day 2 selection. 
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Jay Tufele (USC)  

DL6   NT 
Size: 6-2½, 313   40: 4.97 

Class: Junior 

Tufele has good bulk, although is just slightly on the short side of ideal height. 
Average experience having played only 25 games in college. Had good agility, 
speed, and quickness for a man of his size- enables him to shoot the gap. Has 
good pass rushing skills – has developed some moves. Sometimes will get stood up 
when rushing the passer – needs to get his pads lower. 

On occasion, will use strength to stop the run from the inside, but generally is 
lacking in this area – needs to get far more consistent. Works hard and has a non-
stop motor and will pursue plays down the line of scrimmage. Never gives up on a 
play and always plays to the whistle. 

Opted out of the 2020 season and even when the Pac-12 restored its schedule, he 
decided to stay opted out and rather prepare for the 2021 draft.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his USC career Tufele played in 25 games, starting 18. 
He recorded 65 tackles (including 11 tackles for a loss), 7.5 sacks, 1 pass defensed, 
1 fumble recovery (recovered for a touchdown) and a blocked field goal.  

Injury Notes: Suffered a torn ligament in his foot which forced him to miss his senior 
year in high school. Has had no reported serious injuries since.  

Honours and Awards: 2019 1st Team All-Pac 12. 2019 USC Defensive Lineman of the 
Year. 2018 2nd Team All-Pac 12. 2018 Freshman All-American (The Athletic). 2018 
Pac-12 Freshman Defensive Player of the Year Honorable Mention.  

  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Tufele needs to work on a number of aspects of his 
game but looks like a player with a lot of potential - definitely improved from 
2018 to 2019 - although sitting out the 2020 season may have hurt his draft stock 
a little bit. Certainly needs work playing the run, particularly on consistently 
utilising strength and power. However, teams will love his combination of athletic 
ability and work ethic.  

Difficult to work out exactly where Tufele will end up in playing in the NFL – his 
body type looks like a nose tackle in the 3-4 in the pros but may he also have 
the athletic and physical skills and ability to play as a 3-4 defensive end or 4-3 
defensive tackle (height not withstanding). Over time, Tufele could develop into 
a three-down player in the NFL. 

Likely to be selected at some point during Day 2. 
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Tyler Shelvin (LSU) 

DL7 
Size: 6-3, 346   40: 5.40 

Class: Junior 

Lacks some experience – just 21 games played (14 starts) in college.  

Shelvin is a huge man with great strength and power. Plays really well against the 
run – he simply stuffs up the middle. it’s extremely difficult for offensive linemen to 
move him and he will often tie up multiple blockers at the same time. Don’t 
expect him to make huge amounts of tackles  but do expect him to free up 
linebackers to make plays.  

Shelvin is not so good rushing the passer. Not surprisingly, he doesn’t have quick 
feet or speed, using the bull rush almost exclusively, so won’t get many sacks (1.5 
in his college career).  

Earned a starting job for the first time during the 2019 season. It was thought that 
Shelvin may declare for the 2020 draft, but instead decided to return to school. 
However, he then decided to opt out of the 2020 season under the COVID 
protocol. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his two years at LSU, Shelvin had 1.5 sacks, 2 passes 
defensed and 48 tackles (including 4.5 tackles for a loss 

Injury Notes:  No major reported injuries.  

Honours and Awards: None 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Shelvin could be a 3-4 NT or 4-3 DT in the NFL. Possibly 
has some discipline issues – was suspended for 2 games for disciplinary reasons 
in his redshirt freshman season and has also had some problems with his weight 
– needs to be more disciplined in this regard. Given his limited experience, 
Shelvin’s decision to return to LSU for the 2020 season was a wise one – however, 
then missing the season due to the COVID-19 protocol will not help his draft 
cause at all. 

Pro Scouts will love his ability to stuff the middle but will also know that he needs 
work on his pass rushing skills - if he’s to be an every down player in the NFL. 
Looks like one of those early down, run stuffing only type players, at least in the 
early part of his NFL career. 

Looks somewhat like the Packers outstanding defensive tackle from the 1990s – 
“The Gravedigger” Gilbert Brown – the question is, can Shelvin play like him? 

Likely a day 2 selection. 
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Osa Odighizuwa (UCLA) 

DL8 

Size: 6-2, 280   40: 4.84e 

Class: Senior 

Osa is the brother of former Giants defensive end Owa Odighizuwa (2015 third 
round pick). Osa was a three-time state wrestling champ in high school. 

Osa has good experience at the college level - played in 43 games, starting in 27. 
Doesn’t have greatest size, which causes him problems at times. Plays all-out on 
every play. He is an outstanding athlete who is quick off the snap and will shoot 
the gap with explosiveness, which enables him to beat offensive linemen quickly 
and close on the quarterback. Also has the agility and movement to confuse 
those blockers in front of him. 

Plays with great discipline and intelligence and will diagnose a play without 
overrunning it. Is solid against the run, playing with some strength and power – but 
he doesn’t always overcome his natural lack of size when confronted by huge 
offensive linemen. 

Had his best college season in 2020 (including notching up a career high 4 sacks in 
a season shortened to just 7 games), earning himself a Senior Bowl invitation.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Ended his Bruins’ career with a total of 7.5 sacks, 8 
quarterback hurries, 3 passes defensed, 2 forced fumbles, 1 fumble recovery and 
90 tackles (including 21.5 tackles for a loss).  

Against California in 2020, Odighizuwa recorded 5 tackles, 2.5 tackles for a loss 
and 1.5 sacks. 

Against San Diego State in 2019, Odighizuwa had an outstanding game recording 
9 tackles, 3 tackles for a loss and 1 sack.  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 1st Team All-Pac 12. 2019 PFF 2nd Team All-Pac 12. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Odighizuwa’s size makes him a bit of a ‘tweener – it’s 
really difficult to project his position at the next level. The best guess would be 
that he ends up as a 3-4 defensive end in the NFL, but who knows how teams 
see him? 

Teams will love his work ethic and non-stop motor. Despite the positional 
questions, it’s quite easy to see Odighizuwa ending up on an NFL roster as a 
multi-positional rotational guy. 

Should be selected late on day 2. 
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Marvin Wilson III (Florida State)  

DL9 
Size: 6-3 1/2, 319   40: 5.12 

Class: Senior 

Wilson has a good level of college experience (39 games), coupled with really 
good size. But his career has been blighted by injuries. When fit and able to go at 
100%, Wilson was highly athletic and an outstanding run defender utilising his 
strength and hand skills to blow up offensive linemen. Was a pass rushing threat 
from the inside, where he used his outstanding quickness (for a player of his size) 
and some pass rush moves. However, all of these are in the past tense as it’s 
difficult to work out where he is now as a player. 

Also has a penchant for blocking kicks. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his FSU career having played in 39 games, 
starting 19. Recorded 9.5 sacks, 9 quarterback hurries, 109 tackles (including 15 
tackles for a loss), 5 passes defensed, 1 fumble recovery and 2 forced fumbles. 
Also blocked 3 kicks.  

Injury Notes: Has a long history of injuries, which include: 

• 2016 (high school) – Torn meniscus in his knee 
• 2019 (FSU) – Suffered a left knee injury in practice between the 

2018 and 2019 seasons. The injury was reported in various places 
as either an MCL tear or a torn meniscus. 

• 2019 (FSU) – Suffered a hand injury that required surgery and 
forced him to miss the final 4 games of the season. 

• 2020 (FSU) – Struggled with a knee problem throughout the 
season. Eventually had surgery which limited his season to 6 
games (5 start) – meaning that he missed the final 3 games 

Honours and Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-ACC. 2019 1st Team All-ACC. 2019 3rd 
Team PFF All-American honours. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Possible 4-3 DT, 3-4 NT or 3-4 DE in the NFL. Has had 
some problems with his weight, so will need to work on that. Just didn’t look the 
same player in 2020 as he had previously – perhaps the injury and some weight 
problems had caught up with him. 

Was invited to the Senior Bowl but was limited due to injury – and that’s the 
underlying theme of his whole career. The multiple injuries have slowed his 
progress, so the big question mark for teams is how much of a chance they take 
on Wilson? He’s high risk, high reward type pick because of those injuries. 

Likely a day 2 selection. 
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Payton Turner (Houston) 

DL10 
Size: 6-5 3/8, 270   40: 4.91 

Class: Senior 

High level of college experience having played in 39 games, with 27 starts. Has 
good height and decent size for a 4-3 edge guy – although he has gained and 
lost weight at various points in his Cougars’ career. 

Has decent pass rushing speed off the edge without being outstanding. Uses his 
hands well and has some pass rush moves. Get his hands up when stymied on the 
pass rush, knocking down passes. 

Has some physicality and strength against the run, although he can be moved 
around by the very strongest offensive linemen. 

Had a solid career at Houston, which then took a big turn upwards with his 2020 
performance. Turner improved a lot this past season – earning himself an invitation 
to the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 39 games (27 starts) for Houston, recording 10 
sacks, 10 quarterback hurries, 1 interception, 10 passes defensed, 1 forced fumble, 
2 kicks blocked and 115 tackles (including 25 tackles for a loss). 

Turner completely dominated the 2020 game against Tulane where he had 2 
sacks, 4.5 tackles for a loss and 1 quarterback hurry. In the same season, he had 
an outstanding game against Navy, recording 8 tackles, 2.5 tackles for a loss and 
blocked kick. 

Injury Notes: Missed half of the 2018 season with an ankle injury. Missed two games 
in 2020 with a knee injury and then a hand injury and then missed more time due 
to COVID-19.  

Honours and Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-AAC. 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: NFL teams will hope that this past season is the start of 
an upward trend for Turner, making him worth a draft choice, perhaps on day 2. 
Part of the difficulty for teams will be what is his best position?  

Through his Cougars’ career Turner weight has fluctuated as he has been asked 
to play different roles. Was more effective at his current weight (about 270 
pounds). It looks like he may project to any of 4-3 defensive end, defensive 
tackle or 3-4 defensive end in the NFL. 

Should be selected either late on day 2 or at some point early on day 3. 
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Tommy Togiai (Ohio State) 

DL11 
Size: 6-1, 296   40: 4.97 

Class: Junior 

Good college experience having played in 33 games at the Big 10 level. Lacks 
some size.  

Togiai is particularly strong against the run, where he uses his quickness, 
explosiveness off the snap and great technique to beat offensive linemen and get 
to the ball carrier. He’s extremely difficult for a single linemen to control and 
therefore often draws double teams. Togiai will diagnose outside runs and will 
pursue ball carriers along the line of scrimmage, working hard to run plays down 
from behind. 

Togiai has been a little one dimensional for much of his college career and hasn’t 
been much of a pass rusher, at least up until this past season. He lacks some 
strength and power and the moves to beat offensive linemen to get to the 
quarterback, although as mentioned, he was better in 2020 than previously. 

Unfortunately had to miss the National Championship game at the end of the 
2020 season due to COVID-19 protocols. He then opted to enter the draft with a 
year of college eligibility remaining.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at OSU having played in 33 games. 
He recorded 3 sacks, 3 passes defensed, 1 forced fumble and 49 tackles 
(including 8.5 tackles for a loss). All 3 of Togiai’s career sacks came in the 2020 
game against Penn State. 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-Big 10. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Togiai had an inconsistent college career – mainly 
because he wasn’t often a full time player – but when he was good, he was very 
good – especially against the run. He has lots of potential that NFL teams will 
believe that they can tap into. He also has a work ethic that will endear to those 
same teams. Declared for the draft after his junior season – may have been 
better employed returning to school in 2021.  

Togiai is a little stuck between positions for the NFL. His body looks most like a 3-
4 nose tackle  - but he needs to add some bulk and more strength at the point 
of attack to pay this spot. Without the added weight he may be tried at either 4-
3 defensive tackle or 3-4 defensive end in the pros. Could do with work on his 
pass rushing skills.  

Likely a late day 2 or early day 3 selection. 
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Cameron Sample (Tulane) 

DL12 
Size: 6-2 3/4, 274   40: 4.72 

Class: Senior 

Sample has lots of college experience (46 games) but Is somewhat undersized. 
Despite his lack of size, Sample is a disrupter of offenses, with some power and 
strength but mainly because of his super athletic skills. He has better than 
advertised foot quickness which causes offensive linemen issues. Gets his hands up 
quickly and uses them well.  

Is a solid pass rusher, particularly when he can use leverage or shoot the gap but 
will get tied up by offensive lineman and will struggle to disengage. Reports 
suggest that Sample is good character guy, who is very smart and has an all-out 
motor. Is tough, playing through minor injuries. Is versatile, having lined up all over 
the line at Tulane. 

Sample had his best college season in 2020, earning himself an invitation to the 
Senior Bowl.   

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 46 games, with 38 starts. Recorded 11.5 sacks, 
8 quarterback hurries, 8 passes defensed, 1 forced fumble, 1 fumble recovery and 
16 t2ackles (including 22 tackles for a loss). 

Had 9 tackles, including 2.5 tackles for a loss in the 2018 game against Ohio State. 

Had a huge game in the 2021 Senior Bowl where he had 7 tackles and ½ sack.  

Injury Notes: Suffered an ankle injury in 2018 which forced him to miss 2 games. Has 
suffered from a number of niggling injuries.  

Honours and Awards: Defensive Player of the Game at 2021 Senior Bowl. 2020 PFF 
Most Valuable Defensive Lineman in College Football. 2020 PFF All-American. 2020 
1st Team All-AAC. 2017 AAC All-Academic Team. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Given Sample’s versatility and the lack of some size, it’s 
difficult to ascertain exactly what position NFL teams project him to be playing, 
although it seems more likely that 4-3 defensive end would be his position. 
Regardless, he could do with adding some bulk, adding some power and 
strength - assuming that there is no loss of quickness and speed. Teams will love 
his all-out effort.  

Sample has improved each year in college, which augers well for the future. 
Was excellent at the Senior Bowl – both in the game and in the week-long 
practices - boosting his draft position. 

Expect Sample to be selected at some point on Day 3. 
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Marlon Tuipulotu (USC) 

DL13 
Size: 6-1 3/4, 308   40: 5.07e 

Class: Junior 

Tuipulotu Is the cousin of fellow potential 2021 draftee safety Talanoa Hufanga 
(also from USC) and of former NFL player Fili Moala (2nd round pick of the Colts in 
2009). Was an Oregon state champion wrestler as well as a football player in high 
school.  

Tuipulotu has a good level of college experience (33 games, 29 starts) who is 
capable of making big plays but more often was just a generally solid player. Is a 
decent, but not outstanding, athlete but has some quickness and explosion off the 
snap. Isn’t small by any means, but he doesn't have the greatest size. Nonetheless, 
he can play the run and rush the passer from the inside - gets his hands up quickly 
and using them well against offensive linemen, utilising a strong bullrush. Tuipulotu 
uses lateral movement to make plays against the run along the line and will chase 
runners down from the backside. Is a smart football player who plays with all-out 
effort.  

Was probably better in a shortened 2020 than he had been in previous years, 
earning himself an invitation to the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his college career having played in 33 games, 
starting in 29. Recorded 8.5 sacks, 3 passes defensed, 2 forced fumbles and 104 
tackles (including 15 tackles for a loss). 

Injury Notes: Missed nearly all of 2017 (played in just 3 games) due to both a back 
injury and a sprained knee.  

Honours and Awards: 2020 1st Team All-Pac 12 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Tuipulotu is a consistent, versatile interior lineman who 
has been solid throughout his career and was better than that in 2020 – that 
improvement will have encouraged pro scouts. Physically he looks like a pro 
nose tackle, but there may not be where every team sees him. Despite his lack 
of height, there may be NFL teams that think he could fit as either a 4-3 
defensive tackle or 3-4 defensive end. Had a solid, if not outstanding, week at 
the Senior Bowl. Teams will love his work ethic.  

Tuipulotu looks like a guy who will be a versatile back-up lineman in the NFL, 
rotating in and out of the line-up, with the outside opportunity to perhaps 
develop into a starter.  

Likely to be a day 3 selection.  
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Jaylen Twyman (Pittsburgh) 

DL14 
Size: 6-2, 290   40: 5.40 

Class: Junior 

Average level of college experience, having played in just two seasons – played in 
26 games, with 14 starts. Is a little bit undersized. Despite that lack of size and 
experience, Twyman has been hugely productive when on the field for the 
Panthers.   

Twyman is a really good athlete who excels as a pass rusher, exploding off the 
snap, demonstrating a really quick first step. Is not such a great player against the 
run though where lacks some strength and gets pushed around and 
overpowered.  

Was exceptional In 2019 where he was a terror rushing the passer from the inside 
(had 10 sacks and 12 tackles for a loss). 

It was thought that Twyman may declare for the 2020 draft, but instead chose to 
return to the Panthers for the 2020 season. But later opted to sit out 2020 following 
the COVID-19 protocol and then chose to declare for the 2021 draft – with a year  
of eligibility remaining.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Had 11.5 career sacks in two playing years at Pitt, also 
notching up 57 tackles (including 13.5 tackles for a loss) and 2 passes defensed. 

Twyman had a really big game against Ohio University in 2019, when he notched 
up 3 sacks.  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2019 AP 2nd Team All-American. 2019 1st Team All-ACC 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Twyman’s first step quickness makes him a real pass 
rushing threat from the inside and yet there is still room for improvement – he   
doesn’t yet appear to have too many moves in his arsenal, so there’s room for 
some development.  

Is a good athlete but needs to get stronger to be able to play the run better than 
he does. Missing 2020 doesn’t help his cause to be drafted high  – which makes 
it all the more surprising that he leaves college as a junior. 

Lacking some size, it will be interesting to see where pro teams think he is best 
positioned along the defensive line. At the moment, it would seem that playing 
from the inside on passing downs seems most likely. 

Probable day 3 selection. 
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Bobby Brown III (Texas A&M) 

DL15 
Size: 6-4, 320   40: 4.90 

Class: Junior 

Good level of college experience having played in 34 games (18 starts) in the SEC. 
Brown is a decent athlete for a man of his size, with some quickness, although he 
doesn’t have great speed.  

Brown is a really good run defender who has strength and power which helps tie 
up the middle of the line – he gets strong hands on offensive linemen quickly. He’s  
a huge presence who has a strong anchor and is really difficult to budge without 
double team blocking. Has the capability to make his area a no-go zone in the 
running game however generally isn’t much of a presence if the play is run to the 
outside.  

Brown currently isn’t much of a pass rusher. His bull rush up the middle can help 
with creating some havoc and forcing the quarterback too move, but this 
happens far too infrequently – as he appears to take plays off. Doesn’t really have 
much in the way of moves or speed to beat offensive linemen with anything other 
than his physical strength.  

Looked like he played much better in 2020 than he did in previous years and that 
almost certainly encouraged Brown to declare for the draft while still having a 
year of college eligibility remaining. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his A&M career having recorded 6 sacks, 5 
quarterback hurries, 1 pass defensed, 1 blocked kick (a field goal) and 57 tackles 
(including 10.5 tackles for a loss).  

Injury Notes: Missed one game in 2020 due to an undisclosed injury. No reported 
major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 1st Team All-SEC. 2018 SEC All-Freshman Team. 

 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Brown is still young (20) and has the size to be a player 
as a 4-3 defensive tackle or 3-4 nose tackle in the NFL – his run stuffing ability will 
always be of interest to pro scouts. However, Brown is inconsistent, with question 
marks over his work habits and he needs a lot of development as a pass rusher. 
But may have an upside the NFL teams can tap into – teams will be encouraged 
that he appears to be getting better year-on-year. 

Right now, he looks like a rotational early down player only in the NFL. 

Is a likely day 3 selection. 
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Ta’Quon Graham (Texas) 

DL16 
Size: 6-3, 290   40: 4.94   Bench: 32 reps    

Class: Senior 

Graham has a really good level of college experience earned in a tough 
conference – played in 48 games, with 24 starts. Graham has some athleticism, 
speed and agility and is a player who puts in 100% every game without being 
dominant.  

Graham has worked hard during his college career on improving his strength and 
physicality, whilst increasing his weight in order to become more effective in the 
running game. He is good run stuffer who has decent foot quickness and 
anticipation at the snap of the ball. Gets his hands up on offensive linemen with 
some quickness and will hit and punch with real power. Graham also moves well 
laterally and will run plays down along the line of scrimmage and from behind.  

Is a decent pass rusher but doesn’t dominate in that aspect of the game. Will use 
the bull rush quite a lot – does have some other moves but none of them are 
consistently effective. Has good enough speed to give offensive linemen 
difficulties, but again, it doesn’t come out on a consistent basis – even though he 
works really hard. 

Had a decent 2020 season before opting out of Texas’ season ending Bowl game 
(Valero Alamo Bowl) to start his preparation for the draft and in order to avoid 
potential injury. Was invited to the Senior Bowl. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Graham played in 48 games for Texas, starting in 24. 
Finished his career at UT with 7 sacks, 1 pass defensed, 1 fumble recovery, 1 forced 
fumble and 72 tackles (including 23 tackles for a loss).  

Injury Notes: Battled niggling injuries throughout his senior year in high school. Has 
no reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 Honorable Mention All-Big 12. 2020 2nd Team Academic 
All-Big 12. Two-time member of the Big 12 Commissioner’s Honor Roll (2019 & 2020). 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Looks like a 4-3 defensive tackle or perhaps a 3-4 
defensive end in the pros. Has some upside and potential but how much? How 
high is his ceiling? In all honesty, it’s really too difficult to tell. Hasn’t shown a 
huge upward curve but does have some physical traits that may as yet be 
untapped.  

NFL scouts will love his work ethic and non-stop motor. NFL level coaching 
should help Graham learn and develop – he particularly needs work on his pass 
rushing skills. Likely late day 3 selection. 
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Tedarrell Slaton Jr. (Florida)  

DL17   NT 
Size: 6-5, 343   40: 5.32 

Class: Senior 

Nicknamed “TJ”. Slaton was a multi-sport athlete in high school. Played 
predominantly on the offensive side of the ball at guard.  

Slaton converted full-time from the offensive line to the defensive line at Florida in 
2017, becoming a full-time starter in 2019. Had four years (45 games played) of 
experience. Has fantastic size.  

Slaton is a good run stuffer who can tie up the middle of the line, but also can be 
a little inconsistent and undisciplined – he just isn’t as dominant as often as you’d 
like – and can get put on the floor too often. Has a surprisingly quick first step and 
will also get his hands up on offensive linemen quickly. 

Also has some limitations as a pass rusher, for example he doesn’t have many pass 
rush moves. However, he’s probably still better at getting after the quarterback 
than some might have you believe. Slaton has a really powerful bullrush which can 
disturb the pocket and force the quarterback to move, especially when he is not 
double-teamed. Appears to take the occasional play off.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Slaton played 4 years for the Gators. He played in 45 
games, starting 26, recording 3.5 sacks, 9 quarterback hurries, 1 pass defensed, 1 
fumble recovery and 98 tackles (including 10 tackles for a loss). 

In 2020, had 7 tackles in the game against Kentucky. 

In 2019, Slaton had 6 tackles in each of the games against Georgia and 
Vanderbilt. 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: None. 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Slaton is Huge guy. Likely nose tackle in the 3-4 in the 
NFL but may also be able to play as a 4-3 defensive tackle. Improving year on 
year – was certainly better in 2020 than in any of his previous years with Florida. 
Expect him to be selected by a team that is looking for a an early down, tough, 
stout, run-stuffer.  

Slaton may yet develop as a decent pass rusher in the NFL with pro coaching, 
development, and time. Needs to get more consistent, disciplined and play with 
a motor all of the time.  

Likely off the board late on day 3. 
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Jerome Johnson (Indiana) 

DL18 
Size: 6-3, 304   40: 5.12 

Class: Senior 

Good college experience (45 games, 29 starts). Has a decent combination of size 
and athletic ability. When watching Johnson on film, he won’t blow you away on 
a consistent basis, but he is a solid football player, who plays with great attitude 
and is a team leader type. Has a non-stop motor and plays with all-out effort on 
every play – never gives up. Gets his hands on offensive lineman with some 
quickness and is solid playing the run while he is also improving as a pass rusher – 
he has some quickness and explosion off the snap and some pass rush moves.  

Johnson could do with getting a little stronger and more physical – can get tied 
up at the line of scrimmage and not be able to get off the block. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at Indiana having played in 45 
games, with 29 starts. He recorded 13.5 sacks, 2 fumble recoveries, 1 forced 
fumble, 1 interception, 1 pass defensed, 4 quarterback hurries, 1 blocked field 
goal and 111 tackles (including 21 tackles for a loss). 

Johnson was outstanding in the 2020 game against Michigan State, notching up 2 
sacks, 2.5 tackles for a loss and 4 total tackles.  

Had 7 tackles, 2 tackles for a loss and a sack in a fine performance against Purdue 
in 2019. 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 1st Team All-Big 10. Two-time (2018 & 2019) winner of 
Indiana’s Outstanding Lineman Award (Chris Dal Sasso Award). 2017 Honorable 
Mention Freshman All-Big 10.  

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Scouts will like Johnson’s potential and he appears to 
be getting better year-on-year – this may indicate that some of that potential 
may yet be untapped. Could do with continuing developing his strength. Teams 
will also like his out and out effort – there’s often a place for guys that play 100% 
on every down. Looks likely to a 4-3 defensive tackle in the pros, although could 
also be a 3-4 defensive end. 

Johnson isn’t likely to arrive in the NFL and set the world on fire but could do a 
solid job as a back-up across the line and as a guy who will spell the starters 
from time to time.  

Likely off the board late on day 3. 
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Khyiris Tonga (BYU) 

DL19   NT 
Size: 6-4, 321   40: 5.09 

Class: Senior 

Multiple position player in high school in Utah, playing on both sides of the ball and 
also played rugby. Tonga became a full-time defensive lineman at BYU where he 
played in 50 games. Finished his college career with 7.5 sacks, 5 quarterback 
hurries, 12 passes defensed, 2 forced fumbles and 130 tackles (including 15 tackles 
for a loss). 

Tonga is really tall for a nose tackle. He will utilise his physicality to overpower 
offensive linemen in the running game as long as he doesn’t have to move too 
much laterally. He demonstrates a little bit of pass rush ability. 

Can earn a role as an early down run stuffer in the NFL. Could do with increasing 
his pass rush output.  

Likely a late day 3 selection. 

 
Jonathan Marshall (Arkansas) 

DL20 
Size: 6-3, 310   40: 4.88 

Class: Senior 

For a man of his size, Marshall has really good athleticism, speed, and agility. He 
has a really quick, explosive, first step which gives offensive linemen fits in pass 
protection. Anytime he is single blocked on passing downs, offenses could be in 
trouble. 

Unfortunately, his skills as a pass rusher don’t as yet carry over into run defense. 
Despite being a big man, he doesn’t have as much strength and power as you 
would like, and this means that he can moved off the line of scrimmage a little bit 
too easily. 

Marshall is coming off his best season in 2020 and may have a niche, at least 
initially, as an inside pass rusher in the NFL. Will have to develop his physical 
strength related skills if he is to challenge to become an every down player. 

Likely a late day 3 selection. 
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Darius Stills (West Virginia) 

DL21 
Size: 6-0, 278   40: 4.98 

Class: Senior 

Played in 43 games, with 21 starts at West Virginia. 

Has a really quick first step that enables him to get the edge on offensive linemen. 
However, those linemen that can react are able to get their  hands on him and 
overpower or knock Stills off balance due to his lack of size. Has some moves that 
help him with the pass rush and has shown himself to have some effectiveness. 

Against the run, Stills is at his best when he can use his mobility and quick speed to 
move laterally and run plays down. If he has to play straight up on a running play 
aimed at him he is in trouble  

Finished his college career with 11.5 sacks, 6 quarterback hurries, 1 interception, 3 
passes defensed, 1 forced fumble, 1 blocked kick and 85 tackles (including 25.5 
tackles for a loss). Best years was 2020 when he earned All-American and All-Big 12 
recognition. 

Lack of size makes it really difficult to ascertain as to what spot Stills will be able to 
play in the pros. 

Likely a late day 3 selection. 

 

Naquan Jones (Michigan State)  

DL22   NT 
Size: 6-4, 340   40: 5.42 

Class: Senior 

Very experienced back-up type in college – played in 46 games for MSU but 
started in only 5. Looks like a one-dimensional, run-stuffing, early down, 3-4 nose 
tackle in the NFL. Isn’t much of a pass rusher. 

Finished his career at MSU with 3 sacks, 3 passes defensed, 1 forced fumble, 1 
fumble recovery and 78 tackles (including 12.5 tackles for a loss) 

Played very well at the all-star Hula Bowl game which will help his draft stock.  

Likely late day 3 selection or undrafted free agent. 
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Quinton Bohanna (Kentucky)  

DL23   NT 
Size: 6-4, 367   40: 5.46 

Class: Senior 

Very experienced having played in 45 games with 33 starts in the SEC.  

Bohanna is a huge man who is much taller than typical nose tackles. He’s an all-
out run stuffer who is impossible to move off the line of scrimmage. But he’s not 
mobile enough to move along the line and make tackles on plays which are run 
away from him.  

Bohanna doesn’t provide much of a pass rush. 

Missed 4 games in 2020 due to injury. Finished his career at Kentucky with 58 
tackles, 9.5 tackles for a loss, 2 sacks and 4 pass defensed.  

Likely late day 3 selection or undrafted free agent. 

 

Mustafa Johnson (Colorado) 

DL24 
Size: 6-2, 290   40: 5.02e 

Class: senior 

Started his college career in Junior College before transferring to Colorado, where 
he became a three-year starter (26 games started). Is a hard worker, who keeps 
going on every play. 

Johnson has decent speed and some athleticism which shows up in his ability to 
rush the passer, finishing his Colorado career with 15 sacks and 26 tackles for a loss 
(along with 100 total tackles). 

Johnson lacks some size – both height and weight - and this will be of some 
concern to pro scouts. This deficiency shows up in the running game where he 
can be overpowered by big offensive linemen. 

His size probably means that Johnson will project to be a 3-4 defensive end in the 
pros and perhaps move to be an inside rusher on passing downs. However, 
Johnson will have a challenge on his hands first to make a roster. 

Likely late day 3 selection or undrafted free agent. 
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Jordon Scott (Oregon)  

DL25   NT 
Size: 6-1, 322   40: 5.46e 

Class: Senior 

Good level of experience, having played in 41 games at Oregon. 

Classic nose tackle size and shape. Is another who is tough to budge in the straight 
ahead running game but is much less of a factor on plays run away from him. 
Lack of athletic ability prevents him from turning his hips quickly and moving 
laterally along the line of scrimmage. 

Scott lacks speed and doesn’t show much up the field rush to get to the passer. 

Finished his college career with 3 sacks, 110 tackles (including 13 tackles for a loss) 
and 1 pass defensed.  

Likely an undrafted free agent. 

 

Marquiss Spencer (Mississippi St) 

DL26 
Size: 6-4, 300  

Class: Senior 

Spencer is highly experienced having played at MSU for 4+ years, playing in 51 
games and starting in 22. Unfortunately, he missed 9 games due to a shoulder 
injury that reportedly required surgery – the good news is that there are no 
reported ongoing issues. 

Works hard and plays to the whistle on every down. Spencer uses his size, coupled 
with his physicality and strength to be a solid defender against the run.  

Not productive as a pass rusher but even without this ability, some guys like 
Spencer stick around the NFL for years as solid early down run defenders. It will be 
very difficult for him to make a roster, but he certainly will compete. 

In his MSU career Spencer recorded 7 sacks, 1 interception, 4 passes defensed, 3 
forced fumbles, 3 fumble recoveries and 106 tackles (including 22.5 tackles for a 
loss). 

Likely an undrafted free agent. 
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Jared Goldwire (Louisville) 

DL27 
Size: 6-6, 305   40: 5.08 

Class: Senior 

Solid but not exceptional player in high school who attended community college 
for a year before going to Louisville.  

Finished his career at Louisville with 4 sacks, 10 tackles for a loss, 4 pass defensed, 1 
fumble recovery, 82 tackles and 2 blocked kicks (1 field goal and 1 extra point).  

Reliable against the run and when rushing the passer without being dominant. 

Big man, with some room to grow even more into his frame. 4-3 defensive tackle in 
the pros. Looks like a player who is on the rise, which helps his draft cause. 

Likely an undrafted free agent. 

 

Lorenzo Neal Jr. (Purdue) 

DL28 
Size: 6-3, 315   40: 5.59 

Class: Senior 

Son of former four-time Pro Bowl fullback of the same name, who played for 7 NFL 
teams from 1993 to 2008, having been a 4th round pick of the New Orleans Saints 
in 1993.  

Played in 38 games in his Purdue career. Natural athlete with good speed and 
agility. Solid against the run. Has some ability to rush the passer. Makes big plays – 
forcing the football loose from the ballcarrier.  

Suffered a torn ACL late in the 2018 season, which forced him to miss the whole of 
the 2019 season. 

Recorded 4 sacks, 5 passes defensed, 4 forced fumbles, 1 fumble recovery and 73 
tackles (including 13 tackles for a loss). 

Looks like a 4-3 defensive tackle or 3-4 defensive end in the NFL. 

Likely an undrafted free agent. 
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Austin Faoliu (Oregon) 

DL29 
Size: 6-3, 287   40: 5.07e 

Class: Senior 

Nice quantity of experience at the Pac 10 level, having played in 43 games, 
starting in 22 of them.  

Faoliu has decent speed and athleticism and shows some burst to the 
quarterback. Faoliu has never been a dominant or consistent player but playing 
alongside team-mate and fellow potential 2021 draftee Jordon Scott, he was part 
of very nice defensive line positional grouping for the Ducks. 

Finished his career at Oregon with 5 sacks, 3 forced fumbles, 1 pass defensed and 
124 tackles (including 10 tackles for loss). 

Probably projects to a 3-4 defensive end spot in the pros, although could also 
perhaps play inside as a 4-3 defensive tackle. 

Likely an undrafted free agent. 

 

 

Carlo Kemp (Michigan) 

DL30 
Size: 6-2, 281   40: 4.94  

Class: Senior 

Kemp gained lots of high class (Big 10) college experience having played in 46 
games and starting in 29.  

Had an effective but not dominating Wolverines’ career – ending his days at 
Michigan with 4.5 sacks, 1 fumble recovery and 81 tackles (including 10 tackles for 
a loss).  

Kemp has decent first step quickness and some speed which caused some 
trouble to interior offensive linemen at the college level. It’s difficult to work out 
exactly what the right spot for Kemp will be in the NFL. Kemp looks like a bit of 
‘tweener – lacks the speed to play on the edge but also may not have size to play 
inside.  

Likely an undrafted free agent. 
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Josiah Bronson (Washington)  

DL31 
Size: 6-7, 293   40: 4.95 

Class: Senior 

Bronson began his college career at Temple before he transferred to Washington, 
he played in 29 games, starting in 15. During his three years as a Huskie, he 
recorded 3 sacks, 1 fumble recovery and 42 tackles (including 5.5 tackles for a 
loss). Will likely be an undrafted free agent. 

 

Forrest Merrill (Arkansas State) 

DL32   NT 
Size: 6-1, 338   40: 5.27 

Class: Senior 

Merrill is tough, strong, and aggressive and handles double teams well. Has the 
prototypical physical make-up for a pro nose tackle. Is really difficult to move off 
the ball in the running game but is not very athletic. Will provide competition 
somewhere in training camp with a team that runs the 3-4. Not as good in 2020 as 
compared to previous years. Likely to be an undrafted free agent. 

 
Kyree Campbell (Florida) 

DL33 
Size: 6-4, 295   40: 5.46 

Class: Senior 

Lacks some bulk – needs to add some to help with his physicality and strength. 
Inconsistent – sometimes looked like a dominant player but others was just a 
complete non-factor. Missed the first 3 games of the 2020 season – for an 
undisclosed reason. Had 5 sacks and 112 tackles (including 11.5 tackles for a loss) 
in his Florida career. Will likely to be an undrafted free agent. 
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2021 General Draft Outlook: This group of edge rushers ranks just behind the wide 
receivers and offensive tackles as the third best positional group in this draft. It is a 
really nice group all the way through – strong at the top and great depth all the way 
through. 

In the first round, at least 4 players from this group can expect to be selected (Kwity 
Paye, Jaelen Phillips, Azeez Ojulari and Gregory Rosseau), whilst a couple of others 
(Jayson Oweh and Carlos “Boogie” Basham) may come close to first round selection 
and will definitely be off the board in round 2 at the latest.  

By the end of day 2 (round 3), it would be no surprise to have seen 10 or 11 edge 
player selected, rising to just over 30 players by the end of 7 rounds.  

 

 

 

Packers Outlook: With starters Za’Darius Smith and Preston 
Smith and 2019 first round pick Rashan Gary leading the 
way, the Packers already have a great looking edge 
room.  

Added to those 3, the Packers also have Randy Ramsey,  
Jonathan Garvin and Tipa Galeai on the roster.  

This then is not an area of immediate need, although 
adding a guy to the mix may be useful because, as the 
saying goes, “you can never have enough pass rushers”. 

Look then for the Packers to roll the dice on a pass rusher 
probably in day 3. Names like Quincy Roche (Miami) and 
Charles Snowden (Virginia) could be in play. 
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The Packers have 
selected 5 Edge players 
in the first round of the 
draft in the last 21 years. 
– the last one being 
Rashan Gary in 2019. 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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TOP EDGE RUSHERS 
 Name    Pos College Round* 

1. Kwity Paye Edge Michigan 1 
2. Jaelan Phillips Edge Miami (Fla) 1 
3. Azeez Ojulari Edge Georgia 1 
4. Gregory Rousseau Edge Miami (Fla) 1 
5. Jayson Oweh Edge Penn State 1-2 
6. Carlos “Boogie” Basham Edge Wake Forest 1-2 
7. Joseph Ossai Edge Texas 2 
8. Ronnie Perkins Edge Oklahoma 2 
9. Joe Tryon Edge Washington 2-3 

10. Rashad Weaver Edge Pittsburgh 3 
11. Dayo Odeyingbo Edge Vanderbilt 3-4 
12. Patrick Jones II Edge Pittsburgh 3-4 
13, Jordan Smith Edge UAB 4-5 
14. Quincy Roche Edge Miami (Fla) 4-5 
15. Chris Rumph II Edge Duke 4-5 
16. Hamilcar Rashed Jr. Edge Oregon State 4-5 
17. Patrick Johnson Edge Tulane 4-5 
18. Charles Snowden Edge Virginia 4-5 
19. Janarius Robinson Edge Florida State 4-5 
20. Malcolm Koonce Edge Buffalo 4-5 
21. Adetokunbo Ogundeji Edge Notre Dame 4-5 
22. Elerson Smith Edge Northern Iowa 4-5 
23. Chauncey Golston Edge Iowa  4-5 
24. Daelin Hayes Edge Notre Dame 6-7 
25. Shaka Toney Edge Penn State 6-7 
26. Jonathan Cooper Edge Ohio State 6-7 
27. Victor Dimukeje Edge Duke 6-7 
28. Tarron Jackson Edge Coastal Carolina 6-7 
29. Joshua Kaindoh Edge Florida State 6-7 
30. William Bradley-King Edge Arkansas State 6-7 
31. Malik Herring Edge Georgia 6-7 
32. Wyatt Hubert Edge Kansas State 6-7 
33. Earnest Brown IV Edge Northwestern 7-UDFA 
34. Zac Dawe Edge BYU UDFA 
35. Jamar Watson Edge Kentucky UDFA 
36. Raymond Johnson III Edge Georgia Southern UDFA 
37. Justus Reed Edge Virginia Tech UDFA 
38. Sam Kamara Edge Stony Brook UDFA 
39. Christian Elliss Edge Idaho UDFA 
40. David Anenih Edge Houston UDFA 

List continues on the next page 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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 Name    Pos College Round* 
41. Ali Fayad Edge Western Michigan UDFA 
42. Kobe Jones Edge Mississippi State UDFA 
43. Alani Pututau Edge Adams State UDFA 
44. Darius Hodge OLB Marshall UDFA 
45. Braden Thomas Edge Minnesota State UDFA 
46. Justus Te’i Edge Utah State UDFA 
47. Charles Akanno Edge Idaho UDFA 
48. JaQuan Bailey Edge Iowa State UDFA 
49. Sam Williams Edge Mississippi UDFA 
50. Eli Howard Edge Texas Tech UDFA 
51. Taylor Riggins Edge Buffalo UDFA 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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Kwity Paye (Michigan) 

Edge1 
Size: 6-3½ , 266   40: 4.52 

Class: Senior 

Kwity Paye’s first few months of life were torrid – his family being caught up in a 
civil war in Liberia and he was born in a refugee camp in Guinea. Having lost 
family members in the war, Paye’s mother and brother emigrated to the United 
States along with the 6 month old Kwity.  

Paye developed into an outstanding all-round athlete in high school – excellent in 
track and field as well as football (where he played on both sides of the ball).  

Paye is a team leader type with good experience - played in 38 games at 
Michigan, with 20 starts. Has an all-out motor on every play. Paye is both a solid run 
defender and a really outstanding pass rusher off the edge. His physical skills and 
athletic ability are exceptional. His speed and first step make it extremely difficult 
for offensive linemen to get their feet in position quickly enough to beat off Paye’s 
pass rush. Gets in the backfield a lot. Is an all-out 100% effort guy who will chase 
ball carriers down from behind.  

Career Stats & Highlights: 38 games, 20 starts. Recorded 11.5 sacks and 23.5 
tackles for a loss. Also notched up 100 total tackles, 1 pass defensed, 1 forced 
fumble and 1 fumble recovery.  

In 2019, Paye had 10 tackles in a single game against Penn State. Also had 
another really big game against Rutgers – 1.5 sacks, 3.5 tackles for a loss and 6 
total tackles. 

Injury Notes: Missed some games in 2020 with a lower body injury, possibly a minor 
groin injury 

Honours and Awards: Two-time 2nd Team All-Big (2019 & 2020). 2020 Finalist for the 
Senior CLASS Award. 2018 Honorable Mention All-Big 10. Three-time Academic All-
Big 10 (2018, 2019 & 2020). 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Paye is already very good – he’ll only get better with 
next level coaching and development where he can be helped to develop 
pass rush moves over and above his great speed and quickness. Paye looks like 
a 4-3 defensive end or even a 3-4 outside linebacker in the pros. He wasn’t a 
totally dominant player in college, but his potential is huge.  

Will be selected in the first round of this draft and may even vie with Rousseau to 
be the first edge rusher off the board. Expected Paye to be off the board 
somewhere around the middle of the first round. 
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Jaelan Phillips (Miami, Fla)  

Edge2 
Size: 6-5, 266   40: 4.56 

Class: Junior 

Unfortunately, Phillips had a number of injuries during his college career - See the 
Injury Notes (below) – eventually leading to him retiring from football after the 2018 
season. Later decided to give his football career one last go and transferred to 
Miami for the 2020 season (he sat out the 2019 season). His career took off again 
at Miami. Stepped into the slot vacated by fellow potential draftee Gregory 
Rousseau who opted to sit out the year. And Phillips played spectacularly well. 

Has a great combination of size and speed for an outside guy. As an all-out pass 
rusher there are few in this draft that can match Phillips’ production and potential. 
His speed and explosion gives every offensive tackle fits and he has developed 
pass rush moves that enable him to beat those tackles to the inside as well. Is solid, 
if not outstanding, against the run.  

Career Stats & Highlights: At Miami and UCLA combined, Phillips had 12.5 sacks, 5 
passes defensed, 1 interception and 86 tackles (including 23.5 tackles for a loss). 

In 2020, Phillips had a huge game against Virginia Tech in which he had 2.5 sacks, 
4.5 tackles for a loss and 8 tackles overall.  

Injury Notes: Suffered a number of injuries in his career: 

• 2017 - Missed a number of games in 2017 after spraining one ankle 
and then later spraining the other.  

• 2017 - Suffered a concussion. 
• 2018 - Was involved in a moped accident in which he badly 

damaged his left wrist. 
• 2018 – Suffered a serious concussion in the 4th game of the season 

which sidelined him for the remainder of the season. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 AP 2nd Team All-American. 2020 2nd Team All-ACC. 
2020 Bednarik Award semi-finalist.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Because of his size and speed combination, Phillips 
looks like a defensive end in a 4-3 scheme in the pros, with an outside chance 
that he could be a 3-4 outside linebacker for teams that favour that bigger guy. 
Can use work on shedding blockers when playing the run but teams will love his 
speed and pass rush ability. Raised his draft stock considerably with his 2020 
season performance.  

Past medical history will be of huge concern – this can surely be the only 
question that prevents him being selected as a pass rusher at some point in the 
first round.  
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Azeez Ojulari (Georgia) 

Edge3 
Size: 6-3, 240   40: 4.62 

Class: Redshirt-Sophomore 

Marietta, Georgia native. Decent level of college experience (27 games, 23 
starts). Good athlete with fine agility. Excellent pass rusher – is explosive, using a 
great burst to rush the passer, giving offensive tackles fits. Can be overpowered by 
the bigger, more athletic offensive linemen. Can struggle against the run but 
keeps battling – has a non-stop motor and his ability to pursue and run plays down 
from the backside stands out. Plays 100% on every play. 

Had a good rating heading into 2020 but was much better in 2020 than he had 
been in previous years, recording 8.5 sacks and 35 quarterback pressures in just 10 
games.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at Georgia having played in 27 
games, with 23 starts. Notched up 14 sacks, 69 quarterback pressures, 2 passes 
defensed, 5 forced fumbles and 71 tackles (including 19.5 tackles for a loss).  

2020 season included a 3-sack game against Cincinnati – those sacks included 2 
which forced fumbles.  

In 2019, Ojulari had an incredible game against Tennessee in which he had 10 
quarterback pressures, 2 sacks and 2 tackles for a loss. 

Injury Notes: Suffered a torn ACL in his senior year in high school (2017) – which 
limited him to just 3 games in 2018. Given that this injury was more than 3 years 
ago and Ojulari has played without any seeming impact from the injury then this 
shouldn’t be a problem for his pro career. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-SEC. 2020 semi-finalist for the Bednarik 
Award. Defensive MVP of the 2020 Chick-fil-A Peach Bowl. 2019 Voted Georgia’s 
Most Improved Defensive Player (tie).  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Because of his size he must surely project to be a 3-4 
outside linebacker in the pros where he can play in some space – this will bring 
with it some challenges to fully learn that position – unless, that is, he adds 
around 15 pounds of weight which give him a shot to be a 4-3 defensive end.  

Ojulari had two years of college eligibility remaining when he opted to declare 
for this year’s draft – may have been better employed staying in school for 
another year, gaining extra experience. However, he improved greatly in 2020 
and this bodes well for how pro teams will view him. He makes big plays and 
has the great knack of forcing fumbles. Work ethic will be loved by the pros. 

Should be off the board in the first round.  
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Gregory Rousseau (Miami, Fla) 

Edge4 
Size: 6-7, 260   40: 4.71 

Class: Redshirt-Sophomore 

Played both sides of the ball in high school. Was a defensive end throughout his 
high school career and almost unbelievably played some at wide receiver prior to 
his senior year. 

Rousseau looks like the epitome of the 21st Century football-athlete. Rousseau has 
a huge wingspan and he also has excellent quickness for a man of his size. Has 
some pass rush moves as well and size and quickness. Stands up and plays the run 
well. Can line up inside as well as on the edge. Lacks experience having played 
just 1 full year (and 2 games) in college – a total of 15 games, with 7 starts. 

Opted out of the 2020 season under the COVID protocol. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 15 games, started in 7. Recorded 15.5 sacks 
and 19.5 tackles for a loss. Also had 1 pass defensed, 2 forced fumbles, 1 fumble 
recovery and 59 tackles. All of those stats, barring 5 tackles and 2 games played 
were notched up in the 2019 season. 

The 19.5 tackles for a loss in 2019 was the leading mark in the ACC and the second 
highest in the whole nation. 

In 2019, Rousseau had a huge game against Duke in which he had 2 sacks, 2.5 
tackles for a loss and 9 total tackles. 

Injury Notes: Suffered a broken ankle in 2018 forcing him to miss all but the first 2 
games of the season. Given how he played in 2019, there is no reason to suspect 
any lingering issues.  

Honours and Awards: 2019 FWAA 2nd Team All-American. 2019 ACC Defensive 
Rookie of the Year. 2019 1st Team All-ACC. 2019 Freshman All-American.  
  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Rousseau is a pass rushing phenom, as his numbers 
demonstrate, but he can also play the run and interestingly appears to be just as 
dominant when moved inside from the edge. His combination of size and speed 
means that he has the tools to be a dominant player at the next level. Can grow 
even more into his frame.  

The question marks are only around his lack of playing time and rawness – 
having declared for this draft still having 2 years of college eligibility left. But 
make no mistake, Rousseau should be selected at some point during round 1 – 
players with his pass rushing potential, who can also play the run, are few and 
far between. 
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Jayson Oweh (Penn State) 

Edge5 
Size: 6-5, 257   40: 4.36 

Class: Redshirt-Sophomore 

Multi-sport athlete in high school -  which is not surprising as Oweh is an 
outstanding athlete - heading into 2020, Oweh was ranked fourth on Bruce 
Feldman’s (The Athletic) “Feldman’s Freaks list”. 

Average level of experience (24 games played, just 8 starts). He has excellent 
athleticism, speed, and quickness for a man of his size. Talking of size, Oweh has 
outstanding size (especially if he ends up at outside linebacker) and plays with 
good strength and power which he uses to shed blocker in the run game. His 
speed and athletic ability enables Oweh to demonstrate some decent pass 
rushing skills.  

Is an all-out 100% guy on every play who to a degree has yet to play up to the 
level of his undoubted potential. Reportedly is super smart, with a great character, 
Flashes potential – but lacks some consistency. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at PSU having played in 24 games, 
recording 7 sacks, 2 passes defensed, 2 forced fumbles and 63 tackles (including 
13.5 tackles for a loss). Had 10 tackles in a single game against Maryland in 2020.  

Injury Notes: Missed 2 games in 2020 with a undisclosed injury.  

Honours and Awards: 2020 1st Team All-Big 10 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Played DE for the Nittany Lions and looks like he could 
be either a 3-4 OLB or a 4-3 DE in the pros. May even yet add a little more 
weight to help even more with his physicality and strength – he has the frame for 
it. Has a non-stop motor, playing with all-out intensity on every down.  

Lacks an ideal level of experience - may have benefited from going back to 
school where he still had another two years of eligibility remaining. Oweh’s 
production hasn’t yet matched his potential, so it will be interesting to see how 
highly teams view him. He certainly has a huge upside and high ceiling.  

Penn State has a history of players who become star linebackers in the NFL – 
including Pro Football Hall of Fame outside linebackers Dave Robinson (Packers) 
and Jack Ham (Steelers) – exulted company that Oweh would like to join. Time 
will tell. 

In the meantime, expect Oweh to be selected at some point in the first two 
rounds of the draft – probably in round 2, but he could sneak up boards and 
even get picked towards the end of round 1. 
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Carlos “Boogie” Basham  

(Wake Forest) 

Edge6 
Size: 6-3 3/8, 281   40: 4.64 

Class: Senior 

Nicknamed “Boogie” at a young age due to his propensity for dancing. Cousin of 
Colts and Jets player Tarell Basham.  

Very experienced at the college level. Basham is physical and he’s an all-out 
effort guy. But performance can be inconsistent – brilliant one week, quiet the 
next. For a man of his size he’s very athletic and flexible. Rushes the passer off the 
edge utilising his speed but also can win using his hands and by beating offensive 
linemen to the inside. Can set the edge and is he is strong against the run, using his 
natural power and strength. Has a habit of forcing fumbles – a great habit to 
have. Also gets his hands up and will bat down passes.  

It was rumoured that he may declare for the 2020 draft but instead chose to return 
to Wake Forest for his senior season. Opted out of Wake Forest’s bowl game in 
order to prepare for the draft.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his college career having played in 45 games. 
He Recorded 20.5 sacks, 4 forced fumbles, 3 fumble recoveries, 8 passes 
defensed, 1 blocked kick and 173 tackles (including 35.5 tackles for a loss). Also 
scored 1 touchdown.  

Injury Notes: No known reports of serious injury. Missed time in 2020 due to being 
on the COVID-19 list. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 3rd Team All-ACC. 2019 1st Team All-ACC. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Likely would have been an early round pick has he 
come out for the 2020 draft – coming back to play for another year has 
probably made little difference to his draft position, one way or another. Part of 
the difficulty with Basham is working out what position NFL teams see him 
playing – it may just simply depend on the defensive system of the team that 
selects him. He may end up as a 4-3 DT or 3-4 DE. Reportedly, he had a really 
good week at the Senior Bowl which really helped his draft chances.  

Inconsistency needs to disappear at the next level, but Basham is a player with 
great potential, who we should expect to be a very productive player in the NFL. 
Is a little reminiscent of J.J. Watt, although obviously he’s not at Watt’s level yet! 

Expect Basham to be off the board at some point in day 2. 
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Joseph Ossai (Texas) 

Edge7 
Size: 6-4, 251   40: 4.63 

Class: Junior 

Native of Lagos, Nigeria. Moved to the United States (Texas) at 10 years old. Was a 
multi-sport athlete (basketball, soccer, track and field, football) in high school in 
the Houston area. 

Good experience at the college level (36 games). Is a super versatile all-out every 
down type player - predominantly lined up as an off the ball linebacker (2019) 
and then played mostly off the edge in 2020. Showed really good skills and 
explosiveness working from the outside in 2020. Excellent in pass coverage and 
can stuff the run. Will make big, game changing plays – including on special 
teams, where he has shown himself to have a penchant for blocking kicks. Has a 
little bit of inconsistency in his game.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his UT career having played in 36 games, starting 
in 24. Notched up 11 sacks, 2 interceptions, 5 passes defensed, 5 forced fumbles, 1 
fumble recovery, 2 blocked kicks and 165 tackles (including 30.5 tackles for a loss). 

Had a sensational 2019 Valero Alamo Bowl performance winning the Defensive 
MVP Award with a 3 sack, 9 tackle and 6 tackles for a loss outing.  

Injury Notes: Suffered shoulder injuries in both 2019 and 2020 which required him to 
wear a shoulder harness for parts of both seasons. Had to play one armed at times 
but played through the pain. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 Consensus All-American. 2020 1st Team All-Big 12. 2020 
Bednarik Award semi-finalist. 2020 Honorable Mention for the Big 12 Defensive 
Player of the Year and Big 12 Defensive Lineman of the Year Awards. Defensive 
MVP of 2019 Valero Bowl. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Looks like a 3-4 outside linebacker in the pros. Needs to 
work on his strength, physicality, and consistency. However, Ossai has great 
versatility and the ability to play on every down. Unlike some other potential 3-4 
outside linebackers in this draft, Ossai not only has experience as a pass rusher 
but also has shown excellent skills in coverage.  

Unfortunately Ossai can be really inconsistent – appears to disappear from some 
games – but this should be corrected in the pros. Teams will want to check his 
medical status due to the shoulder injuries to be satisfied that there isn’t an 
ongoing or future increased risk. Ossai looks like he has great potential and a 
huge upside and ceiling.  

Should be selected on day 2. 
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Ronnie Perkins (Oklahoma) 

Edge8 
Size: 6-2, 253   40: 4.71   Bench: 25 reps    

Class: Junior 

Perkins has lots of experience earned playing tough opposition with the Sooners. 
Has some physicality and strength which helps in the run game – but ultimately he 
really struggles to overcome his lack of size when huge offensive linemen get 
position on him. Is an excellent pass rusher – he Has an explosive burst and some 
pass rush moves which help him get to the quarterback. Is a non-stop, all action 
type of player who never stops working and doesn’t give up on a play meaning 
that will also get some “extra” sacks due to plays running out of time. Will also 
chase ball carriers down from behind.  

Missed out on the 2019 Peach Bowl due to suspension – reportedly due to a failed 
drug test. Then has to sit out the first 5 games of the 2020 season due to a 
continuation of the 2019 suspension. 

Had college eligibility remaining, but instead opted to declare for the 2021 draft 
rather than return for another year. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his Sooner career, Perkins played in 33 games, started 
in 25. Recorded 16.5 sacks, 19 quarterback hurries, 1 pass defensed, 1 forced 
fumble and 99 tackles (including 32 tackles for a loss). 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: Two-time 2nd Team All-Big 12 (2019 & 2020). 2020 2nd Team 
Academic All-Big 12.  

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: At just over 250 pounds, Perkins looks like a 3-4 outside 
linebacker in the pros or possibly a 4-3 defensive end – but only if he can add a 
few more pounds. If he ends up at outside linebacker he’ll have to learn the 
nuances of the position e.g. coverage. Lack of size may hurt him in the running 
game.  

Declared for the draft (it was just his junior season) – but perhaps it may have 
been better for his draft chances to have returned to school for the 2021 season. 
Pro scouts will like his ability to rush the passer and his 100% effort. However, 
some teams will have questions about his character, due to the suspension he 
had in 2019/2020. When you watch film of second half of the 2020 Sooners 
season, Perkins looked like the best player on the defense.  

Although he didn’t always completely dominate at the college level Perkins has 
potential and upside. He’ll likely be a day selection.  
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Joe Tryon (Washington) 

Edge9 
Size: 6-4 ½, 258   40: 4.64 

Class: Junior 

Played both defensive end and tight end at high school, before settling in 
permanently on the defensive line at Washington. 

Lacks ideal volume of playing experience – playing just 2 years (25 games, with just 
14 starts). Has demonstrated great versatility, lining up in different spots. Good 
athlete with a great combination of size, speed, and agility. Very good pass 
rusher, especially when he can use his first step and burst on the outside. But also 
has some moves which is impressive for a 2 year player. Needs work on strength 
and power. Not as dominant against the run. 

After being named to numerous pre-season all-star teams, Tryon opted out of the 
2020 season when the Pac-12 cancelled its schedule. Even after the Pac-12 came 
back with a limited schedule, Tryon decided not to opt and back in and rather 
prepare for the 2021 NFL draft.   

Career Stats & Highlights: In his two years at Washington, Tryon recorded 9 sacks, 2 
pass defensed and 61 tackles (including 14.5 tackles for a loss). 

Three times he had 7 tackles in a game during 2019, including against Oregon 
State when, in addition to his 7 tackles, Tryon had 2 sacks and 4.5 tackles for a loss.  

Injury Notes: No known major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2019 2nd Team All-Pac 12. 2018 Honorable Mention 
Academic All-Pac 12.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: He may project to either 3-4 outside linebacker (where 
he played in college) or 4-3 defensive end in the pros. Needs more experience 
– but that will come from playing at the pro level. 

Has improving pass rushing skills – able to use both athletic ability and moves to 
beat offensive linemen. Rather than going back to school for the 2021 season, 
he chose to declare for this draft – may have been better going back to school 
for another year.  

Tryon has lots of potential – has size, speed, and explosiveness, but needs to 
develop. Especially needs work on developing his upper body strength – 
converting that strength into power and being better able to both stand up to, 
and shed blockers, in the running game. Has the frame to add a little bit more 
bulk should it be required. 

Will likely be off board in day 2. 
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Rashad Weaver (Pittsburgh) 

Edge10 
Size: 6-4 3/8, 265   40: 4.85 

Class: Senior 

Weaver played both sides of the ball in high school - tight end on offense and 
defensive end on defense. Became a full-time player on the defensive side of the 
ball upon his arrival at Pittsburgh.  

Good level of college experience having played in 35 games. Weaver has 
interesting size which enables him to be used in a variety of ways and lined up in a 
number of different positions. 

Weaver is very athletic with outstanding foot speed and acceleration, which he 
uses well to rush the passer off the edge.  

Is solid against the run, although Weaver could do with adding some physicality 
and strength to help him deal with offensive linemen. Keeps going on every play 
and will run plays down from behind. Offenses are better running at him than they 
are trying to run away from him. 

Weaver had an incredible year in 2020 (7.5 sacks and 14.5 tackles for a loss), 
bouncing back from his serious 2019 injury. Earned himself an invitation to the 
Senior Bowl. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his Pittsburgh career, Weaver played in 35 games, 
starting in 28. He recorded 17 sacks, 28 quarterback hurries, 9 passes defensed, 5 
forced fumbles, 4 fumble recoveries and 110 tackles (including 34.5 tackles for a 
loss).  

Against Syracuse in 2020, Weaver had 7 tackles, 3 tackles for a loss and 2 sacks. 

Injury Notes: In 2019, Weaver suffered a torn ACL in practice (August) prior to the 
season starting. The injury forced him to miss the whole year. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 Consensus All-American. 2020 1st Team All-ACC. 2020 
Semi-finalist for the Bednarik Award.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Could project to be a 4-3 DE or a big 3-4 OLB in the pros. 
There’s an outside chance he could play as a 5 technique DE in the 3-4 but 
would probably need to add about 20 pounds to do so. With all of these 
positional possibilities, it could be that Weaver will be used in multiple ways. 

His very fine 2020 season will have dispelled some fears about his serious 2019 
injury but undoubtedly teams will want to check out his knee as closely as 
possible.  

Likely a late day 2 pick. 
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Dayo Odeyingbo (Vanderbilt)  

Edge11 
Size: 6-5½, 276   40: 4.81e 

Class: Senior 

Very experienced – played in 41 games in his four-year college career. Versatile – 
plays all over the defensive line. Has great height and good size – which could be 
added to. Plays 100% on every down.  

Is solid against the run without being dominant. Despite his size he still struggles with 
the strength and power of huge blocker. So he needs work playing the run but has 
the wingspan and frame to do it.  

Odeyingbo is currently a much better pass rusher than he is against the run. In 
fact, he’s an outstanding pass rusher. Uses his excellent athletic skills, physicality, 
and a number of moves in order to get to the quarterback. Also uses has hands 
really well to beat offensive linemen. 

Earned an invite to the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In 4 years at Vanderbilt, Odeyingbo had 8 sacks, 2 
passes defensed, 2 fumble recoveries, 1 forced fumble and 122 tackles (including 
26.5 tackles for a loss).  

Injury Notes: Unfortunately, suffered a torn achilles tendon in early 2021 whilst 
training for the upcoming “pro-day season” in preparation for the draft. An injury 
that is likely to keep him out for the whole of the 2021 season. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 1st Team All-SEC. 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Understandably, his stock has fallen after suffering the 
recent injury. Odeyingbo would likely have been as high as a second round 
pick otherwise. However, when a player falls because he is currently hurt it can 
sometimes mean that he becomes a bargain to the team the ends up selecting 
him. We’ll have to wait and see what affect the injury has on his draft status.  

Needs to turn his pass rushing ability into more sacks. Odeyingbo could be a 3-4 
defensive end, a 4-3 defensive tackle or even a 3-4 outside linebacker for 
teams that like their outside backers that big (e.g. just for comparison purposes, 
the Packers Rashan Gary is about 6-5, 275). Perhaps will be able to play a 
mixture of all three – such versatility will surely help his NFL cause. 

It will be interesting to see how NFL teams see him, especially as he had been a 
player on the rise prior to the injury.  

May yet get selected late on day 2 or early on day 3. 
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Patrick Jones II (Pittsburgh) 

Edge12 
Size: 6-4 1/2, 264   40: 4.85 

Class: Senior 

Born in Yokosuka, Japan (US Naval base) and spent time In both Japan and Italy 
growing up. 

Jones is a very experienced (37 games), team leader type. He is a solid all-round 
football player who can make some big plays – but ideally could do this more 
consistently. Is an outstanding athlete with really good speed and quickness which 
he uses to be an excellent pass rusher off the edge. Also has some ability, with 
moves, to rush a little from the inside. Doesn’t dominate against the run but won’t 
let a team down in this area and has a habit of stripping ball carriers from the 
football and forcing fumbles – a great intangible to have. 

It was thought that Jones might enter the 2020 draft, but he opted to return to 
school for another year. This seemed like a wise decision at the time and even 
more so following his excellent 2020 season.  

Invited to the Senior Bowl after his outstanding 2020. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at Pittsburgh with 22 sacks, 27 
quarterback hurries, 4 passes defensed, 5 forced fumbles, 1 fumble recovery and 
110 tackles (including 32.5 tackles for a loss). 

In 2020, Jones led the ACC in sacks with 9. 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 Consensus All-American. 2020 1st Team All-ACC. 2020 
semi-finalist for both the Bednarik Award and Lott Impact Trophy. 2019 2nd Team 
All-ACC 

  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Jones played pre-dominantly as a defensive end at 
Pittsburgh but is likely to project to a 3-4 outside linebacker in the pros – 
although it’s possible he could also project to defensive end in the 4-3. Has the 
frame to which a few more pounds could be added, if required. 

Jones’ year on year improvement will impress NFL scouts and he yet have 
untapped potential, although he reportedly didn’t have a great week at the 
Senior Bowl, which will be of some concern. Needs to develop in all areas if he is 
to become a full-time NFL starter, rather than being related to a specialist pass 
rusher position. 

Should be selected at some point late on day 2 or early on day 3. 
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Jordan Smith (UAB) 

Edge13 
Size: 6-6 1/8, 255   40: 4.80 

Class: Junior 

Smith started his college career at Florida but was suspended for the whole of 
2017 following some legal difficulties (one of nine Florida players caught up in a 
credit card fraud scam). He then transferred for a year to Butler Community 
College before transferring again to UAB. 

Smith is a tall, rangy guy who bulked up from 220 pounds when he first went to 
college at Florida. He is an athlete with good foot speed and great agility – able 
to change direction quickly. Has success rushing the passer, using his speed and 
ability to bend round the edge. Also anticipates the snap really well. Is capable of 
taking over games as a pass rusher. 

Smith isn’t dominant in the running game but has some power and strength and 
uses his hands really well which helps him shed blockers. Will struggle against 
straight ahead drive blockers. Is a good tackler who plays with hustler and will 
pursue plays laterally and run them down from behind. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at UAB with 14.5 sacks, 27 tackles for a 
loss, 2 passes defensed, 96 tackles, 4 forced fumbles. 

Had a huge game against Rice in 2020 when he had 2.5 sacks and 7 tackles.  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 1st Team All-Conference USA. 2019 2nd Team All-
Conference USA. 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Smith projects to 3-4 outside linebacker or 4-3 defensive 
end. Has high potential but lacks experience at the very top level. Will need to 
work on adding some power and strength to help him in the running game. Was 
invited to the Senior Bowl, where he put in a good performance. Can he project 
his undoubted skills up the NFL? 

Teams will want to be sure that the legal difficulties that he had early in his 
college career are behind him and also that they are not an indication of any 
future potential discipline issues. 

Smith is not dissimilar looking to fellow potential 2021 draftee Gregory Rousseau. 
And his ability to anticipate the snap of the football is reminiscent of the Packers’ 
Preston Smith. Will probably need time to develop in the NFL and therefore may 
start his pro career as a pass down specialist.  

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Quincy Roche (Miami, Fla) 

Edge14 
Size: 6-2 7/8, 243   40: 4.68 

Class: Senior 

Played on both sides of the ball in high school – tight end on offense and 
defensive end on defense. Became a full-time defensive player when recruited by 
Temple. Roche played three years at Temple, before transferring to Miami.  

Very experienced having played in 49 games at Temple and Miami (combined). 
Has close to prototypical size for an edge linebacker - very slightly under in both 
height and weight, but close – and if he could add a few pounds without loss of 
any athleticism, that would be ideal. 

Roche is a fine pass rusher, with athletic ability, agility, and speed. Can explode off 
the edge and close with a burst to get to the quarterback. Also has great bend 
around the edge. Has a number of pass rush moves and uses his hands particularly 
well. Comes up with the big play – forcing fumbles and blocking kicks. Also has the 
capability to take over a game. Played a lot as a stand-up defensive end in 
college. 

Roche is decent against the run and plays hard on every down but lacks some 
strength and can be overpowered by big offensive linemen.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his career at Miami and Temple combined, Roche 
recorded 30.5 sacks, 8 passes defensed, 4 forced fumbles, 5 fumble recoveries, 3 
blocked kicks and 182 tackles (including 54 tackles for a loss). 

In a single outing against Tulane in 2019, Roche had 3 sacks, 6 tackles for a loss, a 
forced fumble, a fumble recovery and 12 total tackles. In 2018, he blocked two 
kicks in the same game against Villanova. 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 3rd Team All-ACC. 2019 Sports Illustrated All-American 
honours. 2019 Won AAC Defensive Player of the Year Award. and was a 1st Team 
All-AAC selection.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Roche likely projects to a 3-4 outside linebacker spot in 
the NFL – which suit him. Needs to improve a little against the run – perhaps by 
adding some bulk. If he doesn’t, it’s possible that Roche will end up being a 
specialist pass rusher in the pross. Mind you, he is one of the very best pure pass 
rushers available in this draft. His great non-stop motor will endear him to NFL 
teams.  

Likely an early day 3 selection. 
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Chris Rumph II (Duke) 

Edge15 
Size: 6-3, 244   40: 4.67e  

Class: Junior 

Is the son of long-time coach Chris Rumph Sr., who was recently appointed as the 
new defensive line coach of the Chicago Bears, having served most recently as 
the outside linebackers coach with the Houston Texans in 2020. 

Rumph junior has good playing experience (36 games) but limited time as a starter 
(11). He has nice size for a linebacker  in college. Rumph is an excellent pass rusher 
who uses his athleticism and speed coupled with really flexible hips and bend 
enabling him to give offensive tackles fits. Also has a number of moves, which 
allow him to get to the side of any tackles that shade too much to the edge.  

Rumph is a really intelligent player against the run, able to use his instincts to 
diagnose plays excellently. However, he lacks some strength and struggles with 
power – particularly on running plays aimed straight at him. Wasn’t used much in 
coverage, so difficult to assess his skills in this area. 

Rumph had a really good year in 2020, notching up 8 sacks (tied for 6th on Duke’s 
all-time single season list).  

Career Stats & Highlights: Rumph had 17.5 career sacks (3rd on Duke’s all-time list), 
5 passes defensed, 2 forced fumbles, 2 fumble recoveries and 125 tackles 
(including 34 tackles for a loss). 

In 2020, Rumph had 3 sacks, 3 tackles for a loss, 1 quarterback hurry, 1 pass 
defensed and 5 tackles against Charlotte. In 2019, Rumph had 3.5 sacks in a single 
game against Miami. The 3.5 sacks in a game is the second most in school history. 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-ACC. 2019 3rd Team All-ACC. 2019 PFF 1st 
Team All-American. 2018 USA Today 1st Team Freshman All-American.   

NFL Projection/Outlook: Rumph has good height for the OLB spot and if he adds 
a little extra bulk – 10-15 pounds – then you would say he has prototypical size. 
Has versatility having lined up at ILB as well as on the outside – could even end 
up on the inside on early downs and then on the edge as a pass rusher on 3rd 
down. However, Rumph will need to add strength to be able to do this, as right 
now he would be a little bit of a liability against the run at the pro level. 

Rumph will also need to spend some learning and developing his skills in pass 
coverage, as he has little experience in this area. 

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Hamilcar Rashed Jr. (Oregon St.) 

Edge16 
Size: 6-3 1/8, 254   40: 4.58 

Class: Senior 

Rashed has really good experience at the college level (playing in 43 games, with 
28 starts). Has speed and is an outstanding athlete, however he looked slower in 
2020 after trying to bulk out his physique – this severely impacted his pass rushing 
skills. Has been consistent playing the run through his career. 

Prior to 2020, Rashed was an outstanding pass rusher, using his athleticism, agility, 
speed and pass rushing moves to get to the quarterback. His first step was 
excellent and he great bend around edge. Was reliable against the run – 
diagnosing plays and making tackles.  

Opted to stay in school for the 2020 season rather than declare for the draft. That 
may turn out not to have been the right decision. 

Earned an invite to the Senior Bowl. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Rashed recorded 16.5 sacks, 4 forced fumbles, 1 fumble 
recovery, 6 passes defensed, 1 blocked punt and 149 tackles (including 36 tackles 
for a loss).  

In 2019, Rashed set new Oregon State single-season records by recording 14 sacks 
and 22.5 tackles for a loss. Season also include two games in which he had 3 
sacks. 

Injury Notes: Had niggling injuries for most of the 2020 season which slowed him 
down. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 Honorable Mention All-Pac 12. 2019 1st Team All-Pac 12. 
2019 AP 2nd Team All-American recognition.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Looks like switching from the defensive line to be a 3-4 
outside linebacker at the pro level. His stock is falling after a huge production 
drop-off from 2019 to 2020 is raising lots of question marks – not least over the 
weight he put on between 2019 and 2020. Wasn’t helped by nagging injuries 
throughout 2020 either. Is the real Rashed the guy who terrorised quarterbacks in 
2019 or the guy that didn’t notch up a single sack in 2020?  

Rashed reportedly wasn’t really helped by his appearance at the Senior Bowl 
where he was inconsistent. Unless in the period leading up to the draft teams 
can figure out whether Rashed can get back to 2019 production then it seems 
likely that his draft stock will continue to fall.  

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Patrick Johnson (Tulane) 

Edge17 
Size: 6-2 3/4, 254   40: 4.59 

Class: Senior 

Johnson may lack a little bit of height, but he is a super pass rusher. Has speed, 
quickness, athleticism and moves to upset offensive tackles and get to the 
quarterback. Lacks some strength and power at the point of attack in the running 
game – is better when he has to move laterally, and chase plays down from 
behind than he is at dealing with plays right at him. 

Johnson has a habit of getting around the football and making things happen. He 
ended his Tulane career as the school’s all-time leader in sacks with 24.5. He also 
notched up 40 tackles for a loss and 135 total tackles. Also had a habit of creating 
turnovers – had 6 forced fumbles. 

Johnson projects to the 3-4 outside linebacker in the NFL. He has some pass 
coverage skills but will need development in this regard. 

Likely day 3 selection. 

 

Charles Snowden (Virginia) 

Edge18 
Size: 6-6, 232   40: 4.51e 

Class: Senior 

Snowden is a very experienced, 3-year starter in college who played in 45 games 
for Virginia, starting 35. Has outstanding length and a huge wingspan. Is a good 
athlete with speed. Excels as a pass rusher.  

Projects to 3-4 outside linebacker in the pros. Size will excite the scouts and he has 
the frame to add some weight and strength. Would likely begin his NFL career as a 
pass rusher, while he learns the nuances of the position, in particular coverage 
techniques. Has a huge upside but also a lot of developing to do.  

Snowden broke his right ankle in November 2020, having to undergo surgical 
repair which included insertion of a plate. He is expected to come back 
successfully, probably being able to get back on the field around the start of NFL 
training camp. Obviously the injury and recovery will be of concern to NFL teams 
and will likely hurt his draft stock – projects as a day 3 selection. 
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Janarius Robinson (Florida State) 

Edge19 
Size: 6-5, 266   40: 4.72 

Class: Senior 

Robinson is a super experienced player, finishing his FSU career having played in 42 
games, with 28 starts. Arrived at FSU having been a star in high school and is one 
of those guys who immediately became a stout and solid player – a description 
which could be applied as a generalisation of his whole college career. 
Unfortunately, he never really had the breakout season which would raise him to 
the next level. 

Finished his college career with 8 sacks, 12 quarterback hurries, 104 tackles 
(including 19 tackles for a loss), 4 passes defensed, 2 forced fumbles and 2 fumble 
recoveries. 

After another solid year in 2020, Robinson earned an invitation to the Senior Bowl. 

Is a likely day 3 selection. 

 

Malcolm Koonce (Buffalo) 

Edge20 
Size: 6-3, 250   40: 4.78e 

Class: Senior 

Is an explosive pass rusher, who can beat offensive tackles with speed. Is decent 
against the run. Has a non-stop motor – plays 100% on every play. Flashes big play 
ability. In his career for the Bulls, Koonce notched up 17 sacks, 4 forced fumbles, 3 
pass defensed and 110 tackles (including 22.5 tackles for loss). 

Playing at a “smaller school” will hurt his draft chances a little bit. Looks like he has 
3-4 outside linebacker size in the pros although with a little bit of added weight it’s 
not out of the question that he could be a 4-3 defensive end. Could do with 
supplementing his pass rush speed by learning some more moves. Will need to 
learn coverage skills if he ends up at linebacker. Has some potential and upside.  

Koonce has good seasons in both 2019 and 2020, earning himself 1st Team All-MAC 
honours in both years and an invitation to the Senior Bowl. 

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Adetokunbo Ogundeji (Notre Dame) 

Edge21 
Size: 6-4 3/8, 256   40: 4.75 

Class: Senior 

Ogundeji has a good combination of size, speed and athleticism which makes 
him a solid pass rusher off the edge – although he needs to become more 
consistent. Also plays the run well and doesn’t easily get moved off the line.  

Although Ogundeji lacks some experience (he didn’t become a full-time starter 
until 2020), he plays with a high level of football intelligence, diagnosing and 
reacting well to plays happening in front of him. Suffered a serious knee injury in 
high school, but there are no known ongoing issues relating to this injury.  

Could it be that he Is a little bit stuck between positions for the pros? Has the size 
but lacks just a little speed for a 3-4 outside linebacker, whereas he has the speed 
but lacks a little size for a 4-3 defensive end role.  

Likely day 3 selection. 

 

Elerson Smith (Northern Iowa) 

Edge22 
Size: 6-6 1/2, 262   40: 4.71 

Class: Senior 

Smith is a solid athlete with decent agility for a man of his size - has a huge frame 
and wingspan. Excellent pass rusher – breaking out in 2018 and then getting even 
better in 2019. He had 7.5 sacks in 2018 and followed it up with 14 sacks in 2019.  

Unfortunately due to the COVID-19 pandemic, as part of the FCS, Northern Iowa’s 
Fall schedule was cancelled and moved to the Spring. Rather than play college 
football in the Spring, Smith opted to enter the 2021 NFL draft. Still earned an invite 
to the Super Bowl. 

Has started to fill out his frame – may be room to add even more bulk, as long as 
no speed is lost. Not playing at the highest of college levels (FCS) will hurt his draft 
case but was excellent at the Senior Bowl, which will have impressed the pro 
scouts and allayed some of the doubts.  

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Chauncey Golston (Iowa) 

Edge23 
Size: 6-4 3/8, 268   40: 4.79 

Class: Senior 

Golston has lots of nice level experience at Iowa having played in 45 games, 
starting in 21. Is a stout pass rusher off the edge, where he uses his speed and 
athleticism to trouble offensive tackles. Also has developed a number of pass rush 
moves which have helped him become more effective as his career has gone on. 

Golston lacks some strength and physicality which hinders him against the run – 
particularly in a running attack straight ahead at him. Can use his mobility to run 
plays down from behind. 

Finished his career with 129 tackles (including 27 tackles for a loss), 12 sacks, 13 
quarterback hits, 3 interceptions, 10 passes defensed, 1 forced fumble and 3 
fumble recoveries. 

Following two really good seasons (2019 & 2020), Golston deservedly earned 
himself an invitation to the Senior Bowl.  

Projects to the 4-3 defensive end spot in the NFL and is a likely day 3 selection. 

 

Daelin Hayes (Notre Dame) 

Edge24 
Size: 6-3 3/4, 261   40: 4.71 

Class: Senior 

Decent athlete. Has a good, but not great, burst off the edge. Is above average 
playing the run and has some experience dropping into coverage. Suffered a torn 
labrum in his shoulder in 2019 which forced him to miss most of the season (only 
played in 3 games). 

Finished his Fighting Irish career with 97 tackles (including 20.5 tackles for a loss), 9 
sacks, 1 interceptions, 4 pass defensed and 4 forced fumbles. 

Size sees him project to a 3-4 outside linebacker in the pros. Coverage experience 
helps his case but needs to potential into production to earn a crack at an NFL 
roster.  

Likely a late day 3 selection. 
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Shaka Toney (Penn State) 

Edge25 
Size: 6-2 1/4, 238   40: 4.55 

Class: Senior 

Toney is a very experienced four year player and two-year starter. Team leader 
type. Is athletic with good speed and quick burst off the edge. Also has great 
bend and some pass rush moves. Struggles against the run because of lack of size. 

Had an excellent 2019 which led some to think that he may declare for the 2020 
draft. But he opted to return for the 2020 season instead and this was probably a 
wise decision.  

Size projects Toney to a 3-4 outside linebacker slot in the NFL. Likely has untapped 
potential – was definitely getting better in each year at Penn State – so pro scouts 
will see him as a player with an upside as an edge pass rusher, although his 
difficulties squaring up against the run may see him in a third down specialist role.  

In four playing seasons for the Nittany Lions, Toney notched up 20 sacks, 4 passes 
defensed, 4 forced fumbles, 1 fumble recovery and 111 tackles (including 28.5 
tackles for a loss). 

Earned an invite to the Senior Bowl.  

Likely a late day 3 selection. 

 

Jonathan Cooper (Ohio State) 

Edge26 
Size: 6-2 3/4, 254   40: 4.69 

Class: Senior 

Played in 37 games. 

Looks like a 3-4 outside linebacker in the NFL, although he lacks a little height. Has 
always played with his hand down at defensive end, so playing at outside 
linebacker will bring challenges such learning pass coverage skills. 

Finished his college career with 77 tackles (including 15 tackles for a loss), 10 sacks, 
2 passes defensed, 2 fumble recoveries and 1 forced fumble.  

Likely a late day 3 selection. 
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Victor Dimukeje (Duke) 

Edge27 
Size: 6-2, 265   40: 4.87 

Class: Senior 

Dimukeje is super experienced  - finished his career at Duke having played in and 
started all 49 games that the school played in. He is tough, and highly durable, 
never missing a start in his college career. Good pass rusher off the edge. Decent 
against the run.  

Recorded 21.5 sacks (2nd on the school’s all-time list), 28 quarterback pressures,  1 
interception, 3 passes defensed, 5 forced fumbles, 3 fumble recoveries and 166 
tackles (including 36 tackles for a loss).  

Had a really good year in 2020, which included 3.5 sacks in a single game against 
Boston College and earned him all-star recognition for the second straight season. 

Likely a late day 3 selection. 

 
Tarron Jackson (Coastal Carolina) 

Edge28 
Size: 6-2 1/2, 260    40: 4.68 

Class: Senior 

Jackson is a disruptive football player, who knows how to find his way into 
offensive backfields – he ended his college career with 26.5 sacks and 44.5 tackles 
for a loss. He also forced 6 fumbles.  

He has nice speed off the edge and couples this with excellent uses of his hands, 
particularly when rushing the passer. 

Has an excellent 2020 season in which he earned All-American and All-
Conference selections as well being a finalist for the Nagurski and Lombardi 
Awards. Also earned an invite to the Senior Bowl.  

Jackson likely projects to  a 4-3 defensive end spot in the NFL. He could 
conceivably also contend for a 3-4 outside linebacker spot but given how much 
development may be needed for him to play there, it seems unlikely.  

Likely a late day 3 selection. 
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Joshua Kaindoh (Florida State)  

Edge29 
Size: 6-5, 260   40: 4.70 

Class: Junior 

Played in 36 games at FSU, starting in 10.  

Finished his FSU career with 8 sacks, 5 quarterback hurries, 1 interception,1 forced 
fumble and 48 tackles (including 16.5 tackles for a loss). Against Delaware State in 
2017 he had 4 sacks in the game.  

Kaindoh has a little bit of an injury history, having suffered multiple non-serios 
injuries in 2017 and then unfortunately having a more serious lower leg injury in 
2019 – he played in only 3 games in 2019 before the injury ended his season. This 
injury history will be of real concern to NFL teams. 

Kaindoh has a nice combination of excellent size and decent speed. He has some 
pass rushing skills but needs to develop some moves and work on his athleticism 
some. Is solid, without being dominant, against the run – has some power and 
strength bit again some development is needed. 

Likely a late day 3 selection. 

 

William Bradley-King (Baylor) 

Edge30 
Size: 6-3 3/8, 254   40: 4.74 

Class: Senior 

Was at Arkansas State for 4 years (including a redshirt year in 2016), before he 
transferred to Baylor for the 2020 season - had a good enough year at Baylor in 
2020 to earn himself an invitation to the Senior Bowl.  

Across his playing career for the two schools, Bradley-King played in 39 games, 
starting in 24. He notched up 18 sacks, 7 forced fumbles, 2 fumble recoveries and 
119 tackles (including 23.5 tackles for a loss). 

Is a decent athlete with good pass rushing skills. In the NFL, Bradley-King looks like 
he projects to be a 3-4 outside linebacker. 

Likely a late day 3 selection. 
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2021 General Draft Outlook: This linebacker positional group looks relatively similar to a 
number of linebacker groups in recent years. It ranks 7th on our list of 2021 positional 
groupings. 

There is a nice group of players at the top end with Micah Parsons likely to go in the 
top 10 overall picks and then two others (Jeremiah Owusu-Koramoah and Zaven 
Collins) who should also get selected in the first round. There are also two other 
players (Nick Bolton and Jamin Davis) who have a chance of slipping into the bottom 
end of the first round and should definitely be off the board sometime in round 2. 

As many as 6 more linebackers could be off the board by the end of day 2 (round 3) 
and by the end of the draft somewhere around 24 or 25 linebackers should have 
been selected, which is slightly higher than the recent average of around 20.  

 

 

 

Packers Outlook: The Packers moved on from 2020 free 
agent pick-up Christian Kirksey, living an interesting but 
inexperienced roster of linebackers made up of Krys Barnes, 
Kamal Martin, Ty Summers, Oren Burks, De’Jon Harris, and 
Ray Wilborn. This is a group which could do with an addition 
or two. 

It is not out of the question that the Packers could spend 
their first round pick at this spot, although it would be outside 
their recent drafting character. If they were to go linebacker 
in round 1, then the pick could be Zaven Collins. 

It’s more likely that the Packers go in this direction a little 
later in the draft perhaps looking at a Baron Browning or 
Dylan Moses.  
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The last time that the 
Packers selected an 
“off the ball” 
linebacker in the first 
round of the draft was 
2006 – A.J. Hawk. 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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TOP LINEBACKERS 
 Name     Pos College Round* 

1. Micah Parsons LB Penn State 1 
2. Jeremiah Owusu-Koramoah LB/S Notre Dame 1 
3. Zaven Collins LB Tulsa 1 
4. Nick Bolton LB Missouri 1-2 
5. Jamin Davis LB Kentucky 1-2 
6. Jabril Cox LB LSU 2-3 
7. Baron Browning LB Ohio State 2-3 
8. Chazz Surratt LB North Carolina 3 
9. Dylan Moses LB Alabama 3 

10. Pete Werner LB Ohio State 3 
11. Cameron McGrone LB Michigan 3-4 
12. Monty Rice LB Georgia 4-5 
13, Garret Wallow LB TCU 6-7 
14. Justin Hilliard LB Ohio State 6-7 
15. Tony Fields II LB West Virginia 6-7 
16. Amen Ogbongbemiga LB Oklahoma State 6-7 
17. Paddy Fisher LB Northwestern 6-7 
18. Grant Stuard LB Houston 6-7 
19. Dorian Etheridge LB Louisville 6-7 
20. K.J. Britt LB Auburn 6-7 
21. Ernest Jones LB South Carolina 6-7 
22. Derrick Barnes LB Purdue 6-7 
23. Isaiah McDuffie OLB/S Boston College 6-7 
24. Tuf Borland LB Ohio State 7-UDFA 
25. Buddy Johnson LB Texas A&M 7-UDFA 
26. Riley Cole LB South Alabama 7-UDFA 
27. Erroll Thompson LB Mississippi State 7-UDFA 
28. Anthony Hines III LB Texas A&M UDFA 
29. Antjuan Simmons LB Michigan State UDFA 
30. Chris Garrett OLB Concordia St. Paul UDFA 
31. Nick Niemann LB Iowa UDFA 
32. Elijah Sullivan LB Kansas State UDFA 
33. Rayshard Ashby LB Virginia Tech UDFA 
34. Jake Hansen LB Illinois UDFA 
35. Drew Seers LB Lindenwood UDFA 
36. Jace Lewis LB Montana UDFA 
37. Chris Bergin LB Northwestern UDFA 
38. Andre Mintze LB Vanderbilt UDFA 
39. Curtis Robinson LB Stanford UDFA 
40. Kyle Pugh LB Northern Illinois UDFA 

List continues on the next page 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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 Name     Pos College Round* 
41. Blake Gallagher LB Northwestern UDFA 
42. Zane Zandier LB Virginia UDFA 
43. Milo Eifler LB Illinois UDFA 
44. Jordan Fox LB Stanford UDFA 
45. Calvin Bundage LB Oklahoma State UDFA 
46. Anthony Pandy LB Arizona UDFA 
47. Amari Gainer LB Florida State UDFA 
48. Tavante Beckett LB Marshall UDFA 
49. Lawrence Garner LB Old Dominion UDFA 
50. Isaiah Kaufusi LB BYU UDFA 
51. Brendan DeVera LB ASA JC, Brooklyn UDFA 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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Micah Parsons (Penn State) 

LB1 
Size: 6-3, 246   40: 4.39 

Class: Junior 

Opted out of the 2020 seasons under the COVID protocol – also giving him time to 
prepare for the draft. 

Had just two actual playing seasons for the Nittany Lions (26 games, 13 starts). 
Good size. Is highly instinctive, has really good speed (4.4 or lower in the 40) and 
gets to the ball carrier quickly to make plays. Tough against the run. Parsons has a 
swagger and attitude about him – he is a team leader type – and backs this up 
with his strength and toughness. Plays sideline to sideline but can also play going 
forwards and has pass rushing ability from previous time playing on the edge (he 
was recruited as edge guy). Not used much in coverage. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Whilst at Penn State, Parsons had 192 tackles, including 
19 tackles for a loss, 6.5 sacks 9 quarterback hurries, and 5 passes defensed. Also 
forced 6 fumbles and recovered 1 other. 

In 2019, Parsons had 14 tackles in each of the games against Michigan and 
Memphis – in the Memphis game, he also had 2 sacks and 3 tackles for a loss.  

In 2018, Parsons had 14 tackles, including 1 tackle for a loss, in the game against 
Kentucky.  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries.  

Honours and Awards: 2019 AP 1st Team All-American. 2019 1st Team All-Big. 2019 
was named the Big 10 Linebacker of the Year. 2019 Butkus Award finalist. 2019 
Bednarik Award semi-finalist. 2018 1st Team Freshman All-American. 2018 
Honorable Mention All-Big 10.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Excellent athlete, who has been highly productive. 
Other than in pass coverage (an area where he needs some development), 
Parsons is good in every area. Pro teams will absolutely love his attitude and 
confidence  - something that he will exude to those around him. His traits and 
skills mean that he has great versatility – likely to be an off-the-ball linebacker 
(either 3-4 inside or anywhere in the 4-3) but could also play some as a pass 
rusher outside. This means that he should remain on the field for all three downs. 

Assuming that he is in good enough physical shape to play straight away, then  
Parsons should become an instant starter in the NFL.  

There have been some recent questions regarding Parsons character (related to 
an ongoing legal case), but nonetheless he should be the first linebacker off the 
board - sometime in the top half of the first round.  
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Jeremiah Owusu-Koramoah 
(Notre Dame)  

LB2   LB/S 
Size: 6-1, 221   40: 4.47e 

Class: Junior 

Owusu-Koramoah is a dynamic football player who makes splash plays all over the 
field – coming up with interceptions, making tackles and forcing and recovering 
fumbles. Has the ability to take over games and has the knack of playing big in 
the biggest games. He is a supreme athlete with really good speed and the ability 
to change direction quickly. This agility enables him to work well in coverage – he 
can cover receivers, running backs, and tight ends.  

Owusu-Koramoah is intelligent, diagnoses plays well and will get up to play the run 
when required. His speed also enables him to track runners down from behind. Is a 
very fine tackler. Has also demonstrated an ability to time the blitz well.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career with the Fighting Irish with 142 tackles, 
24.5 tackles for a loss, 7 sacks, 5 quarterback hurries, 1 interception, 7 pass 
defensed, 4 fumble recoveries and 3 forced fumbles. 

Had an exceptional game against Clemson in 2020, in which he forced 2 fumbles, 
recovered a fumble that he returned 23 yards for a touchdown, had 0.5 sack, and 
notched up 9 tackles (including 2 tackles for a loss). In three separate games in 
2019, Owusu-Koramoah had 9 tackles.  

Injury Notes: Sophomore 2018 season was limited to just 2 games due to a broken 
foot. Has since demonstrated no lingering issues.  

Honours and Awards: 2020 Butkus Award winner (nations best linebacker). ACC 
Defensive Player of the Year. Unanimous 1st Team All-American. 1st Team All-ACC. 
Nagurski Award and Lott Impact Trophy finalist. 2019 ESPN All-Bowl team.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: What size is Owusu-Koramoah really? Not dissimilar to 
last year’s Cardinals first round pick Isaiah Simmons. Owusu-Koramoah is part 
Linebacker, part safety and it will likely depend on the team that drafts him to 
determine which position group he should be listed in – he spent time in all kinds 
of defensive formations at Notre Dame. In truth, he’s a little small to play 
linebacker in the NFL but aside from that, it may be that weakside linebacker in 
the 4-3 is the spot he’s most suited to. 

Owusu-Koramoah is an outstanding talent who should be a middle to late first 
round pick in this draft. The challenge will be how do teams make best use of his 
exceptional all-round skills? 
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Zaven Collins (Tulsa) 

LB3 
Size: 6-4, 260   40: 4.67 

Class: Junior 

Collins was a Multi-dimensional football player at high school – playing as a 
running and passing dual-threat quarterback on offense and defensive back on 
defense. 

Good experience in college having played in 32 games at Tulsa, starting in 30. Big 
man with really good speed. Makes plays all over the field including big, game 
changing plays. Collins is a strong and physical linebacker who can play the run 
well, using his aggression to make tackles and force fumbles. In coverage, Collins 
can cover running backs and tight ends when required but is probably most 
effective in the passing game when he is let loose to get after the quarterback. His 
speed an athleticism can be too much, at times, for offensive linemen to handle 
and he knows how to use his hands and physicality to out-muscle would be 
blockers. 

Opted out of Tulsa’s bowl game at the end of the 2020 season in order to prepare 
for the draft.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Had a hugely productive career at Tulsa, recording 7.5 
sacks, 5 interceptions, 7 passes defensed, 2 forced fumbles, 3 fumble recoveries, 2 
blocked kicks (1 PAT and 1 field goal), 1 safety and 235 tackles (including 29 
tackles for a loss).  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 Won both the Bednarik and Nagurski Awards – given to 
college football’s best defensive player. Was also a finalist for the 2020 Butkus 
Award. 2020 Unanimous 1st Team All-American. 2020 AAC Defensive Player of the 
Year. 2020  1st Team All-AAC. 2020. Named CFB on FOX Defensive Player of the 
Year. 2019  2nd Team All-AAC. 2018 PFWAA and USA Today Freshman All-American 
selections.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Opted to enter the draft after his outstanding 2020 
season. Collins will be of huge interest to many teams because of the 
combination of his size and skillset. Should be one of those guys that never 
comes off the field – playing on every down, regardless of the situation. Had 
gone a little bit under the radar, but that’s no longer the case.  

The main question with regard to Collins is what will his best position in the NFL 
be? Middle linebacker – where he would be huge – or as a 3-4 outside 
linebacker? Wherever teams see him, there’s no doubt that he should get 
selected late in the first round. 
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Nick Bolton (Missouri) 

LB4 
Size: 6-0, 232   40: 4.59 

Class: Junior 

Experienced linebacker, playing in the toughest conference in the country (the 
SEC). Plays well in space but is undersized and means that he occasionally 
struggles to shrug off blockers. But when you look past the size issue, Bolton is one 
of those guys that just makes plays. He has a great combination of speed and 
excellent awareness, enabling him to diagnose and stop plays before they 
develop.  

Bolton Is a fine tackler and is a tough, physical, team leader type. And as well as 
playing very well against the run, he is also really good in pass coverage, although 
he can get in trouble against bigger receivers who he can’t match up with 
physically.  

Opted out of Missouri’s Bowl Game at the end of the 2020 season in order to 
prepare for the draft. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his time at Missouri playing in 35 games 
recording 220 tackles, 4 sacks, 17.5 tackles for a loss, 12 passes defensed, 2 
interceptions (1 returned for a touchdown) and 1 fumble recovery.  

In 2020, had a dominating game against Tennessee when he recorded 17 tackles 
and then followed that up the following week against Louisiana Tech when he 
recorded 11 tackles and broke up 3 passes. 

Against Vanderbilt in 2019, Bolton had a huge game in which he had 15 tackles, 
including 3 tackles for a loss. 

Injury Notes: Suffered a broken ankle in high school, but no reported serious injuries 
since. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 AP 2nd Team All-American. Two-time 1st Team All-SEC 
(2019 & 2020). 2020 Butkus Award finalist. 2019 PFF 3rd Team All-American.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Bolton’s upsides outweigh any perceived negatives 
(e.g. size) and he ought to be one of the top 5 linebackers selected in this draft – 
if he isn’t it’s because some teams have been put off by his lack of height. But 
Bolton is a real football player. He is a super smart player who produces against 
the run and in coverage – meaning that he can stay on the field for all three 
downs.  

Looks like he has the potential to be a good player on the inside in the NFL for a 
decade. Should be selected in day 2 (could even sneak into round 1). 
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Jamin Davis (Kentucky) 

LB5 
Size: 6-4, 234   40: 4.41 

Class: Junior 

Lacks college starting experience (just 11 starts). Davis is one of those guys that 
always seems to be around the football, making plays. In 2020 alone, he had 
multiple 10+ tackles games. Was much better diagnosing plays in 2020 than in 
previous years (as he gained experience) and getting downhill quickly and stuffing 
the run – playing the run is his forte right now. 

Is getting stronger and more physical and has an all-out motor. Davis is an 
outstanding athlete who has good size and decent speed and quickness. Didn’t 
play in coverage very much – but when he did, he was very effective. Good 
special teams player. 

Didn’t really play too much on defense until the 2019 season and then became a 
full-time starter for the first time in 2020.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 36 games (11 starts), recorded 144 tackles 
(including 5 tackles for a loss), 2.5 sacks, 3 quarterback hurries, 5 interceptions, 8 
passes defensed, 1 forced fumble, 1 fumble recovery and 1 blocked field goal.  

Had 15 tackles against Vanderbilt in 2020. Later that year, he had a huge game in 
the Gator Bowl that followed the 2020 season – notched up 13 tackles, 0.5 sack 
and an interception.  

Injury Notes: Suffered a minor knee injury in the spring of 2018. There are no  
reported ongoing problems.  

Honours and Awards: 2020 1st Team All-SEC.  

 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Declared for the draft after his junior season – possibly 
would have helped his draft cause by staying in school for another year. 
However, his 2020 season was really good as Davis came from almost nowhere 
to appear high on draft boards. Obviously, he’s a player on the rise – which is 
important to pro scouts. It’s just difficult to determine how high his ceiling is off 
the back of one year as a starter. Reportedly is a high character guy, a trait 
which will obviously endear him to NFL teams. 

Likely to start in the pros as an early down inside linebacker, but he may have 
the skills to become an every down linebacker over time. Will contribute on 
special teams while he’s learning the position. 

Likely day 2 selection. 
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Jabril Cox (LSU) 

LB6 
Size: 6-2 7/8, 233   40: 4.59 

Class: Senior 

Cox was a multi-sport athlete and a multi-position football player in high school in 
Missouri – playing both offense (quarterback, wide receiver) and defense 
(linebacker, defensive back) – although he was eventually primarily the starting 
quarterback. Switched to play linebacker when he enrolled at North Dakota 
State. 

Transferred to LSU for his senior season after a successful career (three years) at 
North Dakota State playing middle linebacker.  

Played really well in his one year (2020 at the FBS level. Cox as decent size and is a 
good athlete with speed and acceleration. Is dynamic, plays fast downhill and is a 
really aggressive tackler in the running game. Is also excellent in coverage – 
matches up extremely well with backs and tight ends (had 3 interceptions in 2020). 
His coverage ability is so good that other parts of his game can get overlooked – 
has also demonstrated an ability to rush the passer. 

Aggression can occasionally get him into trouble as he over pursues plays and 
therefore is susceptible to the cutback.  

His 2020 season earned him an invitation to the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Across his combined college career with the Bison and 
the Tigers, Cox had 9 career interceptions (2 of which he returned for 
touchdowns), 23 passes defensed, 15 sacks, 316 tackles (38.5 tackles for a loss) 

Injury Notes: Suffered an ACL injury in his junior year in high school. Fortunately, he 
has no reported ongoing issues. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 Semi-finalist for the Butkus Award. 2019 FCS 1st Team All-
American. Two-time 1st Team All-MVFC (2018 & 2019). 2018 FCS 2nd Team All-
American. 2018 MVFC Defensive Player of the Year. 2017 2nd Team All-MVFC. 2017 
MVFC Freshman of the Year. 2017 MVFC Newcomer of the Year.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Cox was excellent in 2020 – his transfer to LSU allowed 
him to demonstrate at the highest level of college football what everybody who 
watched the FCS already knew – that Cox is a stud. Then went ahead and really 
helped his draft cause with an outstanding performance at the Senior Bowl. 

Cox will probably need a year or two of seasoning before he becomes a full-
time starter. With his great coverage skills it’s possible that he starts his pro 
career as a passing down linebacker. Likely day 2 selection. 
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Baron Browning (Ohio State) 

LB7 
Size: 6-3 1/8, 241   40: 4.53 

Class: Senior 

Browning is experienced at the college level having played in 43 games at OSU. Is 
an outstanding athlete who has a really good combination of size and explosive 
speed. Is athletic enough to cover running backs out of the backfield and physical 
enough to cover tight ends – showed great ability on film.  

Browning is an intelligent football player who diagnoses plays well. Steps up to play 
the run and is a good, strong tackler. Is an improving pass rusher, learning how to 
best use his speed and physicality and how to time up the blitz. Browning has a 
great motor and plays all-out on every play. 

Had been a little inconsistent in previous years, especially when he was switching 
in and out of the Buckeyes linebacker rotation, but Browning was much better in 
2020 – beginning to show an ability to make big plays rather than simply being a 
solid football player. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Across his 4-year Ohio State career, Browning recorded 6 
sacks, 2 fumble recoveries, 2 forced fumbles and 111 tackles (including 19 tackles 
for a loss). 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries.  

Honours and Awards: 2020 3rd Team All-Big 10. 

 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Browning flashes potential but it’s unclear what he ideal 
position in the NFL would be – having played in multiple linebacker spots at Ohio 
State. May be an off-the-ball 4-3 linebacker (middle or outside) or a 3-4 outside 
linebacker in the pros or indeed may be capable of playing a bit of all of those 
roles – so his versatility could be huge plus.  

Needs to come up with big plays more consistently but is a player on the rise 
having shown a lot in 2020 as compared to previous seasons. Non-stop motor 
will endear him to pro scouts. Possibly a guy that is going a little under the radar, 
despite the fact that he played at Ohio State. 

One of a number of Ohio State linebackers who are available for selection in this 
draft, including Baron Browning, Justin Hilliard and Tuf Borland. This probably 
hurts the cause of all of them because it raises questions as to their individual 
effectiveness. 

Will be a day 2 selection. 
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Chazz Surratt (North Carolina) 

LB8 
Size: 6-2, 229   40: 4.58 

Class: Senior 

Brother of wide receiver prospect Sage Surratt, who is available in the this draft. 
Surratt has taken an unusual route to being a potential draftee at linebacker – was 
recruited to North Carolina as a quarterback.  

Played two years of quarterback at North Carolina before switching to linebacker 
– meaning that he only has two years of experience at linebacker (2019 & 2020). Is 
very athletic with really good speed. Surratt Is an explosive off the ball linebacker 
who excels at blitzing and getting after the passer. Also uses that speed to get 
from sideline to sideline. Is tough, physical, and aggressive and won’t back down. 
The aggression has seen him miss tackles in the past. Has shown the ability to take 
over games.  

Was suspended for 4 games in 2018 following a reported alleged incident which 
involved the selling of school issued sneakers.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In two years at linebacker, Surratt Notched up an 
impressive 207 tackles, 12.5 sacks, 22.5 tackles for a loss, 12.5 sacks, 14 quarterback 
hurries, 2 interceptions, 8 passes defensed, 2 fumble recoveries and 2 forced 
fumbles. 

Against Virginia Tech in 2020, Surratt racked up 17 tackles, 2 tackles for a loss and 
a sack. Two weeks later, against Virginia, he recorded 15 tackles, 2 tackles for a 
loss and a forced fumble. Against Wake Forest in 2019, Surratt had 14 tackles, 2 
tackles for a loss and a sack. 

Played his first two years (2017 and 2018) at North Carolina under center passing 
for 1,352 yards and 8 touchdowns, with 6 interceptions.  

Injury Notes: Suffered a wrist injury in 2018 which saw him miss some playing time.  

Honours and Awards: Two-time 1st Team All-ACC (2019 & 2020). 2020 Butkus Award 
semi-finalist. 2020 Lott Impact Trophy semi-finalist. 2019 Runner-up for ACC 
Defensive Player of the Year. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Surratt is a team leader type who any team would love 
to have on their roster. Speed and athleticism will find him a role. Needs to 
channel his aggression to ensure that he doesn’t overrun plays and/or miss 
tackles.  

With a lack of experience at linebacker, he will likely need some time to 
develop but look like he has potential and a high ceiling. Likely to be a Day 2 
pick.  
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Dylan Moses (Alabama)  

LB9 
Size: 6-3, 234   40: 4.46e 

Class: Junior 

Moses’ college career has been a combination of really good play and 
unfortunate injuries.  

Despite the injuries, Moses has a good level of experience at the college level. Has 
ideal size for an off the ball linebacker. Moses is agile, works well in space and will 
get from sideline to sideline. Is intelligent and disciplined – will diagnose and make 
plays in the running game. Moses is a very reliable wrap up tackler. Has a burst to 
the football. Is also good in coverage as well as demonstrating some pass rushing 
skills. Smart, team leader type, with a non-stop motor although could do with 
being a little more aggressive. 

After injuries in both 2017 and 2019, Moses was solid rather than spectacular in 
2020.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Ended his college career with 2 interceptions, 6 passes 
defensed, 6.5  sacks, 3 forced fumbles, 22 tackles for a loss and 196 tackles. 

Injury Notes: Has suffered his fair share of injuries – missing the end of the 2017 
season with a broken foot and then suffering a torn ACL in practice prior to the 
2019 season – he missed the whole year. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 AP 3rd Team All-American. 2020 1st Team All-SEC. 2020 
Lott Impact Award semi-finalist. 2018 2nd Walter Camp Team All-American. 2018 2nd 
Team All-SEC. 2018 Butkus Award finalist. 2017 Freshman All-SEC. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Moses was very athletic before his injuries – needs to 
continue to demonstrate that he’s back to that pre-injury level of athleticism. 
Had he not missed 2019 due to injury, Moses would likely have been a first round 
pick in the 2020 NFL draft. Unfortunately, he didn’t make the great leap forward 
in 2020 that some had hoped for. Teams will hope that he will progress and fulfil 
the potential that he showed earlier in his career, prior to the ACL injury. Is smart 
and has a great work ethic.  

Likely projects to a weakside outside linebacker spot in a 4-3 defense in the NFL. 
It’s quite possible that the injuries coupled with a solid, but not great, 2020 will 
see Moses drop in the draft further than he should. If that happens, then a team 
may get a bargain. 

Should be a day 2 pick.  
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Pete Werner (Ohio State) 

LB10 
Size: 6-3, 239   40: 4.58 

Class: Senior 

Son of former NFL tight end Greg Werner, who played 10 games for the New York 
Jets in 1989.  

Pete has a high level of college experience, having played in 39 games, mainly at 
outside linebacker in the 4-3. Werner has prototypical size for a linebacker. A solid 
all-round linebacker, who is tough, physical, and aggressive. It’s difficult to find too 
many flaws in Werner’s game. Lacks out and out long speed but has some 
quickness and is much more athletic than he is given credit for. Has shown some 
good coverage skills matched up against tight ends. Reportedly is very smart, a 
studier of film and a good character guy. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his Ohio State career, Werner recorded a solid set of 
all round Career Stats & Highlights – 185 tackles, 16 tackles for a loss, 4 sacks, 4 
forced fumbles, 13 passes defensed and 2 fumble recoveries. 

Against Penn State in 2019 he had an outstanding game, notching up 10 tackles 
and 2 passes defensed in coverage against fellow potential 2021 draftee (and 
probable day 2 pick) Pat Freiermuth.  

Had 10 tackles in a game against Minnesota in 2018. 

Injury Notes: Missed 3 games in his senior year in high school (due to an 
undisclosed injury). 

Honours and Awards: 2020 1st Team All-Big 10. 2019 Honorable Mention All-Big 10. 
Two-time Academic All-Big 10 (2018 & 2019). 

  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Won’t let a team down but doesn’t yet make enough 
splash plays. However, is disciplined, solid and versatile – one of those guys that 
every team needs. Ability to cover tight ends will be liked by pro teams. 
However has some potential. Has been moving up draft boards in recent weeks. 

One of a number of Ohio State linebackers who are available for selection in this 
draft, including Baron Browning and Tuf Borland. This probably hurts the cause of 
all of them because it raises questions as to their individual effectiveness. 

Likely to be a 4-3 outside linebacker or 3-4 inside linebacker in the NFL. Could 
develop into a long-time starter in the pros once he has learned the pro game. 
Should contribute on special teams.  

Probable day 2 selection.  
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Cameron McGrone (Michigan) 

LB11 
Size: 6-0, 234   40: 4.67 

Class: Redshirt-Sophomore 

McGrone lacks experience, having played in only 19 games at Michigan, with just 
15 starts. Also is slightly shorter than the ideal size for an inside linebacker. 

McGrone is a fine athlete with really good speed and great agility. Plays with a lot 
of intensity and passion but is also smart and will diagnose plays well. Once zeroed 
in, McGrone will close really quickly on the ball carrier – once there he is a very 
secure tackler.  

Does well beating the blocks of offensive lineman, using both his agility and his 
strength to enable him to break free and get to the runner.  

Not as good against the pass as he is against the run. Playing against the pass, 
McGrone has been used both in coverage and as a blitzer. In coverage, he has 
been somewhat inconsistent whereas when asked to get after the passer he has 
demonstrated great intelligence – timing up the rush – as well as using his athletic 
ability but also showing excellent timing.  

Somewhat surprisingly opted to declare for this draft while still having a couple of 
years college eligibility remaining. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at Michigan with 91 tackles (including 
11 tackles for a loss), 3 sacks, 1 pass defensed and a forced fumble.  

Injury Notes: Suffered with a number of niggling injuries throughout 2020 (played in  
5 games – although in fairness, Michigan’s whole schedule was only 6 games due 
to COVID-19). 

Honours and Awards: 2019 Honourable Mention All-Big 10.  

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Some similarities to Patrick Queen who went in the first 
round last year, although McGrone isn’t as highly rated. Declared for the 2021 
draft after just 2 seasons in college and one of those was injury affected – there 
may have been a case for him staying in school for another year to boost his 
draft stock, however with the number of coaching changes coming up at 
Michigan, including a new defensive co-ordinator, McGrone’s decision to move 
on now was understandable.  

Will compete for a role as an inside/middle linebacker in the NFL – which is 
where he has seen all of his action for the Wolverines. 

Likely a late day 2 or early day 3 selection. 
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Monty Rice (Georgia) 

LB12 
Size: 6-0 1/4, 238   40: 4.57 

Class: Senior 

Rice is super-experienced linebacker at the college level, having played in 47 
games with 28 starts, in the extremely tough SEC. He is a little undersized for a 
linebacker and this can cause him some issues, particularly in the running game.  

Rice diagnoses plays quickly, and he makes lots of tackles. His game is very solid 
when he gets his hands on the ball carrier – he doesn’t miss many tackles. 
However Rice is not overly strong or physical and can get literally overpowered in 
the running game by both big running backs and by offensive lineman getting to 
the second level. Doesn’t have the power to be able to disengage from those 
huge guards and tackles. 

On the plus side though, Rice is excellent in passing downs. He has great speed 
which helps him as a blitzer and in coverage – in fact Rice can cover most 
receivers, including wideouts, which is very impressive.  

After a really good 2019, it was thought that Rice may consider declaring for the 
2020 draft. However he opted to return to Georgia for his senior season – and was 
even better in 2020 than in 2019.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at Georgia with 219 tackles, 2 sacks, 
10.5 tackles for a loss, 21 quarterback hurries, 5 pass defensed, 1 fumble recovery 
and 3 forced fumbles. 

Against Tennessee in 2020, Rice had 8 tackles, including a fumble return for a 
touchdown on a play in which he sacked the quarterback and forced the fumble. 
Had 12 tackles in a game against South Carolina in 2019. 

Injury Notes: Suffered a couple of minor injuries in 2020 (sprained knee, foot), but 
neither was serious, and he quickly recovered. No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-American (The Athletic). 2020 1st Team All-
SEC. 2020 Butkus Award finalist. 2019 2nd Team All-SEC. 2019 Co-Winner of Georgia’s 
Vince Dooley Award (Defensive MVP). 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Rice is shorter than pro teams would ideally like for a 
linebacker. He has shown year on year improvement which pro scouts will love 
and may indicate that there’s an upside still to come.  

Given his lack of ideal size, Rice probably projects to be a 4-3 outside 
linebacker in the NFL. Should also contribute on special teams. 

Likely a day 3 selection. 
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Garret Wallow (TCU)  

LB13 
Size: 6-2, 230   40: 4.65   

Class: Senior 

Wallow is highly experienced at the college level – having played in 49 games 
with 29 starts. He had arrived at TCU as a high school safety and in the first couple 
of years he played both safety and linebacker. Really excelled when he moved to 
linebacker full-time – having one of the most productive careers of any linebacker 
in this draft. He is an outstanding athlete with decent speed and excellent agility – 
all attributes which mean that he is solid in all aspects of linebacker play. 

In the running game, Wallow is more of a read and react player than he is an 
instinctive play diagnoser, but he gets the job done. He has enough speed to get 
to the ball carrier and is a very sound tackler once he’s there.  

As a former safety, you would expect Wallow to play well against the pass and he 
does. Is outstanding in coverage, being able to cover closely in man and 
compete for the football. Is also an excellent blitzer. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his college career with 290 tackles (including 
32.5 tackles for a loss), 9.5 sacks, 10 quarterback hurries, 3 forced fumbles, 1 
interception and 5 passes defensed 

Had 13 tackles against Louisiana Tech in 2020 – one of 6 games during the season 
in which he had 10+ tackles. Had 7 games in 2019 in which he notched up 10+ 
tackles – these included an incredible 19 tackles against SMU and 16 tackles 
against Oklahoma. 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: Two-time 1st Team All-Big 12 (2019 & 2020). 2020 Honorable 
Mention Big 12 Defensive Player of the Year. Academic 2nd Team All Big 12. Lott 
Impact Trophy Semi-Finalist. 2019 Honorable Mention All-American (Phil Steele). 
Honorable Mention Big 12 Defensive Player of the Year 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Wallow probably projects to be an outside linebacker in 
the 4-3 or possibly an inside linebacker in the 3-4. However, given his athletic 
ability, it’s not out of the question that there are NFL teams out there that see him 
reverting to his old position of safety or perhaps see him as a hybrid safety-
linebacker in the role that Raven Greene has played for the Packers in recent 
years. 

And talking of the Packers, it’s not impossible to see Green Bay as one of those 
team that may project Wallow into that hybrid role. 

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Justin Hilliard (Ohio State)  

LB14 
Size: 6-0 3/4, 227   40: 4.81 

Class: Senior 

Hilliard is a highly experienced linebacker – having played 47 games at Ohio 
State. But unfortunately his career has been blighted by injuries.  

When he is fully fit and able to go, Hilliard is an outstanding athlete with really nice 
speed. He’s an all-round solid player who can play the run and also play in 
coverage. Is also a very fine special teams player. 

Diagnoses running plays quickly and uses his speed to play downhill and get to the 
ball carrier. Is a sound tackler. Has only average strength and power which means 
that he can get tied up by blockers.  

Will cover all but the fastest backs and tight ends pretty well. His speed and agility 
enable him to do this. Is one of those guys who does a great job of getting around 
the football. 

Hilliard had his best year for OSU in 2020 and played really well towards the end of 
the season as the games themselves got bigger.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Ended his Buckeye career having played in 47 games in 
6 years, notching up 84 tackles (including 9 tackles for a loss), 2 interceptions, 5 
passes defensed, 3 fumble recoveries and 1 forced fumble.  

Against Northwestern in 2020, Hilliard had 9 tackles, 2 tackles for a loss, 1 
interception, 1 pass defensed and 1 fumble recovery. 

Injury Notes: Hilliard was at OSU for 6 seasons because of his unfortunate injury 
history – suffered biceps injuries in both 2015 and 2016 and an achilles injury in 
2019. Missed the opening game of the 2020 season due to an undisclosed injury.  

Honours and Awards: 2019 Ohio State’s Big 10 Sportsmanship Award honoree. 
Two-time Academic All-Big 10. Two-time Ohio State Scholar-Athlete. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: When it comes to Hilliard, NFL teams will have to decide 
whether they can look past his injury history. Had a really good Senior Bowl 
week. This will encourage pro scouts that he is finally getting past his injuries and 
playing at the level that was always expected of him – however, there’s no 
doubt that he comes with a risk. Being an excellent special teams player 
doesn’t hurt his chances.  

Probably projects to be an outside linebacker in a 4-3 defense in the NFL. 

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Tony Fields II (West Virginia) 

LB15 
Size: 6-1, 222   40: 4.64  

Class: Senior 

Played the first three years (2017-19) of his college career  at Arizona, before 
transferring to West Virginia for the 2020 season. Very experienced middle 
linebacker, having played in and started in 46 games in his college career. Is a 
little bit smaller than you’d like to play in the middle but on the plus side he is super 
athletic, has great speed and will get from sideline to sideline.  

Fields is a very instinctive and intelligent football player who diagnoses plays really 
well. He gets to the ball carrier quickly and is one of those guys that has the knack 
for seemingly always being around the football. Fields is a strong and reliable 
tackler in the running game, and he seems to be able to avoid offensive linemen 
blocking at the second level. 

Fields uses his athleticism and speed to cover running backs in the passing game. 
It’s probably best to describe Fields as reliable, rather than outstanding, in 
coverage. 

Had an excellent 2020 in his only year for the Mountaineers, earning an invite to 
the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his four year college career (Arizona & West Virginia 
combined) Fields recorded 9.5 sacks, 3 interceptions, 6 passes defensed, 1 forced 
fumble and 375 tackles (including 21 tackles for a loss). 

In 2020, Fields had 10 tackles in each of 5 games he played, including a season 
high 15 tackles against Kansas State in 2020. Also had 14 tackles against TCU. 

Against Purdue in 2017, Fields had 13 tackles, including 1 tackle for a loss, 1 sack 
and a quarterback hurry.  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 1st Team All-Big 12. 2020 Big 12 Newcomer of the Year. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Fields is a very reliable player who may project to a 
either middle linebacker or perhaps more likely a weakside outside linebacker 
spot in the 4-3 in the NFL (because of his lack of size). Will need some work on 
his coverage skills. Is excellent against the run, although there will be questions 
about whether, at his size, he is able to shed blocks (or preferably avoid them 
completely) at the next level. If so, then he is likely to have a productive pro 
career.  

Likely a day 3 selection. 
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Amen Ogbongbemiga (Oklahoma St) 

LB16 
Size: 6-1, 235   40: 4.63 

Class: Senior 

Born in Nigeria. Attended school in Houston, Texas before moving to Canada and 
playing his high school football there, where he also starred in track and field as a 
sprinter. Brother Alex is a linebacker for the BC Lions in the CFL. 

Excellent level of college experience – 49 games played. Is a team leader type 
who played as one of the two linebackers in Oklahoma State’s defense. Has 
speed, particularly straight line speed, and some athletic ability. Ogbongbemiga is 
a disciplined, intelligent player who know how to diagnose plays quickly. Plays with 
physicality and strength against the run and will use his agility to get to the ball 
carrier, make tackles and separate ball carriers from the football.  

Struggles in pass coverage, where he lacks awareness of routes and often can’t 
find the football in the air. Will also be out-muscled by big and physical backs and  
tight ends. Does show some skill and timing in the blitz. 

Ogbongbemiga saw action as a back-up linebacker and an excellent special 
teams player before winning a starting job for the first time in 2019. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his four year career as a Cowboy, Ogbongbemiga 
recorded 9 sacks, 9 quarterback hurries, 4 forced fumbles, 4 fumble recoveries, 1 
interception, 1 pass defensed, 1 kick blocked and 208 tackles (including 25.5 
tackles for a loss). 

Ogbongbemiga had an incredible game against TCU in 2020, when he forced 3 
fumbles (an Oklahoma State record), had 2 fumble recoveries and 12 tackles, 
including 1 tackle for a loss. Also in 2020, against West Virginia in 2020, he recorded 
13 tackles, 1 tackle for a loss, 1 sack and 1 quarterback hurry. 

Against West Virginia in 2019, Ogbongbemiga had 11 tackles, including 3.5 tackles 
for a loss. 

Injury Notes: No reported serious injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-Big 12. 2019 Oklahoma State Defensive 
MVP (Leslie O’Neal Award). 2019 1st Team Academic All-Big 12.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Ogbongbemiga plays really well against the run but 
needs to improve his pass coverage skills significantly if he is to become an 
every down player. Projects to an inside linebacker spot in the 3-4, or middle 
linebacker in the 4-3 in the NFL if he makes a roster. Special teams experience 
really helps his cause to stick on an NFL team. 

Likely late day 3 selection. 
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Paddy Fisher (Northwestern) 

LB17 
Size: 6-3 1/2, 239   40: 4.91 

Class: Senior 

Fisher has almost prototypical size for the linebacker position. He’s athletic without 
having top notch speed. 

Better against the run than the pass. Fisher has good instincts and diagnoses plays 
well. He is an aggressive tackler in the running game who will force fumbles. Plays 
downhill with quickness and pace, flying to the football. The closer he can end up 
to the line of scrimmage the better. Unfortunately wasn’t as good in this area in 
2019 as he had been in previous years – although he rebounded some in 2020. 

Fisher was reliable, without being outstanding, in coverage earlier in his college 
career, but similar to his play in run defense, his struggles against the pass really 
began in the 2019 season. His lack of real speed means that it’s difficult for Fisher 
to match up with running backs and the fastest of tight ends. This is combined with 
his difficulties anytime he has to change direction and play in reverse, 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his college career, Fisher recorded 4 interceptions, 14 
passes defensed, 11 forced fumbles, 2 fumble recoveries, 2 sacks and 404 tackles 
(including 24.5 tackles for a loss). 

Against Wisconsin in 2020, Fisher had 13 tackles, 2 tackles for a loss, 1 forced 
fumble and a quarterback hurry. 

Against Utah in 2018, Fisher had 13 tackles, 0.5 tackle for a loss and a forced 
fumble. 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries 

Honours and Awards: Two-time 1st Team All-Big 10 (2018 & 2020). 2020 Big 10 
Linebacker of the Year (Butkus-Fitzgerald Award). 2018 3rd Team All-American. 
Two-time 2nd Team All-Big 10 (2017 & 2019).  

Projection & Outlook: Fisher’s career seems to have worked a little in reverse. 
With a pro prospect you hope to see year on year development culminating in 
a strong final season before he enters the draft – however, with Fisher he has 
gone from playing at an outstanding level early in his college career to being 
not much more than reliable at the end of it. Fisher will be in a competition to 
make an NFL roster. If he makes it, he looks like an early down run stuffing inside 
linebacker, probably a back-up, and a special teams guy. To be an every 
down player, he will need to develop his game, particularly in pass coverage. 

Likely late day 3 selection. 
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Grant Stuard (Houston)  

LB18 
Size: 5-11 1/2, 230   40: 4.61e 

Class: Senior 

Played both sides of the ball in college – running back on offense and linebacker 
on defense. Became a full-time linebacker at Houston, although he still lined up 
very occasionally in the offensive backfield in his early Cougar days. 

Stuard has a decent level of experience at the college level, having played in 39 
games with 20 starts. Vocal team leader type who is short for a full-time linebacker 
but plays with a physicality that belies that lack of size. 

Has some explosion off the snap which helps him cause disruption to 
quarterbacks. Can be tied up though when linemen get their hands on him. 
Struggles when asked to cover running backs coming out of the backfield – 
doesn’t quite have the level of athleticism which would enable him to be 
effective in this area. 

Is a consistent, solid, player against the run. Uses his decent speed to get to the 
ball carrier and is a good tackler when he gets there. Those tackling skills carry 
over to special teams, where he was an excellent player earlier in his career. 

Good 2020 season earned Stuard an invitation to the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his four year Cougars’ career Stuard recorded 190 
tackles (including 17 tackles for a loss), 2 sacks, 4 passes defensed and 1 fumble 
recovery (which he returned for a touchdown). 

Stuard had an outstanding game against UCF in 2020, recording 12 tackles, 1 
tackle for a loss, 1 sack and a fumble recovery which he returned 34 yards for a 
touchdown. 

Against Connecticut in 2019, he recorded 15 tackles and 2 quarterback hurries. 

Injury Notes: Suffered a torn meniscus in 2017 which forced him to miss 5 games. 
No reported ongoing issues. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 1st Team All-AAC. 2019 2nd Team All-AAC. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Stuard lacks the ideal height and athleticism for an NFL 
inside linebacker and those issues may see him compete for a spot as the 
weakside linebacker in a 4-3 defense rather than on the inside. Has some pass 
rushing skills. Had a good week at the Senior Bowl. Even so, it will be tough for 
him to make a roster – will likely need to be a strong contributor on special 
teams. 

Probable late day 3 selection. 
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Dorian Etheridge (Louisville) 

LB19 
Size: 6-1 3/4, 233   40: 4.87 

Class: Senior 

Etheridge has lots of experience at the college level as a four year starter – 47 
games played, with 43 starts. He is an enthusiastic, confident and noisy team 
leader type who impact those that play around him.   

Solid inside linebacker who is very slightly undersized and has decent, but not 
great, athleticism. Uses his instincts to diagnose and react to plays in front of him. Is 
tough against the run but isn’t always the greatest of tacklers – in fact, he misses 
too many tackles, letting ball carriers get away after his has a an apparent clean 
hit. Etheridge plays hard all of the time and will pursue all over the field and keep 
going until the whistle. Seemingly is around the football all of the time in the 
running game.  

Etheridge is used in coverage quite a lot and does a good job, using his 
anticipation skills and covering with feistiness. Will challenge receivers and play the 
football. With his athleticism and savvy he Is able to run with backs and tight ends 
although he lacks all out speed. Occasionally on passing downs, Etheridge will be 
used as a blitzer – which he does well. 

Etheridge was better in 2020 than he was in 2019, particularly making more plays 
against the run. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his time at Louisville, Etheridge recorded 258 tackles 
(including 24 tackles for a loss), 4 sacks, 1 interception, 14 passes defensed, 1 
forced fumble and 4 fumble recoveries. 

Against Pittsburgh in 2020 Etheridge had 7 tackles, including 3.5 tackles for a loss, 2 
sacks, 1 quarterback hurry and a forced fumble.  

Injury Notes: Missed a little bit of time early in 2018 due to a sprained ankle. Has no 
reported major injuries.  

 Honours and Awards: 2017 ESPN Freshman All-American. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Etheridge has progressed year on year which will 
encourage pro scouts. His ability in coverage will also be of particular interest. 
But he is very inconsistent playing the run – needs to get much better as a 
tackler and  needs to work on the power and strength parts of his game, which 
are lacking.  Exactly what position he fits in the NFL is difficult to assess – but he 
certainly will need to impress in training camp and the pre-season, and 
contribute on special teams, in order to have a shot at making a roster. 

Probable late day 3 selection. 
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K.J. Britt (Auburn) 

LB20 
Size: 6-0 1/8, 239   40: 4.76 

Class: Senior 

Britt has lots of college experience, having played in 42 games at the SEC level. 
Become a starter for the first time in 2019. Was an improving player until he tore 
ligaments in his thumb early in 2020, an injury which forced him out for the 
remainder of Auburn’s season. The year on year improvement that he had been 
showing prior to the injury may encourage pro scouts that there may yet be more 
to come. The good news is that Britt was able to take part in the Senior Bowl at the 
end of the season seemingly without issue. 

Britt is a solid run defender, who diagnoses plays quickly and is strong in the tackle. 
He doesn’t have great speed does show instincts to get to the ball. Hasn’t shown 
much in pass coverage.  

Finished his Auburn career with 119 tackles (including 13 tackles for a loss), 2.5 
sacks, 2 passes defensed and 1 forced fumble. 

Likely late day 3 selection. 

 

Ernest Jones (South Carolina)  

LB21 
Size: 6-2, 224   40: 4.65 

Class: Junior 

Jones is high character, team Leader type who plays with smarts. He is solid 
playing the run and in coverage without being outstanding. Lacks height and bulk 
– could do with adding a little weight (as long as no speed is lost). Because of his 
lack of size he may project to a 4-3 outside linebacker (weakside) spot in the pros.  

Led the Gamecocks with 97 in tackles in 2019. Followed that up leading the team 
in tackles again in 2020 – this time notching up 86.  

Finished his South Carolina career with 199 tackles (including 10.5 tackles for a 
loss), 2 sacks, 2 interceptions, 5 passes defensed, 2 fumble recoveries and 3 forced 
fumbles. 

Likely late day 3 selection. 
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Derrick Barnes (Purdue) 

LB22 
Size: 6-0 1/2, 245   40: 4.57 

Class: Senior 

Barnes is a strong, physical, and aggressive linebacker who plays really tough 
against the run. Diagnoses running plays well and heads downhill to make tackles 
– is a tackling machine.  

Makes the occasional play in pass coverage but lacks some speed and height to 
be really effective here. 

Finished his career at Purdue with 225 tackles (including 25 tackles for a loss), 10 
sacks, 5 quarterback hurries, 1 interception, 4 passes defensed, 1 forced fumble 
and 1 fumble recovery. 

Projects as an early down linebacker and special teams player in the NFL if he 
makes a roster – which won’t be easy. 

Likely late day 3 selection. 

 

Isaiah McDuffie (Boston College) 

LB23   OLB/S 
Size: 6-1, 227   40: 4.59 

Class: Junior 

McDuffie lacks the ideal size to play linebacker in the NFL, and in fact could be 
best suited to the safety spot – which is where he actually began his college 
career. 

Nonetheless his lack of size didn’t prevent him from being highly effective at the 
college level. Over a four year career he recorded 233 tackles (including 15.5 
tackles for a loss(, 8.5 sacks, 9 quarterback hurries, 1 interception, 4 passes 
defensed and 1 fumble recovery.  

Despite this level of production, McDuffie’s lack of strength and power means that 
he struggles to shake off offensive linemen once they get their hands on him – a 
problem which would only be exacerbated as a linebacker in the NFL. 

Likely late day 3 selection. 
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Tuf Borland 

LB24 
Size: 6-0 1/8, 229   40: 4.98 

Class: Senior 

One of a number of Ohio State linebackers who are available for selection in this 
draft, whether this hinders Borland’s cause remains to be seen. 

Unspectacular, solid inside linebacker. Is a run stuffer but is a little small. Lacks 
great pass coverage skills. Suffered an achilles injury in the spring of 2018 but didn’t 
miss any playing time. Spent 2019 rotating in and out of the OSU line-up along with 
fellow potential 2021 draftee Baron Browning. 

Being able to play special teams will be key for him to compete for a roster spot in 
the NFL. 

Likely late day 3 selection or undrafted free agent. 

 
Buddy Johnson (Texas A&M) 

LB25 
Size: 6-2, 230   40: 4.57 

Class: Senior 

Johnson has lots of college experience having played in 47 games, starting in 23. Is 
known as a hard-working, team leader type. 

Physically, Johnson has less than ideal size and an average speed, but he gets the 
very best from what he has. Diagnoses plays well and gets to the ball carrier. 
Makes lots of tackles, without making a huge number of splash plays. Can do a 
little bit in pass coverage, as long as he’s not singled up on speedy, athletic backs 
or receivers. 

Finished his college career with 210 tackles (including 24.5 tackles for a loss), 6.5 
sacks, 1 interception, 5 passes defensed, 3 forced fumbles and 2 fumble 
recoveries.  

Johnson looks like a player who has been slightly better in each successive year. 
This has probably brought him into contention to be a really late (7th round) draft 
pick on day 3, although he still may go undrafted. 
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Riley Cole (South Alabama) 

LB26 
Size: 6-2 1/2, 242   40: 4.72 

Class: Senior 

Cole notched up good experience at South Alabama playing in 40 games, 
starting in 29. 

Cole lacks great speed but uses instincts to get around the football. Reads and 
reacts well and plays downhill against the run with a little closing burst. Is a good 
tackler.  Wasn’t really a dominant player in any aspect in college but was super 
reliable and consistent and could be counted on to deliver all-out effort every 
week. Probably projects to be an outside linebacker in a 4-3 defense in the NFL.  

Likely late day 3 selection or undrafted free agent. 

 

Erroll Thompson (Mississippi St.) 

LB27 
Size: 6-1½, 249   40: 4.75e 

Class: Senior 

Played both offense (running back) and defense (linebacker) early in high school, 
where he suffered a torn ACL, but fortunately he appears to have had no lasting 
problems due to the injury. Switched to become a full-time linebacker upon his 
arrival at Mississippi State. 

Thompson is very experienced, having played in 49 career games at Mississippi 
State, starting in 39, in the SEC. He’s a high character, team leader type with a 
great work ethic.  

Doesn’t have the greatest of athleticism nor top level speed but Thompson uses his 
football smarts well to diagnose plays. Is an inside run-stuffer who plays downhill 
and hits hard. Gets around the football. 

His lack of athletic ability means that pass coverage is not his forte. 

Finished his career with Mississippi State with 313 tackles (including 22 tackles for a 
loss), 9.5 sacks, 3 interceptions, 7 passes defensed, 2 forced fumbles and 1 fumble 
recovery. 

Likely late day 3 selection or undrafted free agent. 
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Anthony Hines III (Texas A&M) 

LB28 
Size: 6-3, 222   40: 4.67 

Class: Junior 

Hines has a decent combination of size and speed. Big tackler. Makes lots of plays 
in the running game when he plays in space but can be overpowered by 
blockers. Good in coverage.  

Opted out of the 2020 season stating that it was “difficult to be locked into football 
right now” but missing the season surely didn’t help his NFL chances. Could really 
have done with this past year to show that he was able to deliver at the level that 
he played at as a high school star. 4-3 outside linebacker in the NFL? 

After missing nearly the whole of 2018 due to injury, Hines bounced back in 2019 – 
earning a starting spot for the first time – playing and starting in all 13 games 
recording 70 tackles (including 10.5 tackles for a loss) and 4 quarterback hurries. 

Likely an undrafted free agent. 

 

Antjuan Simmons (Michigan St) 

LB29 
Size: 5-11, 218   40: 4.80 

Class: Junior 

Being under 6 feet and below 220 ponds, Simmons has the size which says he 
probably ought to be a safety in the NFL but lacks the speed to play in the 
defensive backfield.  

On the plus side, Simmons is a tackling machine – notching up 231 tackles 
(including 26 tackles for a loss) in his 46 games for MSU. Has football intelligence 
which enables him to diagnose plays and seek out and find the ball carrier. But it’s 
his non-stop motor and all-out play, down in and down out, which is the real 
feature of his game.  

His lack of height and size generally is a problem in pass coverage, and this won’t 
have gone unnoticed by pro scouts. Unfortunately this will see him drop well down 
draft boards and possibly out of the seven rounds altogether. 

Likely an undrafted free agent. 
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2021 General Draft Outlook: This is a nice group of cornerbacks, sitting around the 
middle of the positional groups in our rankings. It doesn’t have the out and out 
superstar at the top end, but it does have a good potential first round group and 
stays at level most of the way through. 

In the first round, we may see anywhere from 2 to 4 corners selected. Patrick Surtain 
Jr. and Caleb Farley have by vying to be the first player from this group to be selected 
(around pick 10), but recent back surgery for Farley has put his draft position in some 
doubt. Not far behind these two in Jaycee Horn. 

Towards the end of the first round we will likely see Greg Newsome II selected. 

By the end of day 2 (round 3), we may have seen as many as 12 or 13 corners chosen 
and by the end of the draft’ 7 rounds that number may be as high as 37 (the average 
being around 32). 

 

 

 

Packers Outlook: 

After re-signing Kevin King, the Packers cornerback roster now 
consists of King, Jaire Alexander, Chandon Sullivan, Josh 
Jackson, Ka’dar Hollman, Kabion Ento, Stanford Samuels and  
KeiVarae Russell. There is little doubt that the Packers will be 
looking for help here – perhaps trying to find a new long term 
starter in King’s place and also trying to find some depth. 

The Packers could go corner in round 1, and if so, Greg 
Newsome II could be the pick here. In round 2, the likes of Eric 
Stokes, Tyson Campbell and Elijah Moulden may come into 
play. Further down the draft a guy such as Ambry Thomas 
could be the pick.  
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The Packers have 
selected at least one 
Cornerback in 7 of the 
last 10 drafts. 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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TOP CORNERBACKS 
 Name     Pos College Round* 

1. Patrick Surtain II CB Alabama 1 
2. Caleb Farley CB Virginia Tech 1 
3. Jaycee Horn CB South Carolina 1 
4. Greg Newsome II CB Northwestern 1-2 
5. Asante Samuel Jr. CB Florida State 2 
6. Tyson Campbell CB Georgia 2 
7. Eric Stokes CB Georgia 2 
8. Elijah Molden CB Washington 2 
9. Aaron Robinson CB UCF 2-3 

10. Kelvin Joseph CB Kentucky 2-3 
11. Ifeatu Melifonwu CB Syracuse 2-3 
12. Paulson Adebo CB Stanford 3 
13. Shaun Wade CB Ohio State 3-4 
14. Benjamin St.-Juste CB Minnesota 3-4 
15. Ambry Thomas CB Michigan 4-5 
16. Rodarius Williams CB Oklahoma State 4-5 
17. Israel Mukuamu CB South Carolina 4-5 
18. Darren Hall CB/S San Diego State 4-5 
19. Trill Williams CB/S Syracuse 4-5 
20. Shakur Brown CB/S Michigan State 4-5 
21. Kary Vincent Jr. CB/S LSU 4-5 
22. Thomas Graham Jr. CB Oregon 4-5 
23. Olaijah Griffin CB USC 4-5 
24. Tre Brown CB Oklahoma 4-5 
25. Camryn Bynum CB California 4-5 
26. Robert Rochell CB Central Arkansas 4-5 
27. D.J. Daniel CB Georgia 4-5 
28. Tay Gowan CB Central Florida 6-7 
29. Deommodore Lenoir CB Oregon 6-7 
30. Tre Norwood CB/S Oklahoma 6-7 
31. Marco Wilson CB Florida 6-7 
32. Keith Taylor CB Washington 6-7 
33. Mark Webb CB/S Georgia 6-7 
34. Bryce Thompson CB Tennessee 6-7 
35. Zech McPhearson CB Texas Tech 6-7 
36. Bryan Mills CB N. Carolina Central 7-UDFA 
37. Rachad Wildgoose Jr. CB Wisconsin 7-UDFA 
38. Shemar Jean-Charles CB Appalachian State 7-UDFA 
39. Lorenzo Burns CB Arizona 7-UDFA 
40. Michael Carter II CB Duke 7-UDFA 

List continues on the next page 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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 Name     Pos College Round* 
41. Brandin Echols CB Kentucky 7-UDFA 
42. Manny Rugamba CB Miami (Ohio) 7-UDFA 
43. Nahshon Wright CB Oregon State UDFA 
44. Nate Hobbs CB Illinois UDFA 
45. Avery Williams CB Boise State UDFA 
46. Antonio Phillips CB Ball State UDFA 
47. Mark Gilbert CB Duke UDFA 
48. Jaylon Monroe CB Tulane UDFA 
49. Sam Webb CB/S Missouri Western UDFA 
50. Franklin McCain III CB North Carolina A&T UDFA 
51. Jason Pinnock CB Pittsburgh UDFA 
52. Dicaprio Bootle CB Nebraska UDFA 
53. Lawrence Woods CB Truman State UDFA 
54. Jalen Walker CB Boise State UDFA 
55. Chris Wilcox CB BYU UDFA 
56. Jerry Jacobs CB Arkansas UDFA 
57. A.J. Parker CB Kansas State UDFA 
58. Jaylen Harris CB Prairie View A&M UDFA 
59. Damarion Williams CB Houston UDFA 
60. Dareon Nash CB Idaho UDFA 
61. Kader Kohou CB Texas A&M-Commerce UDFA 
62. Jaquan Amos CB Villanova UDFA 
63. Mike Hampton CB South Florida UDFA 
64. Junior Faulk CB Delta State UDFA 
65. Shawn Steele CB Arkansas Pine-Bluff UDFA 
66. Cory Batie CB Harding UDFA 
67. Trey Dean CB Florida UDFA 
68. Samuel Womack CB Toledo UDFA 
69. Marlon Character CB/S Louisville UDFA 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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Patrick Surtain II (Alabama) 

CB1 
Size: 6-2, 208   40: 4.42 

Class: Junior 

Son of former NFL Pro Bowl corner Patrick Surtain who had an 11 year career with 
the Dolphins and Chiefs. The younger Patrick came out of high school ranked as 
the top cornerback in the nation – just ahead of high school team-mate and 
fellow 2021 potential draftee Tyson Campbell. 

Surtain has really good length and size generally and uses it well – he is a physical, 
tough, and aggressive corner who can match up with any size of receiver. His 
physicality really helps him in coverage, disrupting routes and enabling him to 
separate receivers from the football, although occasionally he seems to lose the 
football in the air. Is a super smooth athlete with agility and hip fluidity. Will jump 
routes and break quickly on the football – that burst can be quite special. Knows 
how to leverage position and use the sideline. Surtain is super smart and ultra-
confident – which is a trait that all the top pro corners have. Can play in both man 
and zone coverage. 

As well as being excellent in coverage, Surtain will use his physicality and 
aggression to get up and play the run. He is a fine tackler. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his time at Alabama with 4 interceptions, 24 
passes defensed, 4 forced fumbles, 24 passes defensed and 116 tackles (including 
6 tackles for a loss). 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries.  

Honours and Awards: 2020 Unanimous 1st Team All-American. SEC Defensive Player 
of the Year. 2020 1st Team All-SEC. 2020 Nagurski and Thorpe Awards finalist. 
Defensive MVP of 2021 Rose Bowl. 2018 Freshman All-American (The Athletic). 2018 
Freshman All-SEC team. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Is a much better all-round player coming out than his 
Alabama teammate Trevon Diggs who was a second round pick in last year’s 
draft. Surtain has played better each successive year in college and has the 
upside and potential to develop into an excellent coverage guy in the NFL. Has 
very few flaws – although he could do with fixing his inconsistency when the ball 
is in the air.  

Expect to see Surtain come in and start immediately – he can play in either a 
man or zone system, so his outlook seems to be system agnostic. He will be 
either the first or second cornerback off the board in this draft – probably in the 
top 10 overall. Looks like a future Pro Bowler.   
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Caleb Farley (Virginia Tech)  

CB2 
Size: 6-2, 207   40: 4.35 

Class: Junior 

Played as a passer-runner dual-threat quarterback in high school, who was 
recruited as a wide receiver and then converted to cornerback at Virginia Tech – 
winning the starting role in 2018. Really good cover guy with excellent athleticism, 
size, and speed. Gets his hands on receivers but perhaps is still not as physical as 
you would like for a guy with those physical traits, Certainly could do with work on 
his tackling.   

Farley is a great mover and is silky smooth whether playing in forwards or in reverse 
– his hips are really fluid, and he can transition so easily. Plays the ball, breaking 
quickly while the ball is in the air. More experienced in zone coverage than man 
right now but can play both.  

It was thought that Farley may declare for the 2020 draft, but instead he chose to  
return to school for the 2020 season. However, when the pandemic hit, Farley then 
opted out of the 2020 season under the COVID-19 protocol, giving himself time to 
prepare for the draft.   

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his college career having played in 24 games 
and starting in 23. Had 6 interceptions, 25 passes defensed, 1 sack, 2 quarterback 
hurries and 56 tackles (including 1 tackle for a loss). Had 9 kick-off returns for a 17.2 
yard average. 

Injury Notes: Unfortunately missed the 2017 season due to a torn ACL. Missed the 
final 2 games of the 2019 season with back spasms – a problem which reportedly 
required minor surgery. In March 2021 it was announced that he had a herniated 
lumbar disc in his back and required microdiscectomy surgery which he 
underwent almost immediately -  apparently he should be ready to practice 
again by training camp. 

Honours and Awards: 2019 1st Team All-ACC. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Has a little bit of a medical history and the news in 
March that he requires back surgery will only add to the question marks – teams 
will need to be comfortable that there will be no ongoing issues.  

Probably would have been a first round pick had he come out for the 2020 draft 
thanks largely to his physical ability and traits. Farley has huge potential and 
upside based on 2019 and those aforementioned athletic skills and traits. Would 
certainly have been the first or second corner taken in this draft, prior to the 
latest injury news. That may still be the case, but there is obviously a huge 
question mark now.  
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Jaycee Horn (South Carolina) 

CB3 
Size: 6-1, 205   40: 4.37 

Class: Junior 

Introduction: Alpharetta, Georgia native who is the son of former 12 year NFL wide 
receiver, Joe Horn (Chiefs, Saints, Falcons).  

Jaycee has good college level experience (30 games, 29 starts). Is excellent in  
coverage and finds the football well – needs to turn those plays into more 
interceptions. Jaycee Is a very fluid mover who transitions well. Is athletic and has 
decent size for the position. Horn is tough, physical, and super aggressive. Will get 
his hands on receivers in press coverage – sometimes too much so, giving away 
some penalties. Horn has some versatility – has played some in the slot as well as 
his usual outside slot. Horn always shows up to play and plays well in big games. 
Knows how to time the blitz.  

Played part of 2020 before opting out of the end of the season after 7 games, 
along with fellow corner (and potential 2021 draftee) Israel Mukuamu. This 
followed the firing of Gamecocks’ Head Coach Will Muschamp.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at South Carolina having played in 30 
games, starting in 29. Recorded 2 interceptions, 25 pass defensed, 2 forced 
fumbles, 3 sacks and 101 tackles (including 7 tackles for a loss).  

Injury Notes: Missed 2 games near the end of the 2018 season with an ankle injury. 
The injury was minor, and he returned before the season ended.  

Honours and Awards:2020 2nd Team All-SEC. 2019 SEC Fall Academic Honor Roll.  
2018 Freshman All-SEC. 2018 First Year SEC Academic Honor Roll. 2018 shared 
South Carolina’s Most Productive Player Award.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Needs work on tackling but was better in 2020 than in 
previous years – to be fair, this improvement can probably be said about almost 
every part of his game. Horn is a player on the upswing and seemingly still has 
potential untapped. Is already an excellent cover guy, who will only get better 
with NFL experience.  

Versatile – can play on the outside and in the slot but with his size, he is much 
better suited to play on the outside. Still had a year of college eligibility 
remaining when he chose to declare for the 2020 draft – this was probably a 
wise idea. Did he benefit from playing opposite potential fellow 2021 draftee 
Jaycee Horn? 

Will almost certainly be selected in the first round of the draft – somewhere 
around the middle of the round.  
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Greg Newsome II (Northwestern)  

CB4 
Size: 6-0, 192   40: 4.37 

Class: Junior 

Newsome has a mixed level of 
college football experience – didn’t 
play that many games (21) at the 
college level, however he did spend 
much of that college career in man 
coverage on the opposition’s no.1 
wide receiver. Has decent size for a 
corner, and he makes the most it – 
he is a physical, feisty, and 
aggressive cover guy who will 
challenge receivers and knock them 
off their routes. Sometimes can be a 
little over aggressive.  

Newsome has better than advertised speed and has a great burst to the football. 
Will find and play the ball in the air – however he has only a single interception in 
his college career, meaning that his hands haven’t been that great so far. Can 
play in man or in zone coverage. Could do with getting a little more physical in 
the run game. 2020 was by far his best season in his college career. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at Northwestern having played in 21 
games. Recorded 1 interception, 25 passes defensed, 1 fumble recovery and 71 
tackles (including 0.5 tackle for a loss) in just 17 games. In 2019, made 7 tackles in 
the game against Ohio State.  

Injury Notes: Has a history of niggling injuries, missing 4 games in 2019 and then 
suffered a groin injury in the 2020 Big 10 Championship Game. 

Honours & Awards: 2020 AP 3rd Team All-American. 2020 1st Team All-Big 10. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Although Newsome has a relative lack of experience), 
he is a player who is on the rise. Needs to make more big plays – lack of 
interceptions for such a talented player is cause for a little concern. His history of 
a number of minor injuries will also be of some concern to interested teams but 
they will surely satisfy themselves before the draft.  

Newsome is somewhat reminiscent of a slightly taller version of Packers corner 
Jaire Alexander – does this make him a possibility to be the Packers first round 
pick?. Newsome’s combination of athleticism, physicality and potential will see 
him off the board probably towards the end of the first round. 
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Asante Samuel Jr (Florida State) 

CB5   Slot/outside 
Size: 5-10, 184   40: 4.45 

Class: Junior 

Son of former NFL Corner Asante Samuel, who won 2 Super Bowls with the Patriots 
and was a 4-time Pro Bowler.  

Asante Jr. has a good level of experience (32 games, 23 starts) at the college 
level. Samuel lacks the ideal size for the pros. He is competitive and feisty but due 
to his lack of size he can at times be physically muscled off the ball – but this isn’t 
due to lack of toughness, he’s as competitive as they come. Compensates for 
some of his physical shortcomings with very close coverage ability, good speed, 
and quickness.  

Samuel is a very fine athlete who is a smooth mover with fluid hips. Diagnoses and 
reacts quickly to plays happening in front of him. Struggles at times to find and 
play the ball or indeed hang onto the football when he does find it. Well get up to 
play the run and is not afraid to throw his body in to make a tackle. 

Opted out of the last month of the college season in 2020 to prepare for the draft, 
which he enters as a junior.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his FSU career, Samuel played in 32 games, starting in 
23. Recorded 4 interceptions, 33 passes defensed, 1 forced fumble, 2 fumble 
recoveries and 96 tackles (including 3 tackles for a loss). 

In the game 2020 against Georgia Tech, Samuel was outstanding , recording 2 
interceptions, 4 passes defensed and 6 tackles.  

In 2019, he had 8 tackles and an interception in the game against Virginia.  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries.  

Honours and Awards:2020 1st Team All-ACC. 2019 3rd Team All-ACC. 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Samuels had dropped down some boards a little 
because of his size – although measuring 5-10 at his pro day really helped him. 
Plays with physical intensity but can still be physically manhandled. Will be 
interesting to see whether NFL teams will see him exclusively as a slot corner or 
as a guy who plays in the slot early in his career before moving outside. Either 
way, he may start his NFL career playing as a lot corner. 

Some analysts have Samuel getting selected late in the first round, but we see 
him as more of a Day 2 selection.  
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Tyson Campbell (Georgia) 

CB6 
Size: 6-2, 185   40: 4.38 

Class: Junior 

Came out of high school in Florida ranked as one of the very best cornerbacks in 
the nation – ranked just behind his own high school team-mate and fellow 
potential 2021 draftee Patrick Surtain II. Campbell also played a little bit of safety 
in high school.  

Really good size with great length. Campbell is a good athlete with fine speed – 
he ran around 10.4 in the 100m in high school. Has experience playing in both 
man zone coverages, but more often was seen in man. Has agility and really 
smooth movement with loose hips and is able to transition out of his backpedal 
with ease.  

Is physical and is sound tackler. Is good in coverage but needs to find the football 
a little more than he does – doesn’t make enough plays for the positions he gets 
into – often losing the receiver at the last moment.  

Campbell has been a little bit inconsistent throughout his college career and it’s 
difficult to assess how much he has benefited from playing opposite Eric Stokes, 
but 2020 was by far his best college season.   

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his time with the Bulldogs having played in 33 
games, with 24 starts. Recorded 1 interception, 11 passes defensed, 1 forced 
fumble, 3 fumble recoveries (including 2 returned for touchdowns) and 89 tackles 
(including 3.5 tackles for a loss).   

Injury Notes: Has suffered with niggling injuries throughout his college career which 
included a minor shoulder injury and a nagging turf toe which cost him 5 games in  
2019.  

Honours and Awards: None. 

 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Prototypical looking pro corner. But teams will be 
drafting Campbell as much on potential as production. He is a player on the 
rise, but how high is his ceiling? Needs to develop and learn to make plays on 
the ball – improving his all-round awareness is key. Niggling injuries may be a 
little bit of a concern. 

Like his fellow Bulldog corner, Eric Stokes, Campbell should develop into a 
starter in the NFL and is likely to be a day 2 selection in this draft – with the 
outside possibility of being taken late in Round 1. 
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Eric Stokes Jr. (Georgia) 

CB7 
Size: 6-1, 185   40: 4.24 

Class: Junior 

Excellent athlete with explosive speed – ran a 10.39 in the 100m in high school. Has 
good size (length). Good movement, loose hips, and transitions well out of his 
backpedal. Played well in big games. Excellent cover corner, although he could 
do with being slightly less grabby. In his first two years at Georgia he had problems 
turning his coverage skills into big plays – but got much better in that respect in 
2020, notching up the first interceptions of his college career (4 of them). Those 
plays helped earn him all-star recognition. Can play in both man and zone, 
although played more frequently in zone. 

Was in better in 2020 than in previous years, although with Stokes it’s difficult to 
assess how much he has benefited from playing opposite team-mate Tyson 
Campbell (and vice versa). 

Opted out of Georgia’s Bowl Game at the end of the 2020 season in order to 
have extra time to prepare for the draft – and to ensure that he didn’t get any 
late season injury which would impact his draft status.   

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his Bulldog career with 4 interceptions, 26 passes 
defensed, 1 sack, 1 forced fumble, 1 blocked punt and 78 tackles (including 2 
tackles for a loss). Also scored 3 touchdowns – 2 coming on interception returns, 
the other coming on the return of a blocked punt. 

In 2019, he had 7 tackles in the game against Auburn.  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 CBS 1st Team All-American. 2020 1st Team All-SEC. 2019 
2nd Team All-SEC. 2018 Co-winner of Georgia’s Defensive Most Improved Player. 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Stokes Is a player who is developing and has improved 
in each successive year – that will impress pro scouts. The hope is that the 
progression will continue, and that Stokes has a big upside. Is versatile and able 
to play in multiple schemes. Super athlete. Needs some work on making sure he 
gets a little less grabby with his hands, which is a fault that he won’t go away 
with in the NFL. 

Like his fellow Bulldog corner, Tyson Campbell, Stokes should be able to enter 
the NFL and contribute immediately, even if he’s not an opening day starter. Is 
likely to be a Day 2 selection in this draft – with the outside possibility of being 
taken late in Round 1. 
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Elijah Molden (Washington)  

CB8   Slot 
Size: 5-10, 190½   40: 4.59  

Class: Senior 

Is the son of former Saints, Chargers and Lions defensive back Alex Molden. Elijah 
was a versatile football player in high school who played well on both sides of the 
football – on offense he was a very successful running back, whilst on defense he 
played defensive back. Moved permanently to cornerback at Washington.  

Very experienced at the college level – 44 games played, with 19 starts. Molden is 
a super athlete with some speed, quick feet, and agility. Lacks ideal size to play on 
the outside but matches up well in the slot. 

Is really good covering slot receivers – according to PFF he has forced 15 
incompletions covering in the slot in the last two seasons. Molden has great 
instincts and anticipation with a quick reaction time which means that he is able 
to break on the ball with an outstanding burst. He will find the football in the air 
and plays it well. 

Molden loves to hit. He’s tough and physical and will get up and play the run. Is a 
solid tackler for a guy of his size.  

Molden broke out in 2019 when he became a starter at cornerback and led the 
Pac-12 with 17 passes defensed. Also had 4 interceptions and 3 forced fumbles. 

Had been expected to declare for the 2020 NFL draft, but instead chose to return 
for his senior season. Earned an invitation to the Senior Bowl. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his Washington career with 5 interceptions, 25 
passes defensed, 4 forced fumbles, 2 fumble recoveries, 1 quarterback hurry and 
153 tackles (including 7 tackles for a loss). 

Injury Notes: Was unable to take part in the Senior Bowl after the 2020 season due 
to a minor injury (undisclosed). There are no reports of any ongoing problems.  

Honours and Awards: 2020 PFF 2nd Team All-American. Two-time 1st Team All-Pac 
12 (2019 & 2020). 2020 William V. Campbell Trophy finalist. 2020 Lott Impact Trophy 
semi-finalist. 2019 PFF 2nd Team All-American. 2019 MVP of the Las Vegas Bowl. 
2019 Pac 12 Academic Honor Roll. 2018 2nd Team All-Pac 12. 2018 Academic 1st 
Team All-Pac 12.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Molden is slightly shorter than the ideal pro height for a 
corner. Alongside his playing skills he has great versatility – could play a variety 
of positions in the NFL – slot (which is most likely), safety and outside corner. 

Should be off the board on day 2. 
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Aaron Robinson (UCF)  

CB9   Slot    
Size: 5-11 1/2, 190   40: 4.38 

Class: Senior 

Played one year at Alabama (2016). Perhaps sensing his opportunities with the 
Crimson Tide would be limited, Robinson opted to transfer to Central Florida 
between the 2016 and 2017 seasons. He had to sit out a year (2017) as part of the 
transfer protocol. 

Good experience playing most of the time covering receivers in the slot, albeit it’s 
experience earned playing the majority of the time against the less strong FBS 
schools. Robinson has ok, but not great, size. Is a good athlete without having 
blazing speed but uses his smarts and physicality to stay with receivers. Robinson 
has all-round good coverage skills and will get his hands on receivers quickly  – 
although sometimes he will overuse those hands. Finds the ball in the air and also 
has a great closing burst to the football. Has experience playing in both man and 
zone coverage. 

Doesn’t quite make enough big plays (just a single interception) considering how 
often he gets his hands on the football. Will step up and play the run and was 
better in this regard in 2020 than he had been in previous years. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his college career (Alabama and UCF 
combined) with 1 interception, 16 passes defensed, 1 fumble recovery, 2 forced 
fumbles and 103 tackles (including 6.5 tackles for a loss). 

Injury Notes: Missed multiple games after suffering an injury making a tackle on the 
opening kick-off of the first game of the 2018 season. The injury was one of those 
very scary looking incidents where he was motionless on the field for a number of 
minutes. Fortunately, Robinson made a full recovery, although his season was 
limited to 7 games. 

Honours and Awards: Two-time 2nd Team All-AAC (2019 & 2020),  

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Robinson is big for a slot guy but is very effective there 
and likely will  get selected by a team looking for a slot cover corner. Has the 
versatility to line up on the outside too, which teams will like. Needs time to 
develop his ball skills – especially his hands, which should enable him to make 
more splash plays. Also needs to continue improvement in stepping up and 
playing the run. 

Seems likely that he won’t be a day 1 starter but should contribute early on 
passing downs. Will also help on special teams. Robinson will probably be 
selected on day 2.  
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Kelvin Joseph (Kentucky) 

CB10 
Size: 6-1, 191   40: 4.34 

Class: Redshirt-Sophomore 

Outstanding two-sport athlete in high school, excelling as a defensive back and 
kick-off and punt returner on the football field.  

Played one year (2018) at LSU, before transferring to Kentucky. The transfer 
followed Joseph being suspended for LSU’s Fiesta Bowl game. Sat out 2019 as part 
of the transfer protocol. Switched to corner full-time upon arrival at Kentucky. 
Joseph lacks experience – just 20 college games played (8 starts). Has really good 
size for a corner and is a super athlete who is a silky smooth mover in a straight line 
but can struggle just a little when he needs to cut and change direction. 

Joseph can cover in both zone and man. His speed and athleticism sometimes 
enables him to keep close coverage on the top receivers, however he can get 
beaten by savvy receivers who are really good route runners. Is better on plays 
that are happening in front of him, where he can use his closing burst and break 
on the football. Has really good hands. Is willing to step up and play the run but 
isn’t physical enough and doesn’t make enough plays in this area. 

Had a break-out season in 2020, becoming the starter at CB – led the SEC in 
interceptions with 4, also scored 1 touchdown and had 6 passes defensed. Opted 
out of the remainder of the year in December to begin preparation for the draft. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his two years in college (Kentucky & LSU combined), 
Joseph had 4 interceptions (including 1 returned for a touchdown), 6 passes 
defensed and 37 tackles (including 0.5 tackle for a loss). 

Had a big game against Tennessee in 2020, returning an interception 41 yards for 
a touchdown, while recording 2 passes defensed and 4 tackles.  

Injury Notes: Had a niggling hamstring injury in 2018. No known ongoing issues. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 4th Team All-SEC (Phil Steele) 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Joseph lacks experience at the college level, meaning 
that he’s likely to need to some time to develop in the pros. Needs to work on a 
number of areas, including playing press man, route diagnosis and in physicality 
against the run. Teams will also want to ensure than any discipline issues dating 
back to his time at LSU are behind him.  

On the plus side, Joseph has the size that you ideally need for a pro corner and 
his speed and athleticism are huge upsides. His potential for the future is great. 
Should develop into a long time starter in the NFL. 

Likely a day 2 selection. 
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Ifeatu Melifonwu (Syracuse) 

CB11 
Size: 6-2 5/8, 212   40: 4.48 

Class: Junior 

Brother Obi was drafted by the Oakland Raiders in the 2nd round in 2017 and is 
currently with the 49ers. Ifeatu played multiple positions in high school – including 
running back, wide receiver, safety, and cornerback – before converting to 
cornerback full-time at Syracuse. 

Melifonwu has a decent level of experience at the college level (28 games, 19 
starts). He has great length – Is a big man for a corner and has outstanding 
athletic ability, coupled with really good speed. Is a super smooth mover, who 
transitions from his backpedal extremely fluidly. Is excellent in coverage, following 
receivers all over the field, finding the football and separating the receiver from it -  
preventing completions.  

Will make plays short and deep and can cover in both zone and in man. However 
Melifonwu  could do with converting his coverage skills into a few more splash 
plays than he currently makes – doesn’t create enough turnovers for a player who 
gets his hands on the football. Good special teams player. Is reportedly very smart 
and is a good character guy.  

Opted to declare for the 2021 draft and earned himself an invitation to the Senior 
Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Had a good career at Syracuse playing in 28 games and 
starting in 19. Finished his career with 3 interceptions, 26 passes defensed, 1 sack 
and 88 tackles (including 5 tackles for a loss).  

Injury Notes: Missed 4 games in 2018 due to injury. Missed games in 2019 with ankle 
and hamstring injuries.  

Honours and Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-ACC. 2017 ACC Honor Roll selection.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Melifonwu declared for the draft with a year of college 
eligibility remaining – it could be that he would have been better served 
returning to school for another year. However, scouts will like that he appeared 
to be progressing and has some upside.  

Needs to work on using his size and strength i.e. becoming more physical, 
particularly in the running game. Also needs to work on his hands (catching 
ability). Will contribute on special teams while he is learning the nuances of 
playing corner in the pros.  

Likely day 2 selection. 
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 Paulson Adebo (Stanford)  

CB12 
Size: 6-1, 190   40: 4.42 

Class: Junior 

Adebo was a highly ranked high school player on both offense (wide receiver) 
and defense (defensive back). Became a full-time cornerback after being 
recruited by Stanford. 

Two year starter at Stanford – played in 22 games, with 21 starts. 

Adebo is an outstanding athlete with a fine combination of size and speed. He is a  
a smooth and fluid mover and is a really good coverage corner with a burst on 
the ball. Finds the football in the air and will make a play on it – either picking the 
pass off or knocking it down. Adebo has excellent hands, no doubt using his wide 
receiver skills from high school. He is really aggressive in coverage that he can be 
caught out on double moves, which has been a real problem for him. Will also 
occasionally, for no apparent reason, just lose track of receivers in the middle of 
their routes. 

Nearly declared for the 2020 draft but then decided to return to for the 2020 
season. However, he later opted out under the COVID-19 protocol and didn’t opt 
back in when the Pac-12 came back.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his two year playing career at Stanford, Adebo 
recorded 8 interceptions, 38 passes defensed and 97 tackles (including 3.5 tackles 
for a loss). 

Had 2 interceptions in the game against Arizona in 2019.  

His 24 passes defensed in 2018 was a new Stanford record. 

Injury Notes: Injury forced him to miss the last 3 games in 2019. 

Honours and Awards: Two-time 1st Team All-Pac 12 selection (2018 and 2019). 2018 
FWAA 2nd Team All-American. 2018 Pacific Takes Pac 12 All-Freshman Team. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Wasn’t quite as good in 2019 as he was in 2018 – in fact 
some rated him as high as a potential first round draft pick after his 2018 season. 
And then not playing in 2020 probably saw his stock drop some more. Is super 
aggressive in coverage that can get him into trouble on occasion – however this 
isn’t the worst problem to have and pro coaching will help with play and route 
recognition.  

Has slipped down draft boards since his heady days of 2018/2019 but should still 
get selected late in day 2 or early day 3 at the outside – any later than that 
would make him a real steal.  
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Shaun Wade (Ohio State)  

CB13   Slot 
Size: 6-0½, 194   40: 4.49e 

Class: Junior 

Wade is yet another in the long line of Ohio State cornerbacks (a lineage that 
includes the likes of Shawn Springs, Antoine Winfield, Malcolm Jenkins, Marshon 
Lattimore, Denzel Ward and Jeff Okudah). 

Wade has a good level of experience at the college level (35 games). He has an 
excellent combination of size and speed. He is athletic and instinctive. Finds the 
football and makes big plays (6 interceptions as a Buckeye). Wade is physical, 
aggressive and likes to hit. Has proved to be a much better cornerback playing in 
the slot than on the outside – where he was really inconsistent. Will rush the passer 
from the slot – he is a good timer of the blitz. Is reportedly a very smart guy. Has 
played some on special teams.  

Wade considered declaring for the 2020 draft but opted instead to return to OSU 
for another year. Then decided to sit out of the 2020 season, under the COVID-19 
protocol, but later changed his mind and returned to play. He earned lots of 
plaudits for his play in 2020 but was really inconsistent – played really well at times, 
made some big plays but also gave up some big plays. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his OSU career, Wade played in 35 games, recording 6 
interceptions, 25 passes defensed, 2 sacks, 1 quarterback hurry, 3 forced fumbles, 
1 blocked kick and 92 tackles (including 5 tackles for a loss). 

Injury Notes: Missed the 2017 season after having abdominal surgery. Subsequent 
seasons have shown that there are no long lasting issues following that surgery. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 Consensus All-American. 2020 Big-10 Defensive Player 
of the Year (Tatum-Woodson award). 2020 1st Team All-Big 10. 2019 3rd Team All-Big 
10. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: There undoubtedly will be lots of varying views on 
Wade, amongst both analysts and pro scouts. He earned honours and awards 
aplenty for his 2020 season, but simply wasn’t as good in 2020 than he was in 
previous years - played better lined up covering from the slot position in 2018 
and 2019 than he did on the outside in 2020. Has some versatility – Wade also 
played a little bit of safety while at OSU.  

Can come in and start very quickly as a slot corner but will likely need some 
time to develop and learn if NFL teams want to play him on the outside.  

Likely a late day 2 or early day 3 selection.  
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Benjamin St.-Juste (Minnesota) 

CB14 
Size: 6-3 3/8, 200   40: 4.51 

Class: Junior 

Born in Montreal, Canada, where he played his high school football. He spent two 
years (playing in just one) at the University of Michigan before transferring to 
Minnesota. 

Played in 30 games in college, but around half of those were pre-dominantly on 
special teams only, so St.-Juste doesn’t have a huge body of work playing 
defense.  

St.-Juste has outstanding size and great length. Plays well in coverage, particularly 
in man, where he uses his combination of athletic ability, speed, and physicality to 
make life extremely difficult for receivers. Can be caught out on double moves, 
but this is not surprising for a player with so few starting games under his belt. 

He is a strong and solid tackler and isn’t afraid to get up and play the run. Has 
good play intelligence.  

Has versatility having spent time at both cornerback and safety. 

Opted to declare for this draft while still have a year of college eligibility 
remaining. Earned an invite to the Senior Bowl. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In two seasons at Minnesota St.-Juste recorded 49 
tackles and 13 passes defensed, in 18 games played. In his previous season at 
Michigan (2017), he recorded 3 tackles. 

Injury Notes: Suffered a hamstring injury in 2018 which forced him to redshirt the 
season. All appears to have been ok since then – no reports of further difficulties 
with this injury or any other known problems. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 Academic All-Big 10 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: St.-Juste was excellent the whole week at the Senior 
Bowl where he demonstrated an ability to play both cornerback and safety. 
Needs work on the nuances of both positions, mainly because of his lack of 
experience. 

St.-Juste is raw and will need time to develop. But he may have a really big 
upside. Will start his pro career as a back-up, perhaps for multiple positions, and 
on special teams while he learns. Could turn into a bargain. 

Likely a late day 2 or early day 3 selection. 
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Ambry Thomas (Michigan)  

CB15   Slot 
Size: 5-11, 191   40: 4.37 

Class: Senior 

Played both receiver and defensive back in high school where he was also an 
accomplished kick-off and punt returner.   

Decent mix of height and really speed. Is a good man coverage corner, where he 
can use his physicality and feistiness – disrupting receivers’ routes. Thomas has 
spent a lot of time covering the slot receiver but can also line up on the outside. 
Sometimes loses the football in the air. Likes to be physical but can be a little 
handsy at times.  

Reportedly is a smart, really high character guy who works hard. Is good on 
special teams.  

In 2020, Thomas signed with an agent when the Big-10 cancelled their season and 
even though he could have come back when that decision was reversed, Thomas 
ultimately decided to stay opted out and prepare for the 2021 draft instead. Still 
earned an invitation to the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his 3-year career at Michigan with 4 
interceptions, 9 passes defensed, 5 fumble recoveries, 1 forced fumble and 54 
tackles (including 3.5 tackles for a loss). Also had 39 kick-off returns at a 20.7 
average, with 1 touchdown. 

Injury Notes: In 2019, he spent time in hospital with a case of colitis – he lost around 
35 pounds. Regained the weight and surprised everybody by coming back to play 
in 2019.  

Honours and Awards:2019 3rd Team All-Big 10 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Thomas is very versatile – can be an outside or nickel 
corner. Also his ability to return kick-offs and play on special teams coverage 
units will help his cause. Not having played in 2020 will hurt him a little bit but 
reportedly, had a really solid week at the Senior Bowl. As a corner, Thomas 
needs to improve his awareness when the ball is in the air.  

Potentially has the skills to eventually become a starting corner or slot man in 
the NFL but will need development and some time. Should be able to contribute 
in sub packages in the meantime. 

Teams will hope that his medical difficulties are behind him. 

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Rodarius Williams (Oklahoma St.) 

CB16 
Size: 6-0 1/8, 193   40: 4.50 

Class: Senior 

Williams is the brother of Cleveland Browns’ corner Greedy Williams. Rodarius was 
a multi-sport athlete in high school having take part in track and field and played 
baseball as well as football. 

Williams is a highly experienced four-year starter at the college level – started in 
every game in which he played, 45 games and starts in total. Is a nice sized corner 
with athleticism, some speed, and agility.  

Williams is a good cover corner who can play in both press man and off 
coverage. Has enough speed to be able to cover closely and aggressively in man 
but prefers to stay super safe and not give up the big play – is more of a read and 
react guy with the play happening in front of him, than he is aggressive in-your-
face corner. Is a smooth and fluid mover who transitions well out of his backpedal. 
Finds the football in the air and knock it down or separate the receiver from it, 
however his hands are not much better than average so doesn’t have as many 
interceptions as his talent dictates he should have. 

Plays with some toughness and is willing to use his physicality in the running game, 
He will fight off blocks to get up and make tackle.   

Williams nearly declared for the 2020 NFL draft, but opted instead to return for his 
senior season (2020). Probably had his best year for the Cowboys this past season, 
playing well enough to earn himself an invitation to the Senior Bowl.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at OSU having played and started in 
45 games and recording 2 interceptions, 27 passes defensed, 1 forced fumble and 
169 tackles (including 5.5 tackles for a loss).  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries.  

Honours and Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-Big 12 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Williams is a player on the rise showing year on year 
progression – this will impress and encourage NFL scouts. Needs to work on 
playing in press man coverage and also on his hands. Hasn’t demonstrated 
much versatility in his time at Oklahoma State, but that’s perhaps as much down 
to how he was used rather than his actual talent level. Nonetheless, this may 
limit his usefulness to some teams in the short term. 

Likely early day 3 selection. 
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Israel Mukuamu (South Carolina) 

CB17 
Size: 6-4, 210   40: 4.51 

Class: Junior 

Mukuamu is one of the biggest corners you ever will see. Decent level of 
experience playing in the SEC – 31 games played and 19 starts. Played the 
majority of his time at South Carolina lined up on the outside, but his great size and 
length also makes him an option at safety – he has started and played a little 
there for the Gamecocks.  

Mukuamu is athletic and physical and will aggressively fight for the football. Good 
in zone. Lacks some agility to be permanently in man coverage – however, he has 
the ability and straight line speed to recover, partially thanks to his long striding 
running style. Is physical up at the line of scrimmage, getting his hands up on 
receivers and disrupting their routes. 

Mukuamu is not afraid to get up and play the run. Despite his long legs he does a 
good job avoiding would be blocker. He’s strong in the tackle playing the run. 

Played part of 2020 season before opting out of the remainder of the season after 
7 games, along with fellow corner (and potential 2021 draftee) Jaycee Horn, 
following the firing of SC Coach Will Muschamp. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 31 games, with 19 starts (17 at cornerback and 
2 at safety). Had 7 interceptions, 17 passes defensed, 1 forced fumble and 86 
tackles (including 4 tackles for a loss).  

Had a huge game against Georgia in 2019, when he recorded 3 interceptions 
and 11 tackles.  

Injury Notes: Suffered a strained groin during the 2020 season, an injury which  
hindered him somewhat seven though he kept playing. 

Honours and Awards: 2019 2nd Team All-SEC, 2019 SEC Fall Academic Honor Roll. 
2018 SEC First Year Academic Honor Roll. 

  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Great size for an NFL corner. His versatility also helps his 
chances as he could be used all over the defensive backfield. Teams probably 
don’t want him to play much in man coverage, because he isn’t quick enough 
in out of breaks to stay with receivers who are shifty with cutting ability. Wasn’t 
as effective in 2020 as he had been in previous years – this could be a reason for 
concern but may also have been due to the niggling injuries he had in 2020. 

How much did he benefit from playing opposite potential fellow 2021 draftee 
Jaycee Horn? Likely a day 3 selection. 
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Darren Hall (San Diego State)   

CB18   CB/S 
Size: 5-11 3/8, 189   40: 4.47 

Class: Junior 

Good level of college experience – played in 34 games, with 22 starts. Started his 
career at San Diego State playing safety before switching to the cornerback spot. 
Hass decent size and athletic ability. Is reportedly a smart, hardworking guy who is 
a team leader type. 

Hall is a physical cover guy but plays best in zone coverage. Across his career he 
has played a lot of off coverage with the play happening in front of him, where he 
can use his acceleration and burst to get to the football or receiver. However, has 
played developed as he’s played more in press man in 2019 and 2020. Hall is a 
playmaker who finds and plays the football.  

Uses his physicality when playing the run as well. Hall is not afraid to get up and 
make the hit – is a good tackler. Will also be used on the blitz and has learned how 
to time that blitz really well. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his four seasons, Hall recorded 6 interceptions 
(including 1 returned for a touchdown), 31 passes defensed, 3 forced fumbles, 1 
fumble recovery. 25 sacks and 134 tackles (including 7.5 tackles for a loss). 

Against Nevada in 2020, Hall had 11 tackles, 1 tackle for a loss, 1 interception and 
3 passes defensed.  

Against Utah State in 2019, Hall had 9 tackles, 1 tackle for a loss and 3 passes 
defensed. 

Had 9 tackles, 1 sack,1 pass defensed and an interception against Boise State in 
2018 

Injury Notes: Played just 2 games in 2017 before an undisclosed injury ended his 
season. Had another undisclosed injury early in 2019. The good news is that there 
appears to be no ongoing issues. 

Honours and Awards: 2019 Honorable Mention All-Mountain West. 2018 San Diego 
State Co-Outstanding Freshman Award. 

  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Super versatile player who could end up playing any 
position in the defensive backfield in the NFL. Is a player who appears to be 
improving year on year – which will encourage pro scouts. His versatility 
coupled with his athletic ability, should be enough to Hall an NFL roster spot. 

Likely day 3 selection.  
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Trill Williams (Syracuse) 

CB19   Slot/Outside/S 
Size: 6-1½, 198   40: 4.42 

Class: Junior 

Williams is physical and aggressive in coverage – which is a plus, except that he 
will bite on moves, which makes him inconsistent in man to man coverage. Played 
a lot in the slot – but size and length points to him possibly playing on the outside in 
the NFL. 

Will also use that physicality and size to get up to make plays in the running game. 
Really athletic with excellent speed. Opted out of the last 4 games of the 2020 
season due to an ankle injury and to prepare for the draft. Finished his college 
career with 4 interceptions and 9 passes defensed. 

Williams underwent successful surgery in November on the injured ankle (torn 
ligament) – was sufficiently recovered to take part in the Syracuse Pro Day in 
March. 

Is a likely day 3 selection. 

 

Shakur Brown (Michigan State) 

CB20   CB/S 
Size: 5-10, 183   40: 4.61 

Class: Junior 

Average size at best, although he does play with physicality – sometimes too 
much so, when his hands can get him in penalty trouble. Is generally better in zone 
coverage than in man i.e. when plays are happening in front of him. Lacks speed 
but does have a decent closing burst to the football or ball carrier.  

Bounced back from a 2019 injury (missed 6 games) to have an excellent 2020, 
leading the nation in interceptions with 5. Earned 2nd Team All-American (Walter 
Camp Foundation) and 1st Team All-Big 10 honours. Finished his Spartans career 
with 7 interceptions, 9 pass defensed, 2 sacks and 54 tackles.  

Because of his playing strengths and lack of speed, it could be that Brown projects 
to safety rather than corner in the NFL. 

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Kary Vincent Jr. (LSU)  

CB21   Slot/S 
Size: 5-10, 182   40: 4.33 

Class: Senior 

Vincent would be undersized for an outside corner which is why he is better suited 
to the slot position, where he spent a lot of his time while at LSU. Has great 
athleticism and agility to go along with his world class speed. Is one of the fastest 
players in this draft - ran a 4.33 at LSU’s Pro Day and as a track star at LSU, Vincent 
ran a 10.07 time (albeit wind assisted) for the 100m in 2019.  

Vincent isn’t afraid to mix it up physically, but he can be challenged, both by 
strong and tall receivers in the passing game and also by powerful backs in the 
running game.  

Had his best season in 2019 season when he was outstanding and recorded 4 
interceptions, 8 passes defensed and 48 tackles. Opted out of the 2020 season in 
order to prepare for the draft. 

Likely day 3 selection. 

 

 

Thomas Graham Jr. (Oregon) 

CB22 
Size: 5-10 1/2, 193   40: 4.49 

Class: Senior 

Very experienced – long time starter. Average size. Is a decent athlete who has 
good but not great speed. Very instinctive and agile, with the ability to fluidly 
change direction. Better in zone than man. Finds the football in the air, which is a 
skill that lots of college cornerbacks don’t have. 

Considered declaring for the 2020 NFL draft but chose to return to school instead. 
But Graham then later opted out of the 2020 season under the COVID-19 
protocol. 

Graham will suit a team that plays zone defense the majority of the time. Pro 
scouts will be encouraged by his ability to make plays on the ball, even when he 
gets beaten. 

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Olaijah Griffin (USC) 

CB23 
Size: 6-0, 176   40: 4.53 

Class: Junior 

Griffin had a decent level of experience at USC, having played in 25 games. He 
opted to declare for this draft with a still a year of college eligibility – it was a 
surprising choice and he may have been better returning to school for another 
year – especially as he appears to still be improving.  

Griffin has some size (length), athleticism and speed and works quite nicely in man 
coverage, finding the football in the air and playing it. Will challenge receivers 
and fight for the ball if necessary. Doesn’t yet convert enough opportunities into 
turnovers. 

Is willing to get up and play the run, although he isn’t yet the best tackler – work 
needed in this area. 

Likely day 3 selection. 

 
Tre Brown (Oklahoma) 

CB24   Slot 
Size: 5-9 3/4, 188   40: 4.40 

Class: Senior 

Probably a slot corner in the NFL because of his lack of size – but does have great 
shiftiness and movement, demonstrating his ability to closely cover those slot and 
gadget athletes. Gets his hands on the football a lot but doesn’t convert enough 
of those into interceptions.  

Lack of size is a little bit of a problem in the running game where he can be run 
over. 

Finished his college career with 4 interceptions, 35 passes defensed, 2 sacks and 
141 tackles (including 8.5 tackles for a loss). 

Brown has been improving each year at Oklahoma, which is projects an upside 
and he really helped his pro cause at the Senior Bowl week – this probably moved 
him from a borderline draft selection to a solid day 3 pick (somewhere around the 
5th round). 
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Camryn Bynum (California) 

CB25 
Size: 6-0 3/8, 198   40: 4.58 

Class: Senior 

Bynum has good experience as a long term starter – playing and starting in 42 
games at cornerback in his Bears career. 

Has played in both zone and man schemes but seems to be better in zone. Lacks 
some speed to be truly effective as a man cover corner. In zone, he uses his 
instincts and experience to diagnose the play. His intelligence allows him to make 
up some for lack of closing burst. Will find the football in the air and make the play. 

Is strong, physical, and aggressive and plays the run well. Smart. 

Finished his California career with 6 interceptions, 35 passes defensed. 0.5 sack 
and 188 tackles (including 8 tackles for a loss). 

Likely day 3 selection. 

 

Robert Rochell (C.Arkansas) 

CB26 
Size: 5-11, 196   40: 4.39 

Class: Senior 

Rochell is highly experienced at the college level, albeit at a “lower” level. Played 
in 41 games, with 31 starts. 

Rochell has a good combination of size, athleticism and great speed which made 
him really good in man coverage. Tracks and finds the football in the air. Has really 
nice hands. Isn’t as physical as you would ideally like to find in a man cover corner 
and can be outfought for the football. 

Finished his career with 10 interceptions, 38 passes defensed, 3 forced fumbles, 3 
fumble recoveries and 104 tackles (including 6.5 tackles for a loss).  

Rochell played really well in 2018 and 2019 but appeared to regress a little in 2020. 
Nonetheless, was still invited to the Senior Bowl. 

Likely day 3 selection. 
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D.J. Daniel (Georgia) 

CB27 
Size: 5-11 5/8, 183   40: 4.62  

Class: Senior 

Played at the JUCO level (Georgia Military College) before transferring to Georgia 
for the last two years of his college career. He was a part time starter for the 
Bulldogs. Finished his Georgia career having played in 21 games and recording 51 
tackles, 3 tackles for a loss and 9 passes defensed. 

Average but not great size and lacks speed. Has some physicality and is probably 
best in press man coverage where he can get his hands on receivers and disrupt 
routes at source. Sometimes has problems finding the football in coverage and 
needs to make more plays on the ball. Also needs to work on his hands. Is a solid 
special teams player which will help him have a chance of sticking a back-up on 
an NFL roster.  

Is one of a number of Georgia secondary guys who could potentially be selected 
in this draft. 

Likely day 3 selection. 

 
Tay Gowan (UAB) 

CB28   CB/S 
Size: 6-2, 185   40: 4.44 

Class: Senior 

Gowan began his college career at Miami, Ohio where he played just 1 game. 
Transferred to the JUCO level (Butler Community College) for a year to gain 
playing time before transferring again to UAB. 

Gowan has great athletic ability, good size and speed – probably one of the 
fastest players available this year. Closes quickly on the ball. Corner in college, but 
it’s not beyond the realms of possibility that he projects to safety in the pros 
because of his length (6-2 height).  

Difficult for scouts to judge how good he is having played opposite Aaron 
Robinson and after opting out of the 2020 season. Lacks experience against the 
highest level of receivers. 

Likely late day 3 selection. 
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Deommodore Lenoir (Oregon)  

CB29   Slot 
Size: 5-11, 195   40: 4.48 

Class: Senior 

Slightly smaller than you would ideally like. Initially opted out of the 2020 season 
but eventually decided to came back when the Pac-12 decided to reverse its 
decision to cancel their season. Not as good this past year as he was in 2019. 
Highly experienced – starting 34 consecutive games at cornerback. Decent in 
coverage and will get up and make tackles in the running game.  

Finished his career at Oregon with 6 interceptions, 21 passes defensed, 1 fumble 
recovery, 2 forced fumbles and 158 tackles (including 4 tackles for a loss). Was a 
two-time 2nd Team All-Pac 12 selection (2019 & 2020). 

Likely late day 3 selection. 

 
Tre Norwood (Oklahoma) 

CB30   CB/S 
Size: 5-11 7/8, 192   40: 4.58 

Class: Junior 

Norwood is a good athlete but doesn’t have great speed. Isn’t overly physical. 
Had good playing experience at Oklahoma, having played in 39 games, with 24 
starts.  

Finished his Sooners career having notched up 6 interceptions, 21 passes 
defensed, 1 sack and 111 tackles (including 2 tackles for a loss). 

Norwood suffered a torn ACL in practice prior to the start of the 2019 season – the 
injury forcing him to miss the whole year. But he appeared to recover very well, 
bouncing back with a fine 2020 in which he picked off 5 passes across the year 
(tied for the Big 12 lead) and earned Player of the Game honours at the 2020 
Goodyear Cotton Bowl Classic. 

Norwood has a nice level of versatility having played both corner and safety in his 
college career, most recently in 2020. This versatility really helps his chances of 
making an NFL roster. 

Likely late day 3 selection. 
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Marco Wilson (Florida) 

CB31 
Size: 6-0, 190   40: 4.37 

Class: Junior 

Brother of Giants (and former Colts and Jets) defensive back Quincy Wilson. Has 
nice size, athleticism, and speed. Also has good hands. Missed all but 2 games in 
2018 due to a torn ACL. – returned from the injury in 2019 and seemingly had no 
aftereffects (had 3 interceptions). Will likely be a late day 3 selection. 

 

Keith Taylor (Washington) 

CB32 
Size: 6-2 3/8, 191   40: 4.52 

Class: Senior 

Very physical in coverage but doesn’t find the football in the air as often as he 
should. Is a good tackler who will get up and play the run. Lack of great speed 
may mean that safety is a possibility for him in the NFL. However, he was excellent 
at corner in the Senior Bowl demonstrating his physicality and toughness and the 
ability to cover bigger receivers. Will likely be a late day 3 selection. 

 
Mark Webb (Georgia) 

CB33   CB/S 
Size: 6-1 3/8, 210   40: 4.61 

Class: Senior 

Good size. Doesn’t have the greatest athletic ability in the world. Better against 
the run than in man coverage where he struggles. Can blitz. Was a back-up 
corner for two years before becoming a starter. Webb’s average speed means 
that it’s possible that he may project to safety in the pros. Likely late day 3 
selection. 
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2021 General Draft Outlook: This safety group is not dissimilar to other groups at this 
position in recent years. It partly suffers from the fact that some players who end up 
being safeties long term in the NFL start their careers at cornerback and therefore are 
assessed as part of the cornerback positional grouping. 

There is not a lot of strength early, with probably only one player (Trevon Moehrig) 
likely to be selected in round 1. The real strength in this group may be on day 2, where 
around 6 players may be taken. 

Overall we expect around 22 safeties to be taken during the 3 days of the draft – this 
is around the average number for recent drafts. 

 

 

 

Packers Outlook: The Packers go into this draft with one of 
the strongest starting safety tandems in the entire NFL – 
Adrian Amos and Darnell Savage.  

They are backed up by a group that includes Will Redmond, 
Vernon Scott, Henry Black, and Innis Gaines. This back-up 
group could certainly stand some bolstering and having 
extra competition added. 

The name of Trevon Moehrig has been mentioned as a 
possible pick for the Packers and while he is a really nice 
player, it would take Green Bay’s first round pick in order to 
get him. That sounds like a little bit of a luxury. It seems more 
likely that they may go after a guy on day 2, for example a 
Richie Grant or Jamar Johnson. 

A little later down the draft, the likes of Talanoa Hufanga 
and Divine Deablo may be possibilities for the Packers. 
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When the Packers 
drafted safety Darnell 
Savage in 2019, he 
was just the second 
player from Maryland 
that the Packers have 
chosen since 1985. 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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TOP SAFETIES 
 Name     Pos College Round* 

1. Trevon Moehrig S TCU 1 
2. Jevon Holland S Oregon 2 
3. Richie Grant S UCF 2-3 
4. Andre Cisco S Syracuse 2-3 
5. Jamar Johnson S Indiana 2-3 
6. Hamsah Nasirildeen S Florida State 3 
7. Ar’Darius Washington S TCU 3 
8. Jamien Sherwood S Auburn 4-5 
9. Talanoa Hufanga S USC 4-5 

10. Caden Sterns S Texas 4-5 
11. Tyree Gillespie S Missouri 4-5 
12. Divine Deablo S Virginia Tech 4-5 
13, Christian Uphoff S Illinois State 4-5 
14. James Wiggins S Cincinnati 4-5 
15. Richard LeCounte III S Georgia 4-5 
16. Paris Ford S Pittsburgh 4-5 
17. Damar Hamlin S Pittsburgh 6-7 
18. Joshuah Bledsoe S Missouri 6-7 
19. JaCoby Stevens S LSU 6-7 
20. Shawn Davis S Florida 6-7 
21. Tariq Thompson S San Diego State 6-7 
22. Darrick Forrest S Cincinnati 7-UDFA 
23. Brady Breeze S Oregon 7-UDFA 
24. Zayne Anderson S BYU UDFA 
25. Aashari Crosswell S Arizona State UDFA 
26. Marcus Murphy S Mississippi State UDFA 
27. Qwynnterrio Cole S Alcorn State UDFA 
28. Eric Burrell S Wisconsin UDFA 
29. Brandon Stephens S SMU UDFA 
30. Donovan Stiner S Florida UDFA 
31. Reed Blankenship S Middle Tennessee St UDFA 
32. Chris Brown S Texas UDFA 
33. Tyler Coyle S Connecticut UDFA 
34. Nick Pickett S Oregon UDFA 
35. Brendon White S Ohio State UDFA 
36. Lamont Wade S Penn State UDFA 
37. Antwan Collier S UCF UDFA 
38. Christian Tutt S Auburn UDFA 
39. Russ Yeast S Louisville UDFA 
40. Patrick Peek S New Mexico UDFA 

List continues on the next page 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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 Name     Pos College Round* 
41. Brad Stewart S Florida UDFA 
42. J.R. Pace S Northwestern UDFA 
43. Terrell Morrison S Stony Brook UDFA 
44. Devon Key S Western Kentucky UDFA 
45. D’Angelo Amos S James Madison UDFA 
46. Dwayne Johnson Jr. S San Diego State UDFA 
47. Ky’El Hemby S Southern Mississippi UDFA 
48. Ben DeLuca S Charlotte UDFA 
49. Dru Prox S Kansas UDFA 
50. Jarell White S Cincinnati UDFA 
51. Reggie Stubblefield S Prairie View UDFA 
52, Greg Eisworth S Iowa State UDFA 
53. Eric Jackson S Lenoir-Rhyne UDFA 
54. Marcelino Ball S Indiana UDFA 
55. Tyrone Hill S Buffalo UDFA 
56. Kavika Fonua S BYU UDFA 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent) 
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Trevon Moehrig (TCU)  

S1   S/Slot 
Size: 6-2, 209   40: 4.50 

Class: Junior 

Full name Trevon Moehrig-Woodard. Was a solid player in high school, 
predominantly playing at cornerback. Also was a star kick-off and punt returner. 

Converted from cornerback to safety at TCU. Good experience as a two year 
starter. Good athlete with decent speed and burst to the football. Moehrig has 
good anticipation and Is a ball-hawking safety who makes plays. Has improved as 
a tackler and has the ideal size to play the safety spot. Is strong, tough. and 
physical.  

Excellent in zone coverage but has also been used successfully manned up with 
receivers in the slot in nickel and dime defenses - according to PFF he has forced 
13 incompletions from the slot in the last two seasons. Finds the football. Plays with 
a high level of intensity, tenacity, and aggression. Is also an excellent special 
teams coverage guy. In 2019, PFF graded him as the top ranked safety in the 
nation. 

Moehrig was very good in 2020 – so much so that he won the Jim Thorpe award 
for the top defensive back in the country. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his career at TCU with 7 career interceptions, 28 
passes defensed, 2 forced fumbles, a fumble recovery and 125 tackles (including 
4.5 tackles for a loss). 

Injury Notes: Has been suffering with a mild bad back in recent weeks, but has no 
reported history of serious injuries 

Honours and Awards: 2020 Jim Thorpe Award winner (College football’s best 
Defensive Back). 2020 ESPN 1st Team All-American. Two-time 1st Team All-Big 12 
(2019 & 2020). 2020 Bednarik Award semi-finalist.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Moehrig’s confidence, hard work and intensity mean 
that teams will get an every down, all-out effort guy. But Moehrig is much more 
than that – he has the skills to play almost every facet of the modern day safety. 
Has improved each year at TCU and has a potentially really high ceiling.  

May nominally project to a strong safety, in the box type safety in the pros but 
will also be used to cover slot receivers in nickel and dime defenses – in fact, 
providing coverage in the slot may turn out to be his primary role, at least 
initially.    

Should be the first safety off the board at some point in the second half of the first 
round.  
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Jevon Holland (Oregon)  

S2   S/Slot 
Size: 6-1, 200   40: 4.45 

Class: Junior 

Holland was born in British Colombia, Canada. Attended high school in California 
where he played both wide receiver and defensive back. Became a full-time 
safety at Oregon.  

Holland had just one full year as a starter. Team leader type who has good size. Is 
athletic and a silky smooth mover, with excellent speed for a safety. Loves to hit, 
tries to be a physical player but can get overpowered. Reads the game well, is 
instinctive with great anticipation – which helps in both the running game and in 
coverage. Will often get to the ball carrier before he can be blocked and makes 
plays on the football in the air. He has really good ball skills and excellent hands – 
honed by playing some at receiver in high school. 

Very versatile in coverage. Has played a lot covering guys in the slot. Can cover in 
man short or down the field. Also picks up receivers on routes in front of him when 
in zone. Really good special teams player and can return punts proficiently. 

Opted out of the 2020 season under the COVID-19 protocol, giving him the year to 
prepare for the 2021 draft. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 27 games, starting in 15. Recorded 9 
interceptions, 19 passes defensed and 110 tackles (including 4.5 tackles for a loss). 
Also retuned 17 punts for 244 yards (11.7 average).  

Against Stanford in 2019, Holland recorded 8 tackles, 1 tackle for a loss, 1 
interception and 2 passes defensed. 

 Injury Notes: No reported major injuries.  

Honours and Awards: None.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Lacks some experience, having started in just 15 
games. Came out of college early and may have improved his draft status by 
staying in school for another year, but perhaps not by much – the risk (e.g. 
injury) in doing so was probably too great.  

Holland is a playmaker, who will make big splash plays and probably projects 
to be a free safety type in the pros. Versatility will also allow him to be used to 
cover receivers in the slot. Should quickly develop into a starter but will also 
contribute on special teams until then – perhaps, including as a punt returner.  

Should be off the board early in the second round or even late in the first round. 
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Richie Grant (UCF) 

S3 
Size: 5-11 5/8, 200   40: 4.53 

Class: Senior 

Played both wide receiver and safety in high school. Converted to be a fulltime 
safety at UCF in 2017.  

Lots of experience at the FBS level (47 games, 33 starts), albeit not always against 
top notch opposition. Grant is slightly undersized, but he’s an outstanding athlete 
with good  speed and excellent agility. This athletic ability enables him to get from 
sideline to sideline when playing in the deep safety role. Can also play closer to 
the line of scrimmage, demonstrating excellent play diagnosis and the knack of 
always getting around the football – he especially likes to get up and play the run. 
However, can struggle avoiding blockers and disengaging from them – this is 
where Grant’s lack of physical size hurts him. 

Nonetheless Grant is a strong and aggressive tackler, and most importantly seems 
to love to tackle and hit – will leave his mark on ballcarriers when he can. He is a 
smart football player who always comes to play with a non-stop motor. Spent lots 
of time in zone defenses but not so much evidence of him picking up receivers 
and covering them in man schemes e.g. covering receivers in the slot.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 47 games, starting in 33. 10 interceptions, 27 
passes defensed, 4 fumble recoveries, 6 forced fumbles and 290 total tackles 
(including 11.5 tackles for a loss). Also returned 1 punt for 13 yards.  

In 2019 he had 12 tackles in the game against Tulane. 

In 2018, he recorded an outstanding 16 tackles in the game against Navy.  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries.  

Honours and Awards: Three-time 1st Team All-AAC (2018, 2019 & 2020). 2020 Thorpe  
Award semi-finalist. 2020 Bednarik Award semi-finalist. 2016 Academic All-
American.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Grant lacks the ideal size to play safety in the NFL, but 
nonetheless is physical and aggressive and is a playmaker who finds the 
football. Teams will love his all-out, every play, effort which can be infectious. 
Could do with more experience in man coverage if he is to be a multi-
dimensional safety e.g. covering slot receivers. However, this is a guy who is 
improving every year who should just continue to get better. Really impressed 
the scouts at the Senior Bowl. 

Should be off the board at some point in Round 2.  
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Andre Cisco (Syracuse)  

S4 
Size: 6-0, 203   40: 4.39e 

Class: Junior 

Big plays and injuries play large parts in any description of Andre Cisco – his 
playing experience at Syracuse was shortened due to injury (24 games, 22 starts). 
As for the big plays, Cisco was a turnover machine across the 2018 and 2019 
seasons (12 interceptions) – he has great play recognition, the ability to read 
offenses and anticipation. Cisco finds the football in the air, but unlike many other 
defensive backs, he also has super hands which enable him to be such a great 
playmaker. 

Cisco is a very versatile safety with decent size. He can line up and make big plays 
anywhere - in the box, deep and sometimes covering tight ends and receivers in 
the slot – he is excellent when asked to cover, however he can at time be over 
aggressive and get caught out because of it. 

As for stepping up and playing the run, Cisco can and will do this. He is sold rather 
than great in this area. Is a good tackler but can get tied up with blockers. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his Syracuse career, Cisco played in 24 games, starting 
in 22. Recorded 13 interceptions (one of which he returned for a touchdown), 29 
passes defensed, 2 forced fumbles, 1 fumble recovery and 136 tackles (including 2 
tackles for a loss). 

Led the nation in 2018 with 7 interceptions. 

Injury Notes: Missed 3 games in 2019 due to injury and then suffered a torn ACL 
after just 2 games of the 2020 season – the injury was non-contact, occurring in 
warm-ups for the third game.  

Honours and Awards: 2019 2nd Team All-ACC. 2018 Walter Camp 2nd Team All-
American. 2018 1st Team All-ACC. 2018 Consensus Freshman All-American. 2018 
ACC Defensive Rookie of the Year.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Cisco is a big playmaker, a ball hawk. Super smart and 
confident. Will need to add a little discipline to his game, but without losing any 
of his positive qualities, particularly the aggression and anticipation. Needs to 
add a little bit more in the run game. But all in all, Cisco is one of those potential 
splash play makers that NFL teams just cannot ignore.  

Cisco’s Projection will likely depend on how the teams view his recovery from 
his 2020 ACL injury. Without the injury he likely may have been a first or second 
round pick. It still wouldn’t be a surprise to see him selected at some point on 
Day 2. If he goes later than that, a team may get a bargain. 
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Jamar Johnson (Indiana) 

S5 
Size: 6-1, 197   40: 4.58 

Class: Junior 

Johnson was a really good multi event track and field athlete in high school – 
demonstrating a high level of athleticism which he brought to the football field. 
Played pre-dominantly as a defensive back in high school, but also appeared 
some as wide receiver and returned kicks. 

Johnson has an average level of experience at the college level – had played in 
31 games but only started in 9 (8 at free safety and 1 at the “husky” position, which 
is a fifth defensive back which is a hybrid safety-linebacker spot).  

Johnson is really good in coverage. Has great instincts and diagnoses plays well, 
enabling him to be a playmaker – finding and making plays on the football. 
Doesn’t have all-out great speed but compensates with anticipation and 
intelligence. Has enough quickness to be able to cover receivers in the slot and 
enough physicality to match up with tight ends. Is super versatile.  

Is comfortable getting up and playing the run, although isn’t always the greatest 
of tacklers. 

Johnson became a full-time starter for the first time in 2020, and showed why, as 
he had an outstanding season which included 4 interceptions in just 8 games. 
Then opted to declare for the draft rather than return for his senior season.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his Hoosier career, Johnson recorded 7 interceptions (1 
of which he returned for a touchdown), 14 passes defensed, 2 forced fumbles, 4 
sacks, 1 quarterback hurry and 70 tackles (including 8 tackles for a loss). 

In 2020, Johnson had a big Outback Bowl against Mississippi, when he recorded 9 
tackles and 1 pass defensed. Earlier in the season, he had 1 sack, 2 interceptions, 
1 tackle for a loss, 3 passes defensed and 5 tackles against Ohio State. Returned 
an interception 63 yards for a touchdown in the 2019 TaxSlayer Gator Bowl.  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 1st Team All-Big 10 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Johnson is a guy that has gone under the radar, but his 
stock is rising rapidly. Positional versatility is a huge plus and will enable NFL 
teams to do lots of things with him – from playing deep to covering in the slot – 
meaning that he’s an every down, multi-faceted playmaker. Needs to get more 
consistent in the tackle.  

Likely a day 2 selection.  
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Hamsah Nasirildeen (Florida St.)  

S6 
Size: 6-3 1/8, 213   40: 4.53 

Class: Senior 

Multi-position football player in high school where he played both offense (wide 
receiver and tight end) and defense (outside linebacker and safety). Became a 
full-time safety when he arrived at Florida State. 

Nasirildeen has a really high level of college experience (39 games played). He 
has outstanding size and length. Decent but not great speed – but quick enough 
to get around the football. Is athletic with agility and fluidity. Is a playmaker, who is 
super confident and always has the look of a dominating presence. Really good 
tackler who gets up and plays the run – actually plays better closer to the line of 
scrimmage than he does when lined up deep. 

Really broke out in the 2019 season, when he played really well prior to his serious 
injury.   

Career Stats & Highlights: In his FSU career, Nasirildeen played in 39 games. He 
recorded 4 interceptions, 9 passes defensed. 1 sack, 3 forced fumbles, 1 fumble 
recovery and 215 tackles (including 4 tackles for a loss).  

In 2019, he made an incredible 22 tackles in the game against Boston College.  

In 2018, he had an outstanding 15 tackles in the game against North Carolina 
State.  

In 2017, his freshman season, he had 10 tackles in the game against Clemson. 

Injury Notes: Suffered serious ACL injury late in the 2019 season, which forced him 
to miss the end of 2019 and the first 7 games in 2020. 

Honours and Awards: 2019 2nd Team All-ACC. 2018 Named Florida State’s Most 
Improved Player. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: ACL injury will be a huge question mark for teams and 
the prognosis for his knee will determine where he gets selected. If all is ok, he 
looks like a strong safety type in the pros, playing up in the box, utilising his 
tackling skills and covering tight ends. Has great size for the safety spot making 
him a physical presence.  

Nasirildeen has such good length that his frame could even bear an extra 10 
pounds or so – as long as there would be no loss of speed – he doesn’t really 
have the speed to lose.  

All being well is a likely day 2 selection.  
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Ar’Darius Washington (TCU) 

S7 
Size: 5-8, 180   40: 4.61 

Class: Redshirt-Sophomore 

Played both sides of the ball in high school, where cornerback was probably his 
best position. TCU converted hi from corner to safety in 2018. 

Washington has a decent level of college experience. Very undersized and can 
get physically manhandled and blocked out of plays. Plays a bit bigger than his 
size because of the great intensity he shows, play in, and play out. Really good 
athlete with speed, fluidity, and agility. Moves well and smoothly transitions from 
the backpedal.  

Washington has shown that he is able to step up in nickel and dime defenses and 
cover the slot receiver man to man – which adds another string to his bow. Has 
great range and can get sideline to sideline. Is a very smart football player who 
has great instincts, anticipation and diagnoses plays well. Is an excellent tackler 
who wraps up well and loves to hit. Very tough for a guy of his size. In 2019, PFF 
graded Washington as the second highest ranked safety in the nation (behind 
only his teammate Trevon Moehrig). 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 26 games, starting in 14. Had 5 career 
interceptions, 12 passes defensed and 86 tackles (including 1.5 tackles for a loss). 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries.  

Honours and Awards: 2020 Honorable Mention All-Big 12. 2019 FWAA Freshman All-
American. 2019 Big 12 Defensive Freshman of the Year. 

  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Washington’s lack of size will be a concern to pro teams 
– however Colts’ standout Bob Sanders, and more recently, Tyrann Mathieu 
have both proved that undersized safeties can play at a high level in the NFL. At 
TCU he played alongside the no.1 safety prospect in this draft (Trevon Moehrig) – 
does that help or hinder his case? Washington is very versatile – can play in the 
box, cover from the slot, and play deep in zone. Pro scouts will love this level of 
“do-it-all” skills.  

Only started in 14 games in college so experience is a little bit of a concern. On 
the plus side, Washington is a super talented playmaker who looks like he has 
great upside and potential. Could come into the NFL and play in nickel and 
dime situations before progressing to a starting role.   

Should be off the board late in day 2. 
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Jamien Sherwood (Auburn) 

S8 
Size: 6-2, 200   40: 4.76 

Class: Junior 

Has good experience at the college level – 37 games played in the SEC, although 
he only became a full-time starter in 2020. Sherwood is a decent, but not 
outstanding, athlete and lacks all-out long speed – although he does demonstrate 
quick feet and some burst in small areas. Has good length and some size. 
Sherwood is a hard-working, all-effort player who is a team-leader type.  

Against the passing game, Sherwood is much better in zone coverage or in 
covering short than he is having to match-up in man against speedy or shifty 
receivers. Can be utilised to cover tight ends where he will use his strength and 
physicality. Can also time up the blitz well.  

Sherwood uses his intelligence to diagnose plays and is very willing to get up and 
play physically against the run. Is a very sound and solid tackler. Loves to hit. 
Makes up for some of his lack of speed by playing with smarts and taking the 
shortest route to the football.  

Sherwood has one of the intangibles that you always look for in a safety – the 
ability to always be around the football, making plays himself or cleaning up for 
others. Is also a really good special teams player. 

Opted to declare for the draft while staying having a year of college eligibility 
remaining. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his Auburn career with 141 tackles (including 8.5 
tackles for a loss), 1 interception, 13 passes defensed, 2.5 sacks and 3 fumble 
recoveries. Had 4 career games with 10+ tackles. 

Had 14 tackles in the game against Georgia in 2020. 

Injury Notes: Suffered minor injuries to both ankles in 2020. No reported major 
injuries in his career. 

Honours and Awards: None. 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Because of his lack of long speed, Sherwood’s best fit in 
the pros is probably either as a strong safety or as a hybrid safety-linebacker 
where he can play close to the line of scrimmage. Will also contribute on 
special teams.  

Has some similarities to Morgan Burnett, who carved out a nice career primarily 
with the Packers. 

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Talanoa Hufanga (USC) 

S9 
Size: 6-1, 215   40: 4.61 

Class: Junior 

Is the cousin of fellow potential 2021 draftee Marlon Tuipulotu. Hufanga was a 
multi-sport athlete in high school, specialising in track and field, football, and 
basketball. He played multiple positions on the football field – quarterback, 
running back, receiver and defensive back. 

Upon arrival at USC, Hufanga quickly became settled at the safety position. He 
has a good combination of size and athletic ability and is an excellent reader of 
the game, using his intelligence to diagnose plays. He’s an all-out effort guy who 
keep going all day and seemingly gets himself around the football on every play. 
However, he does lack great speed, and this can be a problem at times. 

Hufanga has great versatility and can play both as a deep safety or closer to the 
line of scrimmage up in the box and stuffing the run. He is an excellent, physical 
tackler who loves to hit. 

Against the pass, Hufanga is an aggressive playmaker who finds the football in the 
air and will separate receivers from it. However that aggressive can be played 
against him and he can be deceived by misdirection or quarterback double 
pumps.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his three year USC playing career, Hufanga recorded 
an outstanding 203 tackles (including 16.5 tackles for a loss), 6.5 sacks, 4 
interceptions, 12 passes defensed and 4 forced fumbles. He notched up 11 career 
games with 10+ tackles 

Injury Notes: Hufanga has suffered a twice broken collarbone in college (2018 and 
2019). Had a concussion in 2019.  

Injury Notes: 2020 Consensus 1st Team All-American. 2020 Pac 12 Defensive Player 
of the Year. 2020 1st Team All-Pac 12 

NFL Projection/Outlook: NFL teams can use Hufanga in a number of different 
ways. The versatility that he has will really help his draft case. There are some 
areas that need development, for example channelling his aggression, but none 
would appear to be limiting. 

His lack of all-out speed is a problem as is his medical history which may be of 
real concern to pro teams. Look for Hufanga to win a roster spot as a back-up 
and special teams player and to possibly progress to a starting role later in his 
career. 

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Caden Sterns (Texas)  

S10 
Size: 6-1, 205   40: 4.40 

Class: Junior 

Played wide receiver, safety and returned kicks and punts in high school. Became 
a full-time safety when recruited by UT. 

Sterns has a decent level of experience at the college level. He has a good 
combination of size and speed. He is athletic and agile, with the ability to quickly 
change of direction. Is able to diagnose plays well and has great anticipation – 
has a knack of getting around the football. Sterns is physical and aggressive, likes 
to hit and is a really good tackler. Smart and confident. Has a little bit of 
experience in man coverage but has played much more in zone where he is really 
comfortable.  

Played and started in 7 games in 2020 before opting out of the remainder of the  
season once the Longhorns were knocked out of the Big-12 Championship race – 
taking the time to prepare for the draft and stay injury free. 

Was better in 2020 than in 2019. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 29 games for Texas, starting in 28. Recorded 5 
interceptions, 13 passes defensed, 2 sacks, 1 blocked punt and 172 tackles 
(including 8.5 tackles for a loss). 

Injury Notes: Left the 2018 Big 12 Championship game with a knee injury. A 
different knee injury (sprain) and an ankle injury then limited his 2019 season to 9 
games. Suffered from a painful turf toe injury in 2020, forcing him to miss 1 game. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 Academic All Big 12 selection. 2018 Big 12 Defensive 
Freshman of the Year. 2018 1st Team All-Big 12. 2018 Jim Thorpe Award semi-finalist.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Sterns improved from 2019 to 2020, but even so he may 
have been better employed returning to Texas for his senior season in 2021 
rather than declaring for the 2020 draft after his junior season. Has had a number 
of niggling injuries, which have hindered his progress a little. Teams will want to 
be satisfied that none of these are lingering.  

Sterns ran faster (4.40) in his Pro Day 40 than was probably expected – this helps 
his draft case. Will contribute early on special teams and perhaps as a punt 
returner while he learns the pro safety position. Should eventually be a good 
back-up with an opportunity to earn a starting role. 

Likely early day 3 selection. 
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Tyree Gillespie (Missouri) 

S11 
Size: 5-11 7/8, 207   40: 4.38 

Class: Senior 

Gillespie has a good level of college experience having played in 34 games, with 
27 starts. Spent much of his time at Missouri as a free safety, playing deep. 

Gillespie is a sound and secure safety with athleticism and physicality who doesn’t 
make many mistakes but unfortunately doesn’t come up with many splash plays 
either. 

Gillespie has outstanding speed which he uses well in coverage, getting around 
the field. Will help in double coverage and will get over from his free safety spot to 
help the cornerbacks. Has been matched up a little bit with tight ends because of 
his physical skills and has done that pretty well. Is able to separate receivers from 
the football and knock it down but doesn’t come up with interceptions (didn’t 
have any in his college career).  

Gillespie uses his football intelligence to diagnose running plays and he heads 
downhill quickly to make the tackle – he is a good wrap-up tackler. Has the fluidity 
to change direction and track ball carriers down. 

Good special teams guy. 

Became a full-time starter for the first time in 2018. His all-round ability and play 
since that time earned him an invitation to the recent Senior Bowl. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his Missouri career with 146 tackles (including 6.5 
tackles for a loss), 2 sacks, 4 quarterback hurries, 12 passes defensed and 1 forced 
fumble.  

Injury Notes: Suffered a minor shoulder injury in 2019 and a minor undisclosed injury 
in 2020 both of which caused him to miss a little bit of playing time. There are no 
reported ongoing issues. 

Honours and Awards: None  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Gillespie is a good football player, but his lack of big 
plays is a concern. If he is to play as a deep free safety in the NFL he has to be 
able to come up with turnovers. Is strong and physical - could he play closer to 
the line of scrimmage? Time will tell. 

Gillespie’s special teams ability and contributions should help him secure an 
initial roster spot as a back-up safety, while teams best work out how best to use 
him. 

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Divine Deablo (Virginia Tech) 

S12 
Size: 6-3 3/8, 226 40: 4.42 

Class: Senior 

Deablo arrived at Virginia Tech as a wide receiver and he spent the 2016 season 
playing in that spot, albeit minimally – he mainly played on special teams. 
Transferred to safety prior to the 2017 season, where he eventually became a 
starter in 2018. 

Despite suffering some injuries through his career, Deablo has a huge amount of 
college experience having played in 51 games, with 33 starts. Deablo has great 
size and is a really good athlete.   

Deablo is better in coverage than advertised and has improved in this regard with 
every year that he’s been on the field – as highlighted by his 4 interceptions in 
2020.  

Is solid in the running game. Doesn’t always quicky diagnose the play but is an 
excellent tackler. Good special teams player. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Deablo recorded 206 tackles (including 12.5 tackles for a 
loss), 6 interceptions, 17 passes defensed, 3 forced fumbles, 2 fumble recoveries (1 
of which he returned for a touchdown) and 2 quarterback hurries in his Virginia 
Tech career. 

Injury Notes: Has suffered a number of injuries in his college career including a left 
foot fracture which kept him out of all but 4 games in 2017, an undisclosed injury in 
2018 which forced him to miss 2 games in 2018 and another undisclosed injury in 
2020 which forced him out of another 2 games. Fortunately, Deablo has no 
reported ongoing injury issues.  

Honours and Awards: 2020 1st Team All-ACC. 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Because of his great size, Deablo probably projects to 
be a strong safety or hybrid safety-linebacker type in the NFL, playing up in the 
box. Perhaps it’s not even beyond the realms of possibility that he could one 
day become a full-time outside linebacker. 

Added to his size is his improving coverage ability – this yearly improvement will 
be encouraging to pro scouts. Has a medical history meaning that teams will 
want a level of confidence that there will be no ongoing problems.  

Could be a player who is of interest to the Packers. 

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Christian Uphoff (Illinois State) 

S13   S/KR 
Size: 6-2 1/2, 213   40: 4.59 

Class: Senior 

Uphoff played in 37 games at the college level, although he didn’t become a full-
time starter until his last year on the field (2019). He has outstanding size, great 
length and is a really fine athlete. 

He is super versatile – can play deep in zone, close to the line of scrimmage, cover 
tight ends and play the running game from in the box. Added to this defensive 
versatility is his great skill as a kick-off returner and his contributions as an excellent 
special teams coverage guy. 

Struggles sometimes to diagnose running plays but will plays the run with 
willingness and physicality. Is a really good tackler.  

In the passing game, his toughness and strength, coupled with his athleticism, 
enable him to match up really well against tight ends (he’s better against tight 
ends than he is against receivers in the slot). Even though tight ends are typically 
bigger than him, he will challenge for the football, often successfully. Anticipates 
well and can close on the football with a burst. 

Didn’t play in 2020 (until he earned a Senior Bowl invite) due to there being no FCS 
schedule (because of COVID-19). Opted to enter this draft rather than return and 
play in the FCS’ Spring schedule.  

Career Stats & Highlights: In his career at Illinois State, Uphoff had 94 tackles 
(including 7.5 tackles for a loss), 3 interceptions and 16 passes defensed. Also 
returned 34 kick-offs for 920 yards at 27.1 average, with 1 touchdown. 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2018 Honorable Mention All-MVFC (Kick Returner) 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Uphoff lacks experience at the top level, so a good 
showing at the Senior Bowl was crucial – and he delivered. Pro scouts will have 
been impressed with his performance at the Senior Bowl, where he was 
excellent.  

Needs work in coverage, but pro coaching and development will surely help 
him in this area. Uphoff’s versatility is a huge plus His excellent kick-off return 
skills will surely add to his NFL chances and may be where he makes his first 
contributions.  

Looks like a guy with an upside and a high ceiling. Will perhaps go lower than 
he should because of his lack of experience – he’s a probable day 3 selection. 
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James Wiggins (Cincinnati)  

S14 
Size: 6-0, 210   40: 4.40 

Class: Senior 

Wiggins has a good level of college experience (32 games played). Is a 
playmaking team-leader type. He is a super athlete with outstanding agility and 
decent size. 

Wiggins has some versatility as a safety – he can play deep in zone (cover two) or 
in the box and will  match up well against tight ends. He’s not really a sideline to 
sideline single high guy though and whilst you can use him to cover the slot guy as 
well, this isn’t really his forte either. Wiggins is a great reader of the game which 
enables him to anticipate and make splash plays. Has really good hands. 

Wiggins will play downhill with speed against the run, diagnosing plays quickly. Is a 
willing and physical tackler, who loves to hit, although he does miss some tackles 
and let some ball carriers slip away. 

Is a good special teams player. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his Cincinnati career having played in 32 games. 
Recorded 5 interceptions, 16 passes defensed, 2 forced fumbles and 87 tackles 
(including 3 tackles for a loss). 

In 2018, he had 4 interceptions including one that he returned 86 yards for a 
game-winning touchdown in overtime against SMU. 

Injury Notes: Missed the whole of 2019 with a torn ACL – suffering the injury in 
practice two days before the season started. Tore the meniscus in the same knee 
in the off-season between the 2019 and 2020 seasons, requiring another surgery. 
However, Wiggins bounced back brilliantly in 2020 playing in 9 games 

Honours and Awards: 2020 AP 2nd Team All-American. 2020 1st Team All-ACC. 2018 
2nd Team All-ACC. 

  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Wiggins is perhaps very slightly shorter than the scouts 
would ideally like in a pro safety. Knee injuries from 2019 and 2020 will be of a 
concern to teams. 

If he’s medically ok, looks like a potential future solid starting safety in the NFL – 
as long as he ends up in the right defensive system – but he has some versatility 
which teams should take advantage of. Needs work as a tackler.  

Likely day 3 selection. 
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Richard LeCounte III (Georgia)  

S15 
Size: 5-10½, 190   40: 4.79 

Class: Senior 

Excellent basketball player as well as football player in high school. In football he 
played both on offense (wide receiver) and on defense (defensive back). Is a 
decent athlete with some speed and agility. 

Great college experience, having played in 44 games, with 33 starts. Undersized 
for a safety. LeCounte Is reportedly a student of the game and this reflects in his 
play on the field where he has become a disciplined, consistent, if not 
spectacular, safety. However he does appear around the football a lot, which is a 
great knack. Has a non-stop motor on the field.  

LeCounte is solid playing the run. He will diagnose the play and get downhill with 
some speed to get to the ball carrier. Is a very willing and excellent tackler, who 
also has the great skill of punching the football out from ball carriers and creating 
fumbles.  

Opted to stay in school for the 2020 season rather than enter the 2020 NFL Draft.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 44 games (33 starts) for Georgia, recording 8 
interceptions, 18 passes defensed, 4 forced fumbles, 6 fumble recoveries and 176 
tackles (including 6.5 tackles for a loss). 

Had 13 tackles, 1 fumble recovery and 3 passes defensed in the 2020 game 
against Kentucky. Also had 2 interceptions in a 2020 game against Arkansas.  

Had 2 interceptions in the 2020 Sugar Bowl game against Baylor. 

Returned an interception 71 yards against Missouri in 2019.  

Injury Notes: Missed four games in 2020 due to injuries suffered in a motorbike 
accident. No known ongoing issues.  

Honours and Awards: 2020 1st Team All-SEC. 2019 Co-Winner of Georgia’s Most 
Improved Player Award.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: LeCounte is a little bit small for the ideal pro safety. But 
he is a good player with some upside. His work ethic will endear him to NFL 
scouts, as will his year on year improvement. Could do with being more of a 
playmaker, although he does get around the football. Becoming more 
spectacular may come with pro coaching and development.  

Likely a day 3 selection.  
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Paris Ford (Pittsburgh) 

S16 
Size: 6-0, 190   40: 4.83 

Class: Junior 

Played both wide receiver and defensive back in high school. Also was a fine punt 
returner. Initially became a full-time cornerback upon arrival at Pittsburgh before 
finding his rightful home at safety in 2019.  

Ford has decent size and experience (20 games at safety, 9 games at 
cornerback). – is a two year starter. Doesn’t have great speed but will get around 
the field and is one of those guys who always pops up around the football and 
makes plays. Great instincts and really good decision maker. Is aggressive and 
physical. Has played best in deep zone coverage, where he finds and plays the 
football. Plays the run really well and is a great tackler. Reportedly has become a 
film study guy. Played both safety and cornerback at Pittsburgh – although he was 
much more effective at safety. 

It was thought that Ford may declare for the 2020 draft, but instead opted to 
return to the Panthers for the 2020 season – and he had a really excellent year, 
tying for the team lead in interceptions, before opting out of the remainder of the 
season after 7 games. 

Career Stats & Highlights: In his Panthers career, Ford played in 29 games, starting 
in 18. Recorded 6 interceptions, 20 passes defensed, 3 forced fumbles, 1 
quarterback hurry and 147 tackles (including 6 tackles for a loss). 

In 2020, he had 8 tackles in the game against Notre Dame.  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2020 2nd Team All-ACC. 2019 3rd Team All-American (Phil 
Steele). 2019 1st Team All-ACC. 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Decent size but not the top notch size that pro scouts 
would ideally like in a safety – probably means that he projects to be a deep or 
free safety in the NFL, even though he is really good playing the run. Hasn’t yet 
had much experience covering tight ends or in the slot – although that part of 
his game could be developed. Plays hard on every down and has a work ethic 
which will be important to NFL teams. Has some versatility having played both 
safety and cornerback at college. 

Ford isn’t the finished article by any means but has an interesting upside. Will 
contribute in the NFL on special teams and maybe even as a punt returner. 
Likely to be off the board on day 3.  
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Damar Hamlin (Pittsburgh) 

S17 
Size: 6-0 5/8, 201   40: 4.60 

Class: Senior 

Switched from cornerback to safety to 2017. Very experienced three and a half 
year starter – playing in 45 games, starting in 40. Hamlin is a vocal team leader 
type who is slightly small for a safety. Reliable athlete who has good but not great 
speed.  

Hamlin does a good job in run defense. Likes to hit and is willing tackler who is 
aggressive but lacks some strength in the tackle, although the receiver very rarely 
gets away from Hamlin once he gets his hands on him. 

Hamlin is very reliable when playing deep. Can get from sideline to sideline. Closes 
on receivers when the ball is in the air. Plays the football but his hands are a little 
inconsistent – should pick off more passes than he does. Is outstanding covering 
slot receivers – according to PFF he has forced a nation leading 16 incompletions 
from the slot in the last two seasons. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his Panthers’ career with 6 interceptions, 27 
passes defensed, 1 fumble recovery and 290 tackles (including 10 tackles for a 
loss).  

Against Miami in 2020, Hamlin notched up 12 tackles, 2 tackles for a loss and 1 
pass defensed. 

Against Eastern Michigan in 2019, Hamlin recorded 13 tackles, 2 tackles for a loss, 2 
passes defensed and 1 interception.  

Had 14 tackles against Syracuse in 2018. 

Injury Notes: Missed 1 game in 2019 due to injury. Missed some games in 2017 with 
a niggling injury.  

Honours and Awards: 2020 2nd  Team All-ACC. 2018 Honorable Mention All-ACC 

 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Being undersized won’t help Hamlin’s chances – if he 
can bulk up without losing any speed that would really help him. Could do with 
getting a little more physically strong. Most of the time Hamlin is an all-round 
solid football player – the occasional big play will make him stand out from the 
crowd. Needs work on his hands. Looks like a back-up in the NFL. Should 
contribute on special teams. 

Likely a late day 3 selection.  
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Joshuah Bledsoe (Missouri) 

S18 
Size: 5-11 2/8, 201   40: 4.51 

Class: Senior 

Bledsoe was a very versatile player in high school where he played on both sides 
of the ball - safety and corner on defense and running back on offense. Also 
returned kicks and punts and even punted at times.  

Bledsoe has lots of experience - played in 46 games (with 22 starts) in the best 
conference in college football – the SEC. Is very slightly undersized. He is a decent 
athlete with some speed and agility. Is an excellent tackler who hits and loves to 
get up and play the run where he is aggressive and physical.  

Bledsoe is versatile and can line up in multiple spots – able to cover tight ends, 
wide receivers in the slot (according to PFF he has forced 14 incompletions from 
the slot in the last two seasons) and play in zone. Is also aggressive when in 
coverage, which means that he can occasionally get caught out on play action. 
Finds the football in the air. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his college career having played in 46 games 
(22 starts) with 1 interception, 18 passes defensed, 3 fumble recoveries, 2 forced 
fumbles and 130 tackles (including 7.5 tackles for a loss). 

In 2020, he had 7 tackles in the game against LSU.  

In 2019, he had 10 tackles in a single game against Vanderbilt, which he then 
followed up with a 7 tackle outing against Mississippi.  

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2018 SEC Academic Honor Roll. 2017 SEC First Year 
Academic Honor Roll.  

  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Bledsoe is versatile but is probably better as a Strong 
safety type where he can play closer to the line of scrimmage. Is a decent 
athlete with some speed. Needs to work on his hands – for all of his excellent 
play, he should have made more interceptions. Also needs to better diagnose 
play action. Has talent and improved each year in college.  

Helped his pro cause with a reportedly good week at the Senior Bowl, 
impressing teams in interviews. Should be a player in the NFL who will develops 
into either a starter or top back-up. Will also contribute on special teams and 
possibly as a returner. 

Likely a late day 3 selection. 
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JaCoby Stevens (LSU) 

S19 
Size: 6-1 1/4, 216   40: 4.63 

Class: Senior 

Multi-sport athlete in high school, who played both wide receiver and defensive 
back. Played a bit of both positions at LSU in 2017, before becoming a full-time 
safety in 2018. 

Lots of college experience earned playing in the SEC – 42 games played. Stevens 
is a solid football player who plays with smarts. He has good versatility being able 
to play both close to the line of scrimmage and in coverage – although his at his 
best in the box, playing the run and covering short routes. Stevens has good size 
and is a decent excellent athlete with some speed and agility. Is strong and 
physical, loves to tackle and hit.  

When in coverage, Sterns is aggressive and finds the football in the air and will 
make splash plays because of his excellent hands. Can cover tights and backs 
and has experience in covering the slot receiver, although he does struggle some 
when transitioning.  

Career Stats & Highlights: Played in 42 games, recording 4 interceptions, 19 passes 
defensed, 9.5 sacks, 1 forced fumble, 4 fumble recoveries and 190 tackles 
(including 21.5 tackles for a loss). 

In 2020, he had 11 tackles in the game against Vanderbilt. 

In 2019, he had a huge game against Arkansas when he had 3 sacks, 4 tackles for 
a loss and 8 total tackles. Also had 10 tackles in the game against Auburn.  

In 2018, he had a hugely dominant games against Texas A&M in which he had 14 
tackles, including 4 tackles for a loss. 

Injury Notes: No reported major injuries. 

Honours and Awards: 2019 2nd Team All-SEC.  

NFL Projection/Outlook: Sterns is a versatile, multi-dimensional safety, who may 
play close to the line of scrimmage or deep in the NFL – the difficulty for NFL 
teams may be working out where best to play him. Has almost the prototypical 
body shape for a pro safety.  

Could be one of those guys that ends up playing a hybrid safety-linebacker role 
in the NFL – similar to the role that Raven Greene has played for the Packers over 
the last few years.  

Likely a late day 3 selection. 
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Shawn Davis (Florida) 

S20 
Size: 5-10 5/8, 199   40: 4.51e 

Class: Senior 

Davis had really good experience at the college level, having been a four year 
player and two year starter for the Gators - playing in 37 games and starting in 16. 
Davis is reportedly a really high character guy who has developed into a vocal 
team leader type over the last couple of years. Unfortunately is a little bit smaller 
than the ideal size for a safety.  

Davis plays with discipline and instincts, and diagnoses plays well. Is solid rather 
than spectacular but has good range from the deep safety spot and can get 
from sideline to sideline. Davis is decent in coverage and will find the football in 
the air. He has excellent hands and will use his physicality to fight for the football 
when he has to.  

Davis is tough and will get up and play the run. Demonstrates good anticipation 
and acceleration to the ball carrier when playing downhill. Is a really good tackler. 
Also is an outstanding special teams player.  

Considered declaring for the draft after the 2019 season but instead opted to 
return to the Gators for 2020. 

Career Stats & Highlights: Finished his Gator career with 5 interceptions, 14 passes 
defensed, 1 forced fumble,1 quarterback hurry and 113 tackles (including 5 
tackles for a loss). 

Against Texas A&M in 2020, Davis had 12 tackles, including 1 tackle for a loss and 1 
forced fumble.  

Had 2 interceptions in the game against Kentucky in 2019.  

Injury Notes: Missed the first month of the 2018 season due to injury. Missed the first 
final 5 games in 2020 through injury. Also suffered a hamstring injury during his pro 
day in March 2021. 

Honours and Awards: Two-time All-SEC Academic Honor Roll (2018 & 2020). 

NFL Projection/Outlook: Being undersized lessens Davis’ chances of being 
drafted. As does his medical history, which will be of real concern to NFL teams – 
particularly the most recent injury (at the Florida Pro Day) coming so close to the 
draft. On the plus side, Davis has improved each year at Florida, which will be of 
notice to pro scouts. And he brings a solid level of athletic ability and 
experience. 

Likely a late day 3 selection. 
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Tariq Thompson (San Diego St.) 

S21 
Size: 6-1, 200   40: 4.59e 

Class: Senior 

Thompson has good playing experience in his four years at SDSU – 47 games 
played. Thompson is an outstanding playmaker who is a turnover machine, having 
been in on 24 turnover plays in his college career. 

Finished his SDSU career with an outstanding 12 interceptions and 35 passes 
defensed. He had 6 forced fumbles, 6 fumble recoveries and 219 tackles Including 
12.5 tackles for a loss). 

It was thought he may take a jump up further up this board, but whilst he had a 
solid 2020 (earned 1st Team All-Mountain West honours), he didn’t set the world 
alight.  

Likely a late day 3 selection. 

 

Darrick Forrest (Cincinnati) 

S22 
Size: 6-0, 200   40: 4.42 

Class: Senior 

Forrest has a super level of college playing experience having appeared in 49 
games. Is slightly under the ideal size for a pro safety but makes up for some of this 
deficiency by having outstanding speed. 

Is solid, rather than great, against both the run and the pass. Loves to get up and 
tackle, using his speed and burst to close on the football and ball carrier. Has also 
demonstrated good hands and awareness in coverage. 

Finished his Bearcat career with 200 tackles (including 4.5 tackles for a loss), 6 
interceptions, 12 passes defensed and 1 fumble recovery. 

Forrest had a nice year in 2019, followed by a solid, if unspectacular 2020 
(although he did make the occasional big play such as his interception late in the 
game against UCF which preserved a victory).  

Likely a late day 3 selection or undrafted free agent. 
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Brady Breeze (Oregon) 

S23 
Size: 5-11, 197   40: 4.52 

Class: Senior 

Breeze lacks outstanding size and speed, but neither are so bad that they will be 
huge factors in his future. Is a very willing tackler, reading and reacting to what he 
sees in front of him – diagnosing plays with smarts.  

In the passing game, Breeze is better in zone than being manned up. He’ll play 
well deep, but ideally you wouldn’t want to match him up short with the slot 
receiver. Uses his instincts and a little bit of a burst to close at speed on receivers 
and separate them from the football. Is also a good special teams coverage guy. 

Opted out of the 2020 season when the Pac10 cancelled their season – and 
Breeze chose to remain opted out even when the conference re-instated an 
abbreviated schedule. This meant that his last college appearance was in the 
2020 Rose Bowl when he was the game’s Defensive MVP.  

Likely a late day 3 selection or undrafted free agent. 

 
Zayne Anderson (BYU) 

S24 
Size: 6-2, 210   40: 4.46 

Class: Senior 

Anderson has a really nice combination of size and speed. Played at BYU as a 
hybrid safety-linebacker. Has some ability against both the run and the pass. Has 
instincts which enable him to diagnose plays quickly and get in position to make 
plays – however is a less than average tackler once he gets there, so needs 
development work in this area.  

Anderson has enough athleticism, agility, and coverage ability to be able to line 
up and cover receivers in the slot. Will attempt to physically challenge receivers 
and can get a little bit handsy at times.   

His versatility may be both a help and a hindrance. Versatility is usually good, but 
Anderson may be one of those players whose best position is not clear. 

Likely an undrafted free agent 
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Aashari Crosswell (Arizona St) 

S25 
Size: 6-0, 200   40: 4.46 

Class: Junior 

Played in 26 games in his Arizona State career. 

Crosswell has really good speed and decent size for the safety position. 
Unfortunately, doesn’t always seem to make the best of this athletic qualities – 
needs development on diagnosing plays and getting to the ball carrier quickly. Is 
a solid tackler once he gets there. 

Opted out after just one game of the 2020 season after losing his starting job. He 
then chose to declare for the 2021 draft with a year of college eligibility remaining 
– not sure that this was the best decision for him. Time will tell. 

Finished his college career with 6 interceptions, 25 passes defensed, 3 forced 
fumbles, 2 fumble recoveries and 93 tackles (including 3 tackles for a loss). 

Has some versatility having played up in the box, covering slot receivers and 
playing as a deep, free safety type. This versatility will be well liked by pro scouts. 

Likely an undrafted free agent 

 

Marcus Murphy (Mississippi St) 

S26 
Size: 6-1, 200   40: 4.58 

Class: Junior 

Murphy has decent size and has some athleticism and agility although he lacks all-
out speed. Is good in coverage. Not yet the greatest tackler.  

Played in just 5 games in 2019 – missing the remainder due to a “violation of team 
rules” and then opted out of the 2020 season in November (after 6 games) to 
prepare the draft. His lack of playing time over the past couple of seasons will be 
of huge concern to pro teams, as will his 2019 personal difficulties. 

Finished his college career with 67 tackles, 2 interceptions (including 1 returned for 
a touchdown) and 3 passes defensed. 

Likely an undrafted free agent 
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Qwynnterrio Cole (Alcorn State) 

S27 
Size: 6-2 190   40: 4.61e 

Class: Senior 

Has a nice level of experience – 3 year player who 
has been a 3 year starter – albeit at a “lower” level. 
Cole is a true playmaking strong safety type who 
makes big plays. Very intelligent player who reads 
the game well and diagnoses what is happening in 
front of him. Seems to get himself in the right place 
at the right time on most plays.  

Is strong and physical in both the passing game and 
against the run. Can cover tight ends in the short to 
intermediate range (although he struggles with out 
and out speed). Good tackler who loves to hit. 

Alcorn State didn’t play a fall 2020 football schedule 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, so Cole missed out 
playing this past year. 

Likely will be an undrafted free agent 

 

Eric Burrell (Wisconsin) 

S28 
Size: 5-11, 197   40: 4.73 

Class: Senior 

Has lots of college experience, having played in 48 games at the Big 10 level. 
Started a little in 2018, before becoming a full-time starter in 2019.  

Ended his college career with 5 interceptions, 16 passes defensed, 2 sacks, 4 
forced fumbles, 2 fumble recoveries and 126 tackles (5.5 tackles for a loss). 

Nice, deep laying safety, who is a smart football player – a team leader type. 
Diagnoses plays well and uses his intelligence to make up for his lack of athleticism 
and speed.  

Likely will be an undrafted free agent. 

Packers all-time leading 
receiver (Receptions and 
yards) Donald Driver 
attended Alcorn State. No 
player from Alcorn State has 
been drafted since Driver was 
taken in the 7th round in 1999. 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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2021 General Draft Outlook: As is usual, the group of specialists (kickers, punters, and 
long snappers) in the weakest of the position groups in the draft. By definition, this is a 
group where players are selected usually only to fill a specific hole.  

It’s not beyond the realm of possibilities that not a single out and out special teams 
guy gets selected in the entire draft – although it’s probably more likely that one or 
two selections will be made very late (sometime on day 3) at this spot. 

 

 

 

Packers Outlook: Green Bay heads into the 2021 draft having done a minor 
restructure on Mason Crosby’s contract. The Packers 
already have another kicker headed to camp (J.J. Molson) 
and despite Crosby’s age there seems no chance that the 
Packers will select a kicker. 

J.K. Scott has been under some pressure at punter – 
probably more so from analysts and fans than from the 
team itself. It would still be surprising however if the Packers 
were to spend a draft choice at this position, given that they 
also have Ryan Winslow headed to camp, but with 10 picks 
it can’t be completely ruled out. 

The Packers recently signed long-snapper Joe Fortunato to 
compete with Hunter Bradley in camp, so it seems extremely 
unlikely that the Packers would spend a precious draft 
choice at this spot. 
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The Packers have 
selected just 2 specialists 
in the last 13 drafts. Both 
them being chosen in the 
2018 draft – P J.K. Scott 
and LSN Hunter Bradley. 

DID YOU KNOW? 
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  TOP SPECIAL TEAMS SPECIALISTS 
 Name    Pos College Round* 

1. Evan McPherson K  Florida 7-UDFA 
2. Max Duffy P Kentucky 7-UDFA 
3. James Smith P Cincinnati 7-UDFA 
4. Drue Chrisman P Ohio State UDFA 
5. Jose Borregales K Miami (Fla) UDFA 
6. Presley Harvin III P Georgia Tech UDFA 
7. Riley Patterson K Memphis UDFA 
8. Blake Haubeil K Ohio State UDFA 
9. Tyson Dyer P New Mexico UDFA 

10. Alex Kessman K Pittsburgh UDFA 
11. Zach Von Rosenberg P LSU UDFA 
12. Nolan Cooney P Syracuse UDFA 
13. Quinn Nordin K Michigan UDFA 
14. Thomas Fletcher LSN Alabama UDFA 
15. Keith Duncan K Iowa UDFA 
16. Oscar Draguicevich III P Washington State UDFA 
17. Ryan Langan LSN Georgia Southern UDFA 
18. Bailey Flint P Toledo UDFA 
19. Adam Williams P Memphis UDFA 
20. Camaron Cheeseman LSN Michigan UDFA 

 

Round* = Projected round of selection in this draft (UDFA = Undrafted Free Agent)  
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Evan McPherson (Florida)  

ST1   Kicker 
Size: 5-11, 185 

Class: Junior 

A combination of good accuracy and a big leg make McPherson the best kicker 
available in this draft. Probably wasn’t as good in 2020 as he had been in previous 
years (77.2% on field goals) but did kick a career longest 55-yarder against 
Mississippi.  

In his career, McPherson kicked 51 of 60 field goal attempts (85%) and 151 of 152 
extra point attempts (99.3%). Is also an excellent  

McPherson’s 2020 has perhaps pushed him down the draft board a little towards 
the middle or end of day 3. There’s a possibility that he could slip out of the draft 
altogether if there aren’t any teams looking to draft a kicker, although if this 
happens, a team will undoubtedly pick him up as an undrafted free agent to 
challenge for a job in camp and pre-season. 

 

Max Duffy (Kentucky)  

ST2   Punter 
Size: 6-0 3/4, 197 

Class: Junior 

Duffy is a former Australian Rules Football player, with a huge leg. He is a well 
decorated player at the college level – winning the Ray Guy Award in 2019 
(college football’s best punter) and also being named a Unanimous All-American 
and 1st Team All-SEC. Was selected 2nd Team All-ACC in 2020 and earned an 
invitation to the Senior Bowl. 

Finished his career with an excellent 46.0 yards per punt average on 151 punts – 
never dropping below a 45 yard average in any of his years at Kentucky. 

Unfortunately, Duffy has suffered a number of head injuries, including concussions 
and a seizure during his college career. This medical history will be of serious 
concern to NFL teams and pushes him down the draft board. 

Duffy is likely to be a day 3 selection, but conceivably could drop out of the draft 
altogether if his aforementioned medical history puts teams off. If that happens, 
he will be signed as an undrafted free agent. 
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James Smith (Cincinnati)  

ST3   Punter 
Size: 6-4 3/4, 233 

Class: Senior 

Like fellow potential 2021 draftee Max Duffy, James Smith is also an Australian 
native. Unlike Duffy though, Smith does have a huge booming leg but does kick 
with skill, placement and a has a long hang time. He is unusual in that he punts on 
the move, in what is often referred to as “rugby style”.  

One of the questions for NFL teams is whether they try to change this style to a 
more conventional, traditional pro punting motion. Earned an invitation to the 
Senior Bowl, but according to reports he did not have the greatest of weeks. 

Finished his 4 year career at Cincinnati with a 43.6 gross punting average.  

Questions over his punting style, which were not answered at the Senior Bowl, 
have probably seen Smith fall down the draft board a little. He is a likely day 3 
selection or perhaps even an undrafted free agent. 

 

Drue Chrisman (Ohio State) 

ST4   Punter 
Size: 6-3, 222 

Class: Senior 

Chrisman has a solid leg, without it being the longest. However, he is an excellent 
directional punter with a long hang time. He also is a very fine holder – an ability 
which can often be overlooked.  

Chrisman ended his Ohio State career with a 44.6 yard per punt gross average, 
having also earned multiple All-Big 10 selections and Ray Guy award nominations 
as one of the best punters in college football.  

If the Packers decide that a punter is on their radar, then it’s not beyond the 
realms of possibility that it would be Chrisman – his experience punting in the Big 
10 in some adverse weather conditions well be of interest. 

Likely an undrafted free agent. 
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Jose Borregales (Miami, Fla)  

ST5   Kicker 
Size: 5-9 7/8, 207 

Class:  

Born in Venezuela, Borregales attended high school in Florida where was 
successful as both a kicker and punter. Became a full-time kicker when he arrived 
at Florida International University. Then spent 4 years at FIU (redshirting 1 year), 
where he was the all-time leading scorer, before he transferred to Miami for the 
2020 season. 

And the transfer worked, as Borregales had his best year as a senior in 2020, 
connecting on 18 of 20 field goals. This performance earned him the 2020 Lou 
Groza Award (college football’s best kicker) and Unanimous 1st Team All-American 
and 1st Team All-ACC selections. 

Likely an undrafted free agent. 

 

Pressley Harvin III (Georgia Tech) 
ST6   Punter 
Size: 5-11, 263 

Class:  

Harvin was an all-state punter in high school and that level of performance just got 
better when he arrived at Georgia Tech – culminating in an outstanding senior 
season in 2020. 

Harvin led the whole of college football in 2020 with a very impressive 48.0 yards 
per punt (with nearly 50% of his punts going for 50 yards or longer). This 48.0 yard 
average was a new Georgia Tech record. This performance earned Harvin the 
nation’s top college honour for punters – the Ray Guy Award. Was also a 
Unanimous All-American and 1st Team All-ACC selection (having previously earned 
2nd Team and 3rd Team All-ACC honours in 2018 and 2017 respectively).    

Has been a very consistent punter throughout his college career – averaging 44.7 
yards per punt on 210 career punts. 

Harvin recently weighed in at an incredible, or very worrying, 263 pounds – 
certainly this will raise concerns and questions for NFL teams.  

Likely an undrafted free agent. 
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Riley Patterson (Memphis)  

ST7   Kicker 
Size: 5-10 3/8, 183 

Class: Senior 

Finished his carer having made 64 of 83 field goals (77.1%). Unfortunately, 2020 was 
a bit of a down year, making just 68.2% of his field goal attempts – the worst 
performance of his 4-year Memphis career. Nonetheless, was still invited to the 
Senior Bowl. Will likely go undrafted and be signed by a team for training camp. 

 

 

Blake Haubeil (Ohio State) 

ST8   Kicker 
Size: 6-3, 230 

Class: Senior 

Made 28 of 35 field goals (80%) in his Ohio State career. Has a strong leg, having 
kicked a 55 yarder in 2019. Haubeil will likely not be drafted but his experience of 
kicking outside will surely be of interest to teams that play in bad weather – so 
expect to see him in camp later in 2021. 

 

Tyson Dyer (New Mexico) 

ST9   Punter 
Size: 6-2, 212   40: 4.95 

Class:  

Dyer is 28 years old, which really hurts his pro chances, as does the fact that 2020 
was probably the worst year of his college career. He ended his time at New 
Mexico with a career gross average of 44.1 yards per punt and a career net 
average of 40.1. Has a huge leg (had an 84 yard punt in 2018). Is also a holder.  

Likely an undrafted free agent. 
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Alex Kessman (Pittsburgh)  

ST10   Kicker 
Size: 6-2, 189 

Class:  

Kessman’s had his best year in 2020 – going 23 of 29 (79.3%) on field goals. This 
raised his career field goal success rate to 72.6% (69 of 95). Notably, he has been 
really good on long distance attempts (12 of 18), indicating good leg strength. His 
2020 means that teams are likely to take a look at him in training camp. 

Likely an undrafted free agent. 

 
Zach Von Rosenberg (LSU)  

ST11   Punter 
Size:  

Class:  

Began his college football career at 26 years old – is now 30 (had previously been 
a minor league baseball pitcher). His age may put teams off from drafting him -. 
But it wouldn’t be a surprise to see him in training camp somewhere in the 
summer. Consistent punter who averaged 44.0 yards a punt in his LSU career, 

Likely an undrafted free agent. 

 

Nolan Cooney (Syracuse)  

ST12   Punter 
Size:  

Class:  

Averaged 44.8 yards per punt in 2020 – leading college football in total punts (74) 
and punting yards (3,314). Likely an undrafted free agent. 
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CALEB FARLEY, CB, VIRGINIA TECH 
When 100% injury free, Farley competes with Patrick Surtain to be the best corner in 
this draft. But the “100% injury free” dependency doesn’t apply. 

Farley tore an ACL way back in 2017. Fortunately, that injury no longer appears to be 
of concern. Unfortunately, he has back problems which are of much more concern. 
Farley originally suffered a workout injury on his back in 2019, which led to back 
spasms and a surgical procedure. Over a year later, in March 2021, Farley had to 
undergo further back surgery – a microdiscectomy – to fix an ongoing issue. 

The surgery wasn’t major but with it coming so close to the upcoming draft, it means 
that Farley has no opportunity to prove that there are no ongoing issues from the 
surgery itself and most importantly, that the procedure has completely resolved any 
underlying problems. Perhaps further complicating matters is that Farley opted out of 
the 2020 season (under the COVID-19 protocol), which means that he now has had 
two surgeries since he last stepped onto a football field in 2019. 

Where does all of this leave Farley? 

He could start slipping on draft day. And once players start to slip, teams become 
wary and therefore Farley could drop into the 20s, and even conceivably be 
available when the Packers pick at 29 – in all honesty, that scenario seems extremely 
unlikely, but could put Green Bay in the position of having to make that “Risk v 
Reward” decision.  

More likely is that Farley will drop just a few slots from where he would have selected 
prior to the surgery – maybe around pick 15. 

RISK v REWARD 

Every year there are a number of players who head into 
the NFL Draft with injury question marks. Sometimes these 
injuries occur so late in the “process” that it’s difficult to 
truly know how the draft stock of these players will be 
impacted. 

Will the players fully recover from these injuries? And by 
when? Are these injuries indications of longer term 
underlying problems? 

Here we take a quick look at some of the players in this 
category for the 2021Draft. They truly are this year’s Risk v 
Reward players. 
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WALKER LITTLE, OT, STANFORD 
Walker Little was almost a pre-ordained first round choice at left tackle when he 
came out of high school. Playing superbly in his first two years at Stanford only 
confirmed this destiny. But in the very first game of the 2019 season, Walker tore an 
ACL, an injury which kept him out for the remainder of the year. 

Enter 2020 and COVID-19. The Pac10 cancelled its season Little, along with many 
others, opted to start his preparation for the 2021 NFL Draft immediately. Even though 
the Pac10 later re-instated a partial schedule, Little decided that continuing his draft 
preparation programme was more important than playing a 6 game season. 

So here we are. Little is 18 months removed from his devastating injury and hasn’t 
been played a game since. He has however, been working out and was a full 
participant in the Stanford Pro Day where he put in a very fine performance. From all 
outward appearances, Little appears to be fully recovered from his injury. 

So how should NFL teams judge Little? Is he the player he was, prior to the injury and 
be able to come in and start at left tackle immediately? Or is he not quite what he 
was and may never be? Or is he not quite what he was but will likely get back there 
(and even better) with some time and development? 

NFL teams will have to decide which of these most fits – and hope that they are right! 
The feeling here is that Little will likely fall to the second or third round – and that a 
team who selects him will have a real opportunity to get one of biggest draft day 
bargains for many a year.   

 

JAELAN PHILLIPS, EDGE, MIAMI 
Jaelan Phillips is the best pure pass rusher available in this draft. And he did one thing 
that neither of two players previously discussed in this section, did – he played a full 
season of college football in 2020. And not only did he play, but Phillips performed at 
a really high level and so, from an injury perspective, he was able to answer some of 
the questions and concerns that teams will have had about him. 

But, and it’s a big but, only some of the questions were answered and realistically it 
may never be possible to fully answer all of doubts.  

So how bad is Phillips’ injury history? Retirement bad, that’s how bad. 

In 2018 he suffered a serious concussion in the fourth game of the season – so serious 
in fact that it kept him out for the remainder of the season. And it wasn’t the first 
concussion that Phillips had incurred. After the 2018 season was compete, Phillips 
decided to retire from football and look elsewhere.  

But after recovery time, and sitting out the entire 2019 season, Phillips decided to give 
football one more try, and he transferred to Miami to play the 2020 season.  

Top end pass rushers are extremely hard to come by and having played successfully 
in 2020, it seems certain that Phillips will be selected somewhere between picks 15 
and 25 in the first round of this draft. But his injury history will perhaps forever loom over 
him. 
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RONDALE MOORE, WR, PURDUE 
At his dynamic best, Rondale Moore would be perhaps the most excitng player 
entering this draft.  Unfortunately, we have to go back more than two years to the 
2018 season to find when Moore was consistently this player. 

Moore’s 2018 numbers are incredible, but you have to see the film and watch him 
turn short passes into long touchdowns, see him cut and avoid tackles and simply 
“out thrill” defenders to understand how good he was. And all at about onky 5 feet 9 
tall. 

But then the injury bug hit Rondale Moore. In 2019, he suffered a hamstring injury, so 
severe that he missed all but 4 games. He followed this with a 2020 season in which he 
was able to play just 3 games due to a lower body injury. And so he approaches the 
2021 NFL Draft having played in just 7 games in two seasons.  

The concerns that NFL teams will have about Moore’s injury situation is compounded 
by a belief by some (not all) that a 5-9 receiver cannot play for a long in the NFL in 
any case, as his body surely can’t take the beating he will likely receive. 

So how is Moore’s draft status impacted by all of this? 

In the 2021 NFL, Moore is a first round talent. Given the history and concerns, it’s not 
unreasonable to think that him being selected in the second round is about the right 
level weighing up risk v reward. If he falls any further than round 2, then similar to the 
Walker Little situation, we are in the realm of him being a huge bargain. 

 

LANDON DICKERSON, OC, ALABAMA 
The number of interior offensive linemen that get selected in the first round is relatively 
small, and when you cut that down to just the center position it gets smaller still – just 8 
in the last 10 drafts. A fully fit Landon Dickerson would surely add to that list.  

But unfortunately, Dickerson has quite a lengthy injury history, stretching across his 
whole career including the 2020 season. 

Dickerson’s toll of injuries includes multiple broken toes suffered in the same high 
school game, multiple ankle injuries, some injuries where the reason was not disclosed 
and two torn ACLs – with the most recent occurring in the SEC Championship Game 
at the end of the 2020 season. 

So added to the normal concerns that NFL teams would have about a player injured 
on a number occasions, they have the added concern that Dickerson’s most recent 
serious injury occurred just about 4 months ago. 

Where does all of this leave Dickerson’s draft chances? 

The “sweet spot” now for where Dickerson’s risk meets the potential reward is around 
round 2. But because he is so good, do not be surprised if he still gets selected in 
round 1, if there is a team looking for a specialist center. Any later than round 2, then 
a team should jump at the potential bargain they will pick up. 
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ANDRE CISCO, S, SYRACUSE 
We are always told how important turnovers are in the game of football. So a player 
who can be in on 16 turnover plays in 24 games has to be worth the risk of potentially 
“wasting” a draft pick on an injured player, right? 

But from which round should that draft choice be – which is the round in which the risk 
v reward odds became about even? 

Andre Cisco is the player in question. The Syracuse safety had 13 interceptions, 2 
forced fumbles and 1 fumble recovery in his career before suffering a non-contact 
torn ACL early in the 2020 season. And with that, his season and Syracuse career were 
both finished. 

We don’t know at what point Cisco will be ready to play again. Nor do we know 
whether he will be able to come back as the same player. But he surely is worth 
taking a reasonable chance on. 

A pick in round 3 would seem to be the about the right level for Cisco. If he starts to 
fall below that then teams should start scrambling to run the card with his name on it 
up to the podium. 

 

DAYO ODEYINGBO, EDGE, VANDERBILT 
Unfortunately, Dayo Odeyingbo is an unexpected late addition to this list. After his 
college career had ended, just like all other potential draftees, Odeyingbo began his 
personal preparation programme to be at his best for the Commodores’ Pro Day.  

Sadly, he suffered a torn achilles tendon while training in early 2021. It’s an injury that 
almost certainly will keep him out for the whole of the 2021 season. 

Given his excellent pass rushing skills, Odeyingbo would probably be a second or third 
round pick without the injury, and it’s possible that a team may still look at him in 
round 3. If not, round 4 would appear to be about the right place for him but given 
that his injury has come so late in the whole draft “process” it wouldn’t be a complete 
shock to see Odeyingbo drop well into day 3. 

 

WYATT DAVIS, OG, OHIO STATE 
Wyatt Davis doesn’t have the injury history of same of the names in this article nor has 
he suffered some of the devastatingly serious injuries that have also been described 
here. But the challenge that teams will have with their decision about Davis’ draft 
position is also slightly different. 

A likely first round pick heading into the season, Davis wasn’t quite as good in 2020 as 
he had been in previous years. As it turned out he had spent much of the 2020 season 
battling a niggling knee injury. 

So how much of the drop off in Davis’ play was him having a relatively down year 
and how much was down to the injury? Teams will have to decide but on the face of 
it, dropping Davis to about round 2 seems appropriate.  
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Here’s our really early watchlist for the 2022 NFL Draft: 
 

 Name   Pos College 
1. Derek Stingley Jr. CB LSU 
2. Kayvon Thibodeaux DE Oregon 
3. Sam Howell QB North Carolina 
4. Spencer Rattler QB Oklahoma 
5. Kyle Hamilton S Notre Dame 
6. Kaiir Elam CB Florida 
7. Chris Olave WR Ohio State 
8. Zach Harrison Edge Ohio State 
9. George Pickens WR Georgia 

10. Kedon Slovis, QB QB USC 
11. Garrett Wilson WR Ohio State 
12. Derion Kendrick CB Clemson 
13, Evan Neal OG Alabama 
14. Jalen Wydermyer TE Texas A&M 
15. Justyn Ross                WR Clemson 
16. Bubba Bolden S Miami 
17. DeMarvin Leal DT Texas A&M 
18. George Karlaftis DE Purdue 
19. Drake Jackson Edge USC 
20. Christian Harris LB Alabama 
21. Matt Corral QB Mississippi 
22. Breece Hall RB Iowa State 
23. Charles Cross OT Mississippi State 
24. Rasheed Walker OT Penn State 
25. Nicholas Petit-Frere OL Ohio State 
26. Nolan Smith DE Georgia 
27. Tyler Shough QB Oregon 
28. Josh Whyle TE Cincinnati 
29. Logan Brown OT Wisconsin 
30. Jordan Davis DL Georgia 
31. Tyler Linderbaum OL Iowa 
32. Aidan Hutchinson DE Michigan 
33. A.J. Hampton CB Northwestern 
34. Brandon Smith Edge Penn State 
35. Jalen Green CB Texas 
36. Zion Nelson OT Miami 
37. Edefuan Ulofoshio LB Washington 
38. Brenton Cox OLB Florida 
39. Graham Mertz QB Wisconsin 
40. Isaiah Spiller RB Texas A&M 

List continues on the next page 
 

THE 2022 DRAFT 
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 Name   Pos College 
41. Kevin Harris RB South Carolina 
42. Charlie Kolar TE Iowa State 
43. Darian Kinnard OL Kentucky 
44. Haskell Garrett DL Ohio State 
45. Andrew Booth CB Clemson 
46. Luke Matthews OC Texas A&M 
47. Kyren Williams RB Notre Dame 
48. Perrion Winfrey DT Oklahoma 
49. J.T. Daniels QB Georgia 
50. Nick Bonitto Edge Oklahoma 
51. Khalil Shakir WR Boise State 
52. Henry To’o To’o LB Tba - Transfer 
53. Jordan Battle S Alabama 
54. Jordan McFadden OT Clemson 
55. Desmond Ridder QB Cincinnati 
56. Tyler Smith OT Tulsa 
57. Kaleb Eleby QB Western Michigan 
58. John Metchie III WR Alabama 
59. Kenyon Green OL Texas A&M 
60. Jaivon Heiligh WR Coastal Carolina 
61. Ahmad Gardner CB Cincinnati 
62. Thayer Munford OL Ohio State 
63. Tyler Snead WR East Carolina 
64. Sevyn Banks CB Ohio State 
65. Tre’Vius Hodges-Tomlinson CB TCU 
66. Martin Emerson CB Mississippi State 
67. Nehemiah Pritchett CB Auburn 
68. Austin Stogner TE Oklahoma 
69. Ventrell Miller LB Florida 
70. Malik Wills QB Liberty 
71. Jayden Daniels QB Arizona State 
72. Jerrion Ealy RB Mississippi 
73. David Bell WR Purdue 
74. Treylon Burks WR Arkansas 
75. Jamaree Salyer OL Georgia 
76. Adam Anderson OL Georgia 
77. Travon Walker DL Georgia 
78. Mike Jones LB LSU 
79. Josh Jobe CB Alabama 
80. Trent McDuffie CB Washington 
81. Mykael Wright CB Oregon 
82. Brandon Joseph S Northwestern 
83. Demani Richardson S Texas A&M 
84. Chris Hinton DL Michigan 
85. Dorian Williams LB Tulane 
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How to Keep in Contact:  
 
Web www.ukpackers.co.uk 
 
E-Mail info@ukpackers.co.uk 
 
Twitter @ukpackers  
https://twitter.com/ukpackers 
 
Facebook Group UK & Irish Packers Group  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/130174737591151/ 
 
Instagram UKPackers 

 

http://www.ukpackers.co.uk/
mailto:info@ukpackers.co.uk
https://twitter.com/ukpackers
https://www.facebook.com/groups/130174737591151/
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